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PREFACE.

BY THE TRANSLATOR.

BEFORE entering into the subject of this memoir I

must answer a question frequently asked of me
while I was writing the life of Garcia Moreno.
" Where is Ecuador ?

"
It is a South American

Republic, twice the size of France, having Colombia

to the north, Peru to the south, Brazil to the east,

and the Pacific Ocean to the west. A double chain

of the Andes runs through its whole length, so that

it has three regions absolutely distinct from one

another, i.e., the plains by the sea-coast, the upland

between the high mountains, and the savage country

beyond, which divides it from Brazil. In the plains,,

the vegetation is glorious, the great heat of the sun

and the plentiful irrigation from the mountain

torrents, combine to produce every description of

beautiful tree and shrub, besides cocoa, coffee,,

cotton, the sugar-cane, and every kind of grain

and fruit. The table-land above is a splendid

oasis, three thousand metres above the level of the
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sea, and favoured by a most delicious climate all

the year round. Here the greater part of the popu-

lation of Ecuador is concentrated. There stands

Quito, the capital of the country, and other impor-

tant towns like Cuenca, Riobamba, Ambato, Ibarra,

and others. Here also are the great farms called

haciendas, often as large as an English county, upon
which are pastured three or four thousand head of

cattle, and fifteen or twenty thousand sheep.

When we leave this high ground and descend

the slopes of the Andes, towards the east, we come

to the immense plain called the Napo, full of virgin

forests and inhabited by two hundred thousand

savage Indians. This is a brief description of the

country where the interesting life of Garcia Moreno

was passed, and where he died a martyr.

The history of the people goes back to the very

first centuries of our era. But in the fifteenth, the

Incas of Peru conquered the country, established

themselves at Quito, and reigned undisturbed for

forty years. Then came the discovery of America

by Columbus and the Spanish occupation. At first

the Spanish kings acquitted themselves faithfully

of their great mission. They sent in every ship

bishops, priests and religious Orders, who evange-
lized by degrees the whole country; so that civili-

zation and religion went hand in hand. But in the

following century all this was changed. The advice

given by Columbus to the kings of Spain, was
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disregarded
x and the poor natives were enslaved

by a multitude of grasping speculators and needy

place-hunters, who, in spite of the remonstrances

of the Church and of all honest men, converted

this paradise into a perfect hell upon earth ; and

having decimated the inhabitants by their cruelties,

imported blacks from Africa to do their work, and

thus established the slave-trade, which it has taken

three centuries to abolish. The abolition of the

missions, the expulsion of the Jesuits, and other

religious Orders followed, and the people were

reduced to a kind of desperation.

But the kings of Spain did not escape the

punishment which their crimes had deserved, and

one by one the whole of their South American

Colonies were torn from them. The first actor in

the drama was Bolivar, who, born in 1783, took an

oath in 1805 to deliver his country from the tyranny

of the Spaniards. In 1810 he returned to Venezuela,

proclaimed the independence of the people and

formed a Republic composed of the three States of

Venezuela, New Granada, and Ecuador under the

name of " Colombia." Defeated by the Spanish

forces for a time, he returned in 1817, and at the

end of a few years had driven the Spaniards from

1 "Your Royal Highness should not permit any Spaniard to

settle in South America who is not a good Christian, for this

enterprise has no other object in view than the glory of God and

the good of His Church."
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the country, and was hailed as the " Liberator
"

of

his people. But though he had freed this part of

South America from the tyranny of Spain, a worse

tyranny had replaced it that of the Revolution,

which he was unable to stem, and which finally

destroyed him. He died literally of a broken heart

on December 17, 1830, being only forty-seven years

of age. The total dismemberment of Colombia

followed, and each State set up for itself and became

an independent Republic. One of these wras

Ecuador. Torn to pieces by internal revolutions,

it was left to Garcia Moreno to make it what the

Holy Father Leo XIII. called it : the model of a

Christian State.

Only thirty years after the death of Bolivar, this

man, by the grace of God and a faithful following of

His counsels, swept away the villains who were

fattening at the expense of the people, established

^as Catholic a Government as that of St. Louis of

France and dragged the whole nation out of the

chaos in which it was plunged. In 1862, in spite of

the Radicals and Socialists, he signed a Concordat

which restored entire liberty to the Church.

In 1867 he established a Constitutional Govern-

ment destined to make his people a true flock of

Jesus Christ. In 1870, he alone had the boldness to

protest against the invasion of the Pontifical States,

when, by the official recognition of an usurping

power, kings and emperors made themselves the
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accomplices of Italian brigands. He even obtained

from the Congress of 1873 a national subsidy in

favour of the captive and despoiled Pontiff. At the

same time, he consecrated the Republic to the

Sacred Heart of Jesus. He found the country in a

state of bankruptcy and ruin : but in ten years he

managed to realize such marvellous improve-

ments in the finances, as well as in the material

and intellectual condition of the people, that the

most vivid imagination was surpassed by the reality.

Naturally, the Socialists and Freemasons whom
he had dismissed from the Government, and even

the theorists who believed in
" a Free Church in a

Free State
" were mad with rage against him, and

finding that they could not overturn one who was

looked upon as the Father of his people, his death

was decreed by the Masonic Lodges. He was

warned of his danger, and wrote these beautiful

words to the Pope: "May I be deemed worthy to

shed my blood for the cause of the Church and of

Christian society." God thought him worthy. On

August 6, 1875, he fell under the daggers of the

assassins. His last words were the cry of a martyr
'

Dios no muere "God never dies." Alone among
the chiefs of modern States, Garcia Moreno restored

to his country a truly Christian Government. Alone

amidst weak princes and feeble kings, and the vile

flatteries of a still more vile populace, he gave to the

world the noble example of unshaken firmness in
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the accomplishment of what he felt to be duty.

Alone as an heroic martyr to the cause of Christian

civilization, he gave his blood for the noble end

which he defended.

Garcia Moreno appears, then, as the only great

politician of the nineteenth century, and as a type,

too long lost, of the real saviour of his people.
" For

that reason I felt that Garcia Moreno should not

pass like a meteor in the midst of his cotemporaries

without leaving a trace behind him. Not to bring

to light such a personality would be to rob God of

the glory of His work; and to deprive this noble

man of the immortality to which he is entitled

even on this earth. More than that it would be

depriving the world of a great example; for the

history of Garcia Moreno gives to all statesmen a

Providential lesson. God grant that the blood of

this martyr may be fertile in its results, and inspire

with the like zeal other men who may aspire to

become the regenerators of their country, and who

may be found intelligent enough to understand, and

courageous enough to follow him." 2

2 From the original Preface of Pere Berthe, p. 64.
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EARLY YEARS.

The eldest devoted himself early to the priest-

hood. The second, though a layman, studied deeply
Catholic liturgies and Catholic questions. The third,

Don Pedro Pablo Moreno, one of the great pro-

prietors of Ecuador, helped his youngest brother

to realize his great enterprises, when he had become
President of the Republic. Later on, when a witness

of the ingratitude of his fellow-citizens, he often

said to him :

" Leave this country for another no
matter where ;

and draw as much as you will from

my purse." But Don Gabriel invariably replied :

" God did not send me into the world to do good

anywhere, but in Ecuador !

"

The fourth son was Michael Garcia Moreno,
whom the President proposed, later on, as Ad-

ministrator of the salt works of the State. He
was a man of great ability and integrity, and instead

of having a perpetual deficit in his accounts, accord-

ing to the habit of his predecessors, he brought about

an extraordinary surplus, which increased yearly.

Don Gabriel had also three sisters, Rosario,

Mercedes, and Carmen. All three were the joy and

honour of their family, and each left this world

after having edified it bv a holy and irreproachable
life.

Gabriel Garcia Moreno was the last of this

remarkable family, from the bosom of which he

drew those feelings of lively faith, chivalrous honour,
and especially that noble passion for duty, which

characterized his whole life. To prepare him for

the exceptional career to which he was destined

God trained him also in the hard school of adversity.

In consequence of the incessant revolutions which
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convulsed South America, Don Garcia Gomez
suffered a terrible reverse of fortune. From having-

been a very rich man he fell into positive poverty,

and his great regret was for his little Gabriel. The
elder ones had been educated and launched in their

different careers ; but what would happen to the

youngest ? His mother determined to undertake

his education herself and to train him in habits of

piety, regularity, and love of duty, without allowing

any complaints as to their change of position. The

boy responded eagerly to her tender care, and was
assiduous at his lessons, so much so that he injured
his health, which added to her maternal anxieties.

His love for her knew no bounds ;
and later in life,

speaking of Guayaquil (a city famous for revolu-

tions), he exclaimed, laughingly: "I know of only
two good things in it my mother . . . and
bananas !

" 2 While being thus disciplined in the

school of poverty the troubles of his native town
initiated him, early in life, to the tumultuous scenes

in which he was later to take so conspicuous a part.

Before he was nine years old, Gabriel had passed

through five successive nationalities. The miseries

entailed by these continual changes, the fruit of

successive bombardments, revolutions, and street

fights, familiarized the child with scenes of danger
and added, to his acquired courage, that stoical

2 Strange to say, this boy who, hereafter, was to amaze the

world by his courage, was timid and fearful, by nature, to the last

degree. His father, to cure him, shut him out one day alone on a

balcony in the midst of a furious storm : and on another occasion

sent him to light his candle by the tapers which burnt near a dead

body, the child having the greatest horror of death. This severe

method, however, was completely successful.
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calmness which he showed amidst the gravest

perils.

A fresh sorrow soon added to the desolation of

both mother and child. Garcia Gomez died suddenly
at the very moment when his exertions were the

most needed for the support of his family. Gabriel

had just begun to attend college and to study

languages ; but the death of his father made this

expense impossible. Dona Mercedes, in this supreme
misfortune, redoubled her prayers and tears, and

God helped her in an unexpected manner.

Not far from her house was an old monastery
of Our Lady of Mercy. One of the monks, P.

Betancourt, seeing the sorrow of both mother and

child, offered to be his instructor. Gabriel, wild

with joy, devoted himself to his studies, and in ten

months had thoroughly mastered Latin and all

elementary knowledge. P. Betancourt was amazed
at the extraordinary intelligence and penetration
of the boy, at his prodigious memory, and his

passionate love of work. But when he was sixteen

a fresh difficulty arose. P. Betancourt had taught
him all he knew, and there was no college in Guaya-
quil for higher studies. The only thing to be done

was to send him to Quito, to follow the University
course there ; but how to find the means was the

question. P. Betancourt again triumphed over this

apparently insurmountable difficulty. He had a

sister living in Quito, who though anything but

rich, had the warmest and most charitable heart.

She heard of her brother's anxiety and gladly
offered to give Gabriel a home at her house, from

whence he could follow the University course
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without risk or difficulty, while she would defray
all the expenses of his board and lodging. This

offer was gratefully accepted by Dona Mercedes,
and in the month of September, 1836, the young
Gabriel started for Quito. We pass over the

sorrow of his mother, to whom he had been the

one joy and consolation of her widowhood. But
she had determined to sacrifice her own feelings

for the welfare of her boy, and Gabriel started full

of hope and courage along that lovely road, by the

beautiful river Guayas and under the shadow of

those glorious snowy mountains which he had only
seen from a distance, and amidst which he was
henceforth to live. And so he arrived at Quito,
where he was received with open arms by the good
Senora Josepha, who was delighted to act as a

mother to this charming boy, of whom she had
heard such glowing accounts from her brother.



CHAPTER II.

LIFE AS A STUDENT.

1836 1840.

BEFORE undertaking his studies of philosophy, it

was decided that Gabriel should complete his

humanities by following the superior course of

grammar under Dr. Bonaventura Proano. This

able master did not fail to appreciate his new

scholar, whose ardour in study and firmness of

character made him utterly unlike his companions
both in the class and out of it. He very soon

confided to him the superintendance of the transitos,

as the study-galleries were called, and the idle and

incorrigible among the students soon found that

they could not escape his vigilant eye. He acquired
in a few weeks such an immense authority over

them, that any infraction of the rules was prevented
and all attempts at insubordination instantly quelled.

On one occasion a poor French tailor and his

daughter, who had been recently attached to the

establishment, came into the gallery and were

instantly the objects of the ridicule of the whole

class. In vain, Gabriel endeavoured to stop them.

Indignant at this ungenerous and uncharitable

behaviour he denounced the boys to the authorities
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without a moment's hesitation, and a severe flogging

of the most guilty was the result, a fact long re-

membered in the annals of the University. He gave

proof also in this capacity of his extraordinary

memory. Every morning and evening he had to

call over the roll of the students in alphabetical

order, and this he did with more than three hundred

of them without looking at his register or ever

making a mistake. He remembered in the same

way the number of good or bad marks which each

had obtained, so that it was impossible to find him
at fault.

Thus passed his first year at the University,

during which time he acquired the esteem and

respect of his masters, and the friendship of his

companions, in spite of what would appear his

inflexible rigidity. Soon he became intimately
associated with the best and noblest amongst them,
whose families were of the highest rank in the

capital. All had known and loved his parents, and
his change of position made no difference in their

appreciation of him, every mother being anxious

to secure such a friend and companion for her

sons.

On September i, 1837, Don Gabriel entered the

College of San Fernando, for the study of philosophy,

mathematics, and natural sciences, which course

was to last for three years. The University of

Quito, which had been founded by the Spaniards,
had formerly the highest reputation in South

America. But when emancipated from Spain, its

religious tone was entirely changed. Except in the

matter of theology, which still remained under the
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direction of the Church, all the other faculties had
been confided to men imbued with ideas of secu-

larization or
"
laicization." Fortunately, even these

masters were better than their Superiors, and the

Christian feelings of the scholars reacted against
these vicious influences. Garcia Moreno escaped
the danger completely, thanks to the pre-occupation
of his mind at this moment of his life.

In consequence of the extraordinary superiority
he had shown since his entrance into the University,
the Government had placed a free Burse at his

disposal, on condition that he should continue the

professorship of grammar, while still following the

course of philosophy. People asked themselves

how he could find time for this extra work, and yet

manage to eclipse all his companions in the different

branches of learning. But what struck everyone
most was his extraordinary piety. He assisted at

every religious exercise, went to weekly Communion,
and was always keenly interested in everything
which could contribute to the glory of God, and the

good of the Church.

At that time he fancied that God called him to

the ecclesiastical state, and opened his heart on

the subject to the Bishop-elect of Guayaquil,

Mgr. Garaicoa, who had come to Quito for his

consecration. The Bishop, who knew his family
and his antecedents, wr

armly encouraged the idea,

and even urged him to enter the clerical state at

once. In consequence, a few days after the Bishop's

consecration, Don Gabriel received the tonsure and

minor Orders at his hands. From that moment his

great pride was to wear the distinctive clerical
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collar, and he even secretly bought himself a cassock,

which he kept in his room to remind himself con-

tinually of the excellence and obligations of the

ecclesiastical state. Of course, his companions joked
with him about his tonsure, but only in a good-
humoured way, which he was the first to share in.

No one ever went further with Don Gabriel without

having cause to repent of it.

This act crowned his first year of philosophy,
which had been marked by the most triumphant
success. Already his pious mother congratulated
him on his determination ;

his eldest brother, who
was then Rector of Monte Christi, in the Diocese

of Guayaquil, offered to pay all the expenses of

his ecclesiastical education, when an all-absorbing

passion for science took the place of his ecclesiastical

pre-occupations, and captivated his whole soul.

Gifted with an extraordinary penetration, with a

power of reasoning which was as vigorous as it was

logical, with a memory so tenacious that nothing
was forgotten, and an imagination so brilliant that

his very soul seemed to be on fire, he possessed an

assemblage of gifts and qualities which Providence

awards to only a few exceptional natures. The
result was, that he was determined to learn every-

thing : literature, history, philosophy, the exact and
natural sciences, besides eloquence, foreign lan-

guages, and poetry. We shall understand all the

better from this extraordinary determination in one
so young, how, later on, he could be at the same
time a wonderful orator, a profound historian, a

first-rate linguist, a fascinating poet, an incom-

parable statesman, and, still more strange, possessing
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an extraordinary knowledge of chemistry and mathe-

matics. 1 The latter he acquired from a French

engineer, Dr. Wyse,
2 who soon became his intimate

friend. This learned Professor owned to having
been stupefied at the extraordinary facility with

which his pupil worked out the most difficult

problems, far more quickly even than himself. In

fact, Don Gabriel at this time lived the life of a

student and a recluse. For him there were no

holidays, no recreation, no society, no pleasures of

any sort. He only rested from more arduous work

by studying modern languages, French and English

especially. When fairly worn out by fatigue, he

would throw himself all dressed on the planks of

his bed, so as not to lose time, or be tempted to

break through his rule of rising at three o'clock in

the morning, plunging his head and eyes into cold

water to conquer sleep. The result of this excessive

application was a loss of sight and a failure of

health which threatened to become very serious.

Fortunately, his course of University studies came
to an end about that time, when he was persuaded

1 One day in a mathematical examination, no one could discover

the solution of a certain problem. One of the professors, attempting
to prove it in his own fashion, a voice among the students cried

out: " The Professor is mistaken!" It was Garcia Moreno. The
Doctor, insisting on being in the right, Garcia flew to the table,

seized the pencil, and pointing out the error, solved the problem
with such exactitude and rapidity that all the students, and even

the discomfited Professor, broke out in loud expressions of ad-

miration.

2 M. Sebastian Wyse was summoned to Ecuador in 1839. He
made a valuable topographical chart of the country, and several

scientific treatises which are held in much esteem.
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to take some rest. 3 But his name had already
become famous in Quito. The Professor continually
called upon him to defend certain theses in public,

and the result was that everyone was agreed as to

his extraordinary powers, and declared that what-

ever might be his future career, he was sure to fill

the highest place.

CHAPTER III.

LIFE AS A LAWYER.

1840 1845.

DON GABRIEL was now twenty years of age, and
had to choose a career. Though no less pious than

before, his best friends strongly advised him to

abandon the idea of the ecclesiastical state, declaring
that he could serve God and the Church more

effectively outside, and that he had been created

(according to the expression of the Emperor Con-

stantine) not to be a priest, but, sword in hand, to

be the escort of that priest, and to be, in fact,
" a

bishop in the world." Garcia Moreno had no idea

of the mission to \vhich he was destined, but he

determined to study law, both as necessary to his

3 To divert himself at this time he frequently wrote poetry, and
his frame of mind may be judged by one of his verses, which runs

as follows :

Amores no quero.

Hermosas muchachas,
Amores que solo

Dan al alma penas.
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advancement in public life, and as a means of

satisfying his passion for justice.

Unfortunately, to study law in these days is

often fatal to all notions of truth and faith. The
"
declaration of the rights of man " has set aside

the rights of God and of the Church, and even the

fundamental principles of society, in order to con-

centrate all power in the state. Gabriel soon

understood the contradictory rights he would have

to reconcile, but for the moment accepted the

official texts without confronting them with the

laws of Eternal Justice. That which characterized

this period of his life was the progressive develop-
ment of that moral energy of which he had already

given such striking proofs. He felt that to become
a really impartial judge, he must be a Bayard
without fear and without reproach, determined to

brave all opposition to arrive at the triumph of the

truth. He laboured to be that iron man of whom
Horace speaks who would not yield even were the

world to be overthrown. 1

Don Gabriel was at that time a most distin-

guished looking young man. He was tall, with

regular features and a most expressive face. Until

now, his passion for science had made him avoid

society, but now he sought it. At Quito and

Guayaquil there are no cafes or theatres, but there

were charming evenings in private houses, where
the hours flew by in amusing conversation, and
Gabriel being invited and received everywhere with

i Justum ac tenacem propositi virum . . .

Si fractus illabatur orbis

Impavidum ferient ruinae.
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open arms, soon forgot his shyness, and entered

thoroughly into the gay life around him. After

a few months, however, he reproached himself for

thus wasting his time, and accordingly resolved,

with his usual energy, to adopt an heroic means
of curing himself. He had himself shaved like

a monk, and then shut himself up for six weeks

without giving a sign of life to any human being.

Nothing could have been devised more effectual

for breaking through a bad habit, and whatever it

may have cost him, he learned in that way to

conquer himself.

He was determined also to acquire an amount
of physical courage which nothing should be able

to shake even the near presence of death. One

day that he was out walking, and deeply engrossed
in a book he was studying, he found himself

suddenly in a cavern, over which hung, as it were

by a thread, a huge block of marble, the least

vibration of which would have caused it to fall and
crush him to atoms. His first impulse was the

natural one to start back out of the danger. But

then, ashamed of his fears, he went back and

deliberately sat under the quivering rock for an

hour. And for several successive days he returned

to the same spot, so as to subject his natural

instincts to his will.

Another expedition which he undertook with

Dr.Wyse in 1845, to explore the interior of the

great Volcano of Pichincha, nearly cost him his life.

Arrived at the mouth of the crater, they found two

orifices, one to the east, and one to the west, into

the former of which they descended with their
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instruments. An earthquake supervened, which

made them so giddy that they could not keep their

feet. Yet they remained for several days in this

horrible place, until their scientific observations

were completed, in spite of the darkness, the noise,

and the terrible fumes of sulphur and gas which

threatened many times to asphyxiate them both.

They scrambled out of this crater with the utmost

difficulty, owing to a thick fog and pouring rain,

culminating in a terrific thunderstorm, during which

huge boulders of rock became displaced, and fell

within a few inches of their heads. Towards five

o'clock in the evening, soaked to the skin, and

covered with bruises, they at last reached the

western crater. But they were obliged to remain

another night there, their frozen limbs refusing to

carry them further. Garcia Moreno, however, strove

still to scramble up a steep incline, but his foot

slipped, and he fell or rather slided down to a

distance of fourteen or fifteen yards, when a projec-

ting rock providentially stopped his further descent.

Still he persevered and, after incredible fatigues,

arrived at the summit of the volcano.2

In spite of these scientific pursuits, Garcia

Moreno did not neglect his law studies ; and at

twenty-three years of age, he had obtained the rank

of Doctor, and was called to the Bar under the

direction of an eminent lawyer, Joachim Henriquez.
His estimate of his pupil may be judged by the

following extract from his certificate :

2 An account of this wonderful exploration was communicated
to the Academy of Sciences on July 6, 1846, and was signed,

Sebastian Wyse and Garcia Moreno.
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" He is not content with elucidating a thesis,,

or showing the reasons for that v/hich he has

undertaken to prove ;
but his rare judgment prompts

him to point out all the reforms which should be

introduced into our Code to ameliorate our methods
of procedure, and arrive at more perfect equity in

our sentences. His great application and earnest

study of jurisprudence, his exquisite tact and clear

perception of what is just and right, make him
a distinguished master in his profession, and one to-

whom one can confide without fear the care of

defending the property, the honour, and the life

of our citizens. Besides that, every one knows that

Garcia Moreno possesses extraordinary literary and
scientific knowledge ; and especially those rare virtues

of which the Republic is so greatly in need. The

public good, and the progress and glory of Ecuador
are the idols of this noble heart, and to these great

objects he already consecrates his labours and his

life."

Garcia Moreno did not practise long at the Bar,

public affairs soon engrossing his attention ; but he
never refused to plead the cause of the poor, for

charity was one of his favourite virtues.

His pleading was remarkable for its clearness

and brevity. He never would undertake a bad or

suspicious case. On one occasion the presiding

judge having asked him to undertake the defence

of a notorious assassin, he refused point-blank, with

the exclamation : "It would be more easy for me
to become a murderer than to defend one !

" He
behaved in the same way to a Spaniard in high

position who, knowing his great talent, wanted him
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to take charge of a doubtful and delicate case. Don
Gabriel read the Brief, and then returned it to him,,

in spite of the intreaties and large pecuniary offers

of his client, who lost his cause, and exclaimed

wrathfully to Garcia Moreno :

"
If I have not won,

it's your fault!" "You have lost, because your
cause was a bad one !

"
quietly replied the young^

lawyer.
" Never mind," retorted the Spaniard ;

"you would have made it good if you would only
have consented to defend it."

On one occasion, however, his prudence was at

fault. An unworthy priest had insinuated himself

into his intimacy whom the Archbishop of Quito-
had suspended. Instead of submitting, the priest

availed himself of the existing laws to appeal against
the Archbishop's sentence, and Garcia Moreno,

fancying he was the victim of injustice and calumny,

warmly defended his cause. It was not till he had
received undeniable proofs of the unworthiness of his

client that he desisted from his efforts on his behalL

Providence allowed him to make this mistake in

order to open his eyes as to the iniquitous laws then

in force against the authority of the Church, where-

by the highest ecclesiastical personage might be

dragged before a civil court to give account for an

act resting solely on his spiritual authority. He
always deplored this event in his life, and attributed

it to the anti-Christian Liberalism with which his

official position had inoculated him.

Before we come to his political career we must

say a few words on an event which had great
influence on his future life.

One evening, early in the year 1846, he was
C
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crossing the mountains to Guayaquil with one of

his most intimate friends, and when night came

they stopped at what is called a tambo, a kind of

hut where travellers are received in those countries.

His friend was fast asleep, when, all of a sudden,

Don Gabriel woke him up with a start and said to

him very seriously :

" Do you know that for the last

few hours I am engaged to be married ?
" His

companion burst out laughing and asked him "if he

were dreaming ?
" "

No," replied Don Gabriel,
"

I

am telling you the simple truth. Before leaving the

town I settled it all, and two hours ago the contract

was signed."
He had, in fact, concluded this affair like all the

other important events in his life, without letting

any one suspect his intentions, even his best friend.

He married Dona Rosa Ascasubi, a girl of noble

birth, whose ancestors had fought in the struggle for

independence. Her two brothers, Manuel and

Robert, shared all Garcia Moreno's tastes and

feelings. They loved him especially for his ardent

patriotism, and looked upon him justly as a man of

action who would become the head of a great party.
Dona Rosa brought him not only a large fortune,
but the noblest character. She was a woman full

of talent, sweetness, and dignity, and of a nature in

entire conformity with the ideas and character of

her husband. Never was there a happier union,

although the storms of public life too often troubled

their home joys. In fact, Garcia Moreno's history
will henceforth be mingled with that of his country.
When asked one day by an intimate friend to write a

History of Ecuador, he replied, smiling :

"
It would
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be better to make one !

" To understand, however,
what induced him to come forward, we will give a

rapid sketch of the State of Ecuador from 1830 to

1845 that is, from its constitution as an independent
state to the first political Revolution in which Garcia

Moreno took part.

CHAPTER IV.

FLORES.

1830 1845.

WE have described in our Preface the birth of the

Republic of Ecuador out of the dismemberment
of Bolivar's ephemeral creation of the State of

Colombia. In the name of the sovereign people
the deputies of Quito, Guayaquil, and Cuenca
framed a constitution in hot haste, giving universal

suffrage, one chamber, a President elected every
four years and the naturalization of all strangers,

whether civil or military.

The new President was General Flores, a native

of Venzuela, who for a long time had been the

military chief of the country and one of Bolivar's

best officers. He was a thorough gentleman, as

distinguished in society as in the field. But he soon

found himself unable to cope with the strange merce-

nary troops which the new constitution had been

foolish enough to naturalize. They were nothing
but bands of brigands, ravaging the whole country,
which speedily became bankrupt. Agriculture and
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commerce were ruined, and famine stared every one

in the face. A war which broke out with New
Granada, in which Flores was defeated, turned the

whole population against him. A leader of the

disaffected was found in a political adventurer, named

Rocafuerte. Flores, however, was equal to the

occasion, and Rocafuerte having taken refuge on

board one of the vessels in the harbour, Flores had

him seized in the middle of the night and brought in

chains to his palace. Instead of being shot, however,

Flores represented to him all the horrors of civil

war and implored him to labour with him in the

pacification of the country, offering him the post of

Governor of Guayaquil. This proposal was joyfully

accepted by Rocafuerte, who after four years was
elected President himself. He restored the finances

and maintained peace at home and abroad, but was
a determined enemy of the Church and of the clergy

and a warm supporter of secular education. Flores

resumed the Presidential chair when the term of

Rocafuerte's office had expired ; but then, deter-

mined to make a coup d'etat, and become an absolute

ruler, with a new Constitution, giving him supreme

power. Even this the people might have accepted,
if Flores, hating the supremacy of the Church and

in league with the Freemasons, had not shown a

marked intolerance against the Catholic clergy and

opened the doors to every species of heresy. The

people of Ecuador loved their Church, their priests,

their religious, and their holy worship and cere-

monies. In vain did Flores praise the beauties of

toleration. The people rose in a body and protested

solemnly against the new Constitution. Patriotic
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societies were formed in every town and village to

organize resistance against the new laws. All the

most respectable portion of the community joined
them

; officers, lawyers, landed proprietors, com-

mercial men all in fact who had any weight in the

country, and among them Garcia Moreno, as we may
imagine, was not the last. He was then only twenty-

three, but by his eloquence, ability, and high

character, he quickly gathered round him a group,
of young men of the best families and prepared them
for active resistance.

The campaign was opened by a protest of the

clergy against their exclusion from the legislative

chambers. To this the Convention replied
"
that

they had acted in accordance with their rights, and

that no one could interfere with the will of the

sovereign people." This declaration raised a tempest
of wrath throughout the country, men rushed up and

down the steet, crying out,
" Down with the Consti-

tution ! We will have our Religion !

"
Instead of

yielding to the wish of the nation, the Government

put out a ukase insisting on every one taking an

oath to the new Constitution. A few ignorant and

weak persons, both lay and clerical, yielded : but the

majority flatly refused, which so exasperated Flores

that he condemned the. refractory members to a

deprivation of all political rights or employment and
even to exile, if they persisted in their refusal. Then
civil war broke out in reality. No sooner was the

edict of proscription made known, than the people
rose in a body throughout the whole country. As
the Government, whose finances were exhausted,
had lately passed a capitation tax of three piastres,
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the war cry was :

" Down with the three pesos !

Hurrah for our holy religion !

" To make a suc-

cessful stand against Flores disciplined troops,

money, arms, and above all, good officers were

needed, and these wants the Patriotic League deter-

mined to supply as soon as possible.

One day their scouts found out that Flores was

going to send a large quantity of guns to the

Governor of Napo, and that Indian troops were in

charge of this convoy. Garcia Moreno, with a

handful of his young comrades, hid himself in the

mountains and patiently awaited the arrival of

the escort. Very soon the natives arrived and
halted close to the spot where they were lying in

ambuscade. Garcia Moreno in a short time came
forward as an ordinary traveller and began to tell

them amusing stories, as if to while away the time.

The result was that no suspicions were aroused in

their minds ; and very soon, under the influence of

the chicha (beer) with which he plied them, and the

fatigue of their long march, the whole company fell

into a profound sleep. On waking they were horri-

fied neither to find their agreeable companion of the

night before, nor the guns, which Garcia Moreno
and his companions had carefully carried off and

placed in safety.

At last the Revolution broke out in Guayaquil on
March 6, 1845, under the direction of General

Elizalde. One half of the garrison tried to make
some resistance : but the principal people of the

town besieged the barracks and forced them to

capitulate. This placed them in possession of the

arsenal and all the munitions of war. Then all
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the heads of families assembled in council, annulled

the acts of the Convention, and pronounced a

sentence of banishment on the President. A pro-
visional Government was formed consisting of

Olmedo, Roca, Noboa, and other eminent person-

ages, and they appealed to the people to help them
in the struggle.

At the first news of the Insurrection Flores flew

to Guayaquil with his troops and camped in his

hacienda of Elvira, near Babahoyo. From thence

he despatched messengers to try and come to some

arrangement with the provisional Government.

But they replied that the only way in which he

could put a stop to the Civil War was for him to

leave the country. He then determined to fortify

Elvira, where two fruitless assaults were made on

his position. The struggle might have been pro-

longed had not the Revolution extended to the whole

of Ecuador. The Patriots of Quito, enrolled under

the banner of Jose Maria Guerrero, raised the

standard of revolt in all the northern Provinces.

Garcia Moreno was among his volunteers and, after

having beaten the Government troops in several

engagements, forced the executive to leave the

capital. Every day brought bad news to Flores :

communications interrupted, troops in revolt, letters

intercepted by the people ;
so that not being able to

struggle against both the army and the nation, he

determined to capitulate. On June 17, 1845, after

two months of Civil War, the provisional Govern-

ment signed the Treaty of Virginia
1 with General

Flores. It was settled that the new Government
1 The name of the hacienda or country place of the Poet Olmedo.
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should at once convoke a Convention to settle the

affairs of Ecuador, and that in the meantime Flores,

the ex-President, should pass two years on foreign

soil, so that in his absence there should be no inter-

ference in their labours for the reform of the Consti-

tution. On this condition they would allow him to

retain his title of General-in-Chief, his dignities, his

property, and the high consideration in which his

family was held. On the 24th of June, Flores

accordingly sailed in the Seis de Marzo for Panama,
and had the mortification of hearing the cries of joy

mingled with the salvos of artillery which greeted
the triumph of right over despotism and tyranny.

Garcia Moreno had been one of the principal

actors in this religious and political drama. Struck

with the ascendancy which he exercised over all with

whom he came in contact, the Government confided

to him a difficult and delicate mission. It was

absolutely necessary to give the troops their long
arrears of pay, and as the Treasury was entirely

empty an extraordinary tax had to be levied. The

country, however, crushed by the extravagances of

the late Administration and already overwhelmed
with burdens, positively refused to pay ; and the

Government charged Garcia Moreno with the dis-

agreeable task of enforcing the levying of this tax.

He undertook the onerous duty, and by his persua-

sions, his coolness, his tenacity, and his indomitable

energy, triumphed over all opposition and disarmed
all the opponents to the measure. He showed his

disinterestedness in this matter in the most remark-

able way, refusing all payment for his services and

counting all personal sacrifices as nothing provided
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his country could be rescued from the apparently
inextricable difficulties into which the despotism of

her late rulers had plunged her.

CHAPTER V.

"L ZURRIAGO.''

1846, 1847.

THE joy of the people of Ecuador when the happy
result of the revolution of the 6th of March became
known may be easily imagined. But they were not

yet out of their troubles. The Convention had first

to decide between two candidates for the vacant

presidentship. One, the poet Olmedo, the other,

a merchant, named Roca. The latter was a cunning
and vindictive man of an unscrupulous character

and with mulatto blood. The Patriotic League

unanimously chose Olmedo, a statesman of incor-

ruptible character and the great national poet. But

Roca, who knew the nature of the deputies best,

was confident of success, and by dint of bribes and

promises of office he obtained the requisite majority
of votes. A cry of indignation arose throughout the

country at this election, but no one felt it more

bitterly than Garcia Moreno. He was warned not

to incur the enmity of the new Government, but he

could not resist the temptation to expose the corrup-
tion and rascality of the Ministers, and so started

a humorous paper called El Zurriago (The Whip), of

which the first number appeared in the month of April,
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1846. After having been devoured in the capital,

this little sheet was sent to every province in the

country, and all were enchanted with its original

and powerful satires, and delighted to find any one

saying out loud what every one was whispering
under their breath. We will give a specimen of his

style :

It was the eve of the great day when the

problem was to be solved. Shall Ecuador at last

have a just and good Government ? or will it remain

a hot-bed of intrigues and corruption? The Con-

vention resembled the Theban Sphinx, with the

voice of a man, the head of a woman, the claws of a

lion, the wings of a vulture, and the tail of an

ass!

Still the alarm was great in the camp of the

place-hunters. Exasperated at the idea of defeat,

they could not find curses enough for patriots, whom
neither menaces nor promises could bend. At last

they determined to go to a certain personage who
could give them some sort of insight into their pros-

pects, and where they all met as if by appointment.
B arrived first; his face was pale, his lips

white, his eyes inflamed, but before his host he was

metamorphosed in a moment. Gravely seated in

an armchair, wrapped in an ample purple dressing-

gown, with spectacles on his nose, this great per-

sonage had the look of Marius, the heart of Sylla,
and bowels of mercy as tender as a rock. 1

" Have you spoken to C ?
"
he asked, address-

ing the new comer.
"

I have done all I could to win him over," replied
the poor devil, "but he resists all my efforts. He

i A play of words on the name of the President.
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says he would rather remain a poor curate all his

life than stain his name with what he calls an

infamy !

' '

" So much the worse for him. He will live to

repent of it !

"
oracularly replied the great man.

At that moment, with a contrite and cringing

manner, entered the Reverend A
,

2 a living image
of the hermit cat.

"Blessed be God and His Merciful Mother!

X has sworn to vote for you, provided certain

places be secured to different members of his family.
He will work zealously so that your excellency may
be elected to-morrow President of the Republic."

"Deo Gmtias!" exclaimed on the threshold of

the door a greasy, ragged cleric. This was the

famous V .
" I have laboured only to fail. What

is to be done with idiots who covet neither prefec-

tures nor places in the Ministry nor prebendal
stalls? Ite missa est, I told them we can do very
well without you, gentlemen. Will you believe it ?

they laughed in my face !

"

" It seems to me that we can reckon on twenty -

seven votes," gravely replied the sly old fox. " Where
shall we find the twenty-eighth ?

"

Brother A
,

his eyes cast down, humbly
answered: "My lord, Providence, Who watches over

even the worms of the earth, will know how to remove
one or other of our enemies to a better life, or will

inspire them with the holy thought of accepting some
little sinecure to help them to live more comfortably
without offending God or their neighbour."

R interrupted the last speaker (while stifling

a laugh) with the words :
"
Nothing is easier than to

gain a vote if one only knows how to set about it.

2 The Lay Rector of the University affecting airs of sanctity.
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When a general wants to take a fortress, he begins by
finding out the weak point in the walls. Do the same in

this electoral campaign ; discover the weak side of your

adversary and you will win. If he leans to the other

party, give him a stick to lean on of gold ; give him a

pen to sign, likewise tipped with gold, and you will see

his honour will go very cheaply !

"

A murmur of applause greeted this prophetic

speech, while the thick lips of the would-be presi-

dent curled in a soft smile. To encourage his

creatures he placed before them the number of com-

fortable places which would be assigned to each should

success crown their efforts. So far from blushing at

this ignoble traffic, a good many asked to pick and
choose what would suit them best, as at a buffet you
would select the dish you preferred, and then, full of

joy, they flew to the fight, their eyes fixed on the

enchanting future opened out before them, and with

the prospect of enjoying rich stipends and no work.

It is thus that our country has been insolently mocked,

while, in their degrading and crapulous sloth, these

miserable men encourage one another daily in fresh

jobberies and crimes.

We can easily imagine the rage of the Govern-

ment at being thus shown up week by week to the

ridicule and indignation of the public. Garcia

Moreno had determined to scourge those vampires
who sucked the blood of his countrymen while pre-

tending to look after their interests, and whose only

delight was to gamble on the Stock Exchange, and
to use their ministerial knowledge to fill their coffers

and drain the unhappy merchants and peasant pro-

prietors whose bankruptcy had become universal.
"
No," he added ironically,

" Ecuador is not
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stationary, as people imagine. On the contrary, it

is marching towards entire demoralization. Genera-

tions to come will have no villany to commit ! Such
are the fruits of the Tree of Liberty ; not true

liberty, but that of which these wretches prostitute

the name to satisfy their own cupidity."
The Government at last took the offensive and

threatened a public prosecution of the editor. This

only roused Garcia Moreno to more violent language.

You call this newspaper "mean," "immoral," "revo-

lutionary."
" Mean !

" The criminal is mean who
is condemned to the lash, not he who wields the whip
with which to punish the wrong-doer. "Immoral!"
A writer is not more immoral because he reveals

immorality than a judge is immoral because he

chastises vice. "
Revolutionary !

" The revolutionists

are yourselves. It is you who encourage crime and dis-

order
; you who are traitors to your country, deputies

without conscience and without shame, grovelling like

reptiles to obtain places. How long is it since the

poor clerks and working-men have received their

wages ? They have waited in silence, deceived by
your promises, while you are speculating with their

bread, and quietly pocketing all the revenues of the

Republic. It is all very fine of you to abuse Flores ;

in brigandage and rapacity the disciples have long

surpassed their master ! But the gravest complaint

against us is that El Ztirriago is
"
anonymous." You

ask the names of the editors. I will gladly give them

up to your vengeance. They are the twenty-eight
men who executed that farce of the Presidential

Election, when we had to admire the metamorphosis
of the phenix turned into a crow. For what does this

paper contain ? The revelation of the criminal acts
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of these twenty-eight men and the expression of the

public contempt which is attached to their name.
Who then are the editors ? Those who committed
the crime ? or those who have exposed it ? You are,

without doubt, the only responsible persons, and it is

you whom the police should prosecute. As to ourselves,

you ought to thank us for having published your

history without exacting any salary.

This vigorous denunciation brought the new
President Roca into universal contempt. He was
detested for his hard and haughty character, and
after this polemic every one fought shy of him.

The nobility would have nothing to say to the

mulatto. The partisans of Flores hated the man
who had supplanted their master : the true patriots
loathed one who had sacrificed their country to his

greed for gold. The discontent hourly increased,

when a sudden re-apparition of Flores gave Garcia

Moreno an opportunity to undertake a fresh poli-

tical campaign.
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THE A VENGER.

1847 1849.

GENERAL FLORES had quitted Ecuador, humiliated

but not resigned. After a time he determined to

equip a body of mercenary troops and try and

reconquer the country.
It was in the year 1846. He was at the Spanish

Court, where his noble presence and his clever con-

versation captivated not only the princes, but Queen
Christina herself. After a review, where he was an

honoured guest, she offered to co-operate in this

adventurous expedition. Ten millions were borrowed

to equip a fleet and recruit a body of volunteers, on
condition that a Spanish prince should be appointed,
whose Prime Minister Flores undertook to be.

In spite of all the trouble taken to prevent these

preparations being known in Ecuador, Roca heard

of them. The papers also announced that Flores

had equipped four men-of-war, had enrolled five

hundred men in Ireland, besides a large number of

Spanish officers and men, and that he was about to

set sail for Guayaquil. This intelligence alarmed

not only the people of Ecuador, but the whole of the

South American Continent, which had only so lately

thrown off the Spanish yoke.
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Whilst men were lamenting, however, Garcia

Moreno felt that the thing to do was to act promptly
and resolutely ; to sacrifice all party spirit or differ-

ence of opinion and to unite as one man in defence

of the country. He even had the generosity to offer

his services to President Roca, who was only too

thankful to accept them. As it would have been

impossible to resist so formidable a foreign invasion

without a levy en masse of the whole population,
Garcia Moreno started a new paper, which he called

The Avenger, in which he reproached the people for

their lethargy, and pointed out the double danger

they had to face : the invasion from without, and
the traitors within their gates ; for Flores had a

number of partisans among the shopkeepers and the

public functionaries whom he had enriched, and who

only waited for his return to indulge once more in

nefarious speculations and to fatten themselves on
the ruin of the people. The Government did not

seem to realize this last danger, and wished to

appoint generals who were all more or less devoted

to the ex-president. Garcia Moreno exposed their

treachery without mercy, and determined to enlist

all the American Republics in the struggle.
" There

is no doubt," he wrote,
"
that we must fortify

Guayaquil, which is the key of our position ; but

Peru is equally obliged to fortify Callao and to equip
an army to defend Lima. A squadron, composed of

vessels belonging to the four great Republics of the

Pacific, stationed in the waters of Guayaquil, would
be able to defeat the whole expeditionary force.

Let us close our ports to all Spanish vessels, and

persuade all the American States to join us in these
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preventive measures then our victory will be

secured."

This patriotic appeal was met by a correspond-

ing enthusiasm : all the Republics united to repulse
the common enemy. Peru armed her ships ; Chili

suspended all commercial relations with Spain, and

negotiated an offensive and defensive treaty with

Ecuador. The President of New Grenada, Tommaso
Mosquera, addressed an energetic protest to his

people against the
'

'sacrilegious profaners ofAmerican
soil." This patriotic league became so strong and
warlike that European diplomatists found them-
selves compelled to interfere with an expedition
which threatened to destroy all commercial rela-

tions, not only with Spain, but with England and
all the other countries from whence Flores had
recruited his soldiers.

At the very moment when the hostile fleet was
about to leave the shores of Great Britain, the lead-

ing merchants of the City presented a memorial to

Lord Palmerston, imploring him to lay an embargo
on its departure, and representing to him the ruin

which would ensue from Flores expedition to the

\vhole of the South American trade. Lord Palmer-

ston at once understood the delicacy of the position,

stopped the departure of the ships, and compelled
Flores to disband his English and Irish troops ; so

that the ex-President found himself compelled to

postpone, if not relinquish, his undertaking.
This unexpected news filled Ecuador with joy ;

but Garcia Moreno was not so easily reassured.
" Do not imagine," he exclaimed,

"
that FJores,

in spite of this check, will give up the idea. If he
D
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had only twenty men at his disposal he would per-

severe, for he knows that his great strength lies in

the bands of traitors which fill our own cities. If the

Government really wishes to annihilate Flores' forces,

let it begin by destroying the enemies within our

gates."
The event proved the truth of his remarks.

Before the year was out, a plot was discovered

among the "Floreanos" to upset the Government in

favour of their old master. The principal conspira-
tors were seized and thrown into prison ; but the

town was in such a state of excitement, that Garcia

Moreno was entreated by the President to go and
restore order. He found the whole population up
in arms, and the patriots, furious with the "

Flo-

reanos," giving way to the most savage acts of

cruelty. Colonel Soler, one of the leaders of the

insurrection, had been stabbed by the soldiers who
had been left to guard him, while the other prisoners
were in hourly expectation of a like fate. Garcia

Moreno had no sooner appeared among them than

he instantly enforced respect for the law. Resolute

and energetic, yet calm as a marble statue, he issued

his order in a tone which admitted of no reply, and

every man felt he must obey. In eight days peace
was re-established, and the conspiracy was annihil-

ated. Garcia Moreno returned to (fuito, thankful

to have been able to render so essential a service to

his country, but refusing all recompense, either in

the shape of honours or money. He had served

Roca's Government in a moment of danger from

purely patriotic motives
;

but he would accept

nothing from men whom he despised as stock-
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jobbers who looked upon power merely as a means
of enriching themselves at the expense of the people.

In 1847 Congress voted an act of amnesty which

was to extend to all those who had taken part in the

late insurrection.

Garcia Moreno again took up his pen to expose
the contract made with the enemies of his country,
and started a new paper called El Diablo, which

lashed the cupidity of the Government with pitiless

severity.
"

I am neither a ministerialist nor a place-

hunter," he wrote,
" never having chosen to sell

myself for money; nor am I a soldier boasting of the

blows I have given or received. I am simply the

friend of an unfortunate people who have no defenders

against the devils who oppress them ; and I will

fight to the death against those who martyrize
and betray them." The clever and sarcastic tone of

this paper greatly troubled Roca and his func-

tionaries ; but they continued to take advantage of

their position to drain the country of the last

farthing, and to reduce it to a state which Garcia

Moreno stigmatized as,
" A species of Hell, where

disorder and confusion reigned supreme and became
its normal condition." And yet he did not lose

hope.
"
Alongside of these traitors," he exclaimed,

" there are a body of noble and courageous men

ready to sacrifice the last drop of their blood rather

than give up their God and their country." But
these brave souls needed a leader ; and at this

moment where could he be found ?



CHAPTER VII.

THE DEFENCE OF THE JESUITS.

1850, 1851.

DURING the first twenty years of its existence,

Ecuador had lived under a so-called Liberal Con-

servatism, which, by degrees, had engendered a

species of Radicalism which vaunted the rights of

the sovereign people and hated the Church unless it

would submit to its laws. An adventurer, General

Urbina, profited by this state of things to hoist the

Socialist banner and declare war equally against

property and religion.

The history of this man was as follows. At

eighteen, when he was merely a sub-lieutenant in

the navy, he attracted the attention of Flores, who
placed him at Bogota as his secretary. In that

nest of Freemasons he speedily joined the Revolu-

tionary party, and became the bitter enemy of all

religious communities. Rocafuerte, finding he was

intriguing against the Government, sent him into

exile, but when Flores came into power he gave him
the Governorship of the province of Manabi. In

spite of this, Urbina did not hesitate to turn against
his patron, and on March 6, 1845, fought against
Flores at Elvira, and obtained the rank of
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General. Roca made him Governor of Guayaquil,
but he aimed at nothing less than the post of

President. To mask his designs for the moment,
however, he threw all his influence on the side of

Diego Noboa, an old Conservative, whom he thought
he could lead. His plan only failed from the im-

possibility of securing the required number of votes,

so that the Government fell into the hands of Robert

Ascasubi, an honest and intelligent man, who was
the brother-in-law of Garcia Moreno. Urbina was

furious, and at his instigation the garrison of Guaya-

quil rose against Ascasubi and proclaimed Urbina

Governor. The people, however, were so indignant,
that he had once more to shelter himself under

the man of straw, Noboa, who, in his simplicity,

accepted his patronage and was elected on March

20, 1850.
Garcia Moreno had no share in any of these

proceedings, for wearied by the political strife of his

country he had left Ecuador at the end of the year

1849, and sailed for Europe. Perhaps he had some
idea of foliowing his brother Pablo's career; but hardly
had he set foot in Europe than he went back in

heart to the country he had so long made his own.

He travelled through England, France, and Germany,

studying attentively the political state of these

countries, which were all more or less revolutionized

by the cataclysm of 1848. But what struck him
most in France at that time was her return to

religious ideas as the only possible means of safety.

Even the Radical Press was prepared to make peace
with the Church and to protect the religious orders

which they had so often scouted. An instinct of
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self-preservation more than faith, prompted this

metamorphosis, but this very fact made it more

striking to an impartial observer. After passing
six months in the old country, Garcia Moreno
determined to return to Ecuador, more and

more convinced that Jesus Christ is the sole

Saviour of nations, and that a country without

religion is inevitably the prey of either autocrats

or anarchists.

On arriving at Panama an event happened which

threw him again into the struggle, in spite of all his

previous resolutions to avoid it. Just as he was

embarking for Guayaquil he perceived a certain

number of religious grouped round an English ship.

They were a body of Jesuits, whom the Freemason

Government of Grenada had expelled from sheer

hatred of the Catholic Church. Their only crime

was having founded several colleges in the towns

and various missions in the savage districts of the

country. These victims of charity were about to

seek refuge in England when Garcia Moreno made
them an unexpected proposal. He offered them a

refuge at Quito, where for a long time the most

respectable families had earnestly desired the

foundation of a Jesuit College for their boys.

Following the precept of their Divine Master,
"
If

you are driven from one city fly to another," the

Jesuits were quite willing to accept Garcia Moreno's

proposal; but was he sure that his countrymen would

not oppose their landing ? Garcia Moreno thought
he could contrive it, knowing Don Diego Noboa, and

hoping to obtain his placet before Urbina could

interfere. On the voyage, however, he remarked
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one of the passengers watching him and discovered

that it was a General Obando, the principal mover
in the expulsion of the Jesuits, who was following
them as a spy in order to obstruct their landing at

Guayaquil. But difficulties only stimulated Garcia

Moreno's courage. When they arrived at the port,

he hastened to disembark before any of the other

passengers and took an ostensible leave of the Jesuit

Fathers, as if they were about to continue their

voyage. Then he rushed off to Noboa, spoke to him
of his happy meeting with these holy religious and
asked for his authorization to establish them in

Quito, assuring him that the whole Republic would

rejoice at their arrival. The good old man, anxious

to do an act of justice as well as to gain the good
will of the city on the eve of the Presidential

Election, gladly acceded to Garcia Moreno's request.
When Obando arrived, a few hours later, to claim

the interdiction of the Jesuits, he was told it was
too late and that Ecuador had neither the intention

nor the wish to mix itself up with the religious or

political quarrels of New Grenada.

From that moment the Jesuit question became
the one topic of the day. When the Chambers
reassembled the question was put as follows :

" Were the members to confirm the decree of

banishment pronounced by Charles III.? or should

it be repealed ?
" The discussion was long, the

opposition violent; but at last, the majority yielding
to the popular wrish expressed by innumerable

petitions, solemnly voted the repeal of the decree.

The people received the news with extraordinary
enthusiasm. The church which the Jesuits had
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built before their suppression was given back to

them. They were also presented with a spacious

monastery and a house for a college. A clause of

the decree also provided that they should come into

possession of all their former property. The day of

the re-opening of the Jesuit Church, which had been

closed for eighty-three years, was one of a triumphant
ovation. The streets of the capital were hung with

draperies and the crowd joyfully followed in the

procession. For the first time for nearly a century
these men of God, these heroic missioners, whose

devotion and science were known to all the world,

were seen at the altar. And the emotion and thank-

fulness of the people were such that it seemed as if

each family had suddenly found long-lost fathers and

friends. To Garcia Moreno the joy was unmixed-,

but even he had not reckoned on the furious hostility

of the sects against the Church and against God.

They immediately began a campaign against the

Jesuits, and their plan was to turn Noboa out of

the Presidency, so as once more to bring about their

expulsion.
Noboa was represented as a dupe and slave of

the Jesuits, and the provoker of a serious quarrel
between two neighbouring States. Encouraged by
Urbina, the Government of New Grenada sent a

formal demand for the banishment of the Fathers

from Ecuador, which, however, was indignantly
refused. The Freemasons then published a furious

pamphlet against the Society, accusing them of the

grossest crimes
;
a pamphlet so ably and cleverly

written that many weak and timid people were im-

pressed by it. Garcia Moreno indignantly replied in
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a rival pamphlet entitled Defensa de los Jesuitas,
1

one of the best apologies which has ever been

written on behalf of the Jesuits.

"They call me a fanatic," he wrote in concluding
his Preface,

" because I have employed my leisure

hours in writing this defence, but that matters very
little. I am a Catholic and proud of being one,

although I fear I may not be one of the most

fervent. I -also passionately love my country and

esteem it a duty to labour to ensure its prosperity.
Both as a Christian and a patriot, I cannot keep
silence on a question so vital to religion and to my
country. My nature, besides, prompts me naturally
to take the side of the weak and oppressed.

Tyranny revolts me, let me meet with it where I

will, and I detest the cowardice of those men who
remain neuter between the victims and the execu-

tioner." After this, he exposed the character of the

writer of the obnoxious pamphlet and then continued :

" You pretend to exterminate the Jesuits out of love

and for the greater glory of the Catholic Church.

Falsehood and lies ! You only strike at the Jesuits
to attack Catholicism. It is an historical fact that

all the enemies of the Church abhor the Society of

Jesus. You say with Calvin :

' The Jesuits are our

most powerful adversaries, we must either kill or

banish them, or annihilate them by lies and

calumnies.' With d'Alembert you exclaim :

' The
ruin of the Church will quickly follow the destruction

of the Jesuits,' or with Manuel de Roda :

' We have

killed the daughter, and have nothing more to do

than to destroy the Mother, the Roman Church.'

i A pamphlet of sixty pages in octavo, published at Quito, 1851.
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You wish to pull down the columns, to wreck the

Temple arid disarm the Church, before you make
the last assault upon her."

In answer to the accusation of their political

interference in State matters, Garcia Moreno

indignantly replied :

" How dare you publish so

gross an imposture when it is a well-known fact that

in New Grenada and everywhere else, the Jesuits
have only preached the Gospel law, respect to

authority and even submission to the unjust legisla-

tion which sent them into exile ? You pretend that

they fostered political passions. How then did it

happen that though, before their arrival, the two

parties were at bitter war against each other, the

influence of these very Fathers and the power of their

preaching brought about a state of complete peace,
which lasted during the whole six years they
remained in New Grenada, and which has only
ceased since their departure ?

"

Thus his pen flows over sixty pages, winding up
with these words :

" But even if you could prove a single one of your
accusations against the Jesuits, by what possible

right can a foreign nation exact that we should drive

them from our shores ? New Grenada would take

very good care not to ask such a thing of England
or the United States. But they threaten us with

this outrage because they think we are weak. But
she is mistaken. The love of their country is not

dead in the heart of the people of Ecuador. In the

hour of danger all parties will unite to defend the

national independence. We know very well that war
is declared, not against the Jesuits only, but against
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the whole priesthood and the Catholic faith. Not

only Ecuador and New Grenada but all the Catholic

Republics will be swrallowed up in this anti-Christian

abyss if we carry our weakness so far as to submit to

the infernal dictation of the Socialist sects. But no,

this will never be ! Ecuador will hold fast by the

faith of our fathers. To defend it, the people will

not be deceived or yield to apathy and indifference.

We will march to the fight under the guidance of

Divine Providence. If, like the Hebrews, we have

to pass through the Red Sea, God will open a path
to His chosen people and on the opposite shore we
too shall lift up our voices in a hymn of triumph and

deliverance."

This pamphlet, which was received with enthu-

siasm and devoured from one end of Ecuador to the

other, was a thunderbolt to the sects. Their machina-

tions were unveiled, the pretensions of New Grenada

ridiculed, and the Government confirmed in their

determination not to change its policy, while the

patriotic league energetically promised their aid.

So that the Radicals were silenced and Urbina had

to wait till some fresh incident opened to him the

presidential chair which he had so long coveted.



CHAPTER VIII.

URBINA.

1851 1853.

IN the beginning of the year 1851, a rumour suddenly

spread throughout the country that Flores was going
to attempt a fresh invasion. After his defeat in

Spain, he had gone to New York, where he tried in

vain to induce the United States to take up his

cause. He then went to Lima and there organized a

body of fillibusters with the consent of the Peruvian

Government and the help of certain rich capitalists

who were devoted to the ex-President. Urbina

seized the opportunity to denounce the peaceful
Noboa and all the Conservative party as disguised

partisans of Flores. In Guayaquil especially this

idea of treason excited the people beyond all bounds.

Urbina then invited the too confiding Noboa to

come and quell the agitation in person. Garcia

Moreno and others suspecting some plot, tried to

dissuade the good old man from attempting the

journey. But he, full of confidence in Urbina,
started with a large escort for Guayaquil, where

triumphant arches, by Urbina's order, were every-
where erected in his honour. On the ijth of July,
the very day when Noboa was to make his trium-
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phant entry into the town, three of Urbina's Generals,

Villamil, Roblez, and Franco, went to the barracks

and distributed large sums of money among the

soldiers to induce them to rise against Noboa, "that

slave of Aristocrats, Conservatives, and Jesuits," and

proclaim Urbina President of the Republic. The

plot was successful. Noboa found a steamer gaily
decked with flags waiting for him at Babahoyo,
where a guard of honour received him with every
demonstration of respect. But when he neared the

quay of Guayaquil the steamer suddenly changed its

course and made for a sailing vessel which was

waiting in the offing. Before Noboa could ask the

reason for this deviation in the course, a captain of

the guards put his hand on his shoulder and said :

"
President, I am compelled to arrest you."
"To arrest me" exclaimed the stupefied old

man,
"
by what possible right ?

"

"
By the order of General Urbina, who has

been elected the new and supreme head of the

Republic."
At the name of this new Judas Iscariot, Noboa

bowed his head as if thunderstruck and made no

protest. The indignation of his faithful followers

was fruitless. He was quickly transferred to the

sailing vessel, which instantly raised its anchor and

put out to sea. For several months Noboa was kept

wandering over the ocean, not even the members of

his own family being allowed to know what had
become of him. At last, Urbina having nothing
further to fear from a reaction, allowed him to

land in Peru and there pass the time of his exile.

Without losing a moment, Urbina went in
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triumph to the council-house and there swore

fidelity to the nation. A few days later he despatched
a body of troops into the interior to subdue the

malcontents, and having called together a conven-

tion composed chiefly of his own creatures, began a

reign of terror, the first act of which was to repeal
all the Conservative laws which had been passed by
the late Government and to banish the Jesuits.

The deputies voted their expulsion in a secret sitting

in spite of the tears of the people and of innu-

merable petitions.
1 To prevent any public mani-

festation of sympathy, Urbina ordered them to quit
their houses immediately. The police would not

even let them take the things which were necessary
for their journey. To avoid an explosion of indigna-
tion which would have been difficult to quell, the poor
Fathers were not allowed to pass through the town,
but were dragged by desert paths towards the little

port of Naranjal, where they were thrown into a

wretched ship bound for Panama.
From that moment Ecuador was treated as a

conquered country. Thefts, pillage, sacrilege,

murders, became the order of the day. The
"
Tauras," a guard of mamelukes whom Urbina

called his "canons," armed with daggers, went up
and down the country, attacking inoffensive men,

insulting women, and assassinating all who would
not be robbed without a struggle. Urbina in the

meanwhile gave himself up to every sort of excess,

exhausted the public treasury and then exacted

1 Garcia Moreno was at that moment unhappily laid up, having
been badly wounded in the leg by the discharge of a revolver, in

the December of 1852.
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fabulous sums from private individuals. The smallest

opposition or even remonstrance was met by im-

prisonment, exile or death one man alone there

was who could not remain silent and coldly watch
the destruction of his country. In a poem entitled

an "Ode to Fabius," he exposed with merciless

severity the whole public and private life of Urbina.
" No vice, no crime, is unknown to him," he ex-

claimed. "
Treason, perjury, swindling, brigandage,

savage cruelty, perfidy, nothing is wanting. His

ignoble life is written bit by bit in the penal code."

After describing the effect of his rule on his

miserable countrymen he concludes with the words:

"I know well the fate which is reserved for rne. The
chalice of suffering must be drunk to the dregs the

ball of the villain will pierce my heart. But if my
country, delivered from the horrible tyranny which

crushes her to the earth, be once more allowed to

breathe freely, joyfully will I go to my grave."
It is difficult to imagine the effect of this satire on

the inflammable nations of Ecuador. Often (as we
have seen) had Garcia Moreno made use of his

powerful pen to expose vice and incite to virtue. But

this time it was with the solemnity of a great judge

pronouncing sentence on an infamous criminal.

Urbina was furious, but so great was the effect of the

pamphlet that he did not dare at once provoke an

insurrection by the exile or death of the patriot. A
month later Garcia Moreno started a weekly paper
called La Nation, the first number of which appeared
on March 8, 1853. "It is time," he declared, "to

tear down the veil and to show the people that under

this Radical Government, the constitution is a lure,
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the sovereignty of the people a chimera, and all legal

guarantees ridiculous fictions. You talk of progress
and civilization. Where is the social progress
when misery devours the whole population and

revolutionary cunning alone enriches the few ?

What kind of civilization is that which tramples
under foot all moral law, and extinguishes the

light of Divine Revelation ?
"

Urbina felt at once that La Nation would become
a powerful weapon against his Government. He
consequently informed Garcia Moreno that if he

ventured to publish a second number of this paper
he and his accomplices would be exiled, which

meant, to be sent among the savages of Napo or shot

on the way by the Tauras. The Commandant of

Quito was ordered to convey this ukase to Garcia

Moreno. He replied :

"
Tell your master that

among the numberless reasons for continuing this

paper will be added now the determination not to

dishonour myself by yielding to his menaces."
The whole town was in a ferment on this subject.

On the appointed day appeared the second number
of the Nation more aggressive than the first. As its

life was to be short, it was necessary to speak out

plainly. In an article entitled
" The Political

views of the Cabinet," every act of this nefarious

Government was criticized and exposed, from the

ruin of the people and the exhaustion of the

Treasury down to the brutal expulsion of the Jesuits
and the Reign of Terror which everywhere pre-
vailed. Garcia Moreno had no illusions as to the

results to himself of this proceeding. With the devo-

tion worthy of an ancient Roman, he sacrificed his life
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and his happiness for the love of his country. He
was only thirty-two years of age, he had just married

a young and beautiful wife, to whom he was devotedly
attached, and who was worthy of him in every way :

the most brilliant future seemed to open itself before

him. Yet he published the paper without a moment's
hesitation and patiently awaited the consequence.
The Nation appeared on March 15, 1853. Two
hours later Urbina signed the order for the arrest of

Garcia Moreno. The President's irritation was at

its height, but the people were equally excited.

Warned by a friend of the order given to the police,

Garcia Moreno took leave of his wife, left his house

with the two friends who, like himself, were con-

demned to exile, and went into the public square of

the city, so as to force the police to arrest them

publicly in the face of the whole population. This

was done accordingly, and the three prisoners, who
offered no resistance, mounted their horses and left

Quito with their guards. By the death-like silence

which followed the scene, by the indignation

depicted on every face and the tears which fell from

all eyes, Urbina realized how much he was feared,

but also how much he was detested. The hearts of

all the people followed the great exile and simply
waited for his return as their liberator.
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A VOICE FROM EXILE.

1853, 1854.

A TRUE hero is one who carries out the noble task

set before him, as fully in adversity as in prosperity.
Garcia Moreno carried out this chivalrous character

so completely that instead of lamenting over his own
miseries he thought of nothing but of the best means
of still helping his unfortunate countrymen. His

escort led him to Pasto, the first port on the territory
of New Grenada, and there the Governor threw him
and his companions into prison.

From such men the worst was to be expected.
Garcia Moreno took advantage of a moment when
he was not watched, and, favoured by the darkness

of the night, escaped from prison into the country.
After having wandered about for some time without

knowing which way to take, he asked a peasant
whom he met on the mountains to act as his guide
towards the capital of Ecuador. Unhappily, this

poor fellow was bitten by a viper and could not go
on, so that Garcia Moreno, exhausted with fatigue

and almost dying with hunger, only arrived in the

middle of the night at one of the solitary tambos or

huts in the midst of the forest. Here nothing was
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to be had but the remains of a chicken, and it was a

Friday. Garcia Moreno would not break the laws

of the Church even in this extremity, and contented

himself with a little flour and milk which a peasant
woman gave him. A few days later he re-entered

Quito secretly and took counsel with some of his

friends. But they told him that though the public

indignation against Urbina was very great there was
as yet no open resistance. Then he went on to

Guayaquil, where he found the same state of things-
So that feeling it was useless to remain in the midst

of his enemies, he determined to wait for better

times and set sail for Peru.

He soon had a consoling proof however of the

effect of his protest on public opinion. The inhabi-

tants of Guayaquil, in spite of the fury of the

Government, unanimously elected him as their

representative in the Senate, which was virtually a

recall from exile, as, according to one of the laws

of the Constitution, the persons of senators were

inviolable. Garcia Moreno accordingly took his seat

in the Chamber on the appointed day. But the

Governor of Guayaquil, a mere drunken tool of

Urbina's, named Roblez, defying all law and

precedent, seized the newly-elected senator by main

force, dragged him from the senate-house, and after

a few days of detention on board a man-of-war threw

him on the shores of Peru in the little harbour of

Payta. Not content with this audacious violation

of the law, the Democracia, which was the political

organ of Espinel, one of Urbina's principal Minis-

ters, promulgated the most infamous calumnies

against Garcia Moreno, declaring that he had bribed
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the officers of the army to bring about a revolution

and many other things. But although their victim

had been cast on a sandy desert plain where there

seemed no resource but despair, they forgot he still

had his pen.
He instantly set to work and wrote a pamphlet

entitled La Verdad a mis calumniadores
" The Truth

to my Calumniators," which appeared on November

17, 1853, and in which he first exposed the character

of his calumniators, Espinel and Urbina, taken from

their own words against each other, which showed
them to be not only morally but openly infamous.

And then, answering one by one the accusations

against himself, and proving them to be gratuitous

lies, he gave the real reasons for his expulsion, and

exposed a number of secret and nefarious money
transactions of which he had become cognizant,
without either sparing names or persons. We may
easily imagine the effect of this pamphlet upon the

people of Ecuador. In spite of the vigilance of the

police, it flew through the capital and the provinces
with such rapidity that the Government thought
itself bound to try and answer it. But on March 15,

1854, came another number of the Verdad more

overwhelming even than the first. The pretended

explanations were dissected and proved to be false,

a formal denial again given to the accusation of

bribery, Espinel shown up as
" a liar and an

impostor," and the shameful expenditure of public

money exposed by facts which could not be denied.

The pamphlet was concluded in these words :

"
I

would forgive my enemies all the harm they have

ever done me if they were only labouring for the
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good of my country, instead of adding every hour to

her ruin and disgrace. They seem to imagine that

Divine Providence will sanction for ever the prosti-
tution of our altars, the destruction of our children's

faith. But do not let them deceive themselves.
" The sharp sting of misery will at last rouse the

people from their numbness, a cry of fury will burst

from every breast. Then will come the hour of

God's justice when this horde of tyrants will be over-

thrown. Before long, he who would find Urbina,
will have to look for his tomb in the field reserved

for parricides and infamous criminals."

In truth, Garcia Moreno foresaw the day of

deliverance for his people. He felt that some time

or other the reign of iniquity must cease and that he

should be called upon then to fight for his country,
not with the pen only but with the sword. He
resolved therefore to consecrate this time of forced

inaction to preparing himself for this supreme

struggle. And as in the desert of Payta nothing
could be done, he determined once more to cross the

seas and seek an asylum in France. Towards the

month of December, 1854, accordingly he embarked

for Panama and a month after arrived in Paris.



CHAPTER X.

PARIS.

18541856.

PARIS is for all nationalities a place of amusement
and of the dolce far niente. But it was not for such

a purpose that the exile from Quito had established

himself in that gay and brilliant capital. He had
that presentiment inseparable from noble souls, that

the time would come when he would have a great
work to do for his country and for God. To pre-

pare himself worthily for it was, therefore, his great
aim. We remember his ardour for study when a

youth and his brilliant success at the Quito Uni-

versity. Among other things, he had a special love

for chemistry, and what he sought for first in Paris

were masters, instruments, and a laboratory. He had
the good fortune to find in the illustrious naturalist,

Boussingault, not only an excellent professor, but

a devoted friend. Henceforth Garcia Moreno lived

once more as a student and a recluse in his humble
little apartment in the Rue de la Vieille-Comedie,

getting up early and working all day, even until late

at night. He wrote to a friend of his, who was also

an exile :

"
I study for sixteen hours a day, and if

there were forty-eight hours instead of twenty-four,
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I would gladly give forty to my work." He even

denied himself one of his greatest pleasures, which
was smoking. He had brought a quantity of excellent

cigars from the Antilles, which one day he offered to

a friend, who refused them, saying,
" He would never

be able to get such good ones in Paris." "Take
them," he replied ;

"
you will render me, in reality,

a great service. I must devote myself more and
more to study, and I cannot waste any more time in

smoking these miserable cigars."

With such ascetic views and noble determina-

tion of purpose, his progress became really mira-

culous. Not content with chemistry, he studied

the whole literary, political, industrial, and military

questions which then, as now, agitated France. He
visited also all the lyceums and colleges in Paris, so

as to form correct ideas on the important subject

of public education. Paris was, in fact, to Garcia

Moreno a great school for the highest sciences; but,

by the grace of God, Who was about to employ this

man as an instrument of salvation to His people, it

became also the focus of his true Christian life.

For several years his early piety had been chilled.

The tremendous political struggles in which he had

been engaged had absorbed him so completely as to

dry up his supernatural life. A singular incident

brought back this noble soul to its previous fervour.

He had been walking one day with "some fellow-

exiles in the Luxembourg Gardens when the conver-

sation turned on a man who had died refusing the

last Sacraments. Some of the party admired this

act, saying the man had chosen his own line, and

had kept it to the last. Garcia Moreno, on the con-
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trary, argued that if a man had unhappily been

irreligious in life, from the stress of business or

other causes, it was monstrous to die in that impious
condition. His adversaries then began attacking the

doctrines of the Catholic Church
; but they soon

found that they had to do with one stronger than

themselves. With merciless logic and ardent faith

Garcia Moreno refuted all their arguments, and

spoke of the Church with such ability and enthusiasm

that his atheist companion, to cut short the discus-

sion, exclaimed,
" You talk well enough, my good

friend ;
but if your religion be as beautiful as you

describe it, it seems to me you are somewhat lax in

its practice. Since when have you been to con-

fession ?
"

This observation struck home, and Garcia Moreno
bowed his head for a moment. Then, looking his

friend full in the face, he said,
" You have answered

me by a personal argument which may be just

to-day. But I give you my word of honour that

to-morrow it will be worth nothing ;

" and so saying,
he abruptly left them. In the solitude of his own
room he reflected for some time on the years which
had passed since the day, when, full of fervour, he
had consecrated himself to the service of God at the

feet of the Bishop of Guayaquil. It was true that he

had not been called to the service of the altar : but

was he for that reason the less bound to love Him
with all his heart ? Stung with remorse, he threw
himself on his knees, prayed fervently for some time,
and then, that very evening, went to confession to

the first priest he found in the church. The next

day he received Holy Communion, thanking God,
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Who had forced him to blush for his coldness and

negligence.
From that moment he went back to all his old

habits of piety, and never again gave them up.

Every morning he might be seen early at St. Sulpice,
where he heard Mass before he began his work.

Every evening he said a decade of the Rosary, a

practice which his pious mother had instilled into

all her children. On Sundays the parishioners of

St. Sulpice often admired this illustrious stranger,
with his noble and serious bearing, and a look of pro-
found recollection, kneeling devoutly before the altar.

There the exile recommended himself, his family,
and his country to God. At other times one met
him in the Chapel of the Foreign Missions, where
he would implore the aid of the martyrs for that

Christian heroism which would face death sooner

than abjure a known duty. Strengthened by these

two forces, study and prayer, Garcia Moreno
lived in Paris as solitary a life as at Payta. He
never set foot in a theatre, or allowed himself any
distraction save a walk in the country on Sundays.
In his political studies he was immensely struck by
the enormous influence which might be exercised by
one man on the destinies of a people. From 1848 to

1852 France seemed to be in a state of frantic agita-

tion, of which no one seemed to see the probable
result. But Napoleon had come, the Coup d'tat had

been accomplished, and the country was rejoiced

at having been saved from suicide. With this expe-
rience before his eyes, Garcia Moreno concluded

that, with help from on High, a strong and wise

man might save his people in spite of themselves.
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And he asked God to give him sense and energy

enough to deliver his own country from the revolu-

tionary elements which threatened to destroy it.

But wiser than Napoleon III., who simply substi-

tuted imperial for republican tyranny, he felt that the

real saviour of his country would be one who should

give her true liberty by teaching her to bow before

the Law of God only. In these views he was

immensely helped and encouraged by a book pub-
lished in the middle of the nineteenth century

(1842 1849) by the Abbe Rohrbacher, entitled

UHistoric Universelle de VEglise Catholique. It sets

forth in the most exhaustive form the whole history
of the Church, politically and socially, proving her

to be the head of the great social body, of which

the State is the arms, and which both kings and

people must obey. Hence there should be neither

struggle nor divorce between Church and State,

but the most perfect harmony, from the subordina-

tion of the State to the Church.

The study of this book, of which Garcia Moreno
read the twenty-nine volumes three times over,

opened his eyes completely to the falsehood of those

four articles in the revolutionary creed forged by the

State to stifle and destroy the action of the Church.

Nothing he had ever read had exercised so powerful
an influence over him. It showed him the political

role of the Church, which so many statesmen live

and die without knowing, and filled his soul with the

spirit of Charlemagne and St. Louis. Thanks to

his extraordinary memory, he learned a quantity of

it by heart, and quoted it continually in support of

his opinions.
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This time of exile and study had therefore ripened
and enlarged the character of Garcia Moreno in an

extraordinary degree. Strong enough to fight against

revolution, he was yet humble enough to kneel before

the Church ; and as a true liberator, God was about

to open to him once more the gates of his country.
Before we follow him in this fearful struggle, we will

quote a few lines (witten by Louis Veuillot, on Sep-
tember 27, 1875) on this important epoch of his

life:
" On a foreign soil, alone, unknown, but sustained

by the faith and love of his great heart, Garcia

Moreno prepared himself to reign if such were the

will of God. With this view alone he prayed and

studied. Paris, where Providence had called him,
was the real workshop for such an apprentice. Paris,

Christian on the one hand and savage on the other,

gives the world the spectacle of a fight between two

opposing elements. It has schools for priests and

martyrs, and others for anti-christs, idols, and execu-

tioners. The future President and Missioner of

Ecuador had before his eyes good and evil. When he

returned to his distant home, his choice was made.

He knew where to find true glory, true strength,

and how to become the true workman of God. If

we wish to point out the last spot to which he bid

adieu, the last link in his heart with France, it

would be his dear Church of St. Sulpice, or the

humble Chapel of the Foreign Missionary College,

where he so constantly came to pray for his

country."
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CHAPTER I.

THE RE-AWAKENING OF THE NATION.

1857-

WHILST Garcia Moreno was preparing himself in

exile for the great work which God had destined

he should accomplish, his unhappy country was

being daily more and more ruined and degraded.
Urbina looked upon the Church as his greatest

enemy, and began by expelling the holy Bishop of

Guayaquil and substituting one of his own creatures.

Naturally the Holy See refused to confirm this

appointment, and Urbina, thinking that the time

was not yet come for an open schism, contented

himself with brutally recalling the Marquis de Loren-

zana, who was his Charge d'Affaires at Rome. Then

began a regular war against priests and clergy, both

regular and secular. The convents were turned into

barracks ; the most frightful scenes took place in

the colleges and seminaries. All ecclesiastical estab-

lishments were secularized ; the primary schools

abolished ; the University ruined by the fact that the

students were allowed to take their degrees without

study or examination, according to a new law passed

by Urbina. In fact, he governed the people of Ecuador

as slaves or helots. Whilst the provinces of the
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interior groaned under his iron rule, his two satraps,

Roblez and Franco, terrorized the sea-coast. There

were daily assassinations of officers, judges, and

even priests. The brave General Campos fell under

their blows. Robberies, murders, and crimes of all

sorts were the order of the day.
To fill his empty coffers, Urbina had invented a

new crime, which he called
" Floreanism." When-

ever he wanted more money, his organs pretended
that a fresh revolutionary movement had been

organized by the partisans of Flores, and forced

contributions were exacted from the people, nomi-

nally to pay for an increase in the army, which, it is

needless to add, was never carried out. If any one

resisted, he was thrown into prison and his goods
sold by auction. Lord and master of the country,
he tried to sell a portion of it, the Islands of Galla-

pagos, to the United States, on the plea of their

possessing large depots of guano. Fortunately the

islands themselves protested that no guano was to

be found there ; the contract was broken, and three

millions of piastres lost to Urbina, whose nefarious

project was thus made public. People will ask

perhaps how such a state of things could exist with

a Constitutional and Parliamentary Government ?

It was because both Chambers were created by
Urbina himself. When the electors ventured to

bring forward some honest and conscientious deputy,
Urbina instantly invalidated his election ; and if any
resistance were offered, the autocrat exiled his

opponents to Peru, to New Grenada, and even to

the savage plains of Napo. Neither sex, age, nor

rank were spared. Ladies of high birth, and even
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young girls, were thrown into prison or confined in

convents for political reasons.

As for the Press, their mission consisted in offer-

ing incense to their master, who paid them welL
The Democratic declared open war against priests,

nobles, and the rich ; while the Joven Liberal

endeavoured to sap the foundations of all social and

religious order.

When Urbina's Presidency was on the point of

expiring, some of the more courageous of the citizens

started a new paper called El Expectador, in the

hopes of vindicating the rights of religion and their

country. This brought down upon them the rage of

Urbina and of his satellites, and a decree of expul-
sion against them was instantly decided upon. Old

men, soldiers, even generals were dragged out of

their beds in the middle of the night and trans-

ported to Panama or to the deserts of Napo. Once
more silence reigned in Quito ;

but it was the silence

of despair. This razzia of Conservatives took place

just before the Presidential Election, which was

accordingly carried in favour of Urbina's favourite,

General Roblez. In order to secure it, the prisons
were momentarily opened, and the unhappy victims

restored to liberty. But there was no change in the

policy of the Government. There was the same

persecution of the Church, the same profanation of

her temples, the same universal bankruptcy in fact

the reign of evil in all its horrors.

At the end of 1856 the friends of Garcia

Moreno asked for a safe-conduct pass for one

who had been so long exiled from his family and

country. Roblez granted it, thinking thereby to

F
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gain the hearts of the people of Quito, and little

thinking of the effect of his return.

Hardly had Garcia Moreno set foot once more
in his native country than every possible honour

was heaped upon him. The Municipality of Quito

appointed him Alcaide, or Supreme Judge ;
then the

Rectorship of the University having fallen vacant,

he was nominated to this important post, so as to

raise public education, which had fallen to the

lowest level. The Faculty of Sciences existed only
in name. It had neither professors, nor laboratory,

nor instruments of any sort. Garcia Moreno' pre-

sented the University with a magnificent chemical

laboratory which he had brought from Paris for him-

self, and undertook to teach that almost unknown
science. His pupils were amazed at the extent of

his knowledge : and in addition to private lessons,

he gave public lectures, in which he showed the

application of this science to agriculture and com-

merce. But he never lost sight of the great object
he had at heart, namely, the deliverance of his

people. And as in May, 1857, a fresh election was to

be held for the Members of Congress, he resolved to

re-enter the Senate with some of his old political

friends, and to re-organize once more the Conserva-

tive Party. For this purpose he started a new

paper, the Union National, in which he pointed out

the scandals of the Government, and called upon
the people at the electoral urns to decide the future

of the Republic. The people at last, roused by his

impassioned harangues, woke from their long lethargy.
The young men especially prepared to struggle with

energy for the good cause and for their heroic leader.
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On the other hand, there was no species of infamy
to which the Government did not resort to intimi-

date and coerce the electors. These proceedings
were, one by one, mercilessly exposed by the Union

National, and at last the day of battle arrived,

Government spies were placed at every voting-place
to watch the electors. Soldiers lined the streets,

insulting the citizens and threatening them with the

wrath of a certain Colonel Patrick Vivero, who was
the terror of the country. At last some of the young
men of the best families in Quito determined to

place themselves in squadrons before the soldiers

and protect the electors by force of arms. There

was sharp fighting on both sides, but in the end the

Government was beaten, and Garcia Moreno, with a

considerable number of his political friends, were

triumphantly elected.

Urbina understood that this defeat was a mortal

blow. Henceforth he would have to reckon not

only with a powerful Opposition in the Chambers,
but with a people whose patience was exhausted,

and who had found out that their strength lay in

union. Four years ago he had laid violent hands on

the Senator of Guayaquil and exiled, him to Peru.

But who would dare arrest the Senator of Quito ?

On September 15, 1857, amidst the frantic cheers of

the whole population, Garcia Moreno took his seat,

surrounded by his colleagues, each and all deter-

mined to free their country from its tryants.



CHAPTER II.

PARLIAMENTARY OPPOSITION.

18571859.

THE Legislative Session was opened by one of those

official messages which would have excited nothing
but derision had not the people become used to

similar effusions. Roblez allowed himself to be

deceived by the assurances of some of his creatures

among the deputies, and believed that, once the

electoral excitement was over, the people would

remain passive under the yoke. But that was not

Garcia Moreno's intention. All the^ Ministerial pro-

posals which, under the name of
"
Constitutional

Reforms," were only intended to satisfy the ven-

geance of the Executive, were pitilessly rejected. In

the debate on the Budget, he insisted on an account

being rendered of the expenditure, and expressed
himself with such indignation against the squan-
derers of the Public Treasury, that the reports of his

speech was suppressed in the official papers. He
intervened also in three matters of capital import-
ance.

The first concerned the capitation tax of three

piastres a head on the Indians, which had been

frequently denounced as iniquitous by the Legisla-
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ture, but which had never been abolished, on the

plea of the bankruptcy of the Treasury. The Radicals

pleaded, as usual, for its continuance while shedding
crocodile tears over "the misery of the poor Indians."

But Garcia Moreno indignantly replied,
" Why so

much discussion on a question of simple justice and

humanity ? If this tax be manifestly contrary to

law and equity, why defer its abolition ? I will tole-

rate no delay in this matter." The tax was abolished,

to the delight of the whole country.
The second question was that of public educa-

tion, Garcia Moreno having proposed a new organic

law, elaborated with the greatest care after his

European experiences. But he was defeated in spite

of his eloquence, by the obstinate resistance of the

Government and the penury of the Treasury. Before

voting sums for the education of youth, the soldiers

must have their pay and the public functionaries

their salaries. It was a hopeless status quo until the

disorder in the finances could be remedied. Garcia

Moreno succeeded better, however, in another matter,

which was the closing of the Masonic lodges which

had been surreptitiously opened in Guayaquil. He

spoke against them with such eloquence that the

motion was voted by a large majority, and in the

following terms :

" The Catholic religion being that of all the

citizens and the only one recognized by the Constitu-

tion, it is impossible without grave danger to admit

the creation of irreligious societies ; and as, by

negligence or connivance, certain secret societies

have been introduced into Ecuador of a decidedly

anti-religious character, the Congress decrees the
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dissolution of the Masonic lodges and all other

associations disapproved of by the Church."

Unhappily, through the intrigues of the Govern-

ment and their assertion that these secret societies

had no irreligious character, this law remained a

dead letter.

Except the abolition of the Indian tax, this

session of 1857 had been absolutely sterile from a

legislative point of view. But morally the influence

Garcia Moreno exercised in the country was
immense. The destruction of all higher education,,

the peculations in the Treasury, the subservience of

the Government to the Freemasons all this had

been so ably exposed by him that the anger and

scorn of the people against their tyrants knew no
bounds. Foreign difficulties came to add to other

complications. In order to raise money, large tracts

of land had been ceded to English and American

emigrants, against which Peru energetically pro-

tested, declaring that the alienated territory belonged
to them ! Urbina, who had never forgiven General

Castilla, the President of Peru, for having given
an asylum to Flores, revenged himself by insulting

and finally dismissing the Peruvian Ambassador,

Cavero, who had come from Lima to settle the

frontier question. Castilla replied by an ultimatum

in which he exacted the readmission of the Ambas-

sador, menacing, in case of refusal, to blockade the

port of Guayaquil. This happened in 1858, and gave
Urbina a pretext for a fresh conscription and exac-

tions of money which were carried out with such

injustice and cruelty as to rouse the whole population.
The dissolution of the Chambers and the removal of
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the seat of Government to Guayaquil were openly
discussed. Congress reassembled, and again Garcia

Moreno pointed out in the strongest language the

dangers which menaced the country. After two

days' discussion the whole town shared in the alarm

of the Senate. Urbina in a fury gave orders to a

body of
" Tauras "

to go to the bar of the house and
arrest Garcia Moreno in the midst of the senators.

Fortunately the plot got wind. A large body of

young men, devoted to Garcia Moreno, implored
him not to go to the House the following day as this

band of brigands were determined to assassinate

him. He replied that never would he draw back

before such vile criminals, or in fact before any

danger. So at the usual hour he went to the old

Convent of St. Bonaventura where the Senate held

its meetings. On his arrival he found a large body
of young patriots from all parts of the town who had

come to defend him in case of need. They were

not useless. The Tauras, at their post, sword in

hand and with menaces on their lips, were fiercely

watching the proceedings of the members. Garcia

Moreno quickly rose and resumed the debate of the

day before with greater vigour than ever. After

having pointed out the iniquities of the Government
and the way its members were despising the law,

the Constitution, and the Legislative Assembly, he

suddenly stopped and pointing to the Tauras below

the bar, denounced, in a voice which thrilled

through the whole House, the project of Urbina

against the national representatives and also the

baseness of those soldiers who had consented to act

as assassins. His burning words had such an effect
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that the unhappy Tauras left the Senate trembling
and ashamed.

The retractation of the powers previously granted
to the Government was voted by an immense

majority. After the sitting was over, the Tauras

gathered round the doors, determined to lay hands

on Garcia Moreno as he came out. But the young
patriots were before them. They surrounded their

hero, overwhelming him with congratulations and
conducted him in triumph to his house.

After this defeat, Urbina and Roblez thought it

would be easier to intimidate the Lower House.

During the debate, Roblez fulminated a new message

against the Opposition. The soldiers mounted guard,
sword in hand, by the houses of the hostile deputies,

threatening them with death if they resisted the

will of the tyrants. But nothing could induce the

majority to allow these men to continue their arbi-

trary proceedings, and the withdrawal of their

powers was voted unanimous^.
At the same time, the Congress proved that how-

ever much they might be opposed to the despotism of

the two dictators, they were quite willing to prepare
for national defence. At the beginning of November
the news reached Quito of the blockade of Guayaquil.
The two Chambers instantly offered their concur-

rence to the Government to vote the resources in

men and money necessary for the struggle. But that

would not have suited Urbina, who was determined

to free himself from all control. Not daring any
longer to threaten to dissolve the House by force, he

resolved to effect his purpose by stratagem. Eleven

of the deputies were his creatures, and he persuaded
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them to desert their posts and thus make all delibera-

tion impossible. From the lack of the number of

voters required by the Constitution, the House was
counted out, and Urbina instantly dissolved the

Chambers and announced the formation of a new

authority entitled
" The Supreme Direction of the

War." Having appointed Urbina General-in-Chief

of the army, Roblez, "The Dictator," started for

Guayaquil, putting out a pompous address to the

nation in which he announced that he was going to

exercise the powers "which had been confided to

him by the people."

Thus, after having mocked the people by dis-

missing their national
'

representatives, he flattered

himself he could act with impunity. He forgot that

he could not carry out a foreign war while leaving

behind him an infuriated nation. But God blinds

those whom He has determined to abandon.



CHAPTER III.

THE NATIONAL RISING.

1859-

IT would be difficult to describe the exasperation of

the people after the coup d'etat of the Government

against the Chambers. Deputies and senators

registered an indignant protest against the dissolu-

tion of Congress, declaring the new Dictatorship

illegal and unconstitutional. The municipal council

of Quito equally protested against the abandonment

of their capital and the transfer of the Government

to Guayaquil. These indignant remonstrances

became known to all the people through the heroic

devotion of the printer, Valentia, who thus braved

the wrath of the two despots and soon felt the

consequences of their fury. He and Drs. Herrera

and Mestanza were condemned to exile, and con-

veyed under a strong escort to the plain of Cunchi-

chamba, where Valentia was tied to a tree and
shot. Even the democrats stigmatized this act of

unwarrantable cruelty. One man after another,

eminent for his virtues, talents, or bravery, was
thrown into prison and either exiled or murdered in

cold blood. Garcia Moreno had the narrowest

escape, and had only time to get on board a trading
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vessel bound for Peru. At last, the most influential

men in the army felt that the moment was come
when they must fight for their homes and country
like the brave Vendeans of old. A tremendous

earthquake on the 22nd of March added to the

confusion and terror of the inhabitants. On the 4th
of April the troops, under the direction of General

Maldonado, declared open war against the Dictators,

At eleven o'clock at night Colonel Darquea
with twenty well-armed men entered Roblez's

house, whom he found playing at cards with

his friend Franco, and arrested him without any
one offering any resistance. Unhappily, however,

Franco, who had escaped, came back, pistol in

hand and blew out Darquea's brains. Maldonado,
instead of being at hand with his men, had

encamped himself on a height, and hearing of

the death of Darquea he lost courage and entered

into negotiations with Roblez, so that the troops
returned to their quarters, save five hundred of them

who took the opportunity to desert. This check

only strengthened the hands of the tyrants ;
but all

of a sudden, news came of a popular insurrection in

Quito. On January i, 1859, a troop of young men
surrounded the barracks and found the military

quite prepared to fraternize with them. Espinel,

who was Vice-Governor, ran with some of his

Radicals to try and preach submission, but found

himself powerless. The overthrow of the Govern-

ment was declared amidst wild cries of delight, and

a provisional Government was formed consisting of

three members, Garcia Moreno, Carrion, and Gomez
de la Torre. The movement spread rapidly through-
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out the provinces, and very soon enthusiastic letters

of approval arrived from all sides. Only Guayaquil
and Cuenca remained with the two Dictators, and

this only because intimidated by their troops. A
courier was despatched to Garcia Moreno telling

him of his election and imploring him to hasten to

their aid. With incredible difficulties he managed
to escape the ambuscades of his enemies and arrived

at Quito on the ist of May, where he was received

as a saviour, and instantly set to work to organize
the revolt and to influence the ardour of the patriots

by the following thrilling words :

" Down with the tyrants ! Wherever they reign
human intelligence is enchained, the laws violated,

the nation martyred, and the Republic on the brink

of an abyss." A few days later Garcia Moreno

exchanged his pen for a sword. Roblez was

advancing with twelve or fifteen hundred men
towards the capital, and a small band of volunteers

hurried to meet him who clamoured for Garcia

Moreno to lead them. He was not a soldier, but

had been initiated into all the details of military
service. Still it required a courage like his own to

go and meet disciplined troops with the handful of

men badly armed and utterly undisciplined, who
had been gathered together hastily to repel the

enemy. On the 3rd of June he found Urbina

encamped at Tambucco in an admirable position
with a strong natural defence, while his poor recruits

were in the open and exposed to every shot. The
battle began at ten o'clock in the morning and lasted

till four in the evening. Garcia Moreno and his

men showed prodigies of valour, but in vain
; their
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defeat was complete. The greater part of them
were left dead on the battlefield. The survivors fled

to the mountains, where they were tracked and
hunted down by the enemy without mercy.

In this terrible fight Garcia Moreno showed a

tenderness of heart equal to his bravery. Without the

smallest concern for his personal safety, he flew from

one wounded man to another, not being able to

bear the idea of leaving any of these poor fellows to

the tender mercies of Urbina's soldiery. When he

felt at last that he must fly so as not to fall into the

hands of the enemy, he found himself alone without

a horse, his own having been killed under him and

exposed every moment to being captured by the

hostile troops. At that moment Colonel Vintimilla

rode up mounted on a good horse, who instantly

jumped off and insisted on Garcia Moreno's taking
it.

" No !

" exclaimed Garcia Moreno. " What
will you do if I leave you here?

" " What does that

matter," nobly replied the Colonel. "There are

plenty of Vintimillas and only one Garcia Moreno."

After which, with a gesture which admitted of no

reply, he forced Garcia Moreno to mount and to

gallop from the spot.
1 A few days later he arrived

at Quito with the few officers and soldiers who had

escaped from the disaster of Tambucco. But this

defeat, instead of discouraging the people, had only
increased their patriotism. They received him with

the. ringing of bells and every demonstration of joy
to show him that in spite of his defeat they

i Ignacio Vintimilla was President of the Republic from 1876 to

1881. Quantum mutatus ab illo!
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still looked upon him as the only saviour of their

country.
The moment however was most critical. In a

conference with his colleagues, Garcia Moreno was of

opinion that, the creation of an army being impossible,

they must have recourse to diplomacy. He proposed
therefore to return to Peru and obtain the co-opera-
tion of the President Castilla against Roblez and

Urbina. The Provisional Government in the mean-
time was to be transferred to Ibarra. This being

agreed to, Garcia Moreno started for Lima, but

found that Castilla, though very courteous and civil,

was unwilling to assist his unfortunate countrymen
without a portion of the territory of Ecuador being
ceded to Peru, an odious bargain to which no man
of honour could accede. In despair at the failure

of these negotiations, Garcia Moreno resolved to

address himself to the patriotism of General Franco,

proposing to him to abandon the cause of these

miserable dictators and with his army to join the

Provisional Government. ^He pointed out to him
the terrible condition of Quito, which had again
been occupied by Urbina, and tried to make him
understand that continued civil war must be the

result of the present state of things.

Franco perfectly understood what Garcia Moreno

wanted, but he had a secret plan of his own, which
was to get rid of Urbina and Roblez and become
himself the President of Ecuador. A month later,

on the 2ist of August, it was announced that in conse-

quence of a convention between Castilla and Franco,
the maritime provinces were determined to form a

new Government. Urbina and Roblez hastened to
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Guaranda to find means to avert the blow. But

they were about to lose a power which they had so

long and so shamelessly abused. No sooner had
Roblez left the capital than a fresh revolution broke

out. Carvajal with his little army had beaten the

Government troops at Ibarra and was marching to

the rescue of Quito. On the 4th of September, in

consequence of fresh aggressions on the part of the

Governor, the population rose as one man. Armed
with guns, stones, and sticks, the insurgents attacked

the artillery barracks ; women threw sand and ashes

at the eyes of the soldiers, who, yielding to numbers,
were obliged to lay down their arms after a bloody

struggle. A few days later Carvajal arrived at Quito
with his victorious troops, and the Provisional

Government was once more re-established.

The gates of the capital being thus closed to

Urbina and Roblez, they tried to take refuge in

Guayaquil. But on the 6th of September, General

Franco convoked the citizens of that town to a fresh

election for the Presidency. Without taking any
count of the provinces of the interior, and in spite of

the rule that a vote of this nature demanded an

absolute majority, he contented himself with one

hundred and sixty-one votes against one hundred

and sixty spontaneously given to Garcia Moreno,
and proclaimed himself the supreme chief of the

Republic. ,4.^
Whilst this theatrical farce was going on, Urbina

and Roblez, caught between two fires, remained at

Guaranda. It was impossible to make a step back-

wards without falling into the hands of the patriots

of Quito, or a step forwards without encountering
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Franco's troops. Nothing remained to these two

infamous men but to leave Ecuador as soon as

possible. Roblez took refuge in Chili on board a

vessel coming from Panama, while Urbina escaped
on a French ship. The terrible tyranny they had

exercised over their countrymen had lasted for eight

years, but we shall see later on that they had by no

means given up hopes of a return to power.

CHAPTER IV.

THE DRAMA OF RIOBAMBA.

1859.

ECUADOR was delivered from the "twins," but the

last surviving member of the infamous triumvirate,

the savage Franco, remained, and Garcia Moreno's

whole energies were now turned to accomplishing
the difficult task of sending him to rejoin his two

accomplices.
It was true that the Provisional Government

represented almost the whole nation, but how was it

possible to defeat and disarm the usurper ? With the

little army of Carvajal and a handful of volunteers,

without guns or any of the munitions of war, how
could they hope to conquer the disciplined troops of

Franco, assisted by five or six thousand Peruvians

and the cannons of the squadron which blockaded

Guayaquil? The experience of Tambucco had

proved to Garcia Moreno the powerlessness of the

greatest bravery against numbers and military skill.
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He began therefore by creating an army and sending
the volunteers to have their military drill under

experienced officers. Then he made an appeal to
the whole country to raise a sufficient sum to main-
tain these men and to obtain horses, provisions, and
all that was needful for the new army. But the

apparently insurmountable difficulty was the want of

arms, they had neither rifles or cannon nor ammuni-
tion. All these things were in Franco's hands.

Despairing of obtaining any from abroad, Garcia

Moreno determined to manufacture them on the

spot. In the hacienda of Chillo, there was a large
cotton manufactory belonging to a friend of his, M.

Juan Aguirre ; he transformed this into an arsenal

and a cannon foundry. Thanks to his extraordinary
and universal knowledge, he succeeded in procuring
the necessary materials, and with no other assistant

than a simple mechanician he managed to turn

out of this yard rifles of a rare perfection, and even

cannons of a great size like the Chimborazo and

Cotopaxi, which for certainty of aim rivalled the

best from European foundries ; then powder, balls,

shells, cartridges, and all the necessary ammunition.

But what fearful labour all this entailed, and what
an amount of study to calculate with mathematical

precision the different sights required, to train the

workmen in every branch of this new art and to-

overlook himself every operation ! All day he was
at his foundry, all night in his study seeking the

solution of the many difficult problems which

suggested themselves in this new manufacture.

But his prodigious activity and his iron constitution

seemed to defy all fatigue.

G
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Once when he had just returned to Quito from a

forced march from Guayaquil, he heard that the

works at Chillo had been closed. Without stopping
to give himself a moment's rest or food, he called

for his horse and galloped the four leagues which

separated the capital from Chillo, where he instantly
set all the men to work again. Another time, after

having made a long and perilous journey of forty-

eight hours across the mountains, he arrived among
his workmen in such a state of exhaustion that he

dropped asleep as he got down from his horse and
did not wake again for a long time. "I can conquer

hunger and thirst," he exclaimed afterwards,
" but

not sleep." This was his great regret, for the

twenty-four hours were much too short for the work
he had undertaken.

While preparing for war, however, he did not

despair of arriving at a pacific solution of the

difficulty. One day he rode to Payta, where in a

last interview with Castilla he showed him his own

proclamation in which he had said, "that he did

not make war against the people of Ecuador but

only against their tyrants." But Castilla formally
demanded the ceding of a portion of the territory of

Ecuador, on which condition alone he would recall

his troops. Garcia Moreno indignantly rejected
this proposal, and then tried to make one more

appeal to the patriotism of Franco, pointing out to

him the indelible stain which would attach itself to

his name if he sold his country to the enemy, and

offering even to give up to him his place in the

Provisional Government. Franco feigned to accept,
but to prove his sincerity Garcia Moreno proposed
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to him to bring his forces to Guayaquil to commence
hostilities against Castilla. Caught in his own net,

Franco positively refused and broke off the con-

ference. Having thus exhausted all pacific means,
Garcia Moreno started again for Quito to review the

troops stationed on the road. Hardly had he quitted

Guayaquil than a troop of villains armed with

poignards and revolvers set off to follow him, but he

managed to elude them by the extraordinary celerity

of his movements. At each station the assassins

found he was ahead of them. But after escaping
from this danger he fell into another which threatened

to be still more perilous. After Urbina's flight some
of his troops had remained at Riobamba, and

Franco, who knew their faithless and indisciplined

character, determined to bribe them to revolt and

betray their chief. Garcia Moreno, after having
visited the troops at Guaranda, arrived on the yth of

November at Riobamba, intending to rest there for

a few days. But in the middle of the night his

frightened servants rushed up to him to say that the

soldiers had revolted and their Generals had declared

against the Provisional Government, and especially

against its chief. Calm and silent, Garcia Moreno
was reflecting on what measures to take, when the

Commandant Cavero presented himself with all the

insolence of a rebel and ordered him to give up his

position.
" Never !

"
replied Garcia Moreno, and

as Cavero proceeded to threaten him :

"
enough !

"

he cried. "You may take my life, but you will never

conquer my will."

At a sign from Cavero, Captain Palacios arrested

the intrepid representative of supreme power and
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threw him into prison, announcing to him that if he

persisted in his resolution, the morrow would be his

last day.
The officers and soldiers then gave themselves up

to every sort of debauchery and excess, pillaging the

different quarters of the town and leaving only a few

sentinels at the door of the prison. Garcia Moreno's

first thought was to commend his soul to God,

feeling sure that these men would not hesitate to

assassinate him without mercy. But then with

great calmness he began to think what he could do
to prolong a life which was not, he felt, useless to

his country. From a garret window looking on the

street, he saw his guards enviously watching their

more fortunate companions, and he justly presumed
that their love of drink and hope of plunder would
induce them, before long, to desert their post and

disobey their orders, in order to share in the spoils.

At this moment, a servant of one of his faithful

friends managed to get near him for a moment and
to whisper to him that if he could only unscrew one

of the bars of the window, he could easily scale the

low wall of the prison, while at the gate of the city a

horse ready saddled was prepared for his flight.

"Tell your master," replied Garcia, "that I will

leave this prison not by the window, but by the door

through which I entered it."

His previsions were realized. The guards

dispersed one after the other, leaving him to be
watched by one sentinel only within the walls.

After a few moments of prayer and reflection, Garcia
Moreno drew near to this man and asked him in the

tone of a master or rather of a judge :
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" To whom did you take an oath of fidelity ?
"

" To the Chief of the State," replied the soldier,

trembling.
"The only legitimate Chief of the State is

myself," replied Garcia Moreno. " You owe, there-

fore, to me alone obedience and fidelity. Your
officers are rebels and perjurers. Are you not

ashamed to help them to these acts of violence, and
to betray thus your God and your country ?

"

The soldier, struck with compunction, threw
himself on his knees and asked his pardon.

"I will forgive you," he replied, "if you will

obey me and do your duty."
A few minutes later, with the aid of this man, he

had left the prison, and accompanied by a faithful

general, had escaped from Riobamba and galloped
on to Calpi, where he had already summoned some
of his best men to meet him. An hour later he

found himself at Calpi with fourteen brave men
determined to follow him to the death. Without

giving them an instant to think, he retraced his

steps to Riobamba determined to capture the rebels

and resume the command of the troops. When
they returned to the town amidst the universal

pillage and destruction of the houses, a dead silence

reigned after the orgies of the night. Some of the

chiefs had gone off with their booty, the rest,

including Palacios, the leader of the revolt, were

sunk in a drunken sleep. Without a moment's

hesitation Garcia Moreno seized him with the

principal bandits, and dragging them into the square,

held a council of war. Palacios appeared at firsr

too drunk to realize his position Condemned to
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death he answered with insolence, but the severe

voice of Garcia Moreno recalled the reality to him :

"You have half an hour to prepare yourself for

death," he exclaimed,
" and not a moment more."

He sent for a priest to reconcile these guilty men
with God, but Palacios refused his ministry and at

the time appointed the rebel fell under the balls of

the soldiers. Several other officers shared the same

fate. One captain only was spared, one of the

principal ladies of the town having asserted that he

had not shared in the rebellion, but had been hiding
in her house during the sacking of the town. Garcia

Moreno, who was always just, at once granted him

a free pardon.
The death of their leaders terrified the soldiers,

who were too thankful to be allowed to return ta

their old commanders. Garcia Moreno then resolved

to pursue those who had escaped with their spoils to

Mocha. With his fourteen devoted followers he

arrived in that little town at midnight, the brigands

having fallen asleep on the galleries which surround

the Square (plaza), their guns piled beside them, and
sentinels being placed at the end of each avenue.

Sword in hand Garcia Moreno advanced, the night

being rainy and dark, and attacked the first sentry,
who would have fled, but was thrust through with a

bayonet. Surprised in their sleep and in the dark,
the rebels fancied themselves surrounded by a large
number of troops. A few escaped, but eighty of

them, disarmed and garrotted, were led back to

Riobamba by Garcia's men with orders to shoot the

first who should attempt to escape.
Garcia Moreno now thought himself master of
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the position, when another body of troops approached.
A furious fight went on in the dark, many were
killed and wounded. "

Yield, brigands !

"
exclaimed

Garcia Moreno. His voice was recognized and
both sides discovered that they had made a fatal

mistake. These fresh troops were not rebels but

faithful soldiers who had come in hot haste from

Ambato to fight the rebels of Riobamba. After

having mourned the deaths of these faithful friends,

Garcia Moreno, with a strong reinforcement, went
on in pursuit of the rebels. He succeeded at last in

capturing three hundred, who, after their term of

imprisonment was over, were once more incorporated
in the standing army. The remainder fled to the

mountains and there lived as brigands, which was,
in fact, their habitual trade.

Thus ended this terrible episode in Garcia

Moreno's life, which, but for the providence of God,

might have had a most disastrous termination.

The genius and bravery of one man had triumphed
over treachery, a rebel army, and persistent bad

luck. Exhausted with fatigue, and still more broken-

hearted at the thought of the state of anarchy of his

country, Garcia Moreno returned to Quito, there to

organize the preparations for a campaign, which

had become inevitable, against the pretended head

of the Republic in Guayaquil.



CHAPTER V.

NEGOTIATIONS AND BATTLES.

1859, 1860.

WHILST Garcia Moreno was disarming the rebels

of Riobamba, Castilla made his appearance at the

mouth of the Guayas with six thousand men,
whom Franco permitted to disembark, and thus give

the key of his country to Peru. Then he announced

a convention with Castilla to settle an exchange of

territory, to which he had the audacity to invite the

members of the Provisional Government of Quito.
Garcia Moreno saw clearly that no amount of nego-
tiation with these two thieves would prevent the

dismemberment of Ecuador. He seriously con-

templated, therefore, placing the Republic under

the protection of France, and for that purpose
letters were exchanged between himself and the

French Minister. But this project seemed an impos-
sible one to the other members of the Provisional

Government ; so that, wishing to exhaust all pacific

means in their power, they sent two of their members,
Avilez and Gomez de la Torre, armed with full

powers to negotiate with Franco, but under the ex-

press condition in no way to compromise the integrity

of their territory or the independence of their nation.
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An equitable convention was drawn up, the terms of

which were accepted by Franco, but indignantly

rejected by Castilla, who had not brought his six

thousand men for nothing to Guayaquil, and told

General Franco that he had been the dupe of his

enemies. Upon this Franco flew into a violent rage,
refused to sign the convention, and threw the two
ambassadors into prison. They were only released

by the intervention of the English Charge d'Affaires,

and on condition that they should leave the city in

six hours. After such an insult Garcia Moreno felt

that there was nothing left for the Government of

Ecuador but to conquer or die. After an eloquent

appeal to the patriotism of the people, and having
unmasked the odious conduct of Franco, he hastened

to put himself at the head of the troops. The

soldiers, exasperated against Franco and stirred to

the highest pitch of enthusiasm by Garcia Moreno's

thrilling words, started on the 2Oth of January to

meet the enemy. Colonel Leon, one of Franco's

officers, held a fortified position on the heights of

Piscurco, but waited to make the attack till the

reinforcements under Commandant Zerda arrived

from Guayaquil. Garcia Moreno determined, there-

fore, to forestall him ; and his troops made a furious

charge, which the strength of the position alone

rendered unsuccessful. Garcia Moreno then made
a flank movement, leaving Colonel Davallos with

several companies of infantry and a squadron of

cavalry to continue the attack and mask his move-

ments. This succeeded in a marvellous manner : all

the enemy's ammunition and baggage fell into their

hands, and the rout was complete. Colonel Leon
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with the scattered remains of his troops fled back

to Guayaquil ; while Garcia Moreno sent Colonel

Maldonado at the head of some picked men to meet

Zerda, and found him hastening from Cuenca to

help Colonel Leon. The engagement took place in

the plains of Sabun, on the yth of February, and so

vigorous and unexpected was the attack that the

victory was complete, and the greater number of the

officers and men, including Zerda himself, fell into

the hands of Maldonado. The latter took advan-

tage of his success to march on Cuenca, which was
defended by a small garrison under Colonel Ayarza.

But, seeing his inferiority in numbers, Ayarza

capitulated without firing a shot. The inhabitants

of Cuenca were overjoyed, and could at last breathe

freely and follow their own sympathies by uniting
themselves to the Government of Quito. There
remained only the province of Loja, situated on the

frontiers of Peru. The town of Loja had, with

much hesitation, joined the party of Franco
; but

now, seeing Garcia Moreno's extraordinary success,

were inclined to return to their old allegiance. It

was a sort of calculating policy ; and by reserving
their act of submission, they hoped to be exonerated

totally, or in part, from bearing their share of the

public burdens. To cut short these interested ter-

giversations, Garcia Moreno went in person to Loja,
and in two days succeeded in smoothing away all

difficulties, so that the town submitted to his con-

ditions amidst the acclamations of joy of the whole

province.
This series of brilliant manoeuvres left only

Guayaquil to General Franco, and even this pro-
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vince was devoted in heart to Garcia Moreno,
though occupied by the troops of the usurper. After
mature deliberation it was decided that Garcia
Moreno should return to his head -

quarters at

Guaranda, and from thence descend the Cordilleras

and fight a decisive battle with Franco and Castilla,

feeling sure that a real and definitive peace could

only be signed in the city of Guayaquil.

CHAPTER VI.

THE TAKING OF GUAYAQUIL.

1860.

THE admiration for Garcia Moreno went on increas-

ing, and in the same degree the hatred against

Franco, who had just signed a treaty with Peru,

which ceded a portion of Ecuador to the Peruvians,
on condition that the latter should assist Franco in

the defence of Guayaquil.
The announcement of this infamous bargain was

received with indignation by the whole country. A
rich proprietor offered all his property to the Quito

treasury to save the honour of his nation. Indig-

nant protests were sent in from every province, and

masses of young men came forward as volunteers to

join the army.

Before, however, risking this last appeal to arms,

Garcia Moreno made another effort to save the

blood of his people, and wrote a beautiful letter to
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Franco, suggesting that to avoid the horrible civil

war in which they were engaged, and to defeat the

schemes of the common enemy, both he and Franco

should resign their commands and retire into exile

for a time, while the province of Guayaquil would

join those of the interior in submitting to the Pro-

visional Government at Quito. He concluded his

letter with these words :

"
If you accept this pro-

posal, which would ensure the integrity of our terri-

tory without wounding your honour, I will instantly

send in my own resignation and leave the country.
It would be with a bad grace that I should ask such

a sacrifice at your hands, if I were not ready to set

you the example."
Instead of being struck at this generous and

patriotic proposal, Franco was furious at the very
idea of abandoning the Presidency which he had
so long coveted. He burst into the vilest abuse of

Garcia Moreno, and even imprisoned the messenger
who brought him the letter.

As a last resource Garcia Moreno addressed him-

self to the agents of the Diplomatic Corps, implor-

ing their mediation, showing how the unhappy treaty
entered into by Franco with Peru had widened the

breach between Guayaquil and the Provisional

Government of Quito, which never could consent to

a measure so contrary to the rights, interests, and
honour of the people of Ecuador : that there was
no alternative between the abdication of Franco or

a war of extermination
; while he renewed the pro-

posal he had already made, to retire into volun-

tary exile if Franco would do the same. He pro-

posed also the election of a new Chief of the State
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chosen by both Governments, adding: "The country
does not need any particular man ; and the Provi-

sional Government should be above the interests of

party or of personal ambition."

This wonderful instance of self-abnegation and

patriotism induced the Diplomatic body to do their

utmost to bring about a reconciliation which should

avert the horrors of civil war. But Franco resisted

all their efforts, and even demanded the expulsion
of Garcia Moreno, whom he declared to be " the

author of all the evils which had fallen on Ecuador."

On the ist of May, the glorious anniversary of the

Quito Revolution, his rage knew no bounds. From

Babahoyo, Manabi, and other towns on the sea-

coast, came petitions for union with the Provisional

Government, together with a number of volunteers

for Garcia's army. Franco tracked them with the

greatest cruelty, and chained them in his barracks,

where many died under the lash.

The noble initiative of the Provisional Govern-

ment produced, however, a contrary effect on Cas-

tilla, who had sense enough to feel the moral victory

which Garcia Moreno had gained, not only among
the people of Ecuador, but with the whole Diplomatic

body. Feeling that he was altogether in a false

position, he gave orders to his troops to evacuate

Guayaquil, and return to Peru. He himself remained

with a small portion of the squadron to watch the

course of events and intervene with his cannons if

needful to save the Treaty of the 25th of January.

The situation began to clear itself, and the forces of

the two parties were becoming more equal, when

Garcia Moreno received a reinforcement as precious
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as it was unexpected by the arrival in the camp of

Guaranda of old General Flores. After fifteen

years of exile the ex-President had settled in Peru

with the consent of Castilla. The latter had sum-

moned him to assist Franco in the war against

Ecuador, and, on his indignant refusal, had driven

him from Peru. Flores, in this moment of danger
to his country, forgot his past misfortunes and
resentments. Listening only to the voice of honour,
he wrote to Garcia Moreno: "In the difficult circum-

stances in which you are placed, let me know if I

can be of any use to you. If so, I am at your
orders." Garcia Moreno, forgetting all past and

present rivalries, hastened to reply :
" Come imme-

diately and be our General-in-Chief." A few days
later these two political adversaries, united in the

same patriotic feelings, embraced one another in

face of the whole army, wild with joy and enthusiasm.

Flores arrived at the very moment when his

military talents and experience were most needed.

A month later Franco decided to steam up the

River Guayas with his soldiers and cannons, and
establish himself at Babahoya, intending from

thence to attack the provinces of the interior. The
two chiefs at once decided that they would not

give him time to climb the Cordilleras, but would
meet him in the plain, where the population were

groaning under his heavy yoke. But first Garcia

Moreno put forth two brilliant proclamations : one
to the inhabitants of Guayaquil, and one to his

army, which acted as an electric shock upon them

both, and filled his soldiers with confidence and

courage. Our readers will understand the difft-
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culties of this march on Guayaquil if they remember
the configuration of the country which the army
had to traverse. On leaving Guaranda, they were
first met by the abrupt and precipitous slopes of the

Cordilleras, and would have to march through
narrow and dangerous paths, which in some places
were almost impracticable, and to drag after them
all their baggage, ammunition, and artillery. When
they had at last reached the plain, they would have

to encounter Franco's army, superior not only in

numbers, but in artillery and cavalry. If, beyond
their hopes, they were victorious, Franco would

only have to get on board his ships and return to

Guayaquil, which they would then have regularly to

besiege. But the military genius of Flores and the

invincible courage of Garcia Moreno triumphed
over all these difficulties. Their only chance was
in taking the enemy by surprise, avoiding a pitched

battle, and only attacking when circumstances

rendered it absolutely necessary.
The enemy was divided into two corps, of which

one, under Franco, occupied Babahoyo, a town

situated at the foot of the Cordilleras, and con-

nected by the river with Guayaquil ; the other,

under General Leon, occupied Catamaras, a village

on the road to Ventanas, to the right of the river.

To defeat this combination, Flores determined to

turn the flank of Franco's army by attacking him in

the rear, and that without giving the alert to General

Leon.

In order to mask his plan, he sent off a division

to Bilovan, near Babahoyo, while under cover of

this false attack the main body of the army by forced
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marches and unknown paths crossed the mountains

and arrived at Ventanas. On the 5th of August, at

six o'clock in the evening, the greater portion had

arrived safely ; but in spite of incredible fatigues,

they were obliged to go on at dead of night and in

complete silence, so as not to be detected by
General Leon, whose camp was close by.

Luckily all the peasantry were devoted to Garcia

Moreno, and gave him the most minute and accu-

rate information as to the movements of the enemy.
As guides, and even as sappers, they opened fresh

paths across the forest with their axes, when the

ordinary road became dangerous. The troops
marched in that way for sixteen mortal hours

before reaching Babahoyo. Their movements were,

however,
*

so rapid and so secret, that they arrived

without having fired off a single cartridge.

At nine o'clock they attacked the town. Utterly
taken by surprise, Franco and his soldiers could not

resist the impetuous charge of the Quito troops.

Still, the artillery poured a destructive fire upon
them from their batteries, until Flores ordered the

cavalry to charge the artillerymen, who were cut

down while still clinging to their guns. After that

the rout became general, and Franco, wounded in

the shoulder, escaped with difficulty on board a ship
to hide his defeat at Guayaquil.

After three hours' fighting, Garcia Moreno

accordingly found himself master of Babahoyo,
where a large number of officers and soldiers, with

cannon, guns, and ammunition (besides the print-

ing press and salt mines of the Government) fell

into his hands. He wrote after this victory to the
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Provisional Government :

"
I have kept my word,

and hope soon to be able to announce to you the

end of this campaign which has been visibly blessed

by God." Then, with that forgetfulness of self, of

which only great men are capable, he added :

" We
owe these triumphs mainly to the genius of our

General-in-Chief, and to the extraordinary military
virtues and endurance of our officers and soldiers."

The taking of Babahoyo had placed General

Leon in a most critical position. He tried to escape

by Zamboroddon, hoping there to embark his troops
and rejoin Franco at Guayaquil. But Flores who
guessed his movements, hastened to Bocca Corvina,
in front of Zamboroddon, with cannon and artillery,

to sink his ships if he attempted to escape by the

river. General Leon was finally obliged to traverse

the woods and marshes on foot before he could

rejoin his chief, who was preparing a desperate last

resistance at Guayaquil. As all the provinces had

declared in favour of Garcia Moreno, Franco

determined, together with Castilla, to declare

Guayaquil a free town, apart from the rest of

Ecuador and under the protectorate of Peru. Such

was the respect paid by these democrats to the

national will.

It took a whole month for Garcia Moreno's army
to arrive at the city and establish their camp at

Mapasingue. There he and Flores consulted as to

the last dispositions to be taken before making the

terrible assault.

Guayaquil was defended on that side by a

strongly fortified hill, bristling with batteries, which

made it virtually impregnable. To the right of this

H
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natural fortress flows the river Guayas, which

surrounds the town on that side and the waters

of which flow into the sea. To the left is what is

called the "Estero Salado" a kind ofmarsh planted
with great mangrove trees an arm of the sea, in

fact, which completely isolates Guayaquil and the fine

plain which surrounds it. Only by stratagem, there-

fore, could such a place be taken.

For several days Flores ostensibly prepared a

regular assault of the hill and the fort which

adjoined the " Estero Salado," while Franco on his

side, disposed his batteries so as to annihilate them
on the first attack. On the 22nd of September, in

the evening, every one went to rest, convinced that

the assault would be made on the morrow. But in

the middle of the night while the fires brightened up
the camp as usual, the whole of Flores' army, save

a regiment of lancers and a company of artillerymen
who were left to defend the general's head-quarters
in case of attack, moved off to the borders of the

fatal marsh determined to cross it and fall upon
Guayaquil from the only side where Franco would
never expect them, as the wildest imagination could

never conceive that any soldiers would venture to

cross this terrible swamp with cannons and artillery.

After two hours' march in perfect silence the

exhausted men threw themselves down for a little

rest before affronting the dangers of the " Estero

Salado." This arm of the sea is divided into three

parts. The first is a slimy, muddy marsh covered

with mangroves whose roots rise several yards
above the soil interlaced like a coat of mail and

forming an impenetrable hedge for five or six
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hundred yards. Beyond this, the marsh is intersected

by a deep canal, thirty metres in width, which is

called the Rio Salado. After that, the marsh begins

again with the forest of mangroves up to the Savanah.
This was the three-fold barrier which the troops
had to cross before reaching Guayaquil.

The General-in-Chief, with some sharpshooters,
was examining the passage, when a fusillade from

Salado proved that they were watched. Rushing
forward to reconnoitre the enemy, they found that

the shots came from some scouts, who, the instant

they found their fire returned, took to their boats

and made for the sea. The Rio being thus forced,

the sharpshooters crossed it in barges and on rafts

and established themselves on the opposite bank to

protect the arduous passage of the troops, the

cannon being likewise placed in position for the

same purpose.
Then began the struggle the soldiers clinging to

the branches of the mangroves, covered with sticky

mud and struggling for their lives amidst the roots

and slime. Several battalions had crossed in safety

when a sharp fusillade burst forth from the Liza

Fort and a detachment of the enemy were seen

hurrying forward to bar the passage. Flores had

foreseen this probability and instantly, by his orders,

twenty trumpets from the sharpshooters sounded

a charge as if the whole army were advancing.

Deceived by this clever ruse, the enemy, who were

only two hundred strong, hastily retreated. In the

meantime the artillery had arrived on the banks of

the terrible marsh, with their guns and gun

carriages, their shells and ammunition. Seeing
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their Chief start forward first with a powder-cask

weighing fifty kilos, the men followed him with an

eagerness equal to his own. It is impossible to give

an adequate idea of what their toil was for those

eight hours, during which they had to drag over

their cannon and ammunition by sheer strength and

pluck against such fearful obstacles. At last, covered

with slime from head to foot, with bleeding legs and

feet, their uniforms in rags, streaming with perspira-

tion and dying of thirst, these poor fellows arrived

on the plain with all their artillery, amidst the

cheers of the whole army.
Towards evening, when they had rested a little,

Garcia Moreno and Flores formed them in a vast

quadrilateral extending all across the plain, and

going up and down the ranks gave them their last

instructions. At eleven o'clock the clarions sounded

the charge, that is, victory or death ; for there was
no escape if they were defeated with Franco's

cannons before and the fearful marsh behind them.

Soldiers and officers had but one thought, to defeat

the rebels or sell their lives dearly.

At that instant Franco's batteries thundered

forth, together with the cannons of the Peruvian

steamer Tumbez. Garcia Moreno and his men
answered by the cry of Hurrah for Ecuador ! and

charged the advance guard of the enemy with such

fury that they fell back in great disorder, and were

only brought again to the charge by a fresh attack

from the battalion of Colonel Vintimilla. Com-
mandant Barreda succeeded at the same moment in

dispersing a strong battalion of artillery and taking
their guns. In the meantime, Flores' cannon swept
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across the plain, and with such effect that the

Guayaquil troops, who never imagined that any
cannon could cross the Salado, retired in disorder

behind the batteries on the hill, abandoning their

barrack and their park of artillery.

The forts on the heights still held out. Garcia

Moreno and Flores gave the signal of a general
attack at four o'clock. Colonel Vintimilla, under

a terrible fire, carried the fortifications of Legua
by assault and took possession of the batteries.

Towards six o'clock the General-in-Chief, surrounded

by a feeble escort, approached the Cerro entrench-

ments to intreat the enemy not to prolong a useless

resistance, when a furious mulatto brandishing his

lance threw himself on the speaker. Flores had

barely a second in which to turn and fly, being
followed by a shower of balls from which he only

escaped by miracle. A few minutes after he came
back at the head of the

"
Avengers of Quito

"
(as

his picked band were called), who dashed up the

parapet, killed the artillerymen and spiked their

guns, so that they became masters not only of Cerro

but of all the batteries from Legua to the Military

Hospital.
From that instant the enemy fled in the greatest

confusion through the streets of the city, hiding

when they could in the houses, from whence they

fired on the conquerors. At nine o'clock the few

survivors of this terrible and bloody struggle were

all made prisoners, and Franco flying from his

conquerors on board a Peruvian ship left behind

him four hundred men, the greater part of his

officers, twenty-six pieces of artillery and all his
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arms and ammunition. After this brilliant victory

Garcia Moreno addressed his comrades as follows :

" Masters of the stronghold where the savage chief

of the Tauras had so long taken refuge, you have

crowned yourselves with laurels which will not fade.

The passage of the Salado with your cannons and

the fights which have assured our triumph will ever

remain as memorable and heroic facts in the military

history of nations."

The taking of Guayaquil, which put an end to a

fifteen months' struggle, was hailed with acclama-

tions of joy throughout Ecuador. To give extra

significance to this event and perpetuate its remem-

brance, Garcia Moreno willed that the national

flag which Franco had so dishonoured should be

changed. "This flag," he wrote in a solemn decree,
" which has been stained by a chief unworthy of the

name, must give place to the old one, dyed with the

blood of our bravest men, the glory of which is

immaculate. From to-day, the noble old Colombian

flag shall become once more the banner of the

Republic."
But as an earnest and devout Christian, Garcia

Moreno did not forget that victory must be attributed

less to man's genius than to the intervention of

God's Providence. The taking of Guayaquil having
taken place on September 24, 1860, the feast of

Our Lady of Mercy, he decreed that in gratitude to

the Mother of our Divine Redeemer and to deserve

her assistance in future, the army of the Republic
should be placed henceforth under the special

protection of Our Lady of Mercy, and that at each

anniversary both the Government and the army
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should assist officially at the great solemnities of the
Church.

In truth, Our Lady of Mercy, the Redemptress
of captives, had helped him to deliver his people
from men more to be feared than the Saracens, that

is, the agents of Socialism and Revolution.

CHAPTER VII.

GARCIA MORENO PRESIDENT.

1860, 1861.

DURING the last fifteen years we have admired
Garcia Moreno as a patriot and head of the Opposi-

tion, determined to deliver his country from the

tyrants who oppressed her. We have now to follow

him in his government of the country he had saved.

The problems he had to solve appeared almost

hopelessly difficult. Ecuador had to be brought
once more under the guidance of the Church ; but

how ? All were imbued with modern ideas ; the

Liberals considered that the Church should be

subject to the State ; the Radicals and Freemasons
that she was an enemy who must be destroyed.
Even good Catholics hesitated between the inalien-

able rights of the Church and the pretended rights

of the people. These discordant elements, it is

true, had been united at a moment of common

danger ; but once the critical time was passed, the

coalition became almost impossible. Garcia Moreno

had also to face the violent opposition of the
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defeated party and of those numerous followers of

Urbina, Roblez, and Franco, who still remained in

the civil and military departments of the State.

Garcia Moreno was then only the head of a pro-

visional government. His first business was to call

together the Chambers which were to give the

country both a new Constitution and a President.

Now, in a Republic the electoral question is of

primary importance. It is a signal folly which some

people hold as a theory, that a government should

keep itself aloof from elections. It is to abandon
the people to the intrigues of villains who may flatter

and deceive them one day while they trample them
under their feet the next. As things then were,
Garcia Moreno's only chance was to reform the

whole electoral system.
Under the Spanish dominion, Ecuador was

divided into three great districts Quito, Cuenca,
and Guayaquil. Each was to send ten deputies to

the Convention ;
so that Guayaquil and Cuenca

could always checkmate the Quito deputies, who
were mostly Conservatives, although the popula-
lation of the latter province was three times as

great. Hence arose the anomaly of a Catholic

people being almost always represented by Liberals

or Ultra-Radicals. Garcia Moreno determined to

destroy the root of the evil by fixing the number of

deputies according to the population of each pro-
vince. Every twenty thousand souls would thus

have a right to a representative in the Chambers.
This dealt a mortal blow to the revolutionary

supremacy. The Radicals understood this so well

that they organized a formidable opposition to the
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new electoral law under the direction of Pedro

Carbo, who had been created Governor of Guayaquil.
Garcia Moreno answered him by a magnificent

letter, in which he exposed the fallacy of the old

system and the absolute necessity for its revision.

But he went further still. In order to destroy the

oligarchy of the great towns where a certain number
of rich men and Radicals influenced all the electors,

he issued the following decree :

" The election will be based on the numbers of

the population. Each fraction of twenty thousand

inhabitants will elect a deputy. The election will be

direct and the suffrage universal. Every citizen of

twenty-one years of age who can read and write

will be qualified to vote."

The rage of the Radicals knew no bounds ;
but

the people flocked joyfully to the urns, too happy to

give worthy colleagues to the man who had saved

them ;
so that the Conservative victory was com-

plete. The Radicals resorted to their usual methods

of revenge sedition and the dagger. Three days

later, an odious conspiracy was discovered to assassi-

nate Garcia Moreno and proclaim Pedro Carbo

President ; and it was only by being unexpectedly

summoned to Quito that Garcia Moreno escaped.

The Convention met, and never was it composed
of more heterogeneous elements. First appeared
General Flores, whose noble conduct in the last

struggle had effaced the recollection of the past.

Garcia Moreno, his old enemy, would only see in

him the brave soldier who had conquered the

enemies of his country, and he was named President

of the Congress. Around him were grouped certain
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notabilities of the Conservative and Catholic Party,
and even some members of the clergy. But there

are different shades both of Conservatives and

Catholics in these days ; and many of these very
men had their heads rilled with Utopian notions as

to the separation of Church and State, the federa-

tive system, and other theories which were popular
in New Grenada and elsewhere.

After the opening sitting on January 10, 1861,

the Provisional Government gave a succinct account

of their proceedings during the last fifteen months,
and resigned their powers. The report of their pro-

ceedings during that time was received with tremen-

dous cheers and applause. It was at once decreed

that the members of the Provisional Government
had deserved well of their country, and that the

busts of these three great citizens should be placed
in the Government Palace to perpetuate the remem-
brance of their glorious services. Garcia Moreno
was the most warmly congratulated, and appointed
President ad interim. His decree declaring the

Blessed Virgin the special Protectress of the Re-

public, was confirmed, and special thanks were voted

to the army, which by its bravery had saved the

Republic. But this touching unanimity ceased when
it became a question of the revision of the Constitu-

tion. Garcia Moreno earnestly desired that to

Ecuador should be granted a purely Catholic Con-

stitution, but rinding it impossible to develope his

whole plan at once, he contented himselfwith setting

aside, for the moment, all that paralyzed the action

of the Church.

The first proposition declared that the Holy
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Roman, Apostolic, and Catholic Church was the

religion of the State to the exclusion of all others.

This was no innovation, as it had been always
admitted in the Republic. But the wind blew from
another quarter at that moment. Every one was in

favour of liberty of worship, liberty of conscience,
modern progress, and the like. A noted ecclesiastic

even ventured to make a speech of Mirabeau's,

declaring that God being as visible as the sun, an
official recognition of His Power was a superfluity.

Fortunately these ridiculous declarations roused the

whole country against the speaker. Garcia Moreno
used all his influence to bring back the younger

deputies to more healthy ideas, and in the end the

Article was maintained.

Another burning question was the federal system.
Should Ecuador preserve her unity ? or be divided

into small independent states like Switzerland ?

Garcia Moreno vigorously opposed the division,

proving that it would result in a bitter antagonism,
which would end in a civil war and destroy the

resources of a country which had a small popula-

tion, though an immense extent of territory. After

a very stormy debate he carried this point also by a

large majority.
The only remaining subject of discussion was as

to the extent of the Executive power. Garcia

Moreno contented himself with asking, first, for the

ratification of his electoral reform, and then the

division of the province of Guayaquil into two, so as

to withdraw the plain from the disastrous influence

of the city. These two measures were agreed to,

and the Constitution was voted.
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The election of a President then became the

order of the day. By a unanimous vote Garcia

Moreno was elected ; and thus the whole nation by
its representatives did justice to the great citizen,

who for the last fifteen years had laboured solely for

the honour and good of his country.
At first Garcia Moreno refused the honour,

alleging the insufficiency of the powers accorded

to the Government by the new Constitution. He
ended by yielding to the intreaties of his friends,

who saw in him the only man capable of regene-

rating the nation, and so made an appeal to his con-

science and his devotedness. To prove their good
will, the deputies hastened to vote certain organic

laws, of which they perhaps did not see all the bear-

ings. They decided that a concordat should be pro-

posed to the Sovereign Pontiff and be carried into

execution without waiting for the ratification of a future

congress. By this door the new President hoped by
degrees to pass all the measures necessary for the

liberty of the Church. They also decreed the re-

organization of the Finances, of the Army, and
of Public Education ; besides, the construction of a

carriage-road between Quito and Guayaquil. Garcia

Moreno, whose extraordinary activity and genius
were well known, received the mission to carry out

this magnificent programme. They were, in fact,

his own plans, and in passing them the deputies
were only following out his inspirations ; but no one

guessed at the colossal proportions he was about

to give to them. In fact, in spite of the hostile

elements of which the Chambers were composed,
Garcia Moreno had contrived to set aside all laws
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contrary to the interests of the Church or the State,
and obtained carte blanche to carry out his much-
wished-for reforms. This was, at starting, a wonderful
success.

CHAPTER VIII.

REFORMS.

1861.

GARCIA MORENO set to work immediately to clear

out this Augean stable in a country where revolu-

tion had reigned supreme for a quarter of a century.
The speciality of all revolutionary governments is to

consume without producing ; not to help the people
to live, but to live at their expense. The first thing

they do is to lay hold of the property of the Church
and to drive away every honest man from the

Administration. Then their followers fill all the

vacant places and fatten themselves upon the ruin of

the nation, which wakes up, after a time, to find

itself without religion, without honour or credit,

without money, and with bankruptcy at its gates.

To console the people they talk of progress and

liberty.

Such was the miserable state to which the revo-

lutionary party had brought Ecuador when Garcia

Moreno took the reins of power. His first care was

to make an entire change in the public functionaries,

and to take in only men of proved honesty who
were capable of carrying out his great designs. He
insisted also on strict regularity and laborious work
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in all those under him, of which he was the first to

set an example. The financial state of the country
was deplorable. Money had been recklessly borrowed

until no more could be raised, while the people were

crushed under the weight of an exorbitant taxation.

No accounts had been kept, and there was not even

an attempt made to control the expenditure. The
Chancellor of the Exchequer under Roblez had con-

cluded a report on the Budget of 1857 with the

words :

"
I have undeniable proofs that the national

finances are in a state of perfect chaos, which makes
it impossible for me to render any trustworthy
accounts to the House. And that is the only result

I have arrived at, after months of fruitless toil."

Garcia Moreno, however, was determined to sift

the whole matter to the bottom, and devoted himself

to the terrible task of verifying all the debts con-

tracted by the Republic during the last twenty years,
the forced loans, which had been raised again and

again without any record being kept, and all the

iniquitous fiscal proceedings which had resulted in a

debt of four millions of piastres. Having at last

mastered this part of the subject, he introduced the

French system of book-keeping, with a clear account

of the exports and imports, and with a Board of

Control to check any frauds in the Executive

body. Next came the turn of the stock-jobbers and

gamblers in the funds, many of whom were made to

disgorge their ill-gotten gains, while the public func-

tionaries who were convicted of sharing in this

nefarious traffic were indignantly dismissed. Garcia

Moreno gave himself a noble example of disinter-

estedness. Though he had little or no private
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fortune, he never would touch the twelve thousand

piastres which was the annual salary voted for the

President. He remitted one half of it to the

Exchequer, and the other half to the public charities.

A still more urgent reform was that of the army.
Since the Revolutionary party had been in power,
the soldiers virtually disposed of everything, as

each President owed his power to the bayonets of

these men, without shame or honour, who affected

a supreme contempt for the civil power. No sooner

was Garcia Moreno elected President than he

determined to put a stop to this state of things.
"" An army thus constituted," he exclaimed,

"
is a

cancer which eats out the very heart of a people.

Either I will reform or I will destroy it." He set

to work at once, issuing stringent regulations against

the nightly sorties, the immorality and the brigandage
of the troops, and throwing into prison all who dis-

obeyed them, whether officers or men. General

Ayarza, who after the capitulation of Cuenca had

retired to Quito, organized a kind of mutiny against

the new military regulations. Garcia had him seized,

carried off to the barracks and punished as a private

soldier. This severity had the desired effect ; army

discipline was once more restored, and the troops

became a protection, instead of a terror, to the

whole country.
Once in possession of this triple element of

action a body of devoted and honourable officials

as his colleagues the finances of the country placed

on a sound basis, and a military force sufficiently

disciplined to maintain peace at home and abroad,

he determined to establish that Christian civilization
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which he coveted for his country, and which he

rightly considered to be the essential condition of

true progress, whether material, intellectual, or

moral.

The foundation of all regeneration rests on

public education, which, by moulding the hearts

and minds of children, prepares the future of society.

The Revolutionists and Freemasons know this so

well, that the first thing they do in every country,
as soon as they get into power, is to laicise the

schools, that is, to deprive them of all moral and

religious instruction. This diabolical idea, which

pervades all Europe at this moment, had its origin

in America. Garcia Moreno, as Rector of the

University, had perpetually urged the necessity of

reform in this matter ; but had not yet been able to

realize it. Now the moment was come to lay the

first stone, at any rate, of this great work. He
made his first appeal (in 1861) to the devotion of

the French congregations, among whom workmen
and workwomen are always to be found ready to

labour in Christ's vineyard, whether under tropical

suns or arctic snows. Bands of Christian Brothers,

Sisters of Charity, and religious of the Sacred

Heart hastened, in answer to his appeal, to open

primary schools and educational establishments in

all the great centres of Ecuador. The Jesuits,
whom he had defended with such courage, were

instantly recalled and installed in their old house

of St. Louis in Quito, and then in a second estab-

lishment, from whence other professors were sent to

found new colleges in Guayaquil and Cuenca. The

rage of the Liberals knew no bounds, and reached
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its height when Garcia Moreno entrusted the

hospitals and prisons to Sisters and Brothers of

Charity, dismissing the lay nurses and warders

whom the Revolution had placed there : while the

administration of these establishments was entrusted

to men animated with a like spirit to his own.

At the same time he began a work which no one

had as yet thought of attempting: namely, the

creation of carriage-roads all across Ecuador so as

to open up communications between the towns and

the ports of the Pacific. Every one declared the

idea to be Utopian and impossible of realization,

Garcia Moreno, without listening to any of the

grumblers, drew out a plan for the high road from

Quito to Guayaquil, and carried it out, in spite of all

the obstacles which ignorance, idleness and cupidity

threw in his way. He undertook similar works

from this time till his death, and the enormous

commercial, industrial, and agricultural benefits

thus conferred on Ecuador would be enough to

immortalize him as President, even had he no

other claim on the gratitude of his countrymen.
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THE CONCORDAT.

1862.

OUR readers will not have forgotten what we have

before said as to the origin of ecclesiastical patronage
in Ecuador. The Kings of Spain had obtained

numberless privileges from the Sovereign Pontiffs

relating to ecclesiastical questions and the appoint-
ment of Bishops. This was all very well as long
as these privileges were exerted by Catholic princes
who had at heart the good of the people and the

maintenance of the Church. But it was quite

another thing when such powers fell into the hands

of the Revolutionists, who were determined to form

a national Church and to substitute the civil power
for that of the Pope ;

to establish, in fact, the

supremacy of the State over the Church.

This Masonic dogma was detestable to Garcia

Moreno, and feeling with St. Anselm that
" God

loves nothing better that the liberty of His Church,"
he resolved to snap asunder the chains which had
so long bound her. To do this he had obtained

from Congress authority to conclude a Concordat
with the Holy See. His first care now was to

choose a man who could undertake this difficult
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and delicate mission, for, not long before, the

Minister of Buenos Ayres having insisted on in-

serting in his Concordat a clause in favour of

liberty of worship, Pius IX. had broken off the

negotiations. Garcia Moreno chose a priest, still

young, but whose ideas and intentions harmonized
with his own, D. Ignazio Ordonez, then Archdeacon
of Cuenca. 1

Having been sent to France towards
the end of the year 1861, with a commission to

bring back the Brothers and Sisters for the primary
schools, D. Ignazio pushed on to Rome. There he

received from his Government, to his great surprise,
an official missive, appointing him Minister Pleni-

potentiary from Ecuador to the Holy See, so as to

arrange the proposed Concordat. His first idea

was to refuse the honour for which he thought
himself insufficient. But Pius IX. reassured him

by these words full of goodness and wisdom :

" As a priest you must know the rights of the

Church : as an inhabitant of Ecuador, the needs of

your country. Besides, you are furnished with

i D. Ignazio was always honoured by Garcia Moreno's affection

and confidence, which both his talents and virtues well deserved.

As senator, he warmly defended the Church in the Congress ; as

Bishop of Riobamba, he spent all his revenues in the works neces-

sary for his new diocese. When exiled by the Revolutionists who

put Garcia Moreno to death, he passed several years in France and

gave up his see with wonderful disinterestedness. When peace was
once more re-established, Leo the Thirteeeth promoted him to the

archiepiscopal see of Quito, and insisted upon his acceptance of the

dignity, which the humble prelate considered to be a burden far

beyond his strength. May God grant that, for the interest of the

.Church in Ecuador, a long life may be granted to this holy and

excellent man, who was the constant friend and faithful auxiliary

of Garcia Moreno.
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minute instructions from your President. What
do you wish for more ?

" And he added, with his

fine smile :

" Must a man be a Metternich to treat

with Pius IX. ?
"

One may add that it was still less difficult to

treat with Garcia Moreno. This great statesman

gave the following simple but sublime instruction to

his envoy :

"
I wish for the complete liberty of the Church

and the complete reform also of the secular and

regular clergy. I intreat the Sovereign Pontiff to

send us a Nuncio invested with supreme power
to enforce these reforms upon all." After six

months' discussion the plan of the Concordat ad

referendum was signed on September 26, 1862, by
Cardinal Antonelli, Prime Minister, and by D. Ignazio

Ordonez, plenipotentiary of Ecuador. This is its

substance: ''The Catholic, Apostolic and Roman

religion is the religion of the State to the exclu-

sion of all other form of worship, and of all societies

condemned by the Church. It will be preserved

perpetually in its integrity, with all its rights and

prerogatives, comformably to the order established

by God, and to Canon Law.
" Education in every branch will be modelled on

the principles of the Catholic Church. The Bishops
alone will have the right to decide on the books

which shall be made use of by the students for the

teaching of ecclesiastical science, and of those which

regard faith or morals. Further than this, they will

exercise their right, with full liberty, to proscribe
and prohibit all books contrary to religion or

morals. The Government also will take all the
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necessary measures to prevent the introduction of

such books into the Republic. As to the' University,
the colleges and the primary schools, the Bishops,
who are invested by God with the right to watch
over all matters of doctrine and morals, will have

the authoritative inspection of them all.

"The Sovereign Pontiff, having jurisdiction over

the whole Church, both the Bishops and faithful

may communicate freely with him without either his

letters or the Pontifical Rescripts being submitted

to the Exequatur of the civil power. The Bishops
will have full liberty in the administration of their

respective dioceses, as also in Convocation, or in the

holding of Provincial or Diocesan Synods.
" The Church will exercise, without let or hin-

drance, full power to possess and administer her

property. Ecclesiastical tribunals will be re-estab-

lished in their integrity. The cases of clerics will be

dealt with by ecclesiastical authority, without any

appeal to secular tribunals. Appeals are abuses,

which are and must remain, suppressed.
' The Church grants to the President of the

Republic, the right of presentation to vacant bishop-

rics. The Bishops will select and submit three

candidates to the President, out of whom he must

make his choice and that within three months.

After that time the nomination will lapse to the

Holy See." l

After one or two clauses relating to the special

needs of Ecuador, the Concordat concludes with

this last Article :

" The Law of Patronage is, and will

remain, suppressed."
1 See the text of the Concordat in El National of April 22, 1863.

I
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The articles of the Concordat being thus deter-

mined, an exchange of signatures was to take place
at Quito, and Pius IX. sent an Apostolic Delegate to-

represent the Holy See. This prelate, Mgr. Tavani,
was the bearer of an autograph letter from His

Holiness to congratulate Garcia Moreno "on his pro-
found piety towards the Holy See, and his ardent

.zeal for the interests of the Catholic Church;"

exhorting him to favour the full liberty of this

daughter of Christ, as well as the diffusion of His

Divine teaching
" on which alone the peace and

happiness of a people depended."
" This Con-

cordat," continued Mgr. Tavani, "will furnish to-

the world a new proof of Catholic Unity, of the

mutual support lent by the sword to the Tiara, and
of the indestructible links which unite the Eternal

City of Rome with the Republic of Ecuador."

Garcia Moreno's love for the holy and good Pius

IX., knew no bounds and also his indignation at the

persecution he was then enduring from Garibaldi and
his followers. He made a magnificent speech in

this sense to the Papal Nuncio, who duly transmitted

it to the Holy Father. Soon after, Don Ignazio
Ordonez arrived bearing the projected Concordat.

The President accepted all the conditions ; but

before appending his signature, he inquired if the

clauses had been inserted with regard to the reform

of the clergy. Now on this question there had

been some difference of opinion. Garcia Moreno
had begged that a Pontifical Delegate might be sent

with full powers to make the delinquents return to

their duties, and to those among the religious who
resisted reform, he admitted of no alternative but
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secularization. This idea displeased the authorities
at Rome, and the Holy Father sent word that

though he was as anxious as Garcia Moreno himself
for reform, he thought it could be brought about by
gentleness and persuasion.

But this would have upset all the President's

hopes. He, knew too well the state of the religious
houses in Ecuador, and that without vigorous
measures, the Concordat would remain a dead
letter.

" Return immediately to Rome," he ex-

claimed to his Minister, "and tell the Pope that I

accept all the articles of the Concordat, but on
condition that he also should impose the reform of

the clergy. If he will not do this I cannot impose
the Concordat."

Don Ignazio set off immediately and reappeared
before Pius IX., who was stupefied at his prompt and

unexpected return. "Doubtless," exclaimed the

Pope, "you come to say to me like Caesar: Veni,

Vidi, Vi\cir
" On the contrary I come to announce to your

Holiness that the President refused to sign the

Concordat."

And as Pius IX. showed immense astonishment,,

Don Ignazio explained that if they had taken count

of Garcia Moreno's instructions concerning the

liberty of the Church, they had omitted his pro-

positions regarding the reform of the clergy.
"

I

wish for the reform," replied the Pope, "but not by
the same means."

"But he affirms," replied the Minister, "that if

your Holiness knew the situation as well as he does,,

you would see clearly that the means he proposes
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are the only efficacious means. In fact, without this

reform and that an immediate one, the execution of

the Concordat is impossible."
Pius IX. knew by his own experience the diffi-

culty of bringing about reforms by persuasion alone,

even though backed by the highest authority. His

scruples, consequently, disappeared before the con-

scientious energy of the inflexible President ; and he

at once decided that plenary powers should be

granted to the Apostolic Delegates.
A month later, on April 22, 1863, all obstacles

having been removed, the Concordat was solemnly

promulgated in the capital and in all the towns

of Ecuador. At Quito the ceremony was performed
in the metropolitan church with all the pomp and

dignity befitting so historical an event. After

the Pontifical Mass, the President and the Papal

Delegate, surrounded by all the civil and military

authorities, proceeded to the exchange of signatures,
after which the articles of the Concordat were read

out to the people. Then, while they all intoned the

Te Deum, and amidst salvos of artillery, the Ecuador

flag and that ofthe Holy Father were simultaneously

hoisted, to symbolize before every one the close

union which was henceforth to exist between the

Church and the State.

By this act of Christian policy, an act without

parallel in the history of modern nations, Garcia

Moreno raised himself above all statesmen since

the days of St. Louis. Alone among sovereigns
he understood what wras needed for the reform of

human society, and alone, in spite of the radical and
socialist elements which are the destruction of both
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people and things, he restored true liberty to his

country, by placing her once more under the govern-
ment of God.

CHAPTER X.

THE REGENERATION OF THE CLERGY.

1862, 1863.

GARCIA MORENO had so much at heart the regene-
ration of the clergy, that, no sooner was the Con-
cordat signed at Rome, than he begged the Arch-

bishop to fix a day for the opening of the National

Council, which was to take cognizance of the laws

of the Concordat, and see that they were carried

into execution. The old Archbishop of Quito,

Mgr. Riofrio, a good but timid man, issued the

letters of convocation, and announced that the

Council would meet on the second Sunday of

January, 1863, provided that by that day the Con-

cordat had been signed. The Patronage Law
remained in force until the promulgation of the

Concordat, and the Archbishop did not dare open
the Session without the usual placet. Garcia

Moreno, however, insisted on the Council being

opened, taking upon himself the sole responsibility

of the act. The consequences were what the Arch-

bishop had foreseen, namely, that the Fiscal Procu-

rator summoned all the Bishops before the High
Court of Justice as having broken the law. Garcia

Moreno told the Archbishop to go on without

taking any notice of the summons, and himself sent
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for the Procurator, to whom he addressed the

following words :

" You have drawn up an act of

accusation against the Bishops, and incurred, in

consequence, as a Catholic, a double excommunica-

tion : first, for having violated the liberties of the

Church, and next, for striving to drag the ministers

of God before a civil tribunal. But your responsi-

bility does not rest there. As head of the State, I

am compelled to enforce the Constitution ; and the

first Article in that Constitution declares that the

Catholic, Apostolic and Roman Faith is the religion

of the State, which every one must respect. You
wish to condemn the Bishops to exile for having
violated a schismatical law. I condemn you to

the like punishment for having outraged the Consti-

tution by persecuting the religion of the State."

The frightened official protested, that so far

from having meditated an attack on religion, he

had thought it wras his duty simply to carry out the

existing laws, and at once withdrew the act of

accusation, out of deference for the wishes of the

President.

The Council continued its conferences on the

reform of the secular and regular clergy, Garcia

Moreno encouraging them in every possible way.
" Be assured," he said,

" that I will support you in

every way and cause your sentences to be carried

into effect ;
but it is your province to judge and

punish the guilty." The poor Archbishop expressed
his fears at the consequences of repressing such

gross abuses as they had discovered.
" What does

it signify ?
"

the President exclaimed.
" We must

be readv to sacrifice our lives, if God wills, for the
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honour of His Church. I will not suffer any one to

fail in his duty."
The re-establishment ofthe ecclesiastical tribunals

facilitated these measures of reform. One wretched

priest having contrived to escape after having scan-

dalized the public by the most awful crimes, Garcia

Moreno offered a reward of five hundred piastres
out of his own pocket to any one in the kingdom
who would deliver him up to the authorities. On
another occasion the judge hesitated to condemn a

man whose infamous conduct was well known.
*' Choose one of two things," Garcia Moreno ex-

claimed ;

"
either you will punish him, or I shall be

forced to take measures myself to bring him to

justice. I cannot allow such sins to remain unchas-

tised." This wholesome severity produced a notable

amelioration in the clergy, but still more good was
done by the creation of several newr

bishoprics. In

the first years of his priesthood Pius IX. had been

in South America, and had been much struck at the

immense extent of the different States, the difficulties

of communication between them, and the necessity

of creating new dioceses to meet the wants of souls-

Speaking to the Ecuador plenipotentiary he had

said :

" Your zealous President wishes to regenerate
his country : tell him that to succeed, he must plant

the cross. Wherever a cross is placed, people group
round it, even were it on the heights of Chimborazo.

Your dioceses are too large for any single man to

administer them properly. We are going to create

three new bishoprics, and will mention this in the

Concordat. You have no power in this matter, but

I know Garcia Moreno. Tell him that the Pope
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wishes it and that will be enough." In fact, no

sooner had he received this message, which went

even beyond his hopes, than Garcia Moreno sum-

moned his Ministers and said to them with emotion :

" God Himself has suggested this idea to us by His

Vicar. We must carry it out without delay."

The municipalities of Ibarra, Riobamba, and

Loja, the centres of the proposed new bishoprics,

answered by addresses of congratulation and grati-

tude, and Garcia Moreno, who never let anything

rest, sent off a topographical plan at once to the

Pope, with the limits of the new dioceses, begging
him immediately to sign the requisite Bulls for the

election of the Bishops. Finally, six were created,

and a seventh in 1870, that of Porto Viejo in the

province of Manabi.

To these great benefits the Concordat added

another, which was the foundation of seminaries in

each diocese and the power of nominating to cures

and benefices without the interference of the civil

power.
There only remained the most difficult task of

all the reform of the regular clergy. The Revolu-

tion had forced the monasteries to receive superiors
chosen by the Government ; had turned their con-

vents into barracks, and driven the monks out of

their cells to live in the world, in defiance of all

rules and of all the habits and safeguards of the

religious life. The Pontifical Delegate was invested

with full powers to enforce regular observance among
the monks and to restore community life, with the

three monastic virtues of chastity, poverty, and
obedience. Of course, this did not at all suit a good
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number of these men who had fallen into worldly
and dissolute habits, and who had completely lost

the spirit of their state. The delegate gave them
no choice, however, between submission and secular-

ization. They multiplied their remonstrances and

protestations, but in vain
;

for behind the Papal

Envoy was the iron hand of Garcia Moreno. The

greater part of them preferred secularization to

reform : many emigrated to Peru and New Granada,
others were incorporated with the secular clergy,

while those who had been all along faithful to their

vocation, were too glad to renew their old fervour in

company with a certain number of religious whom
Garcia Moreno had imported from Europe to restore

the monastic spirit and replace the deserters.

All good Catholics rejoiced in this real regenera-
tion of the Church, but a concert of maledictions

was raised against the reformer by the Radicals, and

complaints of intolerance, cruelty, absolutism, and

the like, wrere heard on all sides. Garcia Moreno

let them talk as much as they pleased, but went

steadily on with his work. He knew St. Gregory VII.

had died in exile because he had loved justice and

hated iniquity. St. Charles Borromeo was nearly

poisoned by those whom he had tried to reform.

Inflexible when it was a question of duty, Garcia

Moreno would have confronted a thousand deaths

rather than draw back a step before the clamours or

menaces of his enemies.



CHAPTER XL

THE DEFEAT OF TULCAN.

1862.

TOWARDS the middle of 1862, civil war broke out in

New Granada between the Radicals under General

Mosquera and the President Arboleda, who was at

the head of the Conservative party. This last who
was descended from a family of heroes, resembled

Garcia Morena in many ways, being not only a

brave warrior, and a brilliant orator, but an ardent

Catholic. He had been lately elected President,

when Mosquera took up arms against him, seized

Bogota, and declared open war against the Church.

Arboleda having retired to the province of Canea,

organized a resistance among that fervent Catholic

population, in which he was warmly seconded by
Garcia Moreno, till an unfortunate accident brought
about a misunderstanding between these two men
who were so fitted to appreciate each other. On
June 19, 1862, a batallion of Arboleda's while pursu-

ing one of Mosquera's bands, crossed the frontier

of Ecuador and attacked the garrison, badly

wounding its commander. Garcia Moreno wrote

an indignant remonstrance to Arboleda, insisting on

an apology and the degradation of Colonel Eraza,
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the head of the expedition. Arboleda pleaded ex-

tenuating circumstances and refused the required
satisfaction.

Garcia Morena, who considered this act as a

violation of the territory of Ecuador, determined

himself to go to the frontier and personally to exact

reparation from Arboleda.

It required all his energy to take such a resolve

at that moment. A short time before, while direct-

ing some workmen who were cutting a road across

the forest, he had made a bad wound in his leg.

In spite of medical care, the wound became so

envenomed that absolute rest was ordered by the

doctors. Yet, at that very moment he was deter-

mined to ride to the frontier. Thoroughly ex-

perienced himself in surgery, he proposed to have

the wound burnt
;
but the medical men thought the

operation too dangerous and would not undertake

it. Then Garcia Moreno, impatient of delay, seized

a blade of iron heated to a white heat and put it on

the open wound with as much calmness as if he had

been operating on a bit of wood. Three days after,

the wound being completely cicatrised, he made the

journey to Carchi, which was a three days' ride from

Quito, and rejoined his little army. He had no

intention of fighting, however, but solely of forcing

Arboleda to consent to an interview which he

thought would settle the matter amicably. He

sent, therefore, a messenger to arrange the meeting,
to which Arboleda seemed anxious to agree, but, in

the meanwhile, by a ruse unworthy of a brave

and loyal man, he crossed the frontier with three

thousand five hundred well-armed men and surprised
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Garcia Moreno with his eight hundred recruits in a

disadvantageous position near Tulcan. There was
no possibility of drawing back. The little body of

troops defended itself heroically against treble their

number, but at last had no alternative but capitula-

tion or death. Garcia Moreno with five men as

brave as himself, dashed into the midst of the

enemy's ranks, regardless of the balls wrhich fell on

every side, one of which would have pierced his

chest but was turned by a silver medal he always
wore on his breast. Three men, of giant size,

attacked him at once. Two he laid low with his

lance
; as the third was about to strike him he

cried out loud,
" Pierce him !

" The man, thinking
he was being attacked from behind, turned round

instinctively and was in an instant transfixed by
Garcia Moreno. He seemed, in fact, to defy death.

At last, surrounded on all sides by the enemy, who
summoned him to surrender, he exclaimed :

" Lead
me to your chief. To him alone will I yield my
sword."

Ashamed of his easy victory, Arboleda was

thoroughly disconcerted in presence of his prisoner,
whose magnanimous conduct condemned his own

duplicity. He could not help declaring in presence
of all his officers that such a defeat was honourable

to Ecuador, and that its noble head had covered

himself with glory. He treated Garcia Moreno
with the greatest respect, restored to him both his

sword and his liberty, and was only anxious to

treat at once the conditions of peace. Sincerely
reconciled from the moment they met, these two

great Catholic chiefs only deplored the circum-
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stances which had led them into a fratricidal

combat, instead of uniting to turn their army
against the common enemy that tyrannical revolu-

tion which ravaged New Granada and never ceased

intriguing in Ecuador to try and get back the power
it had usurped. Forgetting their mutual griefs,

they concluded a treaty of close alliance : and then

Garcia Moreno returned to his capital.

At Quito, in the meanwhile, there was nothing
but trouble and agitation. The news of the defeat

and captivity of Garcia Moreno was in every one's

mouth. While his friends mourned and lamented
over this disastrous affair, his enemies were rejoiced
and thought it would be an excellent opportunity to

get rid of this tyrannical reformer, who had imposed
such retrograde ideas on Ecuador.

The organizers of this kind of pronunziamento
were, however, grievously mistaken. Just as they
were beginning to organize themselves, they heard

that the President, so far from being a prisoner, was
in his palace as usual, and that he had concluded an

admirable treaty with Arboleda, as an addition to

the one of 1837, by which the inviolability of the

territory of both States was assured, together with

a refusal to allow refugees to trouble the peace of

either country, while great regret was expressed on

both sides for the circumstances which had caused

the temporary rupture* Arboleda, in fact, did his

best to make amends for his treacherous attack by

taking no advantage of his victory; but he could

not repair his imprudence in having yielded his

position against Mosquera, for the satisfaction of

his vanity. Beaten by his rival and betrayed by his

J
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own people, he was finally assassinated, a few months

later, in the denies of Berruecos, on the same spot
as the unfortunate Marshal Sucre. As to Garcia

Moreno, his enemies did not fail to take advantage
of his defeat at Tulcan, without however succeeding
in eclipsing his glory in the unequal struggle : the

want of success was forgotten in the heroism of the

President. "There was no dishonour," people ex-

claimed,
"
in losing a battle under such conditions,"

and " the defeat of Thermopylae did not tarnish the

fame of either Sparta or Leonidas."

CHAPTER XII.

A VIOLENT REACTION.

1863.

AFTER two years of power exercised solely for the

good of his country, Garcia Moreno could boast of

having all good and Catholic people on his side ;

but among the Freemasons, Revolutionists, and

Radicals, he was the object of undying hatred and
execration. The league which had long been formed

to upset him, chose for its head the miserable

Urbina, who had been ignominiously driven from

the country three years before.

Pedro Carbo, and Dr. P. Moncayo, two violent

Freemasons and declared enemies of Garcia Moreno,
became the most active instruments in the plot. As,

however, no one liked to embark in any revolution

which might compromise his safety, Urbina deter-
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onined to appeal to the assistance of Peru, through
the intervention of Castilla. A new pretext for

.attacking Garcia Moreno was found in an old

proposal of his to place Ecuador under the protec-
tion of the French Government. This was construed
into an act of high treason, and Garcia Moreno was

openly accused of wishing to sell his country to

France. A letter written by him and sold to

Castilla, became the text of this false assertion ;

.although it was simply a proposition
"
to be sub-

mitted," if necessary,
"
to the representatives of the

people." Gomez de la Torre and Aviles, although
official enemies of the President, entirely exculpated
him from the charge ; but what could their protesta-
tions avail in face of the thousand voices of the

Press, instigated by all the Freemason Lodges ?

The mass of the people became persuaded that

Garcia Moreno had conceived the idea of delivering

up Ecuador to the French Government, which had

.already taken possession of Mexico. Fortunately,
the clamours of the Press did not intimidate Garcia

Moreno. He sent a temperate answer to Castilla,

who threatened war, fortified Guayaquil, and began
the necessary preparations for defence. The inter-

vention of Great Britain prevented the breaking out

of hostilities, an intervention which was accepted

by Garcia Moreno as a manner of settling the

dispute in conformity with the national honour;
while Castilla was too glad to find an excu'se for

escaping a conflict for which he was unprepared.
To revenge himself, however, Castilla broke off

diplomatic relations with Ecuador, and opened his

.gates to all conspirators against her. Under his
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authority, in October, 1862, Urbina equipped a

vessel in the port of Callao to attempt a descent on

any point of the Ecuador coast so as to organize a

rebellion. It seemed a good moment. Flores was

very ill at Guayaquil, Garcia Moreno beaten at

Tulcan : any number of disaffected people would be

ready to hail Urbina as a liberator. Hardly, how-

ever, had he arrived at the little port of Payta, in a

vessel baptized under a false name and under the

Chilian flag, than Garcia Moreno had detected the

plot and signalized them as pirates deserving the

worst punishment. Whilst a body of troops were

prepared to obstruct their landing, a circular from

Garcia Moreno to all the diplomatic body appealed
to the rights of nations so shamefully violated by
the Government of Peru. At the same time he

denounced to Castilla the act of brigandage com-
mitted under his auspices, and summoned him, if he

wished for war, to do it openly and loyally. Thus

exposed by the Ecuador Government, and the

indignant representations of the Diplomatic Corps,
Castilla found himself compelled to stop his friends

and place an embargo on their vessel. Fortunately,
this happened at the very moment when his

nomination as President expired. He was replaced

by the brave General St. Roman, who disavowed

the disgraceful treaty concluded with France on
the 25th of January, and hastened to enter into

amicable and pacific relations with Ecuador.

Finding that nothing was to be gained in

that quarter, the Revolutionists turned towards

Mosquera, the new President of Granada, who hated

the Church with all his heart and Garcia Moreno
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as its warmest supporter. His idea was to engulph
the three Republics, New Granada, Venezuela, and
Ecuador into one, like the United States, and which
under Bolivar had formed the province of Colombia.

He hoped to remain long enough in power to effect

this and to destroy through the whole territory the

reign of Christ and of His Church. All the Revolu-

tionists, consequently, hailed his project with joy,

and Urbina, in a letter from Lima, hastened to beg
for his intervention, repeating the lie of Garcia

Moreno's intention of annexing Ecuador to the

French Empire, and concluding with the words :

4(
I do not insist on the question of federation ; my

one and only ambition is to drive from Ecuador the

two men who are the ruin of South America. When
this object is accomplished, my mission is at an end.

The majority of our citizens will carry out their will.

Be persuaded that they will repudiate the Jesuitical

and colonial system inaugurated by Garcia Moreno

and Flores." Mosquera knew perfectly well the

falsehood of the allusion to the French protectorate.

But as Urbina's views as to Ecuador tallied with

his own, he pretended
" that they had indubitable

proof of the intention to crush the Repubic under

the double yoke of monarchism and fanaticism ;

"

and that the only hope was in the resurrection of

Colombia under the federative form. He ended

with the words :

"
If Garcia Moreno and Flores will

not submit to the popular will, their fall is certain,

in spite of all the protectorates under \vhich they

may strive to shelter themselves/'

Whilst these two traitors, each working for his

own personal ends, were closely united in their plot
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to overturn Garcia Moreno, Mosquera wrote a letter

to the President of Ecuador "
in order to re-open

negotiations for the reconstitution of the Colombian

Republic under a federal government." But Garcia

Moreno knew his correspondent too well to be taken*

in by such specious phrases. Then Mosquera
wrote again saying that

"
to be able to confer more

easily with the President of Ecuador on the interests-

of their respective countries, he had resolved to-

transfer the seat of his government to the southern

frontier."

This significant movement made Garcia Moreno-

feel the necessity of speaking more clearly and

cutting short the hopes of the despot. He replied

that he should be happy to grant him an interview

which would ensure amicable relations between

their two countries.
"
But," he added,

"
I should

be wanting in frankness if I were not to declare to

you that in such communications we cannot accept

any proposal which would tend to merge the two

nationalities into one, under such a form of govern-
ment as you have adopted. Ecuador has confided

her destinies and her future to institutions totally

different from yours institutions which are too dear

to her people and her representatives to be ever

sacrificed by them. The Constitution which governs

us, our personal convictions and the general opinion
of the country, imperiously demand that we should

remain as we are."

Between these two leaders, one of whom had

sworn to annex Ecuador to his States, and the other

to die a thousand times rather than yield an inch

of its territory, war became inevitable. In fact,.
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Mosquera was only waiting for a favourable oppor-
tunity to begin the campaign ; and as the meeting
of the Congress of Ecuador was at hand, he reckoned
on some stormy parliamentary debates to pave the

way for a rising against the President. His calcu-

lations were, alas, but too well founded.

CHAPTER XIII.

THE CONGRESS OF fS6j.

1863.

ACCORDING to the laws of the Constitution of

Ecuador, the Chambers were to meet once in two

years and for a limited period. Tried as he had
been by the session of 1861, Garcia Moreno had
still more to fear from that of 1863, when the

members had been almost all elected under the

influence of the infidel and Revolutionary Press,

which for eighteen months had been holding him up
to execration as having violated the laws of his

country by imposing a Concordat which was both

odious and intolerable a challenge in fact to our

century of Liberalism and progress. To these open
enemies of the Church, were added certain Catholics,

bitten by the Liberal tarantula. The Revolution has

so muddled ideas in people's minds, that the very
fact of giving back liberty to the Church is often

looked upon, even by good men, as a usurpation of

the civil power.
This universal opposition among the upper
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classes had its natural effect on the common people
who did not understand the question in the least.

Hearing the Concordat condemned in every way
even by people whom they loved and respected, they

began to look upon it as a public calamity, which,
in the interest of Garcia Moreno himself, must be

got rid of as soon as possible : so that they returned

an immense majority of anti-Concordat members to

the House, the greater part of whom were declared

enemies of the President. In fact, in the two

Chambers he could hardly reckon on more than ten

men frankly devoted to his policy.

To describe his isolation at this critical moment,
we will give our readers a little sketch of Borrero,

one of the most intelligent members of the Congress.
Antonio Borrero of Cuenca, an able lawyer and

an old friend of Garcia Moreno, whom he had

ably defended in 1857 and 1858, and again, with his

pen, in the struggle of 1859, nacl brilliantly refuted

the lies regarding the French protectorate, and

written a magnificent eulogium of the President and

of the good he had effected since his advent to

supreme power. Garcia Moreno reckoned on

Borrero, as one trusts an old friend of twenty years'

standing, and proposed him as the official candidate

for the Vice-Presidency of the Republic. In a

circular addressed to the Governors of Provinces,

Garcia Moreno spoke of him as of one " whose

disinterestedness and patriotism, whose eminent

intellectual abilities, firm and honest character and

high and rigid morality, eminently recommended
him to the notice of the electors."

Borrero accepted the candidature and announced
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in his paper, the Centinela, that he should con-

sequently remain neutral during the election. But
then came the publication of the Concordat, and as

a Liberal Catholic, Borrero could not resist throwing
a stone at Pius IX. and Garcia Moreno. The latter,

beyond anything startled at his old friend's proceed-

ing in this matter, conjured him, to avoid scandal,
to state his objections privately to himself, so that

he might prepare some modifications which he could

submit to the Holy See. But Borrero's Liberalism

was too strong for him. He publicly broke off his

relations with the President and resigned his

candidature rather than subscribe to his policy,
which he said was "

contrary to his principles of

liberty." Great as this blow was to Garcia Moreno,
he was quite determined to resign his own Presidency
rather than give up a treaty which he justly con-

sidered the salvation of his country. His admirable

message to the Chambers bore the character of a

real ultimatum. In it, he enumerated the different

works he had undertaken and successfully carried out

during the previous two years, and then, having fully

justified the necessity of the Concordat to repress

the disorders in the Church and restore her to her

full liberty, he wound up his speech with the words :

41
If the majority of the House should censure the

acts of my administration, I will immediately resign

my powers, praying Divine Providence to replace

me by a magistrate fortunate enough to ensure the

repose and the future well-being of the Republic."

This message was received coldly by both Houses.

Garcia Moreno's resignation, which evidently would

be the immediate result of his defeat, would not
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have displeased the great majority had it not been

for the storm brewing in New Granada. To get rid

of their President would be to throw the country
into the hands of Mosquera, who would arrive, like

Mahomet, \vith the Koran in one hand and the

sword in the other. They therefore contented

themselves with covert attacks which were not the

less pointed, and culminated in a vigorous attack on
the Concordat, accusing the Government of having
violated a law of the Constitution in promulgating it

before it had received the assent of the Chambers.
For six weeks the debate continued, till a declara-

tion of war from Mosquera turned the attention of

the whole country to the necessity of providing
means of defence. Garcia Moreno now found

himself in a very difficult position.
Between his determination not to sacrifice the

Concordat, and the impossibility of resigning his

Presidency in the face of the new danger which

threatened his country, he called together the heads

of the Opposition and told them to prepare the

reforms which they desired in the treaty with the

Pope, and that he would consider their feasibility,

reserving to himself a veto should they infringe the

rights of the Church. The deputies did as they
were told, and simply tore the Concordat in pieces

by their proposed reforms. Garcia Moreno kept
the document, while in the meanwhile the Chambers
devoted themselves to facing the dangers threatened

by Mosquera. Six months later, when men's pas-
sions had calmed down, the President announced

that he refused the Exequatur to the proposed law

of reform as being absolutely contrary to the im-
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prescriptiblc rights of the Church. He then ex-

plained himself as to this refusal as follows :

"
It

was impossible for me to carry out your wishes,,

because to propose to the Pope the re-establishment

of civil appeals and other matters which he had

judged to be abuses, would make all negotiations

impossible. If it were a question of the most in-

significant of Governments, you would not permit
Ecuador to dishonour herself by violating stipula-

tions already accepted, still less by imposing obliga-

tions which, by the very nature of the contract, can

only result from free and reciprocal engagements.
And should we break our word, to the great detri-

ment of the national honour, towards the highest

authority in the world ? As a Catholic people,
could we forget the sacred links which bind us to

the centre of religious unity and refuse to the Holy
Father the respect and consideration which we should

grant to the head of the humblest little Republic ?

If we really wish in good faith to modify some of the

conditions of the Concordat, which was concluded,

ratified, and promulgated with legislative authority

in 1861, do not propose such reforms as the recourse

to civil tribunals and the like. Instead of throwing
ourselves into these dangers and preparing a great

schism in our country, you and I, and all the people,

ure, I feel convinced, determined to preserve intact

the faith of our fathers, even at the peril of our

lives."

After a day or two of calm deliberation, the

deputies allowed that their proposed law was im-

possible of execution. They abrogated most of its

provisions, especially that regarding the appeal to
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the civil courts ; and begged the President to come
to an understanding with the Holy See, which he

gladly accepted. Thus the Concordat was saved ;

and the invincible energy of a real head of the State

triumphed over the passions of the mob. Garcia

Moreno would never consent to act simply as a

machine to sign decrees. As President he con-

sidered that his duty was, not to obey the people,

but to guide and direct them. The revolution tows

the country into an abyss. The counter-revolution

marches ahead of the people, by the light of the

Church, to enlighten and to save them.

CHAPTER XIV.

THE EXCOMMUNICATED MOSQUERA.

1863.

WE left Mosquera on the borders of the Carchi,

waiting for the moment to swoop down on Ecuador

with his worthy friend Urbina. On the I5th of

August he threw off the mask, and put forth the

following manifesto: "Let us march to the frontier

to plant the tree of liberty. The people of Ecuador

need our good offices to substitute Republican

principles for the theocratic oppression under which

they groan. . . . Illustrious defenders of the right,

apostles of Radical doctrines, the Republics of the

Latin race reckon upon you to defend American

Independence."
This wretched man was the hero without heart
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or bowels of mercy, who had just driven into exile

his own brother, the venerable Bishop of Bogota,
and of whom Pius IX. had said :

"
Mosquera is

walking with rapid steps towards the Hell open
to receive him," and whom he ended by excom-

municating in a famous Encyclical in which he
enumerated all the criminal and sacrilegious acts

of which he had been guilty, and which he con-

cluded with the words :

" Let him tremble while he

remembers these words of our Lord :

*
Terrible will

be the judgment of those who abuse their power.'
"

Between the liberty preached by this man and
that of the children of God, the people of Ecuador
could not hesitate for a moment. No sooner had

Mosquera's proclamation appeared than protests
came from every part of the country repudiating the

union with Colombia, and expressing their devoted

attachment to their own independence and their

determination to maintain the Catholic Faith. The
two Chambers met at once, and after two days
debate, both sent messages to Garcia Moreno, con-

demning Mosquera's proclamation
" as an insult to

the nation and equivalent to a declaration of war."

Garcia Moreno replied :

" That the enthusiastic

support of the people and their representatives, was

the best answer to the provocation of the i5th of

August. That to those who wished to destroy her

independence, sully her honour, and annihilate her

religion, Ecuador had answered by rising as one

man, not to attack, but to defend herself. The

union or rather the absorption of Ecuador by

Colombia, would be antipathetic to our character,

prejudicial to our interests, and radically impossible
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if brought about by threats and injuries. Ecuador

wishes to remain free and independent, and rather

than submit to such dishonour she would prefer to

be sunk in the sea or be engulphed in the lava of

her volcanoes."

In spite of this declaration of war on both sides,

Garcia Moreno wished to exhaust all possible means
of conciliation. He sent therefore Dr. Antonio

Flores, the son of the General-in-Chief of the army,
with full powers to conclude, if possible, a treaty of

peace with Mosquera. But it wras impossible to

come to any terms with such a man. Finally

Mosquera sent the most insulting messages to Garcia

Moreno, prohibited all intercourse or commerce
with Ecuador, and wrote to General Flores that

he would speedily annihilate him and his army on

the battlefield. Finding that nothing could be

done, Flores crossed the Carchi on the 22nd of

November with six thousand men. The danger
of his position, however, was very great. He had
been compelled to leave his best troops at Guaya-
quil to guard against the attack of Urbina, who,
with the connivance of Peru, had organized an
invasion from the port of Payta. The greater part
of the men he had with him were undisciplined
and had never been under fire. But what was
still more serious was that his spies were sold to

Mosquera, and deceived him in every particular.
The result was a defeat at Cuaspud, which was aggra-
vated by the treachery of some of the officers of

Flores' army. This defeat spread consternation

throughout Ecuador, and on the 8th of December,
Garcia Moreno issued the following proclamation :
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"
My countrymen ! It has pleased God to try us.

We have only to adore His unfathomable designs.
Two officers, arriving at Ibarra, have brought the
news of the defeat of our army at Cuaspud ; and

though the details have not yet come to hand, there

is no doubt of the fact.

"People of Ecuador! To-day more than ever

great efforts are wanting to save religion and our

country. To-day more than ever, we must oppose
to our unjust aggressor, the barrier of heroic courage
and invincible constancy. To arms then, sons of

Ecuador ! Fly to the frontier to fill up the ranks in

our little army. Let us first implore the mercy of

the Most High, and, strong in His support, we shall

obtain victory and peace."
The answer was immediate : from one end to the

other, the people of Ecuador flew to arms. " We
will not allow," exclaimed the men of Quito,

" that

a handful of savages should profane our soil and

our churches. We are not going to wait with our

arms folded till the barbarian, Mosquera, whose

hands are red with the blood of our brothers, comes

to break in pieces our holy images, shut up our

churches, and banish our priests. We will show the

whole world that we know how to fight for the

religion of Christ and for our country ; that double

and precious heritage which we will leave intact to

those who come after us, let it cost us what it

may."
This was the language on all sides. A new

army was quickly organized of between seven thou-

sand and eight thousand men, all determined to fight

to the death in defence of their faith, their homes.
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and their country. At the sight of this universal

rising Mosquera lost heart. Instead of marching
on Quito, and there dictating his conditions as he

had pompously announced, he proposed an armistice

of some days to treat for peace. But all the while

the traitor, in company with Urbina, was organizing!
a revolution and declaring Garcia Moreno's govern-
ment at an end and Urbina President in his place !

Fortunately the people were sound at heart and

devoted to their chief. The conspirators reckoned

on rinding adherents in all the provinces ; but found

themselves entirely mistaken. They were received

everywhere with indignation ; at Quinche they only
saved themselves from assassination by flight ; and
at last, driven from one town to another, they
were captured and given up into the hands of

justice.

Mosquera, finding himself thus deceived, signed
a treaty at Pinsaqui, which stipulated for the instant

re-establishment of peace with Ecuador. He wrote

also to Urbina, advising him to "be reconciled with

his enemies," a piece of advice which only made
Urbina more furious. As for Mosquera, he returned

to New Granada and there continued to shoot and

imprison every one who was opposed to him, until

at last the unhappy Colombians rose up against this

wild beast and drove him from their country. He
had the impudence then to write to Garcia Moreno
and ask him for an asylum ; but received this

answer :

" Beware lest you put your foot within

the territory of Ecuador, unless you wish to be

instantly seized and shot." This enemy of God and
men finally took refuge in Lima, the hot-bed at that
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moment of Revolutionists and traitors. And so the
Christian Moreno triumphed over the excommuni-
cated Mosquera.

CHAPTER XV.

ONE AGAINST ALL.

1864.

AT the beginning of 1864 Garcia Moreno began to-

ask himself if it were possible, humanly speaking, to

continue the struggle, against all the revolutionary
elements within and without ? So hopeless did the

issue appear to him, that on the roth of January he

announced his intention of retiring into private life :

but such an explosion of protests and tears from

people of every class followed his announcement,
that he was compelled to give up the idea. En-

couraged by this demonstration, he set to work
with renewed energy, convoked the Chambers for

a special session to submit the new treaty with

Colombia for their approbation and to elect as Vice-

President, in the place of Borrero, the Minister

Carvajal, who was his personal friend and who was

eventually elected by five thousand votes, amidst the

cheers of the people and in spite of the Revolutionists

of every shade. The good were beginning to be

really hopeful, when a scandalous verdict of the

High Court of Justice brought about a fresh crisis.

We remember the arrest of the conspirators at

the time of Mosquera's invasion. There was no

doubt whatever of their guilt, or of their treasonable
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practices ;
and in fact, Molineros owned that Espinel

had promised the President of New Granada that he
would raise a revolution in Ecuador. But the court

declared that their actions could not be looked upon
as treason, but only as a fruitless attempt at rebel-

lion, which was not therefore punishable by the

Constitution. Garcia Moreno, justly indignant,

instantly sent in his resignation to the Congress,

declaring
"
that after the court had trampled all

law and justice under foot by declaring that known
traitors were innocent," he could only give up the

task of government. Then he produced his plan
for the revision of the Constitution, and ended with

these wwds :

" Before everything else, I beg you
will accept my resignation of the post which you
had confided to me. . . . Patriotism and honour

compelled me to remain when our country was
menaced by the enemy. Now that peace is re-

established, you cannot prevent my seeking a little

rest in the calm of private life. If I have committed

any faults in the exercise of my powers, you will

be my judges. If you feel that I have not neglected

anything which would develope the prosperity of the

Republic, the satisfaction of having fulfilled my
duty will remain to me, and it is the only one for

which I seek."

These noble words produced an extraordinary
effect on the Chambers. Even those w^ho had been

prejudiced against him changed their minds before

his entire self-abnegation. The members, one and

all, refused to accept his resignation. To prove
their earnestness they instantly voted all the differ-

ent changes in the laws proposed in his message,
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;and declared that until his term of office was

expired, Ecuador would not hear of a change of

President.

This unexpected end of the struggle exasperated
the Socialists to the last degree, and failing all other

means they resolved to resort to the dagger, as the

only way of getting rid of Garcia Moreno. A plot

was formed, of which General Thomas Maldonado
was the head, and in which Espinel and all the other

conspirators who had been acquitted by the courts,

took part. Their plan was to massacre their oppo-

nents, to pillage the town of Guayaquil, and to burn

it in case of resistance. Garcia Moreno fortunately

got wind of the plot, came in person to Guayaquil
and arrested the whole body. The judges this time

did not fail to condemn them to death, but Garcia

Moreno, perhaps imprudently, pardoned them, after

having exacted first an oath of fidelity for the

future. Maldonado wishing to excuse himself for

having tampered with the garrison, Garcia Moreno

stopped him by saying :

"
I wish to hear nothing

more. I forgive you ; but if you take to any fresh

conspiracy, General as you are, I will have you shot

in the square of Quito."
On the 23rd of June, however, only three months

-after this act of clemency, these wretches organized

a fresh plot in Quito to assassinate the President.

Their plan was to take possession of the artillery

barracks, where certain brigands had been incar-

cerated, who were to be paid by Maldonado to take

advantage of the darkness of the night, to assassi-

nate not only Garcia Moreno, but all the others who

were devoted to his policy. An old Urbinist,
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Jaramillo, who was aide-de-camp to Garcia Moreno,

was to betray his master. The officer on guard had

sold himself to Maldonado, and when the murder

had been accomplished, Urbina was to be declared

Chief of the State and Maldonado General-in-Chief,

while the Revolutionists from Peru were to invade

the provinces on the sea-coast.

On the day when this frightful conspiracy was to

take effect, the conspirators met in a certain house

to combine measures before going to the barracks.

At that very moment one of their number, seized

with remorse, revealed to the President all the

details of the conspiracy. Garcia Moreno flew to

the barracks and summoned the officer on guard.
"

I give you five minutes," he said calmly,
"
to reveal

the names of your accomplices and to give me
proofs in writing of the plot which was to be carried

out this night. If not, I will have you shot instantly,

as an infamous traitor." Finding himself discovered,

the unhappy officer tremblingly gave the names of his

accomplices, delivered over the papers of which he

had been the depositary, and pointed out the house

where the assassins were assembled at that moment.
Garcia Moreno might have waited for them at the

barracks and received them with a fusillade
; but not

to give these wretches a pretext of saying they had
been caught in a trap, he preferred seizing them in

the house where they were, and throwing them into

prison. Unfortunately the arrest took place before

the arrival of Maldonado, who, the moment he got
wind of the failure of the plot, disappeared from the

city and took refuge in the forest. Garcia Moreno,
feeling the imminence of the danger, was determined
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this time to punish the leader of these crimes.
" Maldonado must expiate his sin," he exclaimed.
"

I will stifle the Revolution in his blood." He
ordered Colonel Vintimilla to scour the whole

country, till he had found the culprit, while he con-

tented himself with sending his accomplices in exile

to Brazil. The Revolutionists, more enraged than

ever, now poured into the country from every side.

A band of pirates equipped by Urbina, threw them-

selves into the province of Manabi, destroying

everything with fire and sword. The Governor

Salazar, however, met them with a body of volun-

teers, massacred the greater portion of the brigands
and shot their leaders. The exiles from Brazil

crossed the Napo, seized the Governor, tortured

the Jesuits, and issued a proclamation deposing
Garcia Moreno and putting Urbina in his place.

Another attack was made on Ibarra ; while Urbina,
with some Peruvian vessels, landed at Payta and

ravaged the sea-coast.

In the midst of this fearful storm, Garcia Moreno
remained as calm as a rock beaten by the waves,

raising troops, organizing defences, and determined

rather to die with his people than to yield to the

anti-Christian and revolutionary horde. At last,

on the 24th of August, Maldonado was captured and

brought in chains to Quito. Garcia Moreno did

not hesitate this time, and decreed that he should

be shot on the 3Oth of August in the Square of

St. Dominic. The night before, he went into his

cell and tried to make him understand the atrocity

of his crime. But he found only a man proud of his

iniquities and still confident of escape.
" Maldo-
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nado!" he exclaimed at last, "you need not reckon

on judges who laugh at justice and absolve the

greatest culprits. Prepare yourself to appear before

God, for to-morrow at this hour you will have

ceased to live,"

Maldonado knew the implacable firmness of his

chief, and at once asked for a priest and made his

confession.

The execution was fixed for five o'clock, and

Colonel Dalgo received orders to place the troops in

line the whole length of the road, from the prison
to the scaffold. While these sinister preparations
were being made, the whole town was in a state

of agitation. The moment was critical ; for both

citizens and soldiers were interested in Maldonado,.
and still more in his family, who were much

respected.

Deputations upon deputations flew to the Palace

to intercede for the culprit, but Garcia Moreno had
closed his doors. Maldonado's wife had come to-

take leave of him at the foot of the scaffold, which

added to the emotion of the lookers-on. The word
"
pardon

"
flew from mouth to mouth, till Colonel

Dalgo, anxious for the result, sent his aide-de-camp
to Garcia Moreno to ask him for his last orders.

"Tell him," replied the President, "that if at five

o'clock, I do not hear the bells which announce

that the execution is over, he will be shot instead."

A few minutes after, Maldonado mounted the

scaffold and paid for his infamous treason with his

life.

The crowd was dispersing in silence and fear

when all of a sudden Garcia Moreno came out of his
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Palace, alone and unattended, to inspect some works

going on outside the town. In the evening he put
out the following proclamation :

"
People of Ecuador. Your peace, your goods,

and even your lives have been too long threatened

by criminals whom Peruvian gold has corrupted and
who imagine they can sin with impunity. . . . In this

terrible crisis, the Government must choose between

two extremes to allow your dearest interests, your
laws, your most sacred rights to be sacrificed to

these brigands, or to take upon itself the grave but

glorious responsibility of checking their fury by
measures which are just though severe, terrible but

necessary. I should be unworthy of the confidence

you have placed in me if I wrere to hesitate for one

moment to incur this responsibility to save my
country from anarchy and ruin.

"
Thus, let every one know and understand that

those who have sold themselves for gold will fall

under the lead of the avenger. Punishment will

follow upon crime, and to the perils with which we
are threatened, justice will bring safety. If my life

were to be sacrificed to obtain this result I should

immolate it gladly to procure for my country happi-
ness and peace."

Naturally, the Revolutionists cried out against
his tyranny, cruelty, and the like. To confound

them, Garcia Moreno published a statement of

Urbina's, drawn up by his Minister Espinel.
"
Generosity and clemency towards the enemies

of our country are mistaken virtues. Compassion
towards individuals must be exchanged for justice

should the safety of the people exact it. Great
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malefactors must suffer in this world the punish-

ment of their crimes : both public safety and justice

demand it."

Maldonado being thus disposed of, the President

turned his arms against Urbina, who, with four

hundred or five hundred banditti, occupied the town

of Machala. With his three great captains, Roblez,

Franco, and Leon, he flattered himself he should

raise the whole country, and issued a proclamation
in which he declared that

" summoned by the

great majority of the nation, he presented himself

without fear, persuaded that his return would fill

the hearts of all patriots with joy." He found him-

self mistaken, however, as the inhabitants fled at

his approach, and no one could be found to sign

his proclamation but some wretched criminals and

others terrorized into compliance. Then Garcia

Moreno put forth a decree which annihilated all his

hopes. "Ecuador," wrote the President, "is at

war with no one, either within or without : con-

sequently Urbina and his banditti, who have come
to revolutionize and pillage the country, must be

looked upon as corsairs and treated as such. The
authorities will not apply the law against them as

belligerents, but as incendiaries and assassins." The
men sent against Urbina had, in fact, orders to use

every means to arrest the traitor Urbina, so as to

make him expiate his many crimes on the scaffold.

Urbina, however, thinking discretion the better

part of valour, retreated upon Loja so as to gain
the frontier of Peru. His friend, Roblez, followed

his example and escaped to Payta. Franco and

Leon, who alone remained at Guayaquil, were igno-
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miniously defeated at Sta. Rosa and fled to Xapo-
tillo, from whence they also escaped to their good
friends in Peru.

Thus this Revolution, so carefully prepared, came
to nothing, and the Urbinists, although assisted by
two Governments and by all the villains in the

country, had been conquered by the energy of one

man. Garcia Moreno then made a tour of all the

provinces, distributing rewards to those who had
been faithful, but punishing severely the accomplices
of Urbina. One of them, Campoverde, had attacked

the unarmed town of Cuenca, but the inhabitants

rose en masse, and after a bloody fight succeeded

in seizing him.

Condemned to death, Garcia Moreno was in-

treated to pardon him, the Bishop even pleading his

cause.
"
If you ask of me in the name of justice,"

replied the President,
'* show me that this man is

not guilty : if it be from charity, have pity on the

innocent people whom you will condemn to perish ;

for if I spare him, a fresh Revolution will break

out to-morrow." Campoverde was accordingly
executed.

Garcia Moreno showed the same invincible firm-

ness in dealing with Colombia and Peru, both of

which States had armed and equipped bands of

rebels to attack Ecuador, with whom they pretended
to be at peace. Both had the humiliation of seeing
their conduct exposed by all the diplomatic Powers,
and by finding their policy overthrown by the hon-

ourable and straightforward proceedings of Garcia

Moreno, who had suspended all relations with the

Government of Peru. Thus this horrible four years'
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struggle was, at last, ended by the courage of one

man, against all the efforts of the Freemasons and

Socialists, not only in his own country but through-
out the Republics of South America. The Concordat

was established, social reforms had been carried out,

material progress was in full development, religious

education ensured, the army restored to a state of

discipline, and all this in spite of the treason of

Maldonado, the invasions of Urbina, the treachery
of Castilla, and the fury of Mosquera. Seeking

only for God and His justice, Garcia Moreno had

triumphed over all. Nothing remained to the

Revolutionists but the hope of replacing, when his

term of office had expired, the Colossus whom they
had tried in vain to overturn.

CHAPTER XVI.

THE FIGHT OF JAMBELL

1865.

THE year 1865 was to be that of the election of a

fresh President. By this stupid Republican arrange-

ment, supreme power could only be held for four

years without power of re-election, even should the

President be a Charlemagne. Garcia Moreno wrote

at that time to an intimate friend :

" Even if the Constitution would allow of my
re-election, I could not consent to ft. The unhappy
nature of the Constitution of 1861, provokes every

species of disorder without giving the Government
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the means of repressing it. ... I foresaw this in 1861,

and always repent of having taken office under these

conditions. Because I have confidence in God, I

believe the country will some day escape from these

fearful dangers : but it will be after a time, more or

less long, of bloodshed and ruin, when legislators

will at last be compelled to take reason as their

guide. The logic of evil is inexorable. All crimes

engender expiation. We are expiating now the

faults of those who framed the Constitution in

1861."

He felt now that he had only one more duty to

fulfil towards his country, which was, to labour with

all his might to give her a successor to himself

who should be Catholic enough to understand the

regenerating effect of the Concordat, and energetic

enough to prevent the Revolution from ruining her.

Garcia Moreno never thought that Governments
should remain with folded hands during an electoral

struggle, while their enemies by lies and calum-

nies strive to defeat ever}' honest candidate. The
licence of the Press at such moments, far from

guaranteeing the liberty of the people, becomes the

most terrible engine of deceit and oppression which

can be imagined. He, therefore, proposed as his suc-

cessor Don Jose Maria Caamano of Guayaquil, who

possessed, as he affirmed,
"

all the essential qualities

of a statesman one whose honour was without a

stain, with good sense and a strong religious spirit,

being among the number of those who at Guayaquil
had never hesitated to practise his duties as a

Christian and thereby incurred the hatred of the

Freemasons, who were so numerous in that city."
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Unfortunately, a misunderstanding about a club

formed of the partisans of Urbina, and which had

been closed by order of the Government, made
Caamano declare publicly that he would refuse a

candidature which, it was asserted, had been based

on violence and coercion. Then Garcia Moreno
chose D. Jeronimo Carrion of Cuenca, a straight-

forward and religious man, a friend of order and of

work, an irreconcilable enemy of the anarchists and

firm enough to defend the country against their

attacks. The Conservatives, in consequence, all

rallied round this candidate. The Opposition was
divided between Pedro Carbo, a violent Radical, and
Gomez de la Torre, a Liberal. Pedro Carbo had

little or no chance, for though a friend of Urbina's,

every one knew his poor abilities.

Seeing him one day walking with his friend

Endara, Garcia Moreno exclaimed to a man who
was walking with him :

" You see before you nullity

in two volumes !

"
Finding he had no chance,

Carbo returned to Lima to plot a fresh invasion of

Ecuador with Urbina; and Gomez de la Torre

remained the sole Liberal candidate. He was

supported by Borrero in his newspaper, the Ccntinela,

who did not hesitate to declare " that the liberty of

election had been suppressed : that the oppression
was greater than in the days of Urbina, and that

people had no choice but to vote according to the

ukase of the President."

Garcia Moreno let the paper pass for some
weeks : then finding that its odious calumnies daily

increased, he summoned Borrero and Arizaga to

appear before him. Instead of appearing at Quito,
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however, Borrero concealed himself, while still

striking his adversary in the dark.

The election of the new President took place on

May 15, 1865. The Government candidate received

23,000 votes, while Gomez de la Torre only obtained

8,000. This was a great triumph for Garcia Moreno,
and proved that the people were only anxious to

find in his successor one who should continue his

work and exterminate the Revolution.

The despair of the Liberals and Radicals of

every shade may be imagined, and they determined

to make a last effort to get possession of the country.
The moment was propitious, for the army had lost

its chief, General Flores having died during the

insurrection at Machala the previous October. 1

Garcia Moreno was about to give up the Presidency
and would consequently have little influence. The
order was, therefore, given for an audacious attack

to be conducted by the refugees of Lima and their

accomplices at Guayaquil.
On the 3ist of May, towards evening, fifteen of

Urbina's followers led by a brigand called Jose

Marcos, and armed to the teeth with daggers and

revolvers, hid themselves in a little island in the

River Guayas, not far from Zamboroddon. The
merchant ship, Washington, then took them on

x General Flores died like a brave soldier, with his arms in his

hands. Feeling he was dying, he called his aide-de-camp, and

hearing that Sta. Rosa was retaken and that his troops had fought

valiantly, he exclaimed, "Then I can die happy. O Mother of

Mercy," he added,
"

I am your child. My Jesus, mercy !

"
Garcia

Moreno and the whole country mourned this great man, who,
whatever may have been the faults of his youth, had redeemed

them by his patriotic devotion to his country.
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board, having received a thousand piastres from

Urbina to give them up their vessel, which was well

furnished with arms and all requisites for landing.

Following gently the course of the river to Guaya-
quil, these filibusters waited only for the night to

continue their operations. Towards midnight, they
steamed silently up to the only man-of-war belong-

ing to Ecuador, called the Guayas, boarded her,

murdered her captain and all her crew, and having
cut her moorings, steamed out to sea with their

prey. The next morning it was found that the

Washington and the Guayas, with a third vessel,

the Bernardino, had anchored in the roadstead of

Jambeli, seven or eight leagues from Guayaquil,
and that Urbina and Franco with several hundred

Peruvians were at the head of the expedition.
We can fancy the amazement and consternation

of Garcia Moreno, when, three days later, a courier

from Guayaquil, by forced marches, brought him
this news. He was ill at the time and had gone to

rest at a hacienda called Chillo, a few miles from

Quito. To meet this unexpected danger, he had

nothing but his genius, his courage, and his un-

limited confidence in God. Quick as lightning he

flew back to the capital, drew up certain decrees

which he left to the Vice-President Carvajal, with

orders to insert them the next day in the official

papers, and then, without letting any one into the

secret of his journey, started for Guayaquil, only
with his aide-de-camp. In three days he had
traversed the eighty leagues which separated that

city from Quito, and arrived like a thunderbolt in

the midst of his enemies.
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It was the 8th of June, in the middle of the night.

No human being could imagine that only eight days
after the capture of the Guayas, Garcia Moreno
would have received the news in time to arrive at

the seat of war. The municipal council, all friends

of Urbina's, were sitting rejoicing over what they

thought would be an easy victory, when a frightened

messenger rushed into the room exclaiming,
" Garcia

Moreno." In an instant the brave conspirators
took to their heels and hid themselves wherever

they could.

The next morning the following placards ap-

peared on the walls, which we give in an abridged
form. "

Considering that on the night of the 3ist
of May, fifty filibusters embarked in the merchant
vessel Washington and surprised the man-of-war

Guayas, after having assassinated the captain and

his equipage, by decree of the President of the

Republic these men are considered as pirates. Any
foreign vessel may pursue and seize them even in

the waters of Ecuador. These men, whenever

captured, will be judged as pirates by a council of

war, and punished with the utmost rigour of the

law
;
as also all those who have favoured their acts,

no matter on what point of the territory."

Then followed a similar decree concerning the

army.
"
Considering that the peace of the Republic is

seriously menaced by the attack of the 315! of May,
we summon the standing army. All military
deserters will be summarily judged and punished

according to law. The President of the Republic
will in person take the command of the army."
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Every one who read these decrees and knew the

inflexible nature of Garcia Moreno, felt that they
would not remain a dead letter. But people asked,

npt unnaturally, how it was possible for him to

execute any sentence on men who, safe on board

ship, defied his decrees ? The arrival of the English
steamer Talca, which he was expecting with feverish

impatience, revealed his plan. No sooner had she

come into port than he went to the English Consul

and asked for the loan of her in order to give chase

to the pirates. The Consul acquiesced on con-

sideration of an indemnity. The armaments on

board were begun, when the Consul, thinking the

expedition a hopeless one, insisted on Garcia

Moreno's buying her at the enormous price of

50,000. Not having time for discussion, Garcia

Moreno accepted these conditions. Then it was
the captain's turn to object, and without deigning
to confer with the President, he simply ordered his

sailors to turn out the workmen and soldiers, and
to take down the Ecuador flag. He further asked

a Spanish frigate to help him, who promised to fire

on the vessel if she attempted to leave the port.

Instead of being deterred by these difficulties,

Garcia Moreno determined to overcome them by
force. He represented to the captain that having

bought the ship he had a right to do what he liked

with her. The captain replied that he was going to

hoist his own flag, and that any one who touched it

would first have to pass over his body.
" And I,"

answered Garcia Moreno,
"
will have you shot this

moment, and your flag will be your shroud." The

captain seeing that he was in earnest, yielded. But
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even then, all was not over. On inspecting the

machinery it was found out of repair, and wanting
in several necessary things. Garcia Moreno called

the two engineers and ordered them, under pain of

death, to repair the damage under the superintend-
ance of a first-rate mechanician. Four soldiers

were appointed to watch them, with orders to shoot

them if they resisted. In this way the vessel was

got ready, and armed with five large guns, ammuni-
tion of all sorts, and all that was necessary for

boarding. Every one helped with a will : but the

sailors thought the expedition so dangerous, that

they asked exorbitant wages. The engineer asked

20,000 piastres, and the doctor deserted. Garcia

Moreno then addressed the troops who were about

to embark as follows : "I only ask for men of heart

and patriotism to accompany me on this expedition.
Let those who are not afraid march to my right,

and the cowards to the left." His words sent an

electric shock through the men, every one of whom
went to the right. He chose out of them two-

hundred and seventy, with certain determined men
as officers on whom he could rely. A priest also

accompanied them, as the supreme consoler in the

hour of danger. All had gone on board the Talca

and the little scout-steamer Smyrk, when Garcia

Moreno addressed them as follows :

" Defenders of our country. We are going to

meet the pirates who have stolen the Washington
and the Guayas, after having murdered her com-
mander Matos. They thought they might act with

impunity, as we had no vessels to follow them.

This criminal hope has failed them. We have
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found a ship, and we reckon on the protection of an

avenging God Whose powerful arm can reach villains

wherever they may hide themselves. A prompt and

exemplary chastisement must be meted out to these

pirates, so that honest men may rest in peace.
"Soldiers and sailors, I hold to the honour of

accompanying you. I wish to be a witness of your

discipline and valour, so as to reward you worthily.

I have the greatest confidence in the ability and

intrepidity of your officers as well as in your own
well-known bravery. I only regret to lead you

against foes who are unworthy of your steel :

pirates, assassins, and rascals of the worst sort.

But the safety of the country exacts this duty, and

to save her in this critical moment is not, I feel,

a sacrifice beyond your courage. Forward, then !

for God and your country ! and let every one do

his duty as a man who has his heart in the work."

Filled with enthusiasm at these noble words the

soldiers left the port, crying :

" Cheers for Garcia

Moreno." The Conservatives on the shore echoed

the cry, while the Liberals sneered at what they con-

sidered the madness of the expedition. The truth

is, no one could fail to be alarmed when they re-

flected on the inequality of the approaching struggle.

Besides their three armed vessels, the enemy had a

schooner which acted as a guide. Peru had fur-

nished them also with a large number of soldiers,

who had attacked Santa Rosa and after a bloody

fight had occupied the town with three hundred
filibusters. Urbina and Roblez, on board the

Washington, were about to return to Jambeli, having
in tow another vessel filled with prisoners taken at
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Santa Rosa, who were all to be shot the next morn-

ing. Garcia Moreno quitted the port of Guayaquil
on the 25th, at six o'clock in the evening. On the

26th, at eight o'clock in the morning, the ship's boats

had reconnoitred the position of the enemy's vessels.

The Guayas and the Bernardino with the schooner

were in front ; but the Washington remained at

anchor in a bay at some distance off. The moment
was solemn and decisive. Hardly had the insur-

gents recognized their assailants than they ranged
themselves in order of battle, and opened upon them
a tremendous fire from all their guns. The brave

little band on board the Talca were at first dismayed
at the discharge ; but Garcia Moreno cried out :

"No useless firing, take your cutlasses and board

the Guayas" Encouraged by the calmness of their

chief, the soldiers did as they were bid.
" Put on

all steam and go right at her, the prow in the flank

of the Guayas" was the next order. The vessel

flew on, in the midst of the balls which passed over

her, but did not touch her. When close to the

enemy, Garcia Moreno gave the signal of attack;

.his cannon belched forth, and one well directed ball

made a huge breach in the Guayas below the water

mark, which threw the whole crew into disorder.

Like lightning, the Talca dashed into her at the

same moment and Moreno's soldiers quickly board-

ing her, massacred or shot all the filibusters save

forty-five, who were made prisoners and safely

secured on board the Talca. The Bernardino and

the schooner, seeing the fate of the Guayas, yielded

without much resistance, being seriously damaged
by the Talca 's guns. There remained the Washington,
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with Urbina and Roblez, who, with their officers

and men, were all in a semi-drunken state, rejoicing

over the capture of Santa Rosa, when their ship was

rudely disturbed by the cannon of the Guayas and
Talca. The Washington was at anchor and nearly

high and dry, owing to the lowness of the tide.

The surprise and fear of the pirates was so great,

that they one and all dashed on shore, headed by
the valiant Urbina, and took refuge in the woods.

When the Smyrk (Moreno's little scout-steamer)
came alongside of her, they found her completely
abandoned. In their haste, the filibusters had left

all their money and the correspondence of Urbina

with his friends and traitors in Guayaquil, which fell

into the hands of Garcia Moreno. Three days later

the remainder of this band of brigands, including
the garrison of Santa Rosa, had all fled across the

frontier to Peru, determined to avoid for some time

to come any further fights by land or sea.

The conqueror could then calmly examine the

result of the day's work. Except the Guayas, which
had foundered a few minutes after the fight, they
had the whole of Urbina's fleet, the Bernardino,
the Washington, the schooner, and another sailing

ship, on board of which they luckily found all the

prisoners from Santa Rosa, whom Urbina had
meant to shoot that day for their fidelity to the

President. The Talca had suffered very little, and
the Smyrk was untouched. They had lost very few

men
; and Garcia Moreno's only regret was the

escape of Urbina.

They then determined to make a triumphant

entry into Guayaquil; but first justice had to be
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carried out. The trial of the prisoners brooked no

delay; when brought before the Council of War,
eighteen were found to have been enrolled by force,

and Garcia Moreno pardoned them at once ; the

twenty-seven others were condemned to death as

pirates, including Jose Marcos, who had seized the

Guayas, and Colonel Vallejo, Dario Viteri, and Jose
Roblez. Each of these men went to the priest to

prepare for death and then were taken to be shot.

The priest begged pardon for the twenty-seventh,
and Garcia was about to grant it, when, looking at

the man, he perceived he had on the clothes of the

unhappy Captain Matos. " You assassinated the

commander of the Guayas !
" he exclaimed in a

voice of thunder. The filibuster owned the crime.
"

I cannot pardon a murderer," replied the Presi-

dent.
" Let justice have its course."

The fleet was now approaching Guayaquil.
About five o'clock the Smyrk pushed on ahead to

give the good news. The whole town was gathered
on the quays in the most intense anxiety. All of a

sudden, Garcia Moreno appeared on the deck of the

Talca. Then a cry of joy rose from every breast,

while the bells of the town began to ring, and even

the Spanish sailors, who had despaired of the

expedition, joined in the enthusiasm and welcomed

the conqueror by a salvo from all their batteries.

In the evening Garcia Moreno described the

heroic struggle to a group of friends, but showed

them also the proofs of the complicity of so many of

Urbina's friends in Guayaquil, which had been

revealed to him by the correspondence found on

board the Washington.
" We must have peace," he
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exclaimed,
" and you will see with what cement I

shall establish it."

The next morning at eight o'clock he summoned
before him a certain lawyer, Dr. Viola, a native of

Buenos Ayres, the principal agent of Urbina in

Guayaquil. Viola appeared before the President

and his Council with an air of pride and indifference

as if he had nothing to fear. Garcia Moreno spoke :

" Dr. Viola, in your position as a lawyer, you know
well the punishment due to a traitor ?

"

"
Yes, I know it."

" What is the punishment ?
"

" Death."

Then he presented the letters, found on board

the Washington, written by Viola himself, giving the

the most minute details as to the conspiracy in

Guayaquil, down to the sum paid for the Washington,
and an earnest advice to Urbina to come at once to

the city.
"
Dr.Viola, are you the author of these letters ?

"

"
I cannot deny it."

" Then prepare to receive the punishment of a

traitor. You will be shot this evening at five o'clock."

In vain were intercessions made for the criminal.

The Consul of Buenos Ayres pleaded his position as

a stranger; but Garcia Moreno affirmed that he

was subject to the laws of his adopted country.
Another eminent personage, who had known of the

plot and had maintained a guilty silence, came also

to beg for Dr. Viola's life, but found Garcia Moreno
inflexible.

" You will answer for this bloodshed before

God," he angrily exclaimed.
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"I shall not do so," replied Garcia Moreno,

calmly,
" but he who could have prevented these

hideous crimes and did not do so."
"

I know why you speak to me like this !

"

" And I am glad that you understand what I

mean, without any further explanation," replied
Garcia Moreno.

It is said that even his mother, who was then

eighty years old, and whom he loved with the

greatest tenderness, tried to induce him to pardon
Viola.

"
My mother !

" he exclaimed, with the

deepest emotion,
" ask of me what you will, but

not an act of weakness which would lose the

country." At five o'clock, as he had decreed, Viola

was taken to the plain of Guayaquil and shot.

Garcia Moreno, on leaving Guayaquil, addressed

his comrades as follows :

" Your courage has saved the Republic. The

pirates have had to leave our shores, and the fili-

busters of Santa Rosa have not even dared wait

for you. Some have escaped the sword of justice

by hiding in the woods ; but before they continue

their infamous trade, let them remember these

words :

' The scaffold set up for the criminal will

be the guarantee for the peace and security of all

honest men.'
"

Urbina and his accomplices profited by the

advice. Jambeli was their last crusade during the

lifetime of Moreno. They could congratulate them-

selves certainly on their prowess ! Besides the

blood shed in this fratricidal war, they had cost

their country, in one year, upwards of a million

piastres.
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THE ONE NECESSARY MAN.

1865.

AFTER this heroic expedition, Garcia Moreno,

already considered as the hero of Ecuador, became,
in the eyes of all, the man sent by Providence to

conquer the revolutionary monster who was pre-

paring to devour them. His return to Quito was a

real triumph. The most touching homage was
offered him by the seventeen Urbinists whom he

had pardoned, in a piece of poetry which recorded

both his exploits and his generosity. But sadness

was mingled with their joy, for at that moment he

was to give up his post as President to his successor.

A magnificent address was presented to him by
all the inhabitants of Quito, which recorded the

enormous benefits he had conferred on his country.

They offered him at the same time a gold medal set

in diamonds, on which was inscribed :

" To Garcia

Moreno, a model of virtue, in remembrance of all

the services he has rendered to his country." They
sent a petition also to the Congress that he might
be created General-in-Chief of the army.

There was still a doubt whether this general

expression of opinion would be ratified by the
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Liberal deputies, some of whom threatened to

accuse him publicly of "
certain arbitrary and illegal

acts." The patriotic party, furious at this infamous

proposal, placarded the walls of the capital with an

emphatic answer to all these accusations, which

only served to enhance the glory of his reign as

President. Garcia Moreno himself gave to the

Congress
" an account of his stewardship," with the

greatest calmness and dignity. Like the noble

Roman who was dragged before the Senate for

having gone beyond his authority, he simply said :

"
I have saved my country in spite of your Con-

gress." Then as a true statesman and one who

really loved his country, he pointed out to them the

vices of their present system, imploring them to lose

no time in correcting the faults of the Constitution ;

to strengthen the hands of the Executive, to suppress

the antagonism existing between the different de-

partments, and to restore to the head of the State

the power of revoking the appointments of un-

worthy agents ; ending with the words :

" Without

a really strong Government, the Republic, given up
to the abettors of Revolution, will march from crisis

to crisis till she founders in the deep sea of anarchy
and ruin."

Then having entered into details as to the

financial, agricultural, and commercial state of the

country, he added :

"
I wish I could have given you

a more satisfactory picture of the state of the

Republic. But if I have not done all I wished, I can

at least carry away with me the intimate conviction

that I have omitted no sacrifice to ensure her

defence and prosperity ;
as also, to have had no
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earthly motive in my actions save her interests and
her grandeur."

This frank and modest speech made a great

impression on the members of the Congress. With
the exception of one or two desperate Radicals,

envious of his glory, both Liberals and Conservatives

united to glorify a man who had rendered such

important services to his country. The answer of

the Congress was significant.
" The Government

has had to bear the burden of continual wars : we

may regret, from feelings of humanity, the shedding
of blood in Ecuador ; but we are bound to add that

the President has covered himself with immortal

glory by restoring order and peace to the Republic
each time that her safety was threatened. Seeing
his self-abnegation, his sublime efforts, and his

heroic sacrifices, we hereby declare that the chief of

the State has deserved well of his country. We
count on the zeal of the new President, who, we

hope, will march in the noble path of his pre-
decessor."

The Constitution forbade the retiring President

to leave the country for a year after his term of

office had expired, unless authorized to do so by
Congress. Garcia Moreno, who wanted to feel

himself quite free, demanded this authorization.

But at once a storm broke out throughout the

country at the bare idea of Garcia Moreno's leaving
it.

" To allow the ex-President to quit Ecuador,"
the papers exclaimed,

" would be at once to open
the door to the anarchists. The founder of order

and progress could never expose his country to the

mean vengeance of the party of extermination.
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Neither the members of the Congress nor the new
President could consent to the departure of the

first citizen of Ecuador, the column of the State, the

terror of her enemies." So strong was the popular

feeling, that a petition to enforce the prohibition
was submitted to the Chambers, where it was

warmly discussed. One deputy after the other

represented the importance of Garcia Moreno's

presence to detect and repress the continual plots

of men who dreamt of nothing but the destruction

of the Republic ; that the "
iron hand "

of the ex-

President was their only rampart against these

attacks ; that if a dispute were to arise with jx

neighbouring power war with Peru, for instance

who could be put at the head of the army ? Or if

a squadron were to set sail, who would direct it ?

" The only possible leader by land or sea was Garcia

Moreno."

The deputies accordingly voted by an immense

majority a prohibition to leave the country "to a

man so necessary to the safety of the Republic" What
a testimony to the position and influence of Garcia

Moreno among men of ever}- shade of opinion !
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THE ASSASSIN VITERI.

1866.

THE new President inaugurated his career by an ad-

mirable speech against the Revolutionists.
" These

demagogues," he exclaimed,
" have made continual

efforts to overturn all order and justice, and it is

only at the price of the most heroic sacrifices that

the preceding Government has been able to save the

Conservative principles which are so justly dear to

the immense majority of the nation. The liberty

of which the Radicals boast is simply licence under

the name of liberty, borrowed from the Revolu-

tionary theories of France, which ends in their

tearing one another in pieces, and in the annihila-

tion of all order and peace."

Unfortunately, President Carrion, though an

honest and religious man, was entirely wanting in

the firmness and decision needful for the difficult

position in which he found himself. Hoping
to conciliate the Liberal party, he confided the

direction of affairs to his Home Minister, Manuel

Bustamante, who was well known for his hostility

to Garcia Moreno.

The only person who really checked the pro-
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ceedings of the Radicals was Garcia Moreno

himself, so that they determined to get rid of him

by the dagger of an assassin.

At the beginning of 1866, all eyes were turned

towards Chili, which country was at that moment
at war with Spain, who had blocked the port of

Valparaiso and bombarded the town. All the

Republics of South America rose up at this news ;

and Garcia Moreno at the head of the patriots,

declared "that the moment was come when the

peril of one became a menace to the existence of

all." A treaty was accordingly concluded between

Ecuador, Peru, Chili, and Bolivia, which stipulated
that each would arm in defence of their rights.

Every preparation was made for war, for Spain was

blocking Callao and menaced Guayaquil. General

Darquea undertook the defence of the latter city,

and Garcia Moreno was implored to take the

command of the army. This idea exasperated the

Radicals to such a degree that Carrion, always

hoping to steer a middle course between the two

opposing parties, decided to send him as Minister

to Chili in order to conclude a commercial treaty

with that country, but in reality in hopes of

appeasing the revolutionary camp.
The Revolutionists were rejoiced : not only the

Government lost its firmest supporter, but this

voyage to Chili would give them an opportunity of

getting rid of their mortal enemy. Already they
had tried to assassinate him at Carolina, a country
house near Quito to which he had retired ; but the

remorse of one of the conspirators had obliged them
to postpone their design.
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Garcia Moreno was to embark at Guayaquil on

the 27th of June, and stop a few hours at Lima to

confer with the President Prado. The week before

his departure he was warned that he would be

assassinated on the road, and that at Lima he

would only be welcomed by revolvers and daggers.
He knew well what he had to expect from these

masters in crime ; but he belonged to a race of

brave men who trust in God and never draw back

before any danger. He left Guayaquil accordingly,

accompanied only by his secretary, D. Pablo Herrera,

and Don Ignazio de Alcazar, a member of the

Legation. Herrera had his son with him, a boy
of fourteen, and Garcia Moreno a little niece of

eight years old who was bound for Valparaiso.
That was all his escort.

The steamer reached Callao on the 2nd of July.
Garcia Moreno instantly took the train, which

arrived at Lima at noon. Ignazio de Alcazar was
the first to leave the carriage to speak to the attache

of the Embassy who was come to receive them.

Garcia Moreno followed him, and then turned round

to help his little niece to get down to the platform.
At that moment a man named Viteri, a relation of

Urbina's, dashed up to him calling him " a robber

and an assassin," and fired two balls at his head.

The balls pierced through his hat, and quick as

lightning, Garcia Moreno seized the arm of the

assassin, and thus turned away the third ball. A
friend of his, D. Felix Luque, rushed forward to

help him, but was himself wounded in the hand by
an accomplice of Viteri's. Ignazio de Alcazar then

dashed upon the assassin, and battered his head
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with the barrel of his revolver. This horrible scene

lasted only an instant the police came too late, as

usual ; but Ignazio pointed Viteri out to them, who
was again aiming a pistol at the head of Garcia

Moreno. The murderer was seized, and Garcia

Moreno gave up his revolver to the prefect fully

loaded, he having had the magnanimity not to blow
out the brains of his enemy, but only to turn away
the weapon which menaced his life. The news of

this horrible attempt flew through the town. The
President of the Republic hastened to send his own

carriage with orders to bring Garcia Moreno to the

Palace, for he had been wounded both in the forehead

and the hand. He traversed the capital amidst a

crowd of sympathizers. At the Palace, he was
received with every demonstration of respect by the

President Prado, who did not know how to express
his regret sufficiently for what had happened. He
threw the assassin into prison and ordered him to

be brought before the judges without delay.
Then was shown the infamous character of the

infernal band which governs the world. The

attempt at assassination was made in public a host

of witnesses gave evidence of the facts ;
but it was

an assassination ordered by the Freemasons : the

judges were all members of the lodges and friends

of Urbina's; the consequence of which was that

they delayed the trial till the public excitement was

.over, and the ocular witnesses dispersed. Then

Viteri, with the most barefaced audacity, declared

that the attack had been made by Garcia Moreno
himself! To make a long story short, the assassin

was acquitted amidst the cheers of the sects, and to
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the everlasting disgrace of the judges. This shame-

ful mockery of justice excited the utmost indignation
in Quito. The President Carrion wrote a letter of

sympathy to Garcia Moreno, which was seconded

by Bustamante ;
but no effort was made to insist on

reparation or on the punishment of the murderer.

Garcia Moreno, who was above both the insolence

of his accusers and the ingratitude and indifference

of the Ecuador Government, went on his way to

Chili in spite of fresh warnings of attempted assas-

sination at Valparaiso which would undoubtedly
await him.

On the contrary, the President of Chili and all

the most distinguished persons in the capital,

received the illustrious Ambassador with the respect

due, not only -to his high office, but to his glorious

character. The papers had been full of his heroic

struggles against the Revolution
;
his extraordinary

bravery, which had won the admiration of the whole

world ;
his constant friendliness towards Chili

during his Presidency ; and now the brutal attempt
at his assassination in Lima

;
so that even before his

arrival he had won every heart and enlisted every

sympathy. The speech he made at his official

reception confirmed all these favourable impressions
and made the Chilians understand that they had not

only a hero before them, but a real friend. After

enumerating the various ways in which the union of

the two countries could be made thoroughly effective

and permanent, he added :

" In spite of our com-
mercial interests, which combine so admirably, one

region producing what its neighbour requires, we
have hitherto put every sort of obstacle in the way,
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by means of custom-houses and tariffs, of the free

exchange of our products, and thus paralyzed the

full scope of our industries. But now the day is

come when all these inventions of an egoistical

policy will have been proved to be useless and

pernicious. A common peril has revealed to us the

advantages of union. As the thunder and lightning

serve to purify the air, so the unjust aggression of

Spain will have given us the cohesion which until

now was the only thing wanting."
He succeeded in his mission in a wonderful

manner. Diplomatic, consular, and postal con-

ventions ; treaties of alliance, commerce, and

navigation ; a better understanding of international

relations all was regulated to the greatest ad-

vantage of the contracting parties. More than this,

during the six months that he passed in Chili, Garcia

Moreno had the opportunity of entering into rela-

tions with all the most illustrious men in the country.

Everywhere his deep science, his noble character,

and that union of eminent gifts and qualities which

distinguished him above all others, roused their

profoundest esteem and admiration. In the learned

societies where he was entreated to speak, he per-

fectly amazed his hearers by his vast knowledge of

so many different subjects ; and especially by his

system of social regeneration based on the laws of

the Catholic Church.

The Chilian society conceived the greatest

reverence for this great man, who, only too happy
to meet with Christian hearts capable of under-

standing and loving him, was the more attracted

towards them, as the false Liberalism of his own
M
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country had so often disheartened him and left him

unprepared to meet with such real sympathy and

appreciation. Later on, he never spoke of this

journey to Chili without emotion.

This was the result of the last and newest Radical

conspiracy against him. The name of Garcia

Moreno only shone with a brighter light throughout

America, where it became well understood that if

all the fury of Freemasons and Revolutionists were

directed towards the ex-President, it W7as because

he was the only man of whom they feared the

power.
The events we are about to record will prove

that their instincts were not at fault.

CHAPTER XIX.

THE FALL OF PRESIDENT CARRION.

1867.

ON returning from Chili, Garcia Moreno only spent
a few days at Quito to give account of his mission

to the President, and then returned to Guayaquil to

his brother Pablo to help him in his business.

Having no private fortune, and being far too

scrupulous to profit by his late position at the

expense of the public, he had no other resource but

to work for his living. Besides, with the weak and

vacillating policy of Carrion and the hostility of

Bustamante, he had nothing to do at Quito until

the Conservatives should again implore his help to
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save them from the Radical torrent which again
threatened to overwhelm them.

In fact, for more than a year the revolutionary

papers had made a regular crusade against religion

and order. In the electoral campaign of 1867, the

most ultra-Radicals were chosen as candidates. A
club called

" The Republican Society," which Garcia

Moreno had closed, was re-opened, and from thence

the most scandalous publications were issued daily

against the past and present Government. Never-

theless the Government remained apparently in-

different, and the result was that the elections were

carried by the Revolutionists. Garcia Moreno,

however, was triumphantly chosen as Senator, in

spite of all the efforts of the Urbinists. Finding him
an insuperable obstacle to their plans, they deter-

mined to invalidate his election ; a proceeding which

was entirely contrary to law and justice, as a man
chosen by the provincial Junta could not, according
to the Constitution, be deprived of his post as

Senator. Garcia Moreno knew that his enemies

had determined to exclude him from the Senate, but

was equally determined to appear in his place at the

opening of the Chambers.

Nothing could be more hostile than the majority
of the Senators. Pedro Carbo, Urbina's factotum,
had been elected President ; Parra, Vice-President ;

Endara, Secretary: it was, in fact, an Urbinist

club.

The President's feeble message having been

read, the verification of the election of the Senators

followed. Garcia Moreno submitted his, like the

.rest. Endara, who had to read out the official
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notices, was so troubled by Garcia Moreno's

presence, that he stumbled at every word. The
next day it was announced that all the elections

were valid save that of Garcia Moreno. His ex-

clusion was to be debated in the Chamber, and he

was requested to withdraw during the discussion.

This was the height of injustice. In certain

countries of Europe, the system of arbitrary invali-

dation of the election of honest men is audaciously
carried out ;

but at least they are allowed to be

present to defend their rights and avenge their

honour, while in Ecuador you are judged in your
absence. Garcia Moreno, certain that the verdict

would be hostile, prepared to return to Guayaquil.

Things, however, did not go quite as smoothly
as his enemies hoped. Among the Senators was
a conscientious and just man, Dr. Antonio Mata, a

political enemy of Garcia Moreno's, but a passionate
lover of right and justice. Hardly had the proposal
been made (to invalidate Garcia Moreno's election),

than he protested in the name of the law against the

decision, declaring
"
that they were absolutely in-

competent, according to the Constitution, to dis-

qualify any Senator who had been elected by the

provincial Junta." To this reasoning the majority
could only oppose ridiculous arguments, vociferations

against the Junta and fresh invectives against Garcia

Moreno. Mestanza became insolent and declared

that all the* evils of Ecuador arose from men "who
followed too closely the Gospel precept of offering

the left cheek to those who had smitten them on the

right," and then burst forth in fresh abuse of the

ex- President. Dr. Mata indignantly replied "that
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he was far from being one of those evangelical men
of whom the lawyer Mestanza had spoken : that

he was too quick of temper and too ready to revenge
an insult. But that, at the bottom of his soul he

had a conscience and this conscience told him that

he had come to the Senate not to indulge in his

personal wrongs or animosities, but to give expres-
sion to those feelings of right and justice which no
one could eradicate from his heart."

Three or four of the Senators only had the

courage to vote with Dr. Mata for Garcia Moreno ;

the rest, blinded by their passions, pronounced his

exclusion from the Senate. Then, having got rid of

the one man whose honesty they feared, they pro-
ceeded to pass a variety of laws against the police

and in favour of conspirators, which culminated

in a formal accusation against President Carrion

and his Ministers of illegal legislative proceedings.
This was a declaration of war. Bustamante im-

prisoned Mestanza and five other Senators : but the

Congress declared that they would sit indefinitely

till they were released. Carrion then [decreed the

dissolution of the Congress, and sent a battalion to

disperse the members in case of resistance. But in

consequence of the new law not a single officer

could be found who would notify to the Congress
the decree of dissolution. The members, furious at

seeing themselves surrounded by soldiers, burst forth

in invectives against Carrion and Bustamante. But

instead of arrests or punishment, Bustamante sent

in his resignation. Then Carrion, to save (himself

from the Radical horde which his weakness had

encouraged, chose a new Ministry, composed entirely
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of Garcia Moreno's friends, and offered him the

command of the army. But Garcia Moreno replied

that though quite ready to meet the wishes of the

Government, he "
thought that that position should

be reserved for military men." He was perfectly

right to refuse any share in the weak administration

of President Carrion, for only a fortnight later, in

order to save Bustamante, he offered to dismiss the

Conservative Ministers and appoint Liberals in their

stead. The Senate replied by a verdict of censure

upon the President, "who," they declared, "had
rendered himself unworthy of the dignity to which

he had been raised."

Carrion was obliged, in consequence, to resign

his Presidency. By the laws of the Constitution

the Vice-President, Arteta, was to occupy the place
till a fresh President was elected. But this did not

suit the Radicals. Arteta was both a Conservative

and a Catholic, so they quickly dismissed him, on

some pretended plea of illegality, and Pedro Carbo,
President of the Council, was appointed in his place,

and determined to recall Urbina and re-establish a

Radical Republic.

Before, however, this coup d'etat could be fully

carried out, the sudden arrival of Garcia Moreno
was announced. He had returned from Guayaquil

owing to the unexpected and serious illness of his

little girl. Greatly disconcerted at this news, the

Radicals hesitated : the Conservatives flew to Garcia

Moreno as to one sent by God to save them from

ruin : people and deputies implored him to take

once more the reins of Government to save the

country from a relapse into utter anarchy. He
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found himself, in fact, absolute master of the

position, and had only to say one word to determine

a universal pronunciamento in his favour. But he

would not : only he promised them to bar the way
of the Revolution, and by one of those able and

rapid actions which were so familiar to him, to foil

all the plans of the Socialists.

Convoking a council of his political friends, he

made them understand that a complete change of

Government, if carried out with promptitude and

resolution, would at once restore order and peace.
President Carrion must resign and be replaced

by the Vice-President, Arteta, who would proceed

immediately with the election of a new head of

the State. Garcia Moreno proposed Don Xavier

Espinoza, for the vacant President's chair, a lawyer
esteemed by all for his love of justice, and besides

an excellent Catholic. He was a moderate Liberal

in politics, and such a choice would rally both Con-

servatives and Liberals, so that the Urbinists would

lose all power and influence.

With his habitual energy, Garcia Moreno set

himself to carry out this programme, which had

received the universal approval of his friends. He
first intimated to Carrion the necessity for his

resignation, which he agreed to, having first ascer-

tained that the army would not support him. Then

Arteta, in his position as Vice-President, instantly

issued a decree convoking the electors to choose

a fresh President. The name of Espinoza was
received with such enthusiasm by the people, that

the Radicals did not dare propose an opponent. A
month after, the crisis was over, and the new Govern-
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ment installed for eighteen months, that is, to the

end of the time fixed by the Constitution.

On the 25th of December, Garcia Moreno wrote

to a friend from Guayaquil :

"
I have just come back

from Quito, where I went solely to see my little girl,

who was dying. You know already how Providence

had led me to that town at that moment. The
candidate whom I presented for the Presidency
was received with enthusiasm even by a certain

number of Radicals. The elections, which ended

on the 2ist of this month, have brought about

peace and concord. We may now boast of having
the best of men as President. Our poor Ecuador

has just passed through a terrible crisis, which might
have ended in a disastrous civil war." J

Let us add, before concluding this chapter, that

if civil war did not break out in this unhappy country,
it was only thanks to the energy and ability of our

Christian hero, who, without any personal ambition

or interested views, thought of nothing but the

welfare of his country, and would never make

peace with the partisans of the Revolution.

1 Letter to DonT Felix Luque. See Verdadera Situation Politico,.

Lima, 1875, p. 8.



CHAPTER XX.

THE CATASTROPHE AT IBARRA.

1868.

Is there a more fatal heresy than Catholic Liberalism

in honest men ? We shall have full proofs of the

result of thus striving to reconcile impossible theories

in the short but sad career of President Espinoza.

Undoubtedly by permitting the successive failures

of Carrion and Espinoza, two honest and good men,
God wished to prove to all that the policy of Garcia

Moreno, based upon Christian principles alone, is

the only one which is both truly stable and Con-
servative.

Don Xavier Espinoza, the best of men, would

have made also the best of Presidents if he had not

fallen into the Liberal snares. Well versed in all

legal and parliamentary fictions and utterly unsus-

picious of intrigues, which he refused to believe

in unless materially proved, he quickly became a

plaything in the hands of the Revolutionists.

He thought to conciliate all parties by choosing
Ministers of different and contradictory views. Garcia

Moreno's ideas were represented as monstrous and

tyrannical : and the calumnies daily reproduced in

the papers did not fail to produce a bad effect on the
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mind of a Liberal Government. Then began the

usual Masonic intrigues which we have had so

often to record. The sects worked very quietly
and underground, so as not to arouse the sus-

picions of the virtuous Espinoza. Under pretence
of avenging the liberty of the Press, all social and

religious questions were again brought forward. In

vain Garcia Moreno tried to open the eyes of the

Government. Espinoza would not believe in the

danger, and waited for facts to prove his assertions.

Ecuador, in fact, was about to assist at a second

representation of the piece played the year before

under President Carrion. Unable to bear this state

of things any longer, Garcia Moreno made up his

mind to retire to the country. He took a hacienda

called Guachala, in the north, not far from Ibarra,

with the intention of cultivating it himself. It was
to be the means of restoring his health, which had

been greatly broken by the tremendous agitations
and fatigues of his political life, and also by the

domestic sorrows and trials which he had endured

during the last few years. His charming and

admirable wife, Rosa Arcasubi, had died, and he

had married a second time, Dona Mariana de

Alcazar, a niece of the Arcasubi. When he first

proposed this alliance to the mother of the young

lady, that noble woman replied, weeping, that she

could not give him her child ; that she dreaded too

much the anxious days and the nights full of anguish
which had shortened the life of his first wife. She

could not bear to think of such an existence for her

daughter, who would have to wonder, day by day, if

they would not bring her back her husband with a
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ball in his head, or the thrust of a dagger in his

heart ! But Mariana loved him ; and as it was

impossible to dispute Garcia Moreno's will, he

married her, and they were intensely happy. She
had on her side youth, love, and a courage which

did not fear to meet the dangers which her mother
so greatly dreaded for her. It was true that

from that moment her anxieties never ceased ; the

attempt at assassination at Lima, the odious and
infamous invalidation of his election as Senator,
and finally the illness and death of their little girl,

the first-fruits of their love, had initiated the poor

young wife into her long martyrdom. He now

brought his loving and gentle
"
Marianita," as she

was called in her family, to this country home
surrounded with beautiful woods and meadows,

quite determined to pitch his tent there and to

procure, with his flocks and herds, not only the

calm joys of home, but also the ease and comfort

which his agricultural knowledge would easily

afford him. But it seemed as if God would not

permit this man, the visible instrument of His

Providence, to have a moment's peace. He had

permitted him to rest for a short time in this

oasis, only to exercise once more his mission as the

saviour of his country. On August 13, 1868, volcanic

eruptions and earthquakes convulsed the whole

province of Ibarra. During the night of the I5th
and i6th, towards one o'clock in the morning, a

tremendous shock woke the inhabitants of the

capital of Ibarra. Houses and churches fell, men,

women, and children were buried under the ruins.

Of the 10,000 men of whom the population of Ibarra
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was composed, more than half were killed ; and the

rest were lying under the fallen masonry, wounded,
half-suffocated, and utterly in despair. To make
the position worse, bands of brigands flocked into

the town like vultures after their prey, who, instead

of helping the sick and dying, simply stripped them
of everything they had left. Seeing this, the savage
Indians of the neighbouring districts, uttering their

war-cry, came down from the mountains to try and
take possession once more of the ancient kingdom
of the Incas. Like demons from Hell they made
the ruins echo with the words :

" Viva the great

Atahualpa !

" The unhappy inhabitants of Ibarra,

flying from one set of enemies, only encountered

others, and everywhere met with theft, pillage, and
death.

When these terrible events became known, the

Government instantly turned to Garcia Moreno,

imploring him to save the remnant of these

unhappy people, and appointing him civil and

military Governor of the province of Ibarra.

Garcia Moreno did not hesitate to sacrifice his

quiet and happiness at Guachala to this imperative
call of duty. He took with him several battalions

of chosen troops to restore order and direct the

works for the rescue of the people. They were

stopped at a short distance from Ibarra by the

River Ambi, which had flooded the whole country.
Even the bravest of the soldiers shrank from attempt-

ing to cross the torrent without boats or rafts. But
Garcia Moreno dashed on horseback into the stream,
and his companions, after having almost despaired
of his safety, to their great relief saw him land
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safely on the opposite bank. Encouraged by his

example, they faced the terrible passage, which was

only a prelude to the heroic acts they had yet to

accomplish.
As soon as they arrived at Ibarra, Garcia Moreno

hastened to organize the work of rescuing the half-

buried people, for any delay would entail the death

of a number of victims. Other bodies of soldiers

attacked the banditti and Indians and succeeded

in driving them back to the mountains. So as to

restore justice and the rights of property, a tribunal

was appointed to condemn and punish those who
were found guilty of theft and other crimes. A
band of grave-diggers was also selected, not only
to bury the dead, but to rescue the living, many of

whom still breathed, though buried for so many
hours beneath the ruins. Garcia Moreno rescued

thus his old enemy, Gomez de la Torre, and also

the sister of the Colombian Charge d'Affaires, a

virtuous Carmelite, who had taken refuge in Ibarra

when the Masonic persecution had closed the

convents in her own country.
The great difficulty was to find enough pro-

visions to feed the rescued people, who were literally

dying of hunger. By his appeal to the charity of

the whole country Garcia Moreno raised money in

all the towns, while cargoes of provisions were sent

from the country. Poor as he was himself, he put
down his own name for a thousand piastres, and

desired his wife to send from their hacienda every-

thing that could be collected by way of food. He
superintended the distribution himself, so as to

prevent any frauds or abuses. Certain merchants
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having tried to make a profit of the things sent

by charging exorbitant prices to the starving people,

he caused them to' be publicly flogged in the market-

place, which at once put a stop to the infamous

traffic.

Very soon, thanks to his indefatigable activity,

order reigned in the province. The birds of prey

disappeared ; the population who remained were

placed in tents ; pioneers traced the plans of a new

city which was soon to rise from the ruins ; and

everywhere confidence and hope were restored. In

vain Garcia Moreno's enemies tried to incriminate

his acts and sully his charity by odious imputations.
The people of Ibarra rose as one man to refute these

odious calumnies, and in a touching address enu-

merated all he had done for them, declaring
"
that

words failed them worthily to thank their saviour,

and that it seemed to them that God had created

him on purpose to console them in so terrible a

misfortune." J

A month later, when Garcia Moreno's task was

accomplished, the people came in a body to wish

him "
good-bye," as if he had been their real father.

All burst into tears and overwhelmed him with

thanks and blessings. Soon after, the ladies of

Ibarra, -in the name of the province, presented
him with a medal set in diamonds with this

inscription :

" To the saviour of Ibarra."

Alas ! these earthquakes and terrible ruins were

but a feeble image of the evils wrought in his country

by the Revolution. We are now about to follow him

1 Un Sentimento di Gratltud. Signed,
" Los Ibarrenos." Quito,

September, 1868.
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in his last campaign against these implacable enemies

of the Republic, which he was finally to save and
deliver.

CHAPTER XXI.

FALL OF PRESIDENT ESPINOZA.

1869.

THE President and his Ministers could not do less

than congratulate warmly Garcia Moreno on his

triumph at Ibarra. He himself took the oppor-

tunity to warn Espinoza of the rising of the Radical

waves, which would soon engulph the vessel of the

State if vigorous measures of repression were not

immediately adopted. But it was useless : and dis-

couraged at the failure of his attempts, Garcia

Moreno returned again to his beloved home of

Guachala, leaving the future in the hands of God.

But the year 1868 was closing, and the new Pre-

sidential Election was to take place the following

year, so that it was time to think of choosing a

successor to Espinoza. Garcia Moreno had cast

his eyes on General Darquea, a loyal and valiant

soldier, who commanded the Guayaquil district.
" As for myself," he replied to the many entreaties

of his friends,
"

I do not desire power. If the

JRadicals force me to take it to save the country in

a few months, I will try and do so, with the grace
of God. But when that is done, I shall give up the

place to the elect of the people, who will certainly

be General Darquea." But the Conservatives were
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not of his opinion ; and the majority of the

electors published a manifesto, dated November 28,

1868, which affirmed that, having consulted men of

every class throughout the country, they were

unanimous in proposing Garcia Moreno as the only
candidate fitted, under present circumstances, to fill

the office of President. This manifesto was received

with cries of joy from one part of Ecuador to the

other. From every province,( Cuenca, Riobamba,

Loja, Guaranda, and Babahoyo,) came millions of

signatures of adhesion to the proposal. The Liberals

of all shades of opinion felt that they must unite to

propose an Opposition candidate. But where could

such a one be found ? At last they chose a relation

of Urbina's, Francisco Aguirre, a man utterly with-

out character or talent, but who would be a ready
tool in the hands of the Socialists. Garcia Moreno

was, of course, described in their papers in the usual

manner " as a tyrant, an assassin, a hypocrite, a

violator of the laws, and the executioner of honest

men." The Conservatives began to be anxious at

the silence of Garcia Moreno, when on the i.8th of

December came a manifesto from him which dissi-

pated all their fears. After mentioning under what

circumstances he had accepted the candidature, and

having exposed the tactics of his enemies, he made
a solemn appeal to the justice of the people, and

urged them by an honest verdict to judge between

him and his calumniators. Then he gave a sum-

mary of the principles on which, if elected, he

meant to govern.
"
Respect and protection for the

Catholic Church
;
firm adhesion to the Holy See ;

education based on faith and morals ; diffusion of
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teaching among every class ; the completion of the

public roads, to open out communications through-
out the country ; guarantees for persons, properties,

commerce, agriculture, and every species of industry ;

liberty for all and for everything, except for crime and

criminals; a just, prompt, and energetic repression
of anarchy and rebellion ; the maintenance of peace-
ful relations with all our allies ; promotion to good

appointments for all honest men according to their

merits and abilities ; this is my programme. I wish

for everything which will contribute to make Ecuador
a free, noble, rich, and really civilized country.
This will be the rule of my conduct if the suffrages

of the people place the power once more in my
hands."

Having published this manifesto, which delighted
the Conservatives as much as it enraged his enemies,
Garcia Moreno remained quietly at Guachala, occu-

pied with his flocks and herds. He had accepted
the candidature at the entreaty of his friends, but he

left it to them to fight the battle. At the beginning
of 1869, however, finding that the Revolution was
bent on a coup d'etat, they felt that it was time for

him to take some active steps to arrest it. Not

finding him at Quito, they went on to Guachala,
and arrived there at eleven o'clock at night. Garcia

Moreno had gone to bed, when his Indian servants

came to tell him that a number of gentlemen on

horseback had arrived and wished to speak to him.

His first impulse was to seize his sabre and re-

volver, for he had been warned the day before that

some assassins from New Granada were about to

make a fresh attempt on his life. To his great
N
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surprise, he found only a group of his most devoted

friends. They hastened to explain trie motive of

their visit ; the Radical insurrection which was on

the point of breaking out, and the inconceivable

inertia of the President. They added "
that he alone

could save the country, and that they had come to

implore him to return with them to Quito." He at

first replied
"
that he saw no means of saving it,

and that he was weary of struggling for men so

stupid as the Catholic Liberals. Did they not

deserve to fall under the rod of Urbina?" His

friends replied: "That is true enough; but you
swore not to let the people fall again into the hands

of that tyrant." A few hours later he had taken

leave of his wife and had started with his friends

for Quito. He found himself immediately sur-

rounded by Conservatives from the provinces,

bringing every detail of the plans of the con-

spirators. Urbina had arrived at Tumbez with

Rios and Franco : the Revolution was to break

out without delay at Guayaquil ; after having assas-

sinated General Darquea they were to open the

prisons and corrupt the garrison. At Cuenca, three

famous Urbinists had arranged matters so well that

all were to rise at once. They announced that they
should walk over the bodies of their enemies, and
that the i5th of January would inaugurate a new
era ! A treaty had been made between Urbina and

Mosquera, by which the country was to be divided,
while Garcia Moreno was to be seized at Guachala.

These alarming rumours were in every mouth ; yet
the Government refused to take any measure to

ensure the public safety. Espinoza continued wil-
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fully blind. His faithful Home Minister, Camillo

Ponce, in despair at his apathy, sent in his resigna-
tion. Garcia Moreno went himself to Espinoza,

imploring him to save the Republic. Espinoza
refused to move. At last, Garcia Moreno and his

friends held a secret council to decide on what was
to be done. Active resistance had become impera-

tive, if they were not to be crushed by Urbina and

Mosquera. Garcia Moreno ordered all his friends

from the provinces to return to their posts and
to inform the well-disposed of the effort which was

going to be made in the capital, so as to encourage
them to resist. In the meantime the Radicals had

observed with some anxiety the movement among
the leading Catholics, and resolved to anticipate
the execution of their plot, and to upset Espinoza on

Monday the i8th of January. On Saturday evening
all their most influential men met in a house in the

quarter called St. Juan, to settle the final details of

the proposed rising. Garcia Moreno found this out

from one of his spies, and instantly summoned his

friends.
"
If you wish to save the country/' he exclaimed,

"you must not act to-morrow, but this very night.

It is now ten o'clock. At midnight I will go to the

barracks and try and gain the army on our side.

You will follow me, but singly, so as not to attract

attention. If I am killed, you can then retire with-

out being compromised in any way. If, as I hope,
I succeed, you will join me in the barracks, and I

will give you each a certain number of soldiers to

assist the President and seize the Revolutionists in

the midst of their council."
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Garcia Moreno accordingly went to the barracks

a little before midnight. Seeing a stranger draw

near to the barrack gates, the sentinel on guard
made the usual demand,

" Who goes there ?
"

" Garcia Moreno."

In presence of the chief whom all loved and

respected, the soldier was troubled, and asked him
" what he was thinking of doing at such an hour ?

"

"
I wish to save religion and the country. You

know me well ; let me pass."
" Viva Garcia Moreno !

"
replied the soldier.

Arrived at the guard-house, he went straight to

the officer on duty with his men, and announced to

them that the infamous Urbina having again under-

taken to revolutionize the country, he had once more
come to appeal to the army to defend their native

land.
" Viva Garcia Moreno !

"
they all cried.

At the noise made by their comrades, the rest of

the garrison woke up and came down to know what
was the matter. Garcia Moreno, in a few energetic

words, made them understand the danger they were

in. His speech carried conviction to them all.

Even the generals who would not take the initiative

in the promoteiamento were equally delighted to

place themselves under the orders of Garcia Moreno.
He at once took command of the troops ; sent one

body to assist Espinoza, and another to seize the

Revolutionists in the Club of St. Juan. But the

latter had already got wind of the event of the night,
and had made their escape in different directions.

The next morning all the principal inhabitants of

the city met at the Government House, under the
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presidency of Raphael Carvajal, and drew up a

statement declaring
" that the President Espinoza,

having betrayed the confidence of the people, and
taken no steps whatever to check the revolutionary
movement organized by Urbina, he was deposed
from the Presidency, which was entrusted to Garcia

Moreno for the time being, with full power to pre-

serve order and peace both within and without the

Republic, and to punish those who threatened the

country with a bloody and disastrous revolution.

That a National Convention would be convoked to

reform the Constitution, but that the proposed
reforms would be subject to the ratification of the

people." This manifesto was instantly published
and distributed throughout the country, amidst cries

of joy from the people. Garcia Moreno replied by a

proclamation, in which he stated
"
that, having in

vain tried to persuade Espinoza to take active

measures to save the Republic, he had put himself

at the head of the army for that purpose. That at

Guayaquil the agents of Urbina were negotiating
with the traitors in that town to deliver it up to the

tyrant from whom they had already suffered so

much ; that a like conspiracy had been set on foot

in other places. That, in consequence, he had ac-

cepted the perilous charge of striving to save the

country from this fresh conspiracy, with no other

motive but the love and devotion he had for his

countrymen.
" As a proof of my sincerity," he

added in conclusion,
"

I swear before God and the

whole nation, on my word of honour, that when
once order is restored and the Constitution reformed,
I will resign my powers into the hands of any citizen
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who may be elected by the free votes of the people.
Even if I were again elected, I should refuse the

Presidency/'
It was now necessary to obtain the adhesion

of the provinces, and Garcia Moreno started by
forced marches for Guayaquil, so that no one should

be prepared for his arrival. On the road he re-

established his authority at Latacunga, Ambato>

Giiaranda, and Babahoyo. Arriving at Guayaquil
on the 2oth at nine o'clock in the evening, he flew to

the artillery barracks, which was the head-quarters
of the Urbinists. Calling together the officers and

men, he explained to them all that had been accom-

plished at Quito, and was met with demonstrations

of joy and cries of
" Viva Garcia Moreno !

" The

infantry barracks received him equally well, so that

on the 2ist he could put out a manifesto similar to

that already mentioned at the Capital, which was

accepted by the people with the same enthusiasm.

Garcia Moreno thought it prudent, however, to

place the province of Guayaquil in a state of siege.

The Urbinists had made it their arsenal
; so that

all the possessors of arms, ammunition, and mili-

tary stores were ordered to bring them to the

head of the police within twenty-four hours, or

be considered and treated as traitors. A decree

condemned Pedro Carbo and other leaders of

the Revolution to banishment from the country,
and stipulated that all who had favoured them
should be tried and judged by military law. The
insurrection was, in fact, stifled in its germ. A few

days later Garcia Moreno received the warmest

expressions of attachment from Riobamba, Cuenca,
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Loja, and all the other provinces. The columns of

the official journal were not large enough to en-

register them all ! From one end of Ecuador to the

other, men were rejoiced that this counter-revolu-

tion had been effected without shedding a drop of

blood or firing a single shot, thanks to the energy of

the incomparable man who, for ten years, had

appeared in every crisis as the invincible defender

of religion and society. The Municipal Council of

Quito decreed that his bust should be placed in the

hall where they held their sittings,
"
in perpetual

remembrance of their gratitude for the magnanimous
and political ability he had shown in the transform-

ation which had just been effected." The " Patriotic

Society
"
offered him their warmest congratulations

"
for having saved the nation from civil war." The

" Conservative Society
"

caused a solemn Mass to

be celebrated, as an act of thanksgiving to God "for

the splendid triumph of Conservative principles, and

for the return to supreme power of the noble Chief,

whose heart beat solely for the glory of religion and

the good of his country."
To all these addresses and expressions of attach-

ment Garcia Moreno replied,
"
that by devoting

himself to the safety of his country, he had simply
done his duty, which did not demand any thanks

from his countrymen."
" Our gratitude," he added

" should be addressed to God. It is He alone Who
has saved us, with extraordinary promptitude, from

the terrible calamities with which we were threat-

ened. Therefore, to God alone be love, honour,

praise and glory, for ever and ever. Amen."
To this great Christian and eminent statesman
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remained the task, not less glorious and difficult, of

founding a really Christian Republic. This work of

true civilization, declared impossible in the nineteenth

century, we shall have the pleasure of showing our

readers, in the third part of this history, as having
been actually realized by Garcia Moreno.
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CHAPTER I.

A PRESIDENT IN SPITE OF HIMSELF.

1869.

ON resuming the government of the country,
Garcia Moreno was quite determined to realize

the idea of a truly Catholic State, of which he had

only been able to lay the foundations during his first

term as President. On the I2th of February he

took the first step by suppressing the University of

Quito, of which he had long deplored the incurable

vices.
"
Considering," says the decree,

"
that the

organization and direction of this public institution

have been so abused that the University, in addition

to the bad effects produced by the insufficiency of its

teaching, has been a hot-bed of perversion to the

youth who frequented it, owing to the detestable

doctrines therein inculcated, we declare the Univer-

sity dissolved, and the Council of Public Education

suppressed." Another decree closed the National

College of Cuenca, as
" another hot-bed of immo-

rality, founded at great expense two years before,

without any reason but that of wishing to injure the

prosperity of a Catholic College which was already

existing." The next thing he determined upon was

the reform of the clergy. The Revolutionists had
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so mutilated the Concordat as to deprive the

bishops of all power. Garcia Moreno hastened to

re-establish it in its integrity. Having also taken

other measures to restore financial and administra-

tive order in the. different departments of the State,

he published a decree convoking the electors. The
Convention was to consist of thirty deputies, three

for each province : the eligible candidates were to

be not less than thirty years of age, and to

possess a certain fortune. The principal work of

this Convention was to arrange the details of a new

Constitution, which was afterwards to be submitted

to the ratification of the people.
The prospect of this new Constitution, framed

by Garcia Moreno, and under his direct influence,

made the Radicals and Freemasons tremble with

rage. In spite of the exile of Pedro Carbo and
others of their leaders, they resolved once more to

try a fresh Revolution. At Guayaquil, General

Jose Vintimilla, a secret agent of Urbina's, having

corrupted certain artillery officers, went at six

o'clock in the morning to the house of General

Darquea, dragged him out of his bed, and carried

him off a prisoner to the barracks, where he was

placed under the guard of a certain number of men
with orders to shoot him if he attempted to escape.
Then the insurgents proceeded to the infantry

barracks, crying out, Viva Urbina ! Viva Carbo !

Viva Vintimilla ! But thanks to the energy of some of

the officers, a counter-revolution had been organized.
The two parties fought in the streets till the Revo-
lutionists were forced back to their barracks, where

they defended themselves as desperate men. During
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this time, General Darquea, seeing that his guards
were very unwilling to be constituted his jailers,

spoke to them quietly, pointed out to them how

they had been deceived and betrayed, and per-
suaded them to help him in defending the position.

Thereupon one of the soldiers, seeing Vintimilla

from the window, fired at him and shot him dead.

Profiting by the panic among the insurgents, owing
to the death of their leader, Darquea dashed out of

his prison, put himself at the head of his faithful

troops, and completed the rout of the enemy. Their

leaders fled ignominiously, leaving one hundred and

fifty men dead or wounded. Garcia Moreno heard

of the revolt and its suppression at the same time.

He congratulated the people and the army on the

fact that
" the treachery which had been hatching

for more than a year to deliver the Republic to the

infamous Urbina had ended so ignominiously."
"
Glory and honour to the God of armies," he

exclaimed, "the traitors reckoned on a triumph;

forgetting that in Heaven there is an Avenger of

wrong. Praise and gratitude are due also to the

heroic Generals Darquea and Uraga, and to all the

officers and men who so promptly put down the

insurrection. May the repentance of the guilty

enable us to judge them with mercy! The arm of

justice will fall solely on their leaders : on those

who sowed their gold in order to shed the blood of

their countrymen."
The result was the exile of several heads of the

movement to Peru and the imprisonment of others.

General Ignacio Vintimilla, brother and accomplice
of the rebel General, was ordered to quit Ecuador
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for a year. The state of siege was extended to all

the provinces, which intimidated the rebels, who
felt that the trade was too dangerous a one to be

continued. And the disgrace of several of the

members of the Council of War, who had acquitted
men found with arms in their hands, proved that

justice could no longer be mocked, as before, with

impunity.
This fresh attempt at insurrection, however,

made people think seriously of forcing Garcia

Moreno to take back his word and consent once

more to being elected President. Hearing of this,

Garcia Moreno put out an indignant protest, saying
that nothing on earth would induce him to break

his oath, and concluding with the words : "Every-
thing must be sacrificed to one's country save faith,

conscience, and honour."

The people ceased to petition : but the wish

to have Garcia Moreno as head of affairs was

stronger than ever. When he explained to his

friends his proposals for the new Constitution, the

leading men of his party represented to him how
useless it was to bring it forward without his

energetic arm to support it. After the failure of

Carrion and Espinoza, there was little to be hoped
for, even from Darquea, who had yielded to the

Liberal party in an imprudent letter in which he

had expressed his wish to be always guided by the

national will. But Garcia Moreno remained inflex-

ible. On the i6th of May he appeared before the

deputies to give an account of his short administra-

tion. His old Minister, Carvajal, was the President.

He opened his whole heart to them, explained the
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reason why he had acted as he did on the iyth of

January, and how he had been compelled to take

the command of the army to save the country. He
then entered into all the details of the new Consti-

tution which he proposed to give to his country.
He had had two objects in view in this proposal :

the first to harmonize the political constitution with

the religious belief of the people : the second, to

invest the Government with sufficient authority to

resist the assaults of anarchy. He embodied these

views in a noble speech which ended with the

words : "As my oath on the i/th of January

precludes my taking office, you will not accuse me
of egotism or of ambition, if I ask you to strengthen
an authority, the exercise of which will not devolve

upon me."

On his return home, he instantly sent in his

resignation of a charge
" which he had only

accepted until the meeting of the Convention, and
which he now considered it a duty to yield to

another."

The deputies, however, were not of his opinion,
and protested unanimously against his decision.

Garcia Moreno still holding out, however, they
elected Manuel Ascasubi as temporary President,

appointing Garcia Moreno General in Chief of the

army. This, after some hesitation, he accepted,
"so that he might the more effectively defend

religion and the country." Then the new Consti-

tution was debated, clause by clause ; and in spite

of the strenuous opposition of the Liberals, was
carried almost without any alteration. Even this,

however, did not satisfy the deputies. They
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represented to Garcia Moreno that an oath which

saddened all honest men and only gave joy to the

Revolutionists, could not be considered binding :

and that to refuse the Presidency would be to incur

the responsibility for all the evils which would result

to the Republic. That the people would never

forgive him, from a false sentiment of honour, for

having abandoned them into the hands of the

enemies both of their religion and their country.
On the 2gth of July, the Convention met in the

Jesuit church, where, after a Solemn Mass, they

proceeded to the election of a new President, when
Garcia Moreno was unanimously elected, with only
one dissenting voice. Carvajal hoped he would

at once yield to this solemn manifestation of the

national will. But he was mistaken. He implored
the Convention to consider the motives he had

already alleged, and to accept his renunciation of

the honour. But the deputies flatly refused to

listen to his excuses,
"
considering that his services

were absolutely indispensable to consolidate order

and peace, and to place the Republic on a safe and

constitutional basis." He was, therefore, summoned
the following day to attend at the metropolitan
church and to take the required oath to the Consti-

tution. Before such an order, Garcia Moreno had

nothing left for it but to submit. The next day,

being the 3oth of July, surrounded by all the civil and

military authorities, he came to the Cathedral and

pronounced the following oath in presence of the

clergy and all the people :

"
I swear before the Lord our God, and by His

holy Gospels, to fulfil faithfully my charge as Presi-
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dent of the Republic : to profess and preserve the

One Holy Roman, Apostolic, and Catholic religion r

to preserve likewise the integrity and independence
of the State : to observe and cause to be observed

the Constitution and the laws. If I keep my word,

may God be my helper and defender ! If not, may
God and the country be my judges."

Carvajal became the interpreter of the whole

nation in his speech of congratulation.
"
Eight

years ago," he exclaimed,
"
you took the same oath

on the same spot, and nobly did you keep your
word. . . . But to-day the obstacles which met you
then at every turn have virtually disappeared. You
have now full power to carry out the reforms-

required by the Constitution. You are at the head
of a faithful army, and can reckon on the patriotism
and morality of a people who, having confided to

you their destinies for the second time, have elo-

quently proved to you their gratitude and appre-
ciation. Above all, you can reckon upon the help
of that all-powerful God Who is always ready to-

grant the petitions of one who has no other aim
than the good of religion and his country."

Garcia Moreno gave a noble answer to this

speech : and after describing the determination of

the people to force this serious responsibility upon
him, in spite of his reiterated refusals, and the

many difficulties which had occurred during his

previous Presidency to hinder his efforts at reform,

he concluded with the words :

" The morality and

energy of the people ; the loyalty of the army, freed

from the traitors who dishonoured its ranks ; the

observance of the laws, and the change in the

o
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Constitution which your patriotism has given to

the country, and which the people have hastened to

ratify by an immense majority ; the union of the

Republic with our allies in the New and Old
World

;
and above all, an unlimited confidence in

God, Who has never abandoned us even in the

days of our gravest reverses and misfortunes these

are the aids upon which I reckon to conquer my
fears and to keep my oath. Happy shall I be if I

have to seal it with my blood, in defence of religion

and my country."
Thus ended this memorable struggle between

the people of Ecuador and the man they had

chosen to govern them. History has rarely shown
such an instance, especially in these days of egotism
and self-seeking, of a man obstinately refusing for

six months the honours thrust upon him by a whole

nation, and then only yielding before the imperious

duty of defending the cause of religion and his

country.



CHAPTER II.

THE CONSTITUTION.

1869.

As a true Christian statesman, Garcia Moreno
believed that God had sent His Son upon earth to

govern nations as well as souls ; and that in conse-

quence, the true Constitution of a people should

have Jesus Christ for its Head, and the Evangelic
Code for its formula. Under this first and great

authority the State is formed, sword in hand, to

defend the liberty of action of the Church, and
to provide for the order and material well-being
of the nation, so that the children of the Church
should enjoy that superabundance of all good

things promised to those who seek first the King-
dom of God and His justice. This secondary

organ of government should be united to the

Church as the body is to the soul, and on their

regular and combined operations depend the good
order of the State, the prosperity of society, and

the true liberty of individuals. 1

This apparently simple problem, however,

namely, to give a Christian people a Christian

i See the Encyclical of Leo XIII. on the Constitutions civitatum

Christiana.
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Constitution, was almost the most audacious work
ever undertaken by Garcia Moreno. The Revolu-

tion has so worked upon men's minds during this

last century, that they have forgotten the first

notions of social organization. They eliminate the

main wheel of this organization, that is, the Church,
the source of all truth and justice, and they make
the people absolute sovereigns : so that society,

having neither head nor heart, neither God nor

Master, becomes the prey of the Revolutionists,

who divide the spoils. Thus the Revolution takes

advantage of the credulity of the people under the

specious names of Liberty and Independence.
Even certain Catholics do not escape this Liberal

infatuation. They boast of Constitutions based on

the abominable doctrine of the sovereignty of the

people, and on the subordination of the Church to

the State, under the hypocritical formula of " a

Free Church in a Free State." In his Encyclicals
and in the Syllabus, Pius IX. condemned the

favourite theses of the Radicals,
" That the Church

should reconcile herself with modern civilization,'*

and that
"
Liberty of worship did not lead to

indifferentism or immorality." Garcia Moreno
exclaimed on hearing some Catholics defend such

opinions: "They will not understand that if the

Syllabus remains a dead letter, society is at an end !

If the Pope has put true social principles before us,

it is because the world needs them if it be not to

perish." The Constitution which he now framed for

Ecuador was in exact conformity to the principles
of the Syllabus, and deserves the serious con-

sideration of all Christian statesmen.
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On the heading of his new Constitution he

inscribed the words :

" In the name of one God,
in Three Persons, the Author, Preserver, and Law-

giver of the Universe, the National Convention has

decreed the present Constitution."

The first article declared that "the Catholic,

Apostolic, and Roman Faith was the religion of

the State to the exclusion of all others ;

" and that

the State "would support her in the inalienable

possession of all the rights and prerogatives with

which she had been invested by the laws of God
and the Canons of the Church, with the further obli-

gation of protecting and making them respected."
To ensure the perpetuity of this article, Garcia

Moreno added a clause to the effect "that no one

could be a deputy, or eligible to hold any public

office, who did not profess the Catholic religion."

This fundamental article was almost unanimously
voted by the Chambers, two voices only being

against it. Garcia Moreno added another clause

which "
deprived those of the rights of citizens who

belonged to secret societies forbidden by the

Church." The Catholic nature of the State being
thus constituted, the next thing was to restore

the civil power, which successive Revolutions had

weakened and well-nigh annulled. Parliamentary
absolutism is, in fact, the most formidable engine of

despotism which the world has ever known ; yet
it is presented to the people as a type of a truly

Liberal Government. It is, in fact, the master-

piece of revolutionary duplicity.

Garcia Moreno determined to limit the power
of the Chambers by vesting a right of veto in
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the Government. Until then, if the President

refused to sanction a law voted by the two Houses,

the Members moved a second reading ; and if they

persisted in passing it, in spite of the objections of

the head of the Government, this last had nothing
to do but to submit or to resign. In the new
Constitution this power was modified by the fact,

that should the President pronounce a veto, the law

was to be postponed to the following session. By
that time, circumstances might change, passions
become calmer, or minds be more enlightened ;

so that often, in the end, people were surprised at

the violence of feeling which had previously existed.

There were also precautions to be taken against

systematic anarchists and professional rebels who
were continually putting out pronunciamentos against
all law and order. To ensure the stability of the

Government, power was given to the President and
his Ministers to appoint or revoke all dignitaries,

whether of the civil or military order, and even

Councillors of State and Governors of Provinces.

The army also was to be dependent on the power
of the Executive, which was to organize and dis-

tribute the forces throughout the country wherever

it was deemed necessary or expedient.
When the administrative power, whether civil,

judicial, or military, finds itself one with the head of

the State, all work together harmoniously, and the

Revolutionists find themselves powerless. Certain

additions to the penal laws also armed the Govern-

ment with fresh strength. We have seen how the

rebels remained unpunished from the treason of the

judges and the insufficiency of the Code. Garcia
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Moreno proposed and carried the following modifica-

tions :

" Rebellion and sedition consist in any
armed resistance or occupation of a portion of

the territory. Those in authority or in any office

who directly or indirectly take part in such revolts

against the lawr

, will be judged guilty of treason."

The Constitution also conferred on the Govern-

ment the right, in case of insurrection, to place
the disaffected province in a state of siege,

" with

the power, during that time, to make domiciliary

visits, to arrest suspected persons, to take posses-
sion of arms and ammunition, to prohibit dangerous

publications, to close any clubs or societies which

threatened public order, to increase the army and
call out the National Guard, to impose fines on

the authors of the disorder, and to judge by

military law the promoters and accomplices in these

acts of rebellion or invasion."

To those who considered these measures too

severe, Garcia Moreno replied that such powers are

always given in a state of siege, and in every

country ;

" and that they were still more necessary
in these Republics, where rebellion against authority
had become chronic and a perfect harvest to

speculators. The Government must be armed to

defend honest men. It would be a crime to tie

the hands of the Executive out of consideration for

men who were robbers and assassins by profession."
To guard against any abuse of supreme power,

Garcia Moreno inserted in the new Constitution

that the President was to be assisted by a Council

of State, composed of civil, military, and ecclesias-

tical authorities, without whose advice and consent
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he could not take any important step, give or refuse

his sanction to any legislative acts, declare war,

appoint diplomatic agents or other principal func-

tionaries, or declare a state of siege.

The powers of the President being thus deter-

mined, the Constitution was to remedy, as far as

possible, the instability of the Government. In

Ecuador, as we have before stated, the President

was only elected for four years, and the deputies
for two ;

which resulted in perpetual elections and

Revolutions. Garcia Moreno determined to do

away with this American system, and decreed that
" the President should be elected for six years ; and

be eligible for a second period ; but could not be

elected three times, without an interval of another

six years. The election of deputies would likewise

be for six years, and the senators for nine. But the

third part of both one and the other might be

renewed every two years."
Such was the outline of Garcia Moreno's new

Constitution one in which both Divine and human

authority worked hand in hand to ensure the

eternal and temporal happiness of the people.
It was, in fact, the most magnificent effort which

had been made for more than a hundred years
to react against the revolutionary paganism of

nations. What State in these days officially

recognizes the Church of Christ with its rights

and privileges, or submits to the laws of Jesus

Christ, as promulgated, explained, and applied with

such majesty and clearness by the Pope ? This

charter became not only the glory of Garcia

Moreno, but of the whole country, by the ratifica-
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tion he obtained from the electoral body. The

votes, in fact, went beyond his fondest expectations.
Fourteen thousand electors against five hundred

accepted the new Constitution with acclamations

of joy ; and showed the world that amidst the

general apostasy of nations, there is still one

thoroughly Christian people on the earth.

CHAPTER III.

THE ASSASSIN CORNEJO.

1869.

THE Revolution appeared to be crushed by the

advent of Garcia Moreno and the promulgation of

the new Constitution. But there was one card left

for them to play, and that was assassination. If

one may believe a future murderer, Ignacio Vinti-

milla had strongly advised his friends to get rid of

Garcia Moreno by the dagger.
" Give this lesson,"

he said,
"
to the despots of America. Brutus killed

Caesar in the midst of the Senate to avenge Roman
liberty. Is that liberty less dear to you at Quito
than in Rome? or is the race of Brutuses ex-

hausted ?
"

The five hundred who had voted against the new
Constitution accordingly set to work with vigour.
Their first attack on Garcia Moreno was, that he

had made the State subject to the Church. Garcia

Moreno replied, with Henry IV.,
" This country is

incontestably a part of the Kingdom of God. It
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belongs to Him, and He has confided it to my care.

I must then do my utmost so that God may reign

over this kingdom, so that my commands may be

subordinated to His, and that my laws may cause

His to be everywhere obeyed and respected."
Then they accused him of having destroyed all

liberty. Garcia Moreno answered with his favourite

maxim : "I grant liberty to all and for all, except
for evil and evil-doers."

After three months of agitation and secret revolt,

the conspirators thought the moment was ripe

for their infamous designs. At the beginning of

December, a number of young men, with a certain

Manuel Cornejo at their head (who was a relation

of the old traitor, Espinel), held a meeting in the

house of the latter, to concert measures for the

assassination of the President, and to take posses-
sion of the Quito barracks, while a rising was to

take place simultaneously at Guayaquil and Cuenca.

Their idea was to surround Garcia Moreno and

attack him at once ; but Espinel suggested that it

would be better to charge him in front, and having

disposed of him, to massacre General Saenz, w^ho

was at the head of the troops, and then to proclaim
Urbina as President. Providence once more inter-

posed to save Garcia Moreno. On the i4th of

December, when everything was prepared, one of

the initiated, Sanchez, smitten with remorse, re-

vealed the whole plot to the President. All the

assassins were seized save the old villain, Espinel,
who escaped at the first note of danger. Cornejo
and his accomplices were tried by a council of war
and condemned to death. Unhappily, Colonel Dalgo
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was moved by Cornejo's tears to intercede for him
with Garcia Moreno, who commuted his sentence to

exile for eight years. But no sooner had he safely

gained the frontier than he published an infamous

pamphlet against the man who had given him back

his life, declaring
"
that the assassination of such a

monster was simply an act of legitimate defence."

The only faults committed by Garcia Moreno were

those of pardoning men of that stamp.
On that same day a troop of brigands resolved to

kill the Governor of Cuenca, Carlos Ordonez, and
to sack the town. Their leader, Jeronimo Torres,

with about a hundred men, disarmed the guard at

the palace and seized the Governor, whom they
overwhelmed with blows and outrages, and then

stole all the money they could lay their hands on

out of the Treasury. The next morning they
summoned all the principal citizens to declare the

overthrow of Garcia Moreno's Government and the

substitution of Urbina. But no one would join

them. Torres, exasperated at his failure, dragged
the Governor to the public square, fastened him

to a post, and fired at him. He fell badly

wounded, and would inevitably have been killed had

not a body of men from a neighbouring hamlet

rushed to the rescue, overwhelmed the rebels, and

remained masters of the field. Ordonez, covered

with wounds, was carried to his palace, and escaped
death almost by a miracle.

No sooner had the conspiracy broken out than

Quito was placed in a state of siege, which was

extended to the whole Republic after the rising in

Cuenca. Garcia Moreno made a touching address
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to his people, imploring them to trust in the

mercy of that God Who had so visibly protected

them, and assuring them that he would answer for

the peace and prosperity of the country. The rebels

of Cuenca were tried by a council of war and con-

demned to death, or to imprisonment with hard

labour. Certain ladies tried to intercede for the

guilty with the President, but received this indignant

reply :

"
It is the fate of the Governor of Cuenca that

should excite your sympathies. When people remain

deaf to the cries of the victims, they lose the right to

plead for clemency in favour of assassins."

Thus, after ten years of struggle, Garcia Moreno

gained the mastery. Beaten three times in nine

months at Guayaquil, Quito, and Cuenca, the Revo-

lutioinsts at last began to realize that the people
were united to the Government in determining to

resist the anarchists. The leaders of the Free-

masons fled to Peru or New Granada, to wait for a

more propitious moment to carry out their nefarious

schemes. A complete calm fell at last upon the

country, and Garcia Moreno was able to devote

himself entirely to works of civilization.



CHAPTER IV.

THE CLERGY, THE ARMY, AND THE MAGISTRACY.

To produce the effective regeneration of a people, a

statesman needs three co-operators zealous priests,

faithful soldiers, and incorruptible and honest magis-
trates. Garcia Moreno felt this so strongly that the

moment that he found himself delivered from the

demons of the Revolution, he set to work to raise

each and all to the height of their sublime functions.

The reform of the clergy had languished since

1865, mainly owing to the weakness of the Apostolic

Delegate, who was too gentle to struggle with the

rebellious spirits he had to deal with. Garcia

Moreno explained his difficulties to the Holy Father,

Pius IX., who thanked him for his zeal "in a matter

which he had so much at heart," and sent him a fresh

Delegate to confer with the ecclesiastical hierarchy
on the best measures to be adopted to carry out the

desired reforms. Under the impulsion of the Pre-

sident, several provincial councils were held ; the

ecclesiastical tribunals were re-opened and the code

of procedure remodelled so as to re-establish a

stricter morality by the punishment of delinquents.

The reform made rapid progress in consequence,

though not without exciting the anger of the guilty.

A religious of great eloquence, preaching one day
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at Latacunga, went so far as openly to attack the

President for his share in these proceedings, ending
with a scarcely veiled appeal to a rebellion against
them. It is fair to add that the orator, conscious of

his fault, went the next day to make his excuses to

the Governor. But such a proceeding could not

remain unpunished. Three days later, the Governor

received from the President an order for the arrest

of the priest, who was to be tried by the usual

forms of Canon Law. This religious, however, so

freely acknowledged his error that he was pardoned

by Garcia Moreno's interference, and ever after

preached the necessity of reform among the clergy
with the greatest zeal, while vowing eternal grati-

tude to the President.

This transformation, and the arrival of a large
number of religious from Europe, invited by Garcia

Moreno to restore discipline and order in the

monasteries, exasperated the Radicals, who made a

furious attack upon the President and the Bishops.
The Archbishop of Quito thought himself obliged to

answer it, and after a magnificent protest against
the assertion that the country was enslaved under

the new Constitution, concluded with the words :

"
If you call the noble conduct of the head of the

State oppression, I bless oppression with all my
heart !

"

The Archbishop communicated this protest to

Garcia Moreno, who thanked him, but added, "That
as to the impious pamphlets put out by the Free-

masons of Colombia, I take as little account of them
as of the pestilential miasmas of their distant

marshes."
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His next care was the reform of the army. He
did not choose to impoverish the country by having
a very large body of troops. A few thousand soldiers

were, he thought, sufficient, in time of peace, to

maintain order and guard the frontiers. But to

have men ready in case of war, he created a National

Guard, composed of men fit to carry arms, from

eighteen to forty-five years of age. The citizens took

part in their military exercises at certain periods of

the year, so as to be ready at any time to be called

out, in case of need, for garrison or other duty. In

that way a great economy was effected in the Army
Estimates, while the country, and especially the

agriculturists, were not deprived, as before, of

the necessary amount of labour. Another great evil

was the system of recruiting. Armed men invaded

families and carried off young men as they pleased,
often compelling the parents to pay their ransom
twice over, so that when a fresh levy was to be

made, the youths fled into the mountains to escape,
and became bandits and highway robbers in order

to live. Garcia Moreno had obtained, on his first

election as President, a law of conscription, in which

all interests were considered, and the sum for sub-

stitutes regularly fixed. But, thanks to the intrigues

of the Radicals, this law remained a dead letter.

However, he destroyed the abuse in one way, by not

permitting recruiting sergeants to enrol men any

longer, confiding that task to the civil authorities.

The cases of exemption from service were clearly

defined, illegalities severely punished, and any

attempt at violence was at once brought before the

courts and condemned. Small as his army was,
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Garcia Moreno was determined it should be effective,

well disciplined, moral, educated, and full of self-

abnegation and patriotism. For this purpose his

first care was to appoint good and capable officers.

He founded a school of cadets, a kind of St. Cyr,
where men of the highest families passed their

examinations in mathematics and military tactics.

The army was thus enriched year by year with

young officers determined to make their army career

both honourable and distinguished. The whole

system of promotion also was altered, and the

previous intrigues, whereby higher grades and deco-

rations had been given to unworthy men, were

cancelled, and only real merit, henceforth, could

obtain distinction. Garcia Moreno did not hesitate

to spend large sums to obtain the best and newest

weapons from Europe, and sent his most intelligent

officers to follow the manoeuvres, especially of the

Prussian army, that they might thoroughly learn all

the new methods of warfare ; so that very soon his

army, small as it was, could hold its own with the

finest European troops, both in equipment, dis-

cipline, and precision of movement. In one par-

ticular, indeed, it was superior. Garcia Moreno
did not think he had a right to tear away a lad from
his home and his family to make him a monster
of impiety and immorality. He provided military

chaplains to every regiment, who not only were
bound to say Mass and to insist on the attend-

ance of the soldiers, but who gave them careful

religious instruction and prepared them for the

reception of the Sacraments. Besides the pious
exercises of every week, an annual retreat was given
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to the men, who eagerly took advantage of it. In

fact, the effect produced on these young men was
so great that many became perfect models of piety.

Instead of filling the public-houses or giving way to

sensual pleasures, they frequented the night schools,

where they learned to read, write, and do sums,
besides more advanced sciences. The result of all

this was that the soldiers adored Garcia Moreno, and

looked upon him as a real father. He loved them
as his children, caring for them in sickness, anti-

cipating their wants, and never permitting their pay
to be in arrears for a single day. As an instance

of this, he saw an old soldier, one day, from his

window, walking up and down for a long while, as

if waiting for something. On inquiring the cause,

the man replied he was waiting for his pay, wrhich

had been due for a month, and that he was dying
of hunger in consequence. Garcia Moreno sent

for the paymaster, who declared the man had been

paid. Garcia Moreno, turning angrily to the

old soldier, exclaimed,
" You have deceived me,

and deserved to be flogged !

" The soldier calmly

replied :

"
If the paymaster speaks the truth, his

books will show whether or not the payment has

been made/' Garcia Moreno instantly sent for the

accounts, and found that the paymaster had lied.

Pointing to the fact, he sternly said: "Write:
Received from the paymaster fifty piastres, as a

fine inflicted by the President on the utterer of

an odious falsehood." The unhappy officer paid
it at once, only too thankful to escape with this

slight punishment, while the poor invalid soldier

went on his way rejoicing that he had a chief so

p
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able and willing to do justice to the humblest of his

subjects.

In spite of his affection for his troops, however,
Garcia Moreno never allowed a breach of discipline

to remain unpunished. One of his servants, to whom
he was specially attached, had joined the army, and

in a fit of passion, had struck his commanding
officer. A council of war condemned him to death,

but every one thought that he would obtain a remis-

sion of his sentence from the President. Garcia

Moreno was, however, inflexible.
*"

I would give

anything to pardon him !

" he exclaimed,
" but my

conscience will not allow me." The day of the

execution, not to hear the balls, he went to a church

in the outskirts of the town, and there remained,

praying, on the floor, until the fatal moment was
over.

The only thing which now remained to be done

was the reform of the penal code and of the magis-
trates and judges. From the laxity of the latter,

and the complicity of the juries with the criminals,

it was almost impossible to obtain the punishment
of even notorious malefactors, who committed the

most infamous crimes writh impunity. Under the

direction of Garcia Moreno, the Congress agreed
to a complete revision of the code, adjusting it

to the moral state of the country, and introducing
several provisions against drunkards, debauchees,
and disturbers of the public peace. But he had still

graver difficulties to contend with in dealing with

the judges, many of whom made justice a pure
matter of traffic, and gave acquittals to the highest
bidders. Garcia Moreno devoted himself to this
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reform throughout the whole of his second Presi-

dency. He first exacted a serious study of law

and jurisprudence of the candidates for legal posts,

while, in virtue of the new Constitution, the Govern-

ment intervened in the nomination both of judges
and magistrates. It was thus easy to get rid of

incapable or unworthy men, and to confide the

grave duty of administering justice to persons of

proved probity and honour. Such of the existing

judges as were found guilty of bribery and corruption
were suspended from their functions, or ignomini-

ously dismissed ;
and lawyers convicted of taking

advantage of the ignorance of their clients likewise

incurred grave penalties. Garcia Moreno was not

content with passing these laws, but watched care-

fully over their infraction. On one occasion, when
a woman of infamous character, convicted of murder,
had been sentenced to only a few months of banish-

ment, owing to the veniality of the jury, he sum-

moned the latter before him and spoke to them as

follows :

" As you have chosen to condemn so notorious a

criminal to only a few months' exile, and as the

troops are too busy to undertake the duty, I have

chosen you to convey her to the frontier of New
Granada." The jury were retiring, much ashamed,
to prepare their horses, when Garcia Moreno called

them back. " You are going on State service," he

said, ironically,
" and it is fair that I should provide

the means of transport." To their dismay, some
lame and miserable mules appeared ready-saddled
at the door.

" Do not complain of your beasts," he

added ;

"
they are less lame than your sentences."
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And the unhappy jurymen found themselves com-

pelled to ride through the streets of the town with

the criminal in the middle of them, amidst the sneers

and hisses of the crowd. In spite of all his care, how-

ever, he had to struggle up to the day of his death

with these abuses, and at last made a formal demand
to Congress for the suspension of trial by jury.

He was not content with exacting professional

integrity in his magistrates, but would not tolerate

anything like immorality in their conduct. He had

among his friends a judge who had always behaved

admirably in his court, but whose private life was

anything but edifying. He sent for him, and by an

ingenious parable, rather like that of Nathan to

David, asked him his opinion as to whether, in such

a case, he ought not to warn the individual in

question ? The judge replied, without hesitation,

that he was bound to do so.
" Allow me, then,'*

replied Garcia Moreno, "to fulfil that duty. You
are the man who gives the scandal." The culprit,

touched by his kindness and charity, at once con-

fessed his sin and reformed his life.

All .these reforms in the penal code and in the

magistracy brought about a vast improvement in

the morality of the country. Prostitution and
drunkenness were checked by severe police regula-

tions, and those \vho persisted in their evil courses

were imprisoned or banished ; while Garcia Moreno

opened homes for confirmed inebriates, in which,

by medical treatment and agricultural work, those

madmen became, in the end, decent members of

society. Thanks to these exhaustive measures,
Ecuador found herself at last, in possession of
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justice and morality, which resulted in happiness,

peace, and order to her inhabitants.

CHAPTER V.

PUBLIC EDUCATION.

18691875.

NOTHING could be so lamentable as the state of

education in Ecuador when Garcia Moreno found

himself raised to supreme power. His first efforts

were directed to the primary education of children,

and for that purpose he summoned from Europe
a number of teaching Congregations, such as the

Christian Brothers, the Sisters of Charity, the Nuns
of the Sacred Heart, and of Providence ; and

installed them in all the great towns, such as

Quito, Cuenca, and Guayaquil. But this was not

enough. In 1871 he brought forward a new Educa-

tion Bill, which made education compulsory for all

children from eight years old ; and imposed a fine

en such parents as neglected to send their little

ones to school. Every hamlet that contained fifty

children from six to twelve years old, had the right

to claim a primary school, to be established by
the Government ; and as the number of Christian

Brothers was insufficient for such a multitude of

parishes, Garcia Moreno opened a Normal College
for lay teachers to assist them, especially in the

country districts, and placed this College under the

direction of the Brothers. These measures succeeded
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admirably. In 1873, the number of primary schools

had been raised to upwards of five hundred : and

whereas, when Garcia Moreno first took office, there

were only eight thousand children receiving instruc-

tion in the primary schools, in 1875 their number
amounted to thirty-two thousand. These were

chiefly boys, as there were great difficulties in

the country districts in finding sufficient mistresses ;

while the dangerous nature of the roads often pre-
cluded the girls from frequenting the schools with

safety.

Garcia Moreno also opened special schools for

the native Indians, in spite of the dread (which had

been put into their heads by the Radicals), that if

they sent their children to school they would be

liable to the conscription, from which they had

always been exempt. But at last, the President

contrived to disabuse them of that idea. Special
schools were also opened for soldiers' children and

prisoners : so that no class was excluded from these

benefits. It is needless to add that Garcia Moreno
allowed of no education without religion, and
his one great joy was to see these thousands of

children, under really Christian teachers, growing
in piety as much as in science.

" With these

children," he would exclaim, "we shall regenerate

society."

If primary education be necessary for the masses,

equally important is secondary instruction^ for the

training of the governing classes. For this purpose
Garcia Moreno claimed the assistance of the Jesuits,

the Congress authorizing them to open Colleges

throughout the country with full liberty to follow
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their traditional methods as explained in the Ratio

studionun.

The Jesuits gladly acceded to Garcia Moreno's

proposals, only stipulating that in case of their

expulsion by any future Government, they should

not be exiled or dispersed for eight months after the

day of their suppression had been notified : so that

they might have time to dispose of their property
before their departure.

The President built a magnificent College for

them in Quito, which he wished to dedicate to

St. Joseph, but which the Archbishop, out of grati-

tude to the great Founder, christened St. Gabriel.

Upwards of two hundred Professors were sent from

this College to open schools throughout the different

provinces, and soon had upwards of a thousand

young men under their care. Both the Church and

the State rivalled one another in the development
of this great work. In the first distribution of prizes
at the College of Quito, the Rector explained the

course of instruction, in which religion held the first

place. In conclusion, he quoted these words of

Quintilian, which it would be well for all parents
to consider: "If schools, while giving a scientific

education, corrupt the morals of the students, I do
not hesitate to say that virtue is to be preferred to

knowledge."
The President was not unmindful of the

.educational needs of girls belonging to the higher
classes of society: and persuaded the Nuns of the

Sacred Heart to establish convents in Quito and
various other towns, in which they opened schools,

both for boarders and day scholars. Nothing that
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he had ever attempted was received with more joy
and gratitude than this, both by parents and

children, .who were never weary of testifying their

thankfulness for his fatherly care and consideration.

To these educational establishments must be

added a professional College, which was opened by
some Brothers from New York, under the name of

"The Catholic Protectorate." It was intended for

the training of boys as artisans, and a large building
was opened, with workshops for carpenters, cabinet

makers, mechanicians, and a multitude of other

trades. By thus creating native industries, Garcia

Moreno saved his countrymen from the expense of

freight and transport, besides giving the lads the

means of earning a respectable livelihood. The
same thing was done for poor girls under the Sisters

of Providence from Belgium, who thus were saved

from the corruption inevitable to idleness and

misery.
Nor did Garcia Moreno shrink from creating a

still higher branch of education, by re-opening the

University of Quito, which he had dissolved, and

placing it in the hands of men not only learned as

Professors, but thoroughly Christian. All religious

and historical books were to be selected by the

Bishops, or have their approbation, while at the

head of the Faculty of Rights he placed Father

Terenziani, an eminent Jesuit : and from Germany
obtained other Jesuit Fathers,

1 as Professors of

1 Their names deserve to be remembered. They were [besides
Father Menten, Dean of the Faculty], Fathers Kolberg, Wenzel,

Miilendox, Hoping, Elbart, Griinewald, Dressel, Wolf, Brugier,

Baetzkes, and Sodiro.
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Chemistry and Natural Sciences, and as physicians
and mathematicians. In the building adjoining the

old University, he organized a Polytechnic School

to form future engineers, land agents, mechanicians,

chemists, and other exact sciences, so as to open
out careers for the youth of Ecuador, who hitherto

had had no choice but between the priesthood,
the magistracy, or the army. To teach all these

sciences, however, an immense number of instru-

ments and machines of various kinds were needed ;

and Garcia Moreno did not hesitate to send for the

newest and best of all these things from Europe,

regardless of expense ; so that in a few years, the

installation was complete. Of course, he had to

bear the usual outcry against his operations from

the Radicals and Freemasons : but the brilliant

future prospects opened out to the more studious

among the youth who frequented the Univer-

sity disarmed at last all opposition ; and Garcia

Moreno had the joy of seeing the development of

that scientific education, based on religion, on

which he had reckoned for ensuring the material

and permanent prosperity of the country. The
faith of the students was shown in 1873, when,
under the direction of Father Menten, they enrolled

themselves bodily in a Congregation of the Blessed

Virgin ; and thus, treading under foot all human

respect, lifted up once more the flag of Christ and
His Church within the University walls. The*

Faculty of Sciences gave birth to the Faculty of
Medicine. In truth, medical science in Ecuador
was at its lowest ebb. To reorganize it, Garcia

Moreno obtained from the Montpellier School two
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excellent Professors (MM. Guayraud and Domec),
one of surgery and the other of anatomy, whom he

furnished with all the instruments and apparatus
needful for their courses of study. It only took him

a few years to organize this department, to which

he attached a hospital containing three hundred

beds, provided with every clinical resource. We
may give our readers some idea of the difficulties to

be overcome in this matter when wre consider that

the Catholic University of Paris, after fifteen years
of existence, has not yet been able to inaugurate its

Faculty of Medicine.

So that nothing should be wanting to complete
his work, Garcia Moreno also founded a School of

the Fine Arts, in which sculpture, painting, and

music were taught. He brought Professors from

Rome for this purpose and sent the most dis-

tinguished of the students to the Eternal City to

perfect their studies, and become masters in their

turn. Thus Velez, the great sculptor, was trained :

Carillo and Cadena, the eminent painters ;
and

especially the artist Manosalvas, whom he made
Director of the Academy. He established also a

Conservatorio for Music, both sacred and profane,
whose regular concerts were always given gratui-

tously every week. To close this rapid summary
of Garcia Moreno's educational works, we will

mention the last and greatest of his undertakings
the building of an observatory in the neighbourhood
of Quito, which had long been earnestly desired by
astronomers. Garcia Moreno went into the whole

question and found, like Humboldt and Secchi,

that an Observatory at Quito would infallibly
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become the first in the world,
"
by its position,

three thousand metres above the level of the sea,

the admirable purity and transparency of the air,

its situation under the equinoctial line, and the

healthy and delicious nature of the climate, where

one enjoys a perpetual spring." He tried to make
it an international work : but failing to interest

France, England, or the United States, in the

undertaking, he resolved to do it himself. In 1870,
a contract was entered into for the building; the

best and ne\vest apparatus was ordered in Munich
;

a telescope of enormous power was set up, which

cost six thousand piastres, and in four years the

whole was completed. Father Menten, the illus-

trious associate of Padre Secchi, was about to be

installed there, when the crime of the 6th of August
caused the destruction of the whole scheme. A few

months later, the bust of Garcia Moreno's successor

was set up in its place, to the indignation and

surprise of the people.
Two evident truths may be gathered from

this story : the first that, in half a century the

Revolution created nothing in Ecuador
;
the second

that, in six years, the Catholic, Garcia Moreno,
raised his country from a state of complete igno-
rance to one of extraordinary progress in every

species of learning and science. A third still more

significant fact is, that after his assassination, the

Revolution once more plunged the country into its

primitive chaos. The key-stone of the edifice being
taken away, the whole building crumbled into dust.

The name and acts of Garcia Moreno will be an

eternal protest against a lie which has become
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almost an historical axiom, i.e. 9 that the Church

stops the progress and development of science,

while Revolution favours it.

CHAPTER VI.

WORKS OF CHARITY.

18691875.

AMONG the many evils which afflicted Ecuador

pauperism was not the least. Continual Revo-

lutions, forced contributions, and the low standard

of commerce and agriculture had brought about

a state of misery among the working classes which

resulted in every description of crime and brigandage.
Garcia Moreno's first care was to provide for the

orphan children. He opened two Homes in Quito,
one under the Sisters of Charity, and the other under

the Sisters of Providence. A generous lady, Mde.

Virginie Klinger d'Aguirre, gave a magnificent house

for the first ; while the second was maintained by
the Government. Very soon, other orphanages were

opened at Guayaquil and Cuenca, and, in fact, in all

the large towns throughout the country. Then the

President established a house of refuge for girls who
had been led astray, and placed it under the care of

the Nuns of the Good Shepherd. The next work
he undertook was the reform of the prisons, which

were in a horrible state. He found two men who
were ready and anxious to second his views. One,
a young and holy priest, Don Abel de Corral, who
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devoted himself to the religious and moral training
of the prisoners ; the other, a firm and wise director,

Don Francisco Arellano, who, while full of charity
and kindness, was yet capable of enforcing the

observance of the rules. The sanitary arrange-
ments of the prisons were attended to, the dietary

improved, and, when necessary, new buildings were

substituted for the old. Very soon the whole aspect
of the prisons was changed, and they became, by
turns, schools and workshops. To stimulate the

goodwill of the prisoners, Garcia Moreno shortened

their time of detention as a reward for diligence and

piety. At the end of the year the President went
in person, with a distinguished company, to an

examination of the prisoners, not only in Christian

doctrine, but in reading, writing, and arithmetic.

After having congratulated them on their progress,
he distributed rewards to the most deserving, and
in some cases remitted their sentences altogether,

while the poor fellows cried for joy at this great and

unexpected kindness.

The next thing he did was to hunt up the

brigands and banditti who infested some parts of

the country. To effect this he organized a picked
band of military and police, under a man on whom
he could rely, and offered them a large reward if

they would capture the head of the brigands, who
had long been the terror of the province. A few

days only had elapsed when this man was captured.
He appeared before Garcia Moreno expecting a

sentence of immediate death. What was his

astonishment when Garcia Moreno received him

kindly, appealed to his feelings of honour and
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justice, and finally promised him his protection if

he would consent to change his life. He only

exacted that he should spend an hour or two of

each day with a holy religious whom he named.

The brigand, who had been driven into bad courses

by circumstances known to the President, was

touched to the heart and entirely reformed. Then
Garcia Moreno put him at the head of the police,

with orders to bring him his old companions, "that

I may make honest men of them, like yourself," he

added. Soon after, the whole band surrendered at

discretion, and thus this terrible evil, which had

been for years the ruin of the country districts, was

entirely stopped.
To judge of the effect of his penitential reforms,

when the new and beautiful prison, called the

Panopticum, was completed (which was to replace

the unwholesome one in Quito), there were found

scarcely any prisoners to fill it, and in 1875, Garcia

Moreno had the joy of announcing to the Chambers
that only fifty condemned criminals remained in

gaol.

The reform of the prisons and the founding of

orphanages and refuges did not make him neglect

the hospitals, which were in a lamentable condition,

especially that of Quito, dedicated to St. John of

God. He began by visiting them daily, examining
the prescriptions, teaching the infirmarians how to

dress wounds properly, and forcing each and all

to do their duty by the sick. Finding that it was

impossible to depend on the nurses, he persuaded
the Sisters of Charity to take their place, and by

degrees placed the other hospitals under the same
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tender care. In the leper hospital there were great

complaints of the diet. Garcia Moreno arrived one

day quite unexpectedly and sat down to dinner with

them ; when, finding that their food was both insuf-

ficient and badly prepared, he instantly ordered the

necessary changes to be made. A little later he

came again in the same unexpected way and found

that there was nothing more required. Neverthe-

less, one man grumbled, when Garcia Moreno said

to him :

"
My good friend, do you 'know that I am

not better served myself, although I am President

of the Republic ?
"

Full of charity and tenderness for the sick, he

spent almost all his official revenues in ministering
to their wants. When first elected to the Presidency,
his wife (La Senora Rosa Ascasubi) represented to

him that it would be the right thing for him to give
a banquet to the Ministers and foreign diplomats,

according to the usual custom. He replied that he

was too poor; that of what he received from his

position as President, he gave half back to the

State, which was in debt and difficulties, and the

other half to works of charity. The lady answered

that she would provide the funds, and gave him

500 piastres for the purpose. Garcia Moreno took

the money to the hospital, provided for several

pressing needs of the patients, and told the Sisters

to give them a magnificent dinner with the rest.

When he came home, his generous wife asked him
if what she had given him was enough ? He owned
what he had done with it, and added, laughing :

"
I

thought a good dinner would do more good to the

sick than to the diplomats !

"
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His charity, in fact, was ubiquitous, and was

specially bestowed on those who hid their misery
and who had known better days. When the

revenue of the State improved and there was
a sufficient sum in the Treasury for the public

service, he accepted his proper salary, but con-

tinued to live in the most simple and humble
fashion. People imagined that he must be saving

money, and no one blamed him, for they knew him
to be absolutely without private fortune. After his

death, however, the administrator of his affairs gave
a detailed account of his receipts and expenditure,
and it was found that the President had consecrated

the whole of his official income to works of charity,

and especially to the secret assistance of families

whose members had been dispersed in Chili and
Peru. Even the wife of Urbina, his mortal enemy,
had received a monthly pension from Garcia Moreno.

Who would not be touched at a charity so grand,
and yet so humble and hidden !



CHAPTER VII.

MISSIONS.

1869 1875.

BEYOND the Cordilleras and the eastern slopes of

those great snowy peaks, there lies an immense

plain, to the extent of 12,000 square leagues. In

this district, which is on the confines of Brazil,

in the midst of virgin forests, and on the borders

of the Napo, Maranon, and Putumajo, tributaries

of the great Amazon River, live 200,000 savage

Indians, most of them nomads, but the greater

portion of whom are simple, good people, and

only a few, like the Jivaros, cruel and warlike. They
adore the sun, like their ancestors ; but believe in a

Supreme Being and in an evil spirit.

During the last century, the Jesuits had gone to

these distant regions and implanted among the

tribes the doctrines of Christianity and the rudi-

ments of civilization. The province of Maranon
alone reckoned six great divisions, seventy-four
tribes and 160,000 neophytes. One may follow

the trace of their passage on the map by the

names of the localities of "Jesus," of "
Mary,"

of the "
Holy Trinity," of "

St. Michael,"
"
Loreto,"

"
Sta. Rosa,"

"
St. Salvador," and many others.
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Naturally the Radicals would not suffer them to

remain in peace ; the Jesuits were driven away and
the Indians went back to their nomad life. In 1862,

Garcia Moreno determined to re-establish these

missions, and accordingly the Jesuits generously
went back to the four great centres of their work :

Macas, Napo, Gualaquiza, and Zamora, from whence

they could send out missioners to the neighbouring
tribes. In 1864, Father Pizarro, the Vicar-Apostolic,
found himself on the borders of the Napo, where

the accomplices of Maldonado, who had escaped
from Ecuador, as we have before mentioned,
threw themselves upon the Jesuit missioners, devas-

tated their chapel, profaned the sacred vessels,

and dragged the priests in chains to the boats, to

convey them to Peru, in presence of the Indians,

who were kneeling and weeping on the banks, and
one of whom cried out :

" Fathers ! Jesus Himself

died on the Cross !

" Are not the satanic* emissaries

of the Revolution the worst of savages ?

No sooner was Garcia Moreno re-instated in

power in 1870, than he determined to re-establish

the Jesuit missioners on a more solid basis. He
invested the Vicar-Apostolic with important civil

powers ;
with the right to establish governors in

each centre of the population, to maintain order

and administer justice; to open schools at the cost

of the Government, in which, besides Christian

doctrine, the Spanish language, reading, writing,

arithmetic, and music would be taught ; and to

prohibit sales by credit, whereby evil men had

traded on the simplicity of the Indians and

despoiled them of their land. By the same
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decree, the protection of the missioners by the

central Government was ensured, and, if necessary,

by force of arms. From that moment, the works

of the missioners produced the same magnificent
results as in the past. Fresh missions were opened
at Loreto, Archidona, Avila, La Concepcion, and

other places ; schools were established for thousands

of native children ; the mission of Napo alone in

two years contained twenty native Christian villages

and 10,000 native Christians. Already Garcia

Moreno was insisting on the appointment of a

second apostolic vicarlafe, when his death destroyed
once more all these hopes. The Jesuits were again
driven away and the Indians dispersed. A few

remained among the distant tribes, but were almost

powerless for good, owing to the obstacles raised by
their implacable and rapacious enemies.

Under the inspiration of the same zeal, the

President determined to try and revive the faith, not

only among the savages, but among the Christians

of the interior. The inhabitants of the mountains

were nearly as much deprived of religious helps
as the dwellers on the banks of the rivers. Only
from time to time did a priest come to visit them in

their solitude, and many lived and died without the

Sacraments. Garcia Moreno doubled the number of

priests, provided them with a sufficient income, and

compelled their residence in the different parishes,

desiring the Governors of the province to see that

the parochial Mass was regularly said, and to inform

him of any infractions of the rule. He obtained

also from the Holy See the establishment of a new
diocese on the sea-coast for the two provinces of
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Esmeraldas and Manabi, of which the episcopal
seat was Portoviejo. A zealous Bishop wTas appointed,
and very soon, in all those neglected parishes, a new
and Christian life was developed among the people.

Lastly, finding that in many districts, from the vast

extent of the parishes, many of the people wrere

unknown to their pastors and rarely went to their

duties, Garcia Moreno appealed to the Redemptorists
to come and give missions in the most neglected

parts of the country. Two bodies of French

Redemptorists accepted the duty, and established

themselves at Cuenca and Riobamba as centres

from whence to evangelize the surrounding districts.

Thanks to the generosity of the President, who

provided for their travelling expenses and often

for their maintenance, and to the encouragement
of the Bishops, whose zeal seconded their efforts,,

these Redemptorist Fathers met with unprecedented
success. They went by twos and twos on horseback

among a population who were completely hidden in

the forests or on the crests of a volcano. Many of

them, as soon as they heard of the mission, shut up
their cabins and walked nine and ten leagues to take

part in the exercises. Where there was no church,

they built in haste green tents, under which the

instructions were given for fifteen days, which were

eagerly followed, and concluded by all approaching
the Sacraments and consecrating themselves and
their families to the protection of the Blessed

Virgin. )f When the Fathers had to leave, the

parting was quite heart-rending, the poor people

imploring them with tears to remain among them.

In the towns the missions excited equal enthusiasm.
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The President made a point of attending, all the

sermons given in the retreat at Quito, which ended
with the erection of a magnificent Calvary. The

Christ, which was to be carried processionally

through the streets of the town, was borne by
Garcia Moreno and his Ministers before all the

people, showing them by this striking act Whose

image it was that he hoped would reign in their

hearts and throughout his kingdom. In fact, the

zeal of the President for the religious regeneration
of Ecuador was crowned with astonishing success.

Father Lorenzo, Superior of the Capucrim missioners,

established at Ibarra, writes :

"
Religion is held in

the highest honour here. The people received us

with triumphal arches and joyous music. Ibarra,

which had been almost destroyed by the earthquake,
is being rapidly rebuilt. The Government has

built a vast hospital, the Bishop is restoring his

Cathedral and the Dominicans their convent, while

the President has given us 1,000 piastres to repair
that of St. Francis. Here all breathes piety; one

never hears a blasphemous word. The Sunday is

kept holy, and even the troops make a retreat

every year."
To Garcia Moreno all this was a real joy. He

wrote to a friend in June, 1873, after the Quito
retreat :

" God has blessed us
; and the country is

visibly improving. Everywhere there is a change
-for the better, thanks to the Jesuits and other

Religious Orders who have come to help our good

priests. The numbers who went to confession this

Lent is incalculable. In our youth we could count

on our fingers those who went to their duties ;
now
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one only reckons the few who neglect them. On
the other hand, the material progress is no less

remarkable. One would really imagine that God
is bearing us up with His hand, like a tender

father with his child when he tries to walk the

first few steps !

"

CHAPTER VIII.

FINANCES AND PUBLIC WORKS.

1869 1875.

IT is an axiom with our modern pagans that civiliza-

tion consists, not in the moral and religious per-
fection of a people, but solely in material progress.
The example of Garcia Moreno is the most striking

proof of the reverse of this dogma which can be

met with in modern history.

The great need of the country, as we have before

said, was the want of roads, and of all communica-
tion with the interior. The only means of travelling
was on horseback ;

while all kinds of merchandise

had to be carried on the backs of mules or of Indians

by the most fearful paths, in the midst of dangerous

precipices and rushing torrents, which made every

journey a peril to life. To remedy this state of things
Garcia Moreno determined to make a carriage road

from Quito to Guayaquil. His old companion in the

exploration of the Pichincha volcano, the engineer,.

Sebastian Wyse, having been requested to examine
the ground, reported that with a good number of

bridges and vTaducts one could unite the spurs
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of the Andes from the capital to Chimborazo, without

greatly deviating from the ordinary track. Then
a lower elevation would have to be found for the

next hundred and fifty kilometres : after which, only
about forty would remain, but on low and swampy
ground which would entail a good deal of expense.

1

The first engineer whom Garcia Moreno employed
to draw out the plan, failed

;
but he was not dis-

couraged. At last, the route was definitively traced ;

but then came the jealousies and egotism of the

large landed proprietors, whose rich haciendas would,
in some cases, be intersected by the newr road.

One especially, who came from New Granada,
insisted on the whole value of his property being

paid. Garcia Moreno asked him " the price at

which he valued it ?
" and he replied,

"
500,000

piastres." "Very well," said the President, "I will

pay it to you in ready money ;
but as you estimated

your property before at only 50,000 piastres, you
have cheated the Government for the last thirty

vears of an enormous sum, which you must first

refund with the interest, after which my Finance

Minister will pay you the sum you demand." It is

needless to add that no further opposition was

experienced in that quarter. Another, an intimate

friend of his own, exclaimed :

" You must walk over

my body before you bring your new road through

my property !

" " We will pass over your body if

necessary," replied Garcia Moreno. " But I swear

to you that I will not deviate a hair's breadth from

the line I have marked out." But these first diffi-

1 See the Report of M. Sebastian Wyse, El Naciona 1

,
December

21, 1862.
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culties were as child's play to those that followed

before this gigantic undertaking was finally accom-

plished. For ten years thousands of workmen were

employed, with a doctor to look after the*n in case

of accidents or illness, and a priest to attend to

their religious duties morning and night. Sundays
were kept for entire rest, and Mass was sung in the

open air. At last, in 1873, the road was completed.
On the 23rd of April the first diligences were

started at Quito, and solemnly blessed in presence
of an immense multitude, in the square before

the Cathedral. From the gallery of his episcopal

palace the Archbishop gave his blessing to the

carriages, which speedily opened to receive the

company who were to make their first journey.
This was indeed a day of triumph for Garcia

Moreno ! The enterprise which, ten years ago, was
looked upon as a folly by his friends as well as by
his enemies, now excited the admiration of all.

" Without this man of genius/' people exclaimed,
" Ecuador would have remained for ever in statu quo.

His energy has overcome every obstacle, triumphed
over the cowardice of one, the indolence of another,

and all the passionate opposition roused against
him. Ecuador has not voices enough to bless him
and sing of his glory."

Four other roads were opened simultaneously
in the northern and southern provinces. The first

from Quito to the Bay of Canaques, near Manabi,
traversed the country in all its width, and opened
out two fresh provinces. The second from Quito to

Esmeraldas and Ibarra, was still more indispen-

sable, but so difficult of execution that Garcia
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Moreno himself directed the engineers in its con-

struction. The third was destined to prevent the

isolation of two of the southern provinces, Cuenca
and Loja ; and the fourth connected Loja with the

seaport of Sta. Rosa, so as to facilitate the exporta-
tion of a newly-discovered vegetable, the Cundurango,
the valuable properties of which exceeded that of

any similar substance.

Garcia Moreno had thus endowed his country
with an eternal source of riches and progress. By
these five great roads the towns and provinces
entered into communication, not only with the

capital, but with the seaports, and in that wr

ay with

all American and European nations. The result

was instantly seen. Agriculture and commerce,

finding these openings for their produce, at once

devoted themselves to production, and Ecuador

woke up from a sleep which had lasted for a thousand

years.
It would be impossible for us to enumerate all

the public works accomplished by Garcia Moreno to

bring his country to a level with the civilization of

Europe. Without speaking of the port of Guayaquil,
to improve which, by dredgers, he freed the mouths
of the Guayas of the accumulations of centuries, he

set up lighthouses on all the dangerous points of the

sea-coast, rebuilt the town of Ibarra, and brought
about the complete transformation of the town of

Quito, which up to his time had not a single

carriageable road. In spite of the outcry caused by
his improvements, he converted the filthy, muddy,

steep paths into magnificent, well-paved streets, and

by lowering certain parts of the ground and raising
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others, carriages could freely circulate from one end

of the town to the other. Then he restored the

public buildings which were falling into ruins, con-

verted the Plaza Major into a beautiful square, filled

with shrubs and flowers, and created, in fact, the

fine city which all strangers now admire. Those
who had grumbled at first were now delighted at the

change, and realized the genius of the man who had

worked these marvels.

We feel sure that our readers will have asked

themselves very often :

" Where could Garcia Moreno
find the money for such gigantic undertakings ?

"

We know that he found the Public Treasury com-

pletely exhausted, and that he refused to have

recourse to fresh loans. Besides that, since the

wars of Independence, Ecuador was burdened with

a heavy public debt, in consequence of loans con-

tracted by Bolivar in the name of Colombia, which

successive Governments had aggravated by not

paying the interest. In addition to this, they had

increased the debt by six or seven million piastres,

with no apparent prospect of escaping a general

bankruptcy. Garcia Moreno determined from the

first to deliver his country from such a dead-lock,

and succeeded. In his message to the Chambers
of 1875, we read :

" With the resources of the last

six years, we have devoted six millions of piastres
to the total extinction of the Anglo-American debt,

and the liquidation of the home one. I have the

pleasure of announcing to you that the former will

be all paid by next year, and the latter a very
short time after." Besides this, he added to the

salaries of all the Government officials ; while public
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works and his charitable undertakings absorbed

upwards of six millions of piastres or thirty millions

of francs. Yet he did not increase the taxation,

but, on the contrary, diminished the duty on many
articles, and abolished others altogether ; like the

capitation tax on the natives, the income tax or .he

revenues of the bishops and clergy, and t
1'

suc-

cession duty. How then did he arrive at these

miraculous results ? A great economist has said :

" Be wise in your politics, and your finances will be

in good order ;

"
and Garcia Moreno's devise :

" Seek ye first the Kingdom of God and His justice,

and all other things shall be added unto you," was

emphatically true of his financial successes. In the

first place, Ecuador had been ruined by successive

Revolutions. Garcia Moreno stopped them all as

we have seen
;

nor was the public peace ever

troubled during his second Presidency, so that all

the money required in former years for repression
was saved. Then his great anxiety was to live at

peace with his neighbours, although no one was
more susceptible than himself of the national

honour. But every one knew his bravery, and the

excellent organization of his little arm}', so that no

one cared to pick a quarrel with him. We have

seen also that he diminished the standing army
considerably, which greatly reduced the Army
Estimates. Besides that, he purified the Govern-

ment administration in all its departments, and

placed a man at the head of the Treasury on wrhom
he could rely, to stop the roguery and depredations
which had been the rule rather than the exception

among the officials ; so that an enormous saving of
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public money was, the result. He had a right to

exact honesty in the public service, when he remitted

himself half his salary towards the payment of the

national debt.
"

I am President, not to enrich

myself," he would say, "but to serve my country."
He remained a poor man all his life ; and if, at last,

he was able to build a small house at Quito, it was
not from the Treasury, but from the revenues of his

farm at Guachala. The agricultural and commercial

progress which he had inaugurated with his new
roads doubled in a few years the revenue of the

State. Nothing is more eloquent than the com-

parison of the receipts under Urbina and Garcia

Moreno. Under Urbina the total receipts amounted
to 1,372,000 piastres. Under Garcia Moreno the

annual increase was as follows :

In 1869 . . 1,678,759 piastres.

1870 . . 2,248,308

1871 . . 2,483,359

1872 . . 2,909,348

1873 . . 3,604,130

1874 . . 3.944.647

Thus, in spite of the important and expensive

public works he had carried out, and the large sums

spent in schools, hospitals, and other charitable

undertakings, Garcia Moreno in those few years
had more than doubled the revenue of the State.



CHAPTER IX.

THE MAN.

BEFORE relating the sorrowful drama which inter-

rupted the great works we have been describing,
we wish to say a few words of the eminent moral

qualities and virtues of Garcia Moreno, which will

be an answer to certain criticisms which have been

uttered against him by good men, but who did not

thoroughly understand his character.

Nature had given him all the eminent qualities

which form a man of action. His extraordinary

intelligence, grasping as it did in a moment every

complication in the business submitted to him, and
his thorough and profound study of all Government

questions, gave to his decisions a brusque suddenness

which sometimes startled his best friends. Tall and

upright, with a vigorous constitution, a noble and

dignified carriage, yet a quiet and firm step, every-

thing revealed in him a man of devouring energy
and activity. His fine head, with its white hair and

broad forehead, commanded the respect of all. He
had fine, large eyes, which in moments of virtuous

indignation seemed to shoot forth lightning on his

adversaries
;
his voice was manly and powerful ; his

phrases incisive, clear, and to the point ;
so that his
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words had an authority which admitted of no reply.

Every feature of his ardent and expressive face

denoted an inexorable will. Happily, the four

cardinal virtues, prudence, temperance, justice, and

strength,
1 were so equally balanced in his mind that

his natural energy was merged in that Christian

heroism of which both his public and private life give

us such remarkable proofs. Garcia Moreno believed

that the head of a State is simply an instrument in

the hands of God for the good of the people. He was

intimately convinced that the Catholic law was as

binding on nations as on individuals, and that the

first duty of the head of the State in this nineteenth

century was to re-establish the Church in all the

rights of which the Revolution had deprived her.
"' Let us do everything for the people through the

Church," he would say; "he who seeks first the

Kingdom of God will have all things added to him."

He has been reproached for being too autocratic,

for having refused concessions to the revolutionary

party ; but was not that on the contrary a proof of

his prudence ? Again he was accused of taking no

advice but his own, and despising other people's

opinion. The truth is, he never would be guided

by a public outcry.
"
Government," he used to say,

''should direct public opinion, not follow it; lead

the people, not obey them blindly." "'We shall

give you up," said some Liberal-Conservatives to him
one day,

"
if you do not follow our ideas."

" So
much the worse for you," he replied. "The day I

1 " The entire edifice of our good works is based on these four

virtues: prudence, temperance, strength, and justice" (St. Gregory
the Great).
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am not at hand to defend you, the revolutionary

party with whom you are coquetting, will devour

you without mercy." Others attacked him for

acting with too great precipitation. He answered,
" You do not take into account the time I have taken

to mature my resolutions. I think a great deal

before I act ;
but once I have made up my mind,

I never rest till the thing is done."

In spite of his naturally imperious character and

his extraordinary talents, Garcia Moreno always
remained humble. This man, who was accused by
his enemies of pride and ambition, never coveted

power for his own sake, but that he might defeat the

wicked and establish the Kingdom of God. He
accepted the Presidency in 1861 unwillingly ;

that

of 1865 was literally forced upon him by violence.

He never sought for popularity either
;
nor would

he make the smallest concession to obtain the

favour of any part}'. The revolutionary papers
overwhelmed him with calumnies and lies. He
would read them calmly, and say "he was too happy
to be treated like Jesus Christ and His Church." A

religious who one day complained to him of the

unfair attacks which had been made upon him,

received this noble and touching reply: "I deeply

sympathize with you, but you have a glorious oppor-

tunity to enrich yourself for eternity. The blows

you have received will seem to you less heavy if you

"compare them with those with which I am daily

overwhelmed. Do as I do : place these outrages at

the foot of the Cross, and pray to God to pardon
the guilty. Ask Him to give me strength, not only
to do good to those who pour out their hatred
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against me by word and deed, but to enable me to

rejoice before God in having something to suffer in

union with our Lord. It is a real happiness for

me as well as an unmerited honour to have to suffer

the insults of the Revolution in company with the

Bishops and Religious Orders, and even with the

Sovereign Pontiff."

Sometimes he wrould defend an idea with a kind

of passionate vehemence, but it was always to exalt

and defend some great truth, or to expose some

theory subversive of the interests of religion or

society. "In arithmetic," he would say, "we do

not want eloquence, but figures : in philosophy and

politics, not many words but solid reasons." In

matters which did not affect principles, he was

singularly tolerant of contradiction, and would often

say to his opponent :

"
I have made a mistake. You

understand this question better than I do."

Like all great men, if he found himself in the

wrong, he would generously own and atone for it.

On one occasion, when overwhelmed by business

and petty vexations, a priest came to him on some

trifling business. He received him rather sharply,

saying, after he had listened to his story : "It was
not worth your while to trouble me or yourself with

such a small matter." The poor priest went away
mortified enough, but excusing the President on the

ground that he was really too busy to attend to him.

The very next day, early in the morning, Garcia

Moreno came to him to beg pardon for what he

called his
"
hasty and disrespectful conduct." Very

often, if he thought he had wounded any one by an

impatient movement, he would humble himself in
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excuses of this sort even towards those of whom he

might \vell have had reason to complain. An officer,

who had been his intimate friend, took offence at

something and would neither see nor salute him.

Meeting him one day, the President said : "I have

named you my aide-de-camp." The officer, stupe-

fied, remained speechless.
"
Well," continued Garcia

Moreno, smiling and embracing him
;
"if you want

my head, here it is." Needless to add that the

officer became his most devoted friend.

He never boasted of his \vorks, which neverthe-

less excited the admiration of the whole world.

When obliged to speak of them in Congress, he

only did so to give all the glory to God, being fully

persuaded that he owed all his success to His grace.

Also, he continually asked people to help him by
their prayers. At the end of each year he sent a

circular to the Bishops to beg for acts of thanks-

giving and petitions for further graces. In his

private letters to prelates or holy souls in whom he

placed confidence, he would implore of them to tell

him of anything in his conduct which was repre-

hensible, and also of any fresh way of utilizing his

power to the greater advantage of the cause of God
and His Church.

Feeling that he could not do the smallest thing
without Divine assistance, he attributed all

'

his

success to God and the Blessed Virgin, to the

blessing of Pius IX., and to the prayers of his holy
mother and of a blind sister for whom he felt the

greatest veneration. A professor of botany once

brought to him a rare and beautiful plant which was

unknown in the flora of Ecuador, and begged leave

R
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to call it Tacsonia Garda-Moreno. "
If you want to

give me a pleasure," replied the President, "forget

my poor personality. If the flower be beautiful and

unknown before in Ecuador, call it Tacsonia Maria,
and so do homage to the fairest flower in Heaven."

Self-indulgence of any sort was entirely unknown
to him. He treated his body as a slave, or rather as

a beast of burden, whose function was simply to

execute the orders of his soul. His whole life was
one of regular and uniform labour. Up at five

o'clock every morning, he was always at church by
six o'clock, when he heard Mass and made his

meditation. At seven o'clock he would go and see

the sick in the hospital, and then shut himself up in

his room to work hard until ten o'clock. Then,
after a short and frugal breakfast, he went to

Government House where he worked with his

Ministers till three o'clock. He dined at four, and

then paid some necessary visits, inspected public

works, or settled any disputes submitted to him.

At six o'clock he came home and spent the evening
with his family. When nine o'clock struck and

others went to take some rest or amusement, he

would go back to his library to finish his corres-

pondence, read the papers, and work on till eleven or

twelve o'clock at night. Such was his daily life when

things went smoothly. But when storms arose, and

his presence was needed elsewhere, he was on

horseback from morning till night, looking upon
nothing as impossible, while his iron constitution

resisted all fatigue. In his inspections or battles,

his only rest was taken wrapped in his cloak on the

bare ground. A priest having offered him once a
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camp bed he refused, saying :

"
I must not be spoiled.

If I give my body a bed to-day, to-morrow it will

find the ground hard." On the road from Quito
to Guayaquil, which he had so often to traverse,

he arrived one day at a village in a pelting rain

soaked to the skin, and stopped at the priest's house.

The poor man implored him to take his bed, but

Garcia Moreno replied : "I am so wet that if I were

to take off my clothes and my boots, I could never

put them on again to-morrow ;

" and so throwing
himself simply on a chair, he went to sleep till four

o'clock, and then started afresh on his journey. In

spite of his fatigues, however, he practised the most

rigid sobriety. In his travels he lived upon biscuits,

chocolate, and a little black coffee. But at all

times, his table was simple and almost poor. He
hardly ever touched wine, never gave dinners, nor

accepted invitations. "The head of the State," he

would say,
" should live to work, not to get fat."

In spite of excessive fatigues and almost continual

abstinence, he rigorously observed the fast-days of

the Church.

Garcia Moreno, in fact, did the work of ten

ordinary men, and never would put off any business

or letter till the next day. "You really must not

kill yourself," people would exclaim; "that person
can wait." " God may make men wait," he would

reply, "but I have not the right. When God wants

me to rest, He will send me illness or death."

One day his Minister, Carvajal, was determined

he should have a holiday, and carried him off with

several of the other Ministers, to a new hacienda

he had just bought. After a long ride, Garcia Moreno
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went over the whole establishment. Carvajal offered

his guests an excellent dinner, with good cigars and
cards afterwards. When, towards evening, Garcia

Moreno gave the signal for departure, Carvajal

implored him to remain and pass the night under

his roof.
"

I am very willing," replied the President,

"but you, gentlemen," he added, turning to the

Ministers,
" are you able to stay here all night, and

be at your offices to-morrow at eleven ?
"

They
declared they would, and resumed their game. At

midnight, however, Garcia Moreno went home.
The next morning, as usual, he went to the Govern-

ment offices at eleven o'clock and found no one,

upon which he sent messengers to each of the

Ministers to desire them to come to their respective

offices, where he was waiting for them.

Besides this virtue of temperance, God had given
to Garcia Moreno the strength and courage which

belong to heroes. It was enough to see him in a

moment of real danger, when no one could be other-

wise than struck by his intrepidity. His natural

energy had been developed by unheard-of acts of

bravery. The sanguinary fights in which he had

been engaged, the constant revolutions, the daily

plots of his enemies against his life all these made
him look upon death as an event which he must

expect at any moment. From the patriotic love he

had for his country, he was quite willing to accept
the sacrifice. Hence the prophetic utterances in the

ode to Fabiits :
"
Sinister presages of evil sadden

my soul ; bloody pictures surround me in my
agitated sleep .... the ball of a villain will pierce

my heart ;
but if my country, delivered from
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oppression, breathes freely at last, willingly will I

go down to the tomb."

Not only he did not fear death, but like the

martyrs he desired it for the love of God. How
often did he write and utter these words :

" What a

happiness and glory for me if I should be called

upon to shed my blood for Jesus Christ and His

Church."

No less remarkable was his perfect rectitude, his

strong sense of justice, the fourth great virtue of a

perfect man. Fais ce que tu dois, advienne que pourra,
was his motto. In the bitter struggle with the

modern revolutionary and satanic spirit of which

we have followed the history during twenty years
of his life, he braved death a thousand times, but

conquered at the last and traced with a firm hand

that Christian Constitution which substituted for the

pretended
"
rights of man "

the promulgation of the

real rights of God. " What a misfortune," he

exclaimed during the Commune, "that so glorious
a country as France should be governed by bandits.

Led by a man of energy and Christian courage, she

would soon deserve again her old title of Eldest

Daughter of the Church."

After his duty to God, came that to the people.
No amount of pressure or menace would induce him

to give places to unworthy persons. "The great
evil of this country," he would say,

"
is not to know

when to say
' No.' Men intrigue for such and such

a place, for such and such a man, whereas another

is justly entitled to it. A man should be chosen for

his fitness for the charge, not the charge for the
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His love of justice made him severe towards any
who took advantage of their position to oppress or

despoil the poor. In his journeys through the

provinces, he was surrounded with persons claiming

justice at his hands. He received them with

paternal kindness, heard all their complaints, like

St. Louis under the oak of Vincennes ; and when he

had satisfied himself as to the truth of their state-

ments, gave judgment on the spot. One day he

found that a rich proprietor, to round off his

property, had seized some land belonging to some

Indians, who were too poor to plead their rights.

He obliged this gentleman to restore the ground, and

deprived him of his office. Another time he found

a poor widow from whom 10,000 piastres had been

extorted unjustly. Garcia Moreno called for his

treasurer, and told him to pay her the money.
"And who will repay so large a sum?" he ex-

claimed. " N ," replied Garcia Moreno, naming
the thief, whom he sent for and forced him to

give the 10,000 piastres at once, while he bitterly

reproached him for his crime. On another occasion

he found a poor woman who had sold all her little

property to bring up her children, to a man who had

forced her to give a receipt for the sale before

the money had been paid ;
and then had taken

advantage of her innocence, and refused to pay her a

farthing. Garcia Moreno summoned the man before

him, and simply stating that the poor woman was
in want of her money, begged him not to delay the

payment any longer. The rogue swore by his gods
that he had paid her and showed the receipt in

.
due form.
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" My friend," replied Garcia Moreno, feigning

surprise,
"

I am sorry I suspected you unjustly, and

so I owe you a reparation. For some time I have

wanted a man as Governor of the Islands of Galla-

pagos, and I will appoint you. As it would not be

proper that you should go without an escort, two

police agents will accompany you to your house,

where you will make immediate preparations for

departure."
The rogue, finding himself detected, threw him*

self at the feet of the widow, paid her the money>

and implored her to get his sentence revoked. The

poor woman went and pleaded for him to the

President, who said smiling :

" Yet I had appointed
him Governor

; however, if he does not like his new

dignity, I will allow him to resign."

Never did Garcia Moreno knowingly commit an

injustice towards his neighbour. During the war of

1859 some soldiers had destroyed a house to obtain

some firing. He remembered it and sent to the

Bishop to find out the owner, to whom he instantly

forwarded an indemnity.
His enemies always did homage to his justice,

but declared he was often inexorable. The truth is,

that he often sinned by pardoning people too easily.

One of the leaders of the Revolution, Colonel Vivero,

found himself reduced to hide himself in the neigh-
bourhood of the capital, and at last determined to

leave the country. For this purpose he asked a

merchant for some money, which he had left in his

hands. -The tradesman put off the payment on

various pretexts, and at last begged him to come to

receive it on a certain night ; while he, in the mean-
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while, treacherously informed Garcia Moreno of his

movements, so that he might be arrested. Brought
before the President, and threatened with a council

of war, Vivero replied :

" Do with me what you
will ;

but do not allow this villain of a merchant, who
has betrayed me solely to escape the payment of his

debt, to remain unpunished."
Garcia Moreno inquired into the facts, found

they were true, sent the merchant to prison, and

turning to Colonel Vivero said: "You are free;

only do not conspire any more against the Govern-

ment." He thus showed his generosity when any
of his mortal enemies fell into his hands; but to

spare men like Maldonado, Campoverde, and

others, would have been simply to leave Ecuador to

the mercy of the anarchists.
" We have enough

assassins in the country without these," he said to

one who was pleading for their pardon.
" Your

sympathy is roused by the fate of the criminals ;

mine is reserved for their victims."

His passionate love of justice was united to an

exquisite tenderness and kindness of heart towards

all who suffered.

The poor knew it well, and one saw him con-

tinually, on his way home from his office, surrounded

with people of every class, to whom he would listen

patiently, giving advice to one, money to another,

and sending all away grateful and contented. If

all his deeds of charity were known, or we had

space to record them, they would alone fill a

volume.

With his friends he was always simple, open-

hearted, playful even, though preserving a certain
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dignity which was natural to him. His conversation

was charming. With his extraordinary knowledge
of such a variety of subjects, he would talk of

medicine with medical men, jurisprudence with

lawyers, theology with ecclesiastics, agriculture with

peasants, and every one found the time spent with

him delightful, but too short. Even those who had
been most prejudiced against him beforehand, when
once admitted into his intimacy, were as much

surprised at his genial manners and amiability as at

the extent of his learning.

But it was especially in the bosom of his own

family that he showed all the tenderness of his

loving nature. He never was so happy as when he

could be quite alone with them, although so often

compelled by political events to leave them. His

wife, from whom he had no secrets, was worthy of

him, and shared in all his joys and sorrows. When
God took away from them their little girl, this man

apparently so calm and so austere, was quite incon-

solable and did nothing but cry.
" O ! how weak I

am," he exclaimed. "I, who thought myself so

strong !

" His tenderness now centred in his boy,
whom he hoped to bring up to be like himself. He
trained him early in the love of God and of duty.
In 1874, he presented the child to the director of

the Brothers with this simple recommendation :

" Here is my son. He is six years old, and what I

wish is, that you should bring him up as a good
Christian. Science and virtue will make him a good
citizen. Do not be over-indulgent with him, I beg
of you, and if he deserves punishment, do not look

upon him as the son of the President of the Republic,
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but as simply one of your scholars whom you have

to train with the rest."

We have already, spoken of his passionate love

for his mother. God preserved her to him up to the

age of ninety-four, and he always devoted himself to

her with the same tenderness and veneration. She
died in 1873, on the feast of Our Lady of Mount
Carmel. To the letters of condolence he received

on that occasion, he replied, like a true Christian :

" You should rather congratulate me : my mother
lived for nearly a century. She was a saint. She died

on the feast of Carmel. I feel sure she is in Heaven.'*

In his answer to his cousin, the Archbishop of

Toledo, who 'had been her nephew, he thanked him

warmly for having offered the Holy Sacrifice for the

repose of her soul, and added : "I am sure that she

has already received the reward of her admirable

virtues. Her faith was the most living thing I have

ever known ; it was enough to move mountains.

Although naturally excessively timid, she was

courageous to the pitch of heroism when it was a

question of meeting any misfortune or danger ; or to

fulfil any duty. How often in my childhood she

made me understand, with the greatest zeal, that

the only thing to dread here below was sin ! She
used to say to me that I should be always happy if

I knew how to sacrifice all earthly things, honour,
and life itself, rather than offend God. I should

never end this letter if I were to tell you all that my
dear, holy mother was, and all that I owe to her.

The greatest favour you can confer upon me, is

to pray for her and to recommend her to all the

members of our family."
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We must now close this chapter of the virtues of

Garcia Moreno, and reveal the motive power or first

principle of this truly heroic life.

CHAPTER X.

THE TRUE CHRISTIAN.

PIETY in a great statesman, in the midst of the

political agitations and so-called
"
progress

"
of

modern society, would seem to be a singular thing.
The St. Louis', St. Edwards, or St. Ferdinands

are out of place on the thrones of Constitutional

Kings or Presidents of Republics. Garcia Moreno
knew this \vell ; but triumphed over this prejudice
as over every other. In spite of the fashion of the

day, of the rage of the Freemasons and his own

absorbing occupations, he never forgot that for a

man to succeed in regenerating a people he must

first sanctify his own soul. The piety which

animated him and made him ascend daily nearer

to God was fed by the three great theological

virtues faith, hope, and charity. He was not

only a man of faith, but of that earnest and living

kind which we rarely meet with in these days. He
attributed this great gift not only to the solidly

Christian education given him by his mother, but to

having had the sons of Catholic Spain as his ances-

tors. We must add, however, that his own studies

fortified this virtue in his soul ; for if imperfect

science, as Bacon says, alienates men from religion,
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true science brings them back to it. As a philo-

sopher full of logic and good sense, as a theologian

thoroughly well versed in the history and dogma of

the Church, as well as with an intimate knowledge
of Holy Scriptures, he often, with a word, pul-

verized the objections of false philosophers, and

had nothing but contempt for the shallow and

superficial brains who were taken by their specious
fallacies.

One day when he was speaking of the Islands of

Gallapagos, he discussed the whole question of the

epochs of Creation, the order assigned by Moses to

the evolutions of the globe and the Deluge in

relation to newly-proved geological facts, and that

with such erudition, science, and logic, that all

his hearers were amazed. No one was more struck

than Mgr. Vanutelli, the Apostolic Delegate, who
was present during this discussion. Garcia Moreno
looked upon the Syllabus as upon the Credo for

nations wrho did not desire to perish, and could not

understand the pretensions of those who talked of

saving the world while eliminating their Saviour.

His extraordinary clearness of perception in spiritual

matters was obtained by a daily meditation on the

Divine mysteries. In spite of his innumerable

occupations, he devoted half an hour each day to

this practice. The Gospel Text was the ordinary

subject of his mental prayer, and he knew it by
heart. The Imitation of Jesus Christ was also his

constant companion on his journeys as well as at

home. After his death a worn copy was found in

his pocket, given him by a devoted friend on Septem-
ber 24, 1860, the day of the taking of Guayaquil.
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St. Teresa is said one day to have exclaimed :

" O !

if kings would but pray for half an hour every day,
the face of the earth would be changed !

"
Perhaps

Garcia Moreno was the first head of a State who
realized, since St. Teresa's days, the wish of her

Apostolic heart. Certainly he was the only poten-
tate in this century who had so completely changed
the face of his country.

Thus, cultivated and developed by study and

meditation, his faith became a living action, re-

vealed to us by feelings which Pope Benedict

XIV. declared "heroic." The deep conviction of

the grandeur of God ; contempt of earthly goods ;

courage in the midst of tribulations; constancy in

works undertaken for the glory of God ; the public
and courageous confession of his belief; and the

punctual and joyous practice of the duties imposed

upon him by faith such \vas his daily life.

To all objections, difficulties, and impossibilities,

Garcia Moreno would answer invariably with his

favourite words: God never dies. "God is and

that is enough. What is impossible to God ?
"

What Prime Minister has ever inserted a para-

graph of this sort in his message to the Chambers ?

"
Among the great blessings which God, in His

ineffable mercy, has bestowed upon our country,
I reckon that of being once more reassembled under

His protection and under the shadow of that peace,

which He has preserved for us, who are nothing,
who can do nothing, and who but too often repay
His paternal goodness with monstrous ingratitude."

Again, when speaking of the acts of his adminis-

tration : "If I enter into these details, it is not
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for my own honour, but to give glory to Him to

Whom we owe all, and Whom we adore as our

Redeemer, our Father, our Saviour, and our God."

This continual realization of the greatness of

God filled his soul with a sovereign contempt for

earthly things. Hence his absolute disinterested-

ness ; his joy at being able to pour gold and

silver into the laps of the poor, the sick, the widows,
and the orphans. Hence, also, his patience in trials.

No complaint ever passed his lips. He would

sometimes say :

"
If my enemies pursued me for any

criminal act, I would ask their pardon and try

and amend ; but if they hate me for wishing to

preserve to my country that most precious of

treasures, faith, and because I have always shown

myself a faithful and obedient son of the Church,
I have nothing to answer except :

* God never

dies.'
"

When accused of hypocrisy on account of his

public religious practices, he replied :

"
Hypocrisy

consists in acting differently from what one believes.

Real hypocrites, therefore, are men who have the

faith, but who, from human respect, do not dare to

show it in their practice." Any grave infraction

of the commandments of God or any public scandal,

would sadden him terribly. One day, when a case

of gross immorality was brought before him, he ex-

claimed :

" You give me more pain than if you were

to announce to me an eruption of Cotopaxi !

"

From this vivid faith proceeded two other

virtues : hope, which threw itself at the feet of

God to implore His aid ; and charity, by which

he gave his heart entirely to our Lord. This man.
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so inflexible before tyrants, was as simple as a

little child on his knees before God. As a boy,
as we have before mentioned, he wished to conse-

crate himself to the service of the altar. During
his holidays, which he generally passed at Monte

Christi, in his brother's house, who was the vicar of

the parish, he was continually found praying in

the church. The rest of his time was spent in

study in his own room. His resolutions and the

rule he had laid down for his daily life we find

written in his own hand on the last page of his

Imitation. It will give some idea of his intimate

union with God :

"
Every morning when saying my prayers I will

ask specially for the virtue of humility.

"Every day I will hear Mass, say the Rosary,
and read, besides a chapter of the Imitation, this

rule and the annexed instructions.
"

I will take care to keep myself as much as

possible in the presence of God, especially in con-

versation, so as not to speak useless words. I will

constantly offer my heart to God, and principally

before beginning any action.
"

I will say to myself continually : I am worse

than a demon and deserve that Hell should be my
dwelling-place. When I am tempted, I will add :

What shall I think of this in the hour of my last

agony ?

"In my room, never to pray sitting when I

can do so on my knees or standing. Practise daily

little acts of humility, like kissing the ground, for

example. Desire all kinds of humiliations, while

taking care at the same time not to deserve them.
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To rejoice when my actions or my person are

abused and censured.
" Never to speak of myself, unless it be to own

my defects or faults.
" To make every effort, by the thought of Jesus

and Mary, to restrain my impatience and contradict

my natural inclinations. To be patient and amiable

even with people who bore me ; never to speak evil

of my enemies.
"
Every morning, before beginning my work,

I will write down what I have to do, being very
careful to distribute my time well, to give myself

only to useful and necessary business and to con-

tinue it \vith zeal and perseverance. I will

scrupulously observe the laws of justice and truth,

and have no intention in all my actions save the

greater glory of God.
"

I will make a particular examen twice a day on

my exercise of different virtues, and a general
examination every evening. I will go to confession

every week.
"

I will avoid all familiarities, even the most

innocent, as prudence requires. I will never pass
more than an hour in any amusement, and in

general, never before eight o'clock in the evening."
This rule of life unveils the soul of Garcia

Moreno. Those who knew him best bear witness

to with what conscientiousness and even scrupulous

fidelity he acted up to it. He never omitted any
pious exercise ; in camp, or in his hurried journeys,
he would kneel in some hut, or corner of his tent, or

in the woods, and say the Rosary with his aide-de-

camp or any one else who was present. However
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long and weary might be the distance he had to go,
he always found means to hear Mass on Sundays
and feast-days, and often served it himself in the

place of the Indian or other person whose business

it was. Sometimes when he had travelled on

horseback for two or three days and nights together,
he arrived at his home worn out with fatigue ;

but

he never would go and rest till he had heard Mass.

A German professor of the Polytechnic School r

who, during the long years passed at Quito, had

known the President intimately, and who had often

been with him to his hacienda, writes :

" He
always edified me more than I can express by his

goodness, his simplicity, his charming yet serious

amiability, and above all, by his deep and fervent

piety. In the morning when the hour drew near

for Mass, he would go to the chapel, prepare the

vestments and serve the Mass himself, in presence of

his family and the inhabitants of the village. If you
could only have seen him, with his tall and com-

manding figure, his noble features, his white hair,

his military air, and yet the expression on his face

of the ardent faith and loving charity with which his

whole soul was filled, you would understand the

respect and veneration felt by every one for this

man, who was truly one after God's own heart." I

This same edifying sight was renewed in the

evening. Surrounded by his family, his servants,

and aides-de-camp, the President read the night

prayers, to which he added a pious reading of some

book, on which he would often comment by express-

1 Notice on Don Gabriel Garcia Moreno. By Adolf Von Berlichin-

gen, S.J.

S
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ing the love and confidence in God with which

his whole heart was filled. On Sundays and

feast-days he would explain the Catechism to the

servants and assist at all the Offices of the Church
with the greatest respect, accompanied by his wife

and son. On great solemnities he would attend the

Cathedral officially in uniform, surrounded by his

Ministers and all the civil and military dignitaries.

His noble, dignified, and recollected demeanour, and
his pious and sustained attention during Mass edified

all who saw him. He exacted the like respect for

all religious ceremonies from those around him,
and any one who was wanting in it was certain

not to escape a grave reproof. On the occasion

of a Jubilee which exacted the attendance at three

processions to gain the Indulgence, it was observed

to him that o\ving to the pressure and importance of

his work he could demand a commutation of the

decree.
" God forbid !

"
he exclaimed. "

I am
nothing but a poor Christian like the rest !

" and he

followed the three processions between his wife and

child, and bare-headed in spite of the burning sun.

He made a like answer to the Superior of a

religious house, who, to spare him a quarter of

an hour's walk, offered to send him his confessor.
"
My Father," he replied, "it is the duty of a sinner

to go and find his judge, and not for the judge to be

running after the sinner !

"

His great devotion was for the Blessed Sacra-

ment, to which he paid daily visits, kneeling with the

greatest devotion before the altar. He went to

Communion every Sunday and often in the week
as well. If the Host was being carried to a dying
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person, he used to consider it an honour to escort It,

bearing a lighted candle or torch, in the midst of his

people. When Corpus Christi came, he would put
on his General's uniform and all his orders, and

seizing the banner, walk first before the dais as

a servant announcing the coming of his Master.

While his officers who held the canopy used to

shelter themselves under the shade of the wall,

the President walked boldly on in front, in spite

of the tropical sun, and when implored to put on his

hat to avoid a sunstroke, he protested that never

would he cover his head before his God.

His tender veneration to our Lady we have

before mentioned ; but to belong to her more

particularly he entered into a congregation which

the Jesuits had established at Quito, composed of

twro classes, persons of rank and wrorkmen. He
insisted on being enrolled among the latter, and

to the objections raised, simply answered :

" You
make a mistake. My place is among the people."
He made a point of assisting regularly at all their

meetings, proud of wearing the medal of Mary
among his "dear workmen," and they delighted
at having their beloved President amongst them.

When Pius IX. solemnly proclaimed St. Joseph
Patron of the Universal Church, and raised his

feast to one of obligation, Garcia Moreno at once

established it in Ecuador, where it was celebrated

with the greatest solemnity.
Besides the Holy Family, the people of Ecuador

have a special devotion to Blessed Marianna of

Jesus, a native of their country, and called The

Lily of Quito. The first time Garcia Moreno was
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President he restored her chapel, which had fallen

into decay, to which her relics were transferred

in 1865, and afterwards placed in a magnificent
shrine.

In 1873, he added one more act to perpetuate the

reign of God in his country ; and that was to conse-

crate Ecuador by an official decree to the Sacred

Heart. He proposed it first to the Bishops at

the third Council of Quito, who received the idea

with enthusiasm. Garcia Moreno then submitted

it to the Chambers, who voted it without one

dissentient voice. This decree of a nineteenth cen-

tury Parliament is too curious not to be inserted

here.

"Considering that the third Council of Quito, by
a special decree, has consecrated the Republic to

the Sacred Heart of Jesus, and placed it under

His defence and protection, and that it is right for

the representatives of the nation to associate them-

selves with an Act which will ensure the safety

and prosperity of the State, . . . the Congress
decrees that the Republic thus consecrated to the

Sacred Heart, shall adopt It as its Patron and

Protector. The feast of the Sacred Heart, as a

civil feast of the first class, shall be celebrated

in all the Cathedrals with the greatest possible

solemnity ;
while to excite the zeal and piety of the

faithful, in each large church an altar shall be raised

to the Sacred Heart, in which at the cost of the

State, shall be placed a stone commemorating the

present decree."

Soon after, at the same day and hour, the feast

was celebrated in every church of the Republic.
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Garcia Moreno attended it officially in the Cathedral,
with all the civil and military authorities. After the

Archbishop had pronounced the Act of Consecration

in the name of the Church, Garcia Moreno repeated
the same formula in the name of the State.

Never had the people assisted at a more touching

sight, or one dearer to the Heart of our Divine Lord.

Some members of the Congress, filled with

enthusiasm, wished to erect a church in Quito

specially consecrated to the Sacred Heart ; but

others opposed it, thinking that it might eclipse that

of " Our Lady of Mercy," the Patron of the

Republic. Garcia Moreno being consulted, said

smilingly to the objectors :

" Do you think, then,

that our Lady is jealous of her Son ?
"

It took ten

years, however, of struggle and difficulty before this

temple was erected.

Before concluding this chapter we must say a

few words of the Apostolic spirit of Garcia Moreno.

Had he been a priest, he would have been another

St. Francis Xavier ; but even as a layman his

burning thirst for souls was visible in every act of

his life. The reign of God in the souls of men that

was his fixed idea, the one ambition of his noble

heart, the motive of all his public and private
labours. When he went into the country, the

peasants relate that he went to see them all, sparing
neither rewards to the good nor corrections to the

bad. "He used to explain Christian doctrines to

the ignorant, say the Rosary with us all, prepare
us for Confession and Communion, explain the

Gospel to us, and insist upon our all going to Mass.

Peace and charity and abundance then reigned
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among us ; for the mere presence of our excellent

master seemed to drive away all evil."

He had invited some Irish labourers from the

United States to manage certain large saw-mills

which he had set up. On his first visit, having

carefully examined their work, he invited them to an

open-air dinner, and then questioned his guests
about the religious customs of their country,

ending by asking them if they knew any hymns
to our Lady? The Irishmen sang with a will.

"You love the Blessed Virgin then in your

country ?
" asked the President.

" Oh ! yes, with

all our hearts."
" Well then, my children, let

us kneel down all together and say her Rosary,
that you may persevere in loving and serving God,""

which was done, amidst the tears of the poor fellows

who never forgot his kindness and condescension.

His zeal suggested to him the most ingenious
methods of winning souls to Jesus Christ. He had

a friend at Quito, who was always ready to help him,
even with large sums of money, whenever he needed

them, but who never approached the Sacraments.

It is the custom at Quito that, at the end of the

Month of Mary, the faithful offer our Lady, instead

of flowers, their good resolutions for the future,

in writing. Garcia Moreno asked his friend one

day whether he had done this ? His friend under-

stood the allusion and wanted to escape.
" Wait

a moment !

"
the President exclaimed. "

I myself
have offered her a beautiful bouquet and, as usual,

you must bear the cost of it." "You know my
purse is always open to you," replied his friend.

"May I reckon upon you?" "Certainly." "Well,
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I have promised the Blessed Virgin that you will go-

to Communion with me the last day of her month.
You see that, without you, I cannot offer my
bouquet !

" The poor man, greatly embarrassed,
said " he had very odd ideas ;

and that an action

of such importance needed great preparation."
"That is the reason I have told you beforehand,"

replied Garcia Moreno. Touched by his intense

anxiety for his soul, his friend left him, but only to

go into retreat for some days ;
and when the close of

the Month of Mary came, he was found kneeling at

the altar by the side of the President, who was

perfectly overjoyed at the success of his scheme.

He was equally happy when the papers announced

any important conversion in any part of the world.
"
Glory to God and the Church," he wrote in 1874,

"
for the number of important conversions which

have lately taken place, especially those of Lord

Ripon, Lord Bury, and Her Majesty the Queen
Mother of Bavaria. Such examples cannot fail to

exercise a great influence on all right-minded
Protestants." We have given our readers a faith-

ful picture of the inner life of this great statesman,

and are disposed to ask, Where shall we find his

equal save in the lives of the saints ?



CHAPTER XI.

THE STATESMAN BISHOP.

PERHAPS Garcia Moreno would never have been so

well known in Europe had it not been for his ener-

getic protest against the invasion of Rome by the

troops of Victor Emmanuel. He had followed day
by day the passion of Pius IX. the lamb struggling
in vain against the wolves, the crusade of the Ponti-

fical Zouaves against these new Saracens, which had

filled him with admiration. When the crime was

consummated, and the Papal Encyclical protesting

against it arrived at Ecuador, people on the follow-

ing day read an energetic remonstrance in the official

papers addressed to the Minister of Victor Emmanuel

against "the iniquitous invasion of Rome and the

slavery of the Roman Pontiff, in spite of insidious

promises, always violated, and derisive guarantees of

independence, by which they hoped to disguise the

ignominious servitude of the Head of the Church."

Not content with this personal protest, he sent

copies to all the Governments of America, exhorting
them wr

armly to reprove with him "the violent

and unjust occupation of Rome." "
If the Kings of

the Old World keep silence, at least let Victor

Emmanuel find in the New World the energetic
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reprobation of both people and Governments." Alas!

no potentate echoed his words
; and he scarcely

expected they would. He "only wished to accom-

plish his duty as a Catholic," and "to render his

protest as public as possible." "After all," he

added, "what does it signify? God has no need of

us, nor of anything, to accomplish His promise ; and
He will accomplish it, in spite of Hell and its

satellites, the Freemasons, who are more or less

masters of modern Governments."

But if Kings and Presidents were silent, the

effects of Garcia Moreno's protest on the people was

immense, and produced a real national manifesta-

tion, in which clergy and laity were equally asso-

ciated. In a magnificent address to the Apostolic

Delegate, they wrote :

" We can do nothing against
these odious acts, but we reprove and condemn them
with all our hearts, and we implore the God of

nations and of armies to abridge these days of

tribulation by giving back to the Head of the Church

his liberty and independence."
The Catholic world universally applauded the

noble protest of the President.
"
Ecuador," ex-

claimed the leading journal of Bogota, "would be

nothing without Garcia Moreno, and this illustrious

man, in spite of his genius, would be nothing
without his intrepid defence of the Roman Church.

Honour and glory to him who has dared to say,
' A Catholic people cannot socially deny Jesus
Christ.' . . . This man has saved the honour of our

century ;
and in the nimbus of glory which surrounds

him, one forgets the feebleness of the nation which

has taken upon itself to speak in the name of all."
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A Spanish journal, La Cruz, was still more enthu-

siastic ; and after stigmatizing the shameful silence

of European Kings and Governments, turns to the

little Republic of Ecuador, "small in a certain

sense, but great in her faith," and adds :

" Honour
and glory to its noble Chief, who, as a faithful

interpreter of its popular aspirations, has known
how to avenge the oppression of the Church, the

outrage on religion, and the sad spectacle of Rome
invaded by hordes of savages a thousand times

more worthy of malediction than the hordes of

Attila."

The French Catholic Press was equally warm in

its admiration of the action of the President, and

speaks of Ecuador as "the only Catholic State

which, profiting by its rights as a free country, has

so nobly protested against this flagrant violation of

the rights of nations."

On reading Garcia Moreno's energetic reproba-
tion of the sacrilegious acts of the Piedmontese

Government, Pius IX. exclaimed, "Ah! if he were

but the King of a powerful nation, the Pope would
have some one to support him in this world !

" On
March 21, 1871, he sent him a Brief of congratulation
and of gratitude, in which, after dwelling on the

important services he had always rendered to religion,

the Pope added :

" Your energetic protest has been

of supreme comfort to us in the midst of the afflictions

which overwhelm us
; and we have resolved, as a

testimony of our affectionate benevolence, to create

you a Knight of the First Class of the Order of

Pius IX. Admitted into this glorious corporation,

you can henceforth wear the great decoration of this
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order and enjoy all. the distinctions and privileges
with which we have enriched it."

Garcia Moreno was filled with joy at the thought
that any act of his had consoled the Sovereign Pontiff,

and thanked him warmly for the great honour he

had conferred upon him, but of which he thought
himself altogether unworthy, having only, as he

expressed it, "fulfilled a simple duty." He resolved

on showing his gratitude by an act of spontaneous

generosity, of which the usurpation of the temporal

power gave him the occasion.

The Pope, deprived of his States and his revenues,

was reduced to beggary. To cover the expenses of

his enormous ecclesiastical administration, Catholics

had started the offering called Peter's Pence. Garcia

Moreno asked himself why Catholic Governments
should not send their offering to the Pope as well

as families and individuals ? At the Congress of

1873, after having shown the prosperous state of the

finances, he boldly brought forward his proposal as

follows :

" A special duty is laid upon us to succour

our Holy Father the Pope, now deprived of his

revenues. You can appropriate to his use ten per
cent, of the tithe conceded to the State. The offer-

ing will not be large, but it will enable us to prove
that we are loyal and affectionate sons of the

common Father of the Faithful, and we will continue

it through the ephemeral triumph of the Italian

usurpation. As we have the happiness to be Catho-

lics, let us be so logically and openly ;
in our public

as well as in our private lives
;
and let us confirm the

truth of our words and feelings by the public testi-

mony of our deeds."
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Carried away by the enthusiasm which his words

had aroused, the Congress unanimously voted the

sum of 10,000 piastres
1 to the Holy Father as a

national gift, "the humble offering of our little

Republic," as the deputies expressed it to the

Apostolic Delegate, "wrhich we implore you to offer

to the immortal Pius IX. on behalf of a people who
revere his virtues and admire his grandeur."

" Cease to represent your Republic as humble and

small," replied the Papal Delegate.
"
States who raise

themselves by such acts of generosity cease to be

small !

"

The good Pope was deeply touched at this filial

gift, and wrote a beautiful letter to the President, in

which he enumerated, one by one, the great things
he had effected in Ecuador during so short a time,

while praising the prudence, zeal, and charity of

which he had given so striking an example. This

warm and detailed praise of his acts, by the highest

authority on earth, frightened the modesty of Garcia

Moreno, who answered the Pope as follows :

" Most Holy Father ! I cannot express to you
the profound gratitude I feel for your Holiness' most

paternal and affectionate letter. The approbation
which you have deigned to give to my humble efforts

is the greatest reward I could wish for on earth ; but

I consider it very much beyond my deserts. I feel

and confess that all is owing to God, not only the

growing prosperity of our little State, but the means
I have employed to develope it, and the desire with

which He has inspired me to labour for His glory.

I do not, then, deserve any reward. I have, on the

i About 52,000 francs, or 2,080 sterling.
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contrary, more reason to fear that God will judge me
as responsible for all the good I could have done
with the help of His grace and did not do. May
your Holiness then deign to implore Him to pardon
and save me in spite of my faults. May He enlighten
and direct me in all things, and give me the grace
to die in defence of the Faith and of Holy Church.

. . . With these feelings, most Holy Father, I

implore once more a blessing for the Republic, for

my family, and for myself. With your Apostolic

benediction, I feel an increase of confidence in

God, the source of all strength and courage."
Such were the mutual relations between Pius IX.

and Garcia Moreno. Pius IX. loved in Garcia

Moreno the noble, high-minded, and just man, who
alone had the courage to resist the revolutionary

spirit of the day. On his side, Garcia Moreno felt a

passionate devotion towards the heroic Pontiff, who
was always on the breach to defend the rights and

interests of the Church. These two souls were as

one in their love of truth. Pius IX. preached it as

the great Bishop within the Church : Garcia Moreno,
as the statesman bishop without, was ever at hand

to help him, and to offer him, if necessary, the sacri-

fice of his life. Writing to one of his friends who
had had an audience at the Vatican, he says :

"
I

envy you the happiness of being able to kiss the feet

of the Vicar of Jesus Christ, and to talk freely to

him, for I love him as a father, and for his defence

and his liberty I would give even the life of my son."

Both Pius IX. and Garcia Moreno merited the

supreme honour of sharing in the Passion of Jesus
Christ. One was given up to the jailors of the

Revolution : the other to its assassins.



CHAPTER XII.

HIS RE-ELECTION.

1874, 1875.

WE have seen how completely the whole face of

the country was changed since Garcia Moreno had

resumed supreme power. But when the year 1874
drew towards its close, the great question of the new
Presidential Election began to agitate men's minds.

There was no doubt that Garcia Moreno, the idol

and benefactor of the people, would obtain an

immense majority of votes over any other candidate,

and endless addresses, signed by thousands of

electors, were issued in favour of his re-election.

This exasperated the Radical party, who, beaten in

1869, hoped to have their revenge in 1875. Not to

shock the people too much, they chose for their

candidate the Liberal Catholic, Borrero. Garcia

Moreno had in vain tried to disarm this old friend

by offering him office. He always refused point
blank. Again, when, in 1873, the Governor of

Cuenca seized and exiled Borrero, Garcia Moreno
reversed the sentence and brought Borrero home.
But this

" Cato of Ecuador," as he was called,

refused all his advances. Between these two men, in

fact, union was impossible. When people spoke
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to Garcia Moreno about the fusion of parties, he

replied without hesitation : "I have always held

that the struggle between good and evil was eternal.

Consequently the cause of right and religion cannot

be amalgamated with that of our opponents. We
will welcome all those who wish to join our ranks :

we will prosecute no one except for crime
;
but we

cannot change our convictions, which are anchored

in our souls, and which nothing can shake. Give

up, then, all idea of my conversion, or of the fusion

of parties !

" z

Borrero called him a narrow-minded bigot ; but

be that as it may, his Liberalism, together with his

enmity to Garcia Moreno, caused him to be chosen

as the favoured candidate of the sects, and the New
Era of Guayaquil, edited by young men, moved
heaven and earth in his favour. Borrero, however,
felt that his chances of success were so small that he

implored his friends not to risk the disgrace of a

defeat. Then the refugees of Lima and other places

tried to intimidate the electors by frantic articles

against Garcia Moreno. One of them, Pedro Mon-

cajo, wrote a pretended biography of the President,

accusing him of every imaginable crime. Another

pamphlet recommended assassination as "the only

way for a nation to free itself from a tyrant." The
atheist Juan Montalvo, published a pamphlet called

the Perpetual Dictatorship, which was nothing but a

tissue of outrages and blasphemies against Garcia

Moreno and the Church, and called forth an indig-

nant reply from the United States Minister.
" These

accusations," he wrote, "make one smile with pity
1 Letter to Sarrade, March 25, 1871.
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and contempt for their author, especially when one

knows Garcia Moreno and his history. Having
resided in Ecuador for many years, and being per-

fectly cognizant of all that has passed, I speak with

a thorough knowledge of my subject, and I do not

exaggerate when I say that Garcia Moreno is the

most illustrious man in South America." Garcia

Moreno himself received these insults with joy.
" God has permitted that a pamphlet should appear

by Juan Montalvo against me and the Church, in

which I am stigmatized as a tyrant and a thief. I

have reason to know that it is the work of the Free-

masons, who have already distributed two thousand

copies. But once more I thank God that I am
calumniated as a Catholic."

All these manoeuvres to prevent his re-election

affected him the less, as he had long wished to retire

into private life. He only consented to be put in

nomination if such were the absolute will of the

nation, but strictly forbade his subordinates to make

any efforts in favour of his candidature. On July 29,

1874, his father-in-law, Ignacio de Alcazar, wrote to

reproach him for his indifferentism, adding :

"
If the

sects triumph, religion will be persecuted and public
works abandoned

;
civil war will re-commence, and

you will be assassinated in order to get rid of you."
Garcia Moreno replied : "You have forgotten that I

have never intrigued to obtain the Presidency, and

even if I wished for it, I have no right to do any-

thing to obtain the votes of the electors. ... If, by
the will of God, the people give me their suffrages, I

will accept the Presidency, because in that case I

could not refuse, without being wanting in my duty
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to the nation." Again, on the I2th of September,

Ignacio returned to the charge, complaining of his

inactivity, when his enemies were moving heaven
and earth against .him.

"
I do not understand,"

answered Garcia Moreno, "what you want my
Ministers to do. As private persons, they are free

to vote as they like ; but as public functionaries I

exact that they shall not take part in any propaganda
in my favour." These letters to a relation whom he
so tenderly loved, prove that Garcia Moreno sub-

mitted to his re-election, but did not wish for it.

The people, however, did not take that view, and
determined to re-elect him at whatever cost

; so that

finally Borrero withdrew his candidature, but after a

furious diatribe against Garcia Moreno in the New
Era, declaring that "the article in the Constitution

which authorized his re-election was simply an

invention of his own to ensure his perpetual Presi-

dency." But the editors had reckoned too far on

Garcia Moreno's patience. He summoned Proano

and Valverde before the Court at Guayaquil for their

seditious articles, and when the judge acquitted

them, from fear of the Revolutionists, Garcia Moreno

appealed to the Tribunal of Quito. Letters from

Cuenca at the same time warned him that a Revolu-

tion \vas about to break out in Guayaquil, under the

leadership of a certain Colonel Polanco, an officer of

artillery. The Government accordingly degraded

Polanco, and when the Quito tribunal, with the

cowardice of their Guayaquil brethren, refused to

give judgment in the matter of the newspaper

articles, Garcia Moreno took the matter in his own
hands. Having shown his Council the fresh dangers

T
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with which the country was threatened, he placed
the provinces of Guayaquil and Cuenca in a state of

siege, and having summoned before him Proano and

Valverde, ordered them to disavow publicly their

infamous articles. On their refusal, he exiled them
to Peru ;

while Dr. Arizaga, the alter ego of Borrero,

was imprisoned in Quito.
These affairs took place in the beginning of

January, 1875. Fifty days of the state of siege

sufficed to put dowrn the Radical insurrection.

Powerless to demolish "the tyrant," as the followers

of Borrero called Garcia Moreno, they retired from

the fight, leaving the "vile slaves" to reinstate

Garcia Moreno once more in the President's chair.

The Election took place in May with the most perfect

quiet. Without promises or menaces or any excite-

ment, twenty-three thousand electors spontaneously
and joyfully gave their votes for the man whom
they justly called the saviour of their country.

The Radicals, finding all their efforts fruitless to

weaken his popularity, then made up their minds to

resort to extreme measures, and secretly prepared
their daggers and revolvers.



CHAPTER XIII.

THE ASSASSINATION.

IT is impossible in these days to ignore the existence

of a secret society called Freemasonry, of which the

secret consists in uniting itself with the devil to

destroy the reign of God upon the earth. For a long
time they dissimulated their infamous designs under

the specious guise of philanthropy, but now they
work openly. Ecraser rinfdme, they cry with Voltaire,

which in plain English means,
"
Destroy Jesus

Christ."
" Clericalism is the great enemy," ex-

claimed the other day one of their heads ; but when
he used the word "

clericalism," he meant "
Christi-

anity." The whole of the horrible ritual of the

sects may be summed up in the words of Proudhon,
one of their leaders :

" Listen to my words. The
first duty of every intelligent man is to drive the

idea of God from his mind and conscience. Lying

spirit, imbecile God, Thy reign is at an end ! Seek

for other victims among the beasts ! Thou art

dethroned and broken in pieces. . . . Come, Satan !

.come, though calumniated by priests and kings, let

me embrace thee and hug thee to my breast. Thou
knowest me for a long while and I know thee. . . .

God is hypocrisy and lies. God is tyranny and

misery. God is the real spirit of evil. Thou, alone,
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Satan, canst ennoble work, and place the seal on
virtue."

All Freemasons do not use as strong language
as Proudhon, but all have in their hearts the same
hatred of good, and the same love of evil. Leo XIII.

exclaims in one of his Encyclicals, "They do not

attempt to hide it any longer. They are audacious

enough to lift their arm against God, and openly

plot to deprive the world of all faith in Jesus Christ

and His benefits."

We can easily understand, therefore, what was
their rage against Garcia Moreno, who had exposed
and defeated their schemes throughout Ecuador.

All the Freemason newspapers throughout the world,

in Europe as in America, held him up to public

execration, and finally he was solemnly condemned
to death by the Great Council of the Order.

The plots for his assassination became so

notorious that many people implored him to take

extra precautions, and not to expose so precious
a life needlessly. But he would not listen. In

answer to a religious who wrote to him on the

subject, he wrote: "I am very grateful for your
charitable advice, though it tells me nothing new.

1 know very well that certain men wish for my
death ; but these wishes only injure those who form

them. Tell the person who gave you the warning
that I fear God, but God alone. I forgive my
enemies with all my heart ; I would do good to

them if I knew who they were, and if they gave me
the opportunity." To Don Ignacio and other

devoted friends he made similar answers. To the

editor of the National (who had denounced these
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Cains, comparing Garcia Moreno to Abel, and

adding: "Abel forgave his brother, but his blood

did not the less cry out to Heaven for vengeance.

Strike, then, O Cains ; but know that God will

avenge His own"), Garcia Moreno wrote, saying:
"This is not the language a Government should

hold which is striving to do what is right without

fear of the consequences. If these men desire to kill

me, let them come ; they will not slaughter us as

timid sheep. . . . God will be our buckler against
the enemy. . . .If I fall, nothing can be more
desirable or glorious for a Catholic ; for the recom-

pense is an eternal one."

The inhabitants of Quito, however, watched with

increasing anxiety nightly meetings in the house of

the Peruvian Minister of men who were well-known

enemies of the President. There was Polanco, a

man of good family, who had intended to become
a monk, but had given up all religious practices and

now vowed eternal hatred to Garcia Moreno. Then

Moncayo, who had passed some years in a religious

community, and to whom, when he came out, the

President had refused office. Campuzano, an old

conspirator; Andrade, the son of a peasant of

Ibarra ; Cornejo, a young man of respectable

family, formerly devoted to Garcia Moreno, but now

perverted by the sects ; lastly, a grenadier named

Rayo, who had held an important post from which

he had been dismissed by the President for mal-

practices, and now had turned sadler, to gain his

livelihood, but who had vowed eternal vengeance

against the man who had detected and punished
him.
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Another man, named Cortes, arrived at Quito
under suspicious circumstances, and spent his time

at the Peruvian Embassy in declaiming against

despots and singing hymns of liberty. He pushed
his insolence so far that Garcia Moreno ordered him

to leave the territory of the Republic. But the

conspirators continued their secret correspondence
with their accomplices at Lima, and that in the

most audacious manner. The aide-de-camp of

Garcia Moreno found one day certain letters on his

desk waiting for the Government stamp. Suspecting
their nature, Garcia Moreno opened them, and

found they were for Urbina, from the Revolutionists

of Quito. Mgr. Vanutelli, in the same way, being
at Guayaquil in the month of July, 1875, on his way
to embark for Europe, opened a packet of letters

addressed to him from Lima, and found they were

intended for Polanco, to whom he unsuspectingly
forwarded them through a Jesuit Father they con-

tained the last instructions of the lodges !

No one could disguise the imminence of the

danger, and a prelate, who was devoted to Garcia

Moreno, said to him :

"
It is a matter of public

notoriety that the sects have publicly condemned

you, and that their assassins are sharpening their

poignards. For the love of God, take some pre-

cautions !

" " And what precautions do you suggest ?
"

replied the President. " Never to go out without an

escort." "And who will defend me against the

escort, if they, too, should be corrupted ? I would

rather place my trust in God. And he added the

words of the Psalmist : Nisi Dominus custodierit

civitatem, frustra vigilat qui custodit earn.
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It was under these sad circumstances that he

wrote his last letter to the Sovereign Pontiff, which

breathes throughout the piety of a saint and the

courage of a martyr : "I implore your benediction,

most Holy Father, having, without any merit on my
part, been again elected President of this Catholic

Republic. The new Presidential era only begins on
the 3Oth of August, when I shall have to take the

oath to the Constitution, and when it will be my
duty to give official notice of it to your Holiness.

But I wished to let you know it to-day, so as to

obtain from Heaven the light and strength which

I need now, more than at any other time, to remain

the devoted son of our Holy Redeemer and the

loyal and obedient servant of His Vicar.

"To-day, when all the Masonic lodges, excited by
those in Germany and Belgium, utter against me
the vilest and most horrible calumnies, and are

moving heaven and earth to find means to assassinate

me, I neecj more than ever the Divine protection,

so as to live and die for the defence of our holy

religion and of this dear Republic which God has

called upon me to govern. What greater happiness
can be awarded to me, most Holy Father, than to

see myself detested and calumniated for the love of

our Divine Redeemer ? But what still greater

happiness wrould it be if your benediction could

obtain from Heaven the grace to shed my blood for

Him, Who, being God, has deigned to shed every

drop of His at the pillar and upon the Cross !

"
. . .

He then asked two favours of the Pope : one, some
nuns for the leper hospital ; the other, the relics of

St. Peter Claver, abandoned at Carthagena.
" Your
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Holiness," he continued, "has beatified this Apostle
of Catholic charity, and cannot wish his precious
remains to lie in a place where they are neither

appreciated nor venerated. Our poor Ecuador
neither seeks for nor desires other protection than

that of God, and will be too happy to have, then,

another advocate in Heaven."

Full of these holy thoughts, Garcia Moreno set

himself quietly to work to prepare his message for

the coming Congress, which was to open on the

loth of August. On the feast of St. Anne (26th

July), who was the patroness of his wife, among
the many letters of congratulation which she received,

was one warning her to watch with still greater

vigilance over her husband's life, as his assassins

were determined before long to carry out their

threats. On this occasion his friends again renewed

their entreaties for him to take measures lest he

should fall into their hands. He only replied

joyously :
" Well ! what does a traveller wish but to

arrive at the end of his journey ? or a sailor but to

see the shores of his own country after a bad and

dangerous voyage ? I cannot consent to have a

guard. My fate is in the hands of God, Who will

take me out of this world when and how it may
please Him."

On the 2nd of August a religious wrote to him
from Latacunga, that the conspiracy would break

out in a few days, and that a man named Rayo was

amongst them. "
Rayo !

"
exclaimed Garcia Moreno,

"it must be an infamous calumny. I saw him at

Holy Communion only a few days ago ;
a Christian

cannot be an assassin." In fact, this man had so
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dissembled his villainy, and the President mistrusted

him so little, that, wishing to take a ride with his

boy on the loth of August, he had ordered a new
saddle for the little Gabriel from this very Rayo !

On the 4th of August he wrote a last letter to his

friend, Juan Aguirre, who, ever since his college

days, had been his intimate friend. A few months

before, on the eve of starting for Europe, Juan had

come to wish him good-bye. After a long and

intimate talk, Garcia Moreno accompanied his friend

to the door, and embracing him warmly, exclaimed :

"
I feel we shall never see each other again ; it is

our last good-bye !

"
Then, turning aside not to

show the tears which rushed into his eyes, he

repeated :

" Adieu ! we shall never meet again on

earth." On the 4th of August he reminded his

friend of this presentiment, and added : "I am
about to be assassinated, but I am happy to die for

my faith. We shall meet one another in Heaven."

On the 5th of August, wishing to finish his

message to Congress, he told his aide-de-camp not

to admit any one. Towards evening a priest

arrived, and implored to see the President. The
officer refused ;

but the priest insisted, saying that

the communication he had to make could not be

put off till the next day. Being admitted, he said :

"You have been warned that your death was

decreed by the Freemasons ;
but you have not been

told when. I have just heard that the assassins

are going to try and carry out their plot at once,

perhaps to-morrow. For God's sake, take your
measures accordingly !

" "I have already received

similar warnings," replied Garcia Moreno calmly,
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"and after having calmly reflected, I have come to

the conclusion that the only measure I can take is

to prepare myself to appear before God." And he

then went on with his work as if a message of no

importance had been given to him. It was remarked,

nevertheless, that he passed the greater part of the

night in prayer.
The next day was the 6th of August, the feast

of the Transfiguration. At six o'clock in the morning
he went as usual to the Dominican Church to hear

Mass. It was the First Friday of the month, the

day specially dedicated to the Sacred Heart. With

many others of the faithful, the President drew

near to the altar, and received the God of the

Eucharist, as the Viaticum for his last journey, for

after having received so many warnings, he could

not doubt that he was in danger of death. He
prolonged his thanksgiving and prayer till eight

o'clock.

The conspirators had been watching him all the

morning, and were stationed in the square opposite
the church in little groups, where they remained

during Mass. They meant to attack him on coming
out of church, but were deterred by the number of

people who came out at the same time. He there-

fore came back safely to his own house, spent some
time with his wife and son, and then went to his

own room to give the last touches to his message,
which he was to communicate that day to his

Ministers.

Towards one o'clock, with his manuscript in his

hand, he went with his aide-de-camp towards the

Palace, stopping on his way at a relation of his
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wife's, whose house was on the Plaza Major. As
the heat was extreme, he took some cooling drink,

which put him in a perspiration, and obliged him
to button up his coat on going out an insignificant

act which nevertheless had fatal consequences. At

this moment the conspirators were in a cafe in the

square watching the movements of their victim.

As soon as they perceived him, they went out, one

by one, and hid behind the columns of the peristyle,

each in the place assigned to him by Polanco, who
himself went to the other side of the square to watch

the event. The President, before going to the

Palace, wished to adore the BlessecJ Sacrament

which that day was exposed in the Cathedral. 1

For a long time he remained kneeling on the floor

of the church absorbed in recollection and prayer.

As, at the approach of night, created objects dis-

appear, and nature seems to repose in a solemn

calm, God, at that supreme moment, dispelled all

earthly thoughts from the soul of His servant, and

drew him nearer to Himself, in the repose of a

celestial union. One of the assassins, Rayo, im-

patient of a delay which might prove fatal to their

plans, sent a messenger to the President to say that

he was wanted for some pressing business. Garcia

Moreno rose at once, left the Cathedral, and had

already made three or four steps towards the door

of the palace, when Rayo, drawing a huge cutlass

(called in the country a machete) from under his

cloak, inflicted a terrible wound on his shoulder.
" Vile assassin !

"
cried the President, trying in vain

i The Cathedral and the Palace, or Government House, form

one of the angles of the Plaza Major.
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to seize his revolver in his buttoned-up coat, while

Rayo inflicted a fresh wound on his head, and the

other conspirators fired at him with their revolvers.

At that moment, a young man sprang upon Rayo,
and tried to disarm him, but was wounded himself,

and had to let go his hold. Pierced with balls, and

with his head bleeding, the heroic victim still tried

to defend himself and disengage his revolver, when

Rayo, with a double blow of his cutlass, severed his

left arm, and cut off his right hand. A second

discharge threw the martyr to the bottom of the

steps, where, stretched on the ground, and covered

with blood, he remained motionless, when the

ferocious Rayo again assailed him, crying out,
"
Die,

destroyer of liberty !

" " Dios no muere !
" murmured

for the last time the Christian hero.

All this was the work of a moment. The noise

of the firing drew every one to the windows, while

a panic filled every heart. The public functionaries

barricaded the Palace, thinking that they were all

about to be murdered. The aide-de-camp had rushed

off to the barracks for help, while Polanco, Cornejo,
and Andrade took to flight, crying :

" The tyrant is

dead !

" Women flew to help the President from

their shops under the arcade, rending the air with

their cries. In a few minutes the square was filled

with people, the soldiers in vain seeking for the

assassins, the priests of the Cathedral hurrying to

give the last consolations of religion to the murdered

man, if he were still breathing. He could not answer

them or move, but his eyes showed that he was not

unconscious. He was carried into the Cathedral

and laid at the feet of Our Lady of Seven Dolours.
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'A surgeon tried to stop his gaping wounds, but it

was useless. His livid and discoloured lips showed
that he was on the point of expiring. A priest
asked him to forgive his murderers ; his dying look

answered that he had done so. The pardon of God
descended upon him with the absolution; Extreme
Unction was administered to him in the midst of the

sobs and tears of all the assistants, and a quarter of

an hour later he expired.

During this quarter of an hour of agony another

scene took place in the square. A ball, intended for

the President, struck Rayo in the leg, so that he

could not escape with the rest. Thinking to provoke
a Radical demonstration, he brandished his weapon
in the air, glorying in having

" immolated the

tyrant." One of the soldiers, furious at the death

of his beloved general, pointed his gun at him.
" You have no right to kill me !

" screamed Rayo.
" And you, what right had you to assassinate my
master ?

"
replied the soldier, and shot him dead on

the spot. His body, seized by the furious people,

was dragged with every indignity, by a cord round

his neck, through the streets of the city and finally

thrown into a public cesspool, only to be buried

afterwards in a spot reserved for parricides and

excommunicated persons. Large cheques on the

Bank of Peru, found in the pockets of the assassin,

proved that the venerable Order of Freemasons, like

the Great Council of the Jews, does not spare its

gold to the Judas it employs.
In the evening of that fatal day the Dean of the

Faculty of Medicine, Guayraud, made an official

report on the body of the President. The martyr
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had received five or six bullets and fourteen blows of

the terrible cutlass, one of which had pierced the

brain. He had, in fact, seven or eight mortal

wounds. On the breast of the President was a

relic of the True Cross, the scapular of the Passion,

and that of the Sacred Heart. Round his neck they
found his rosary, to which a medal was attached

representing on one side Pope Pius IX., and on the

other the Vatican Council. The effigy of Pius IX.

was stained with his blood, as if to prove by this

touching symbolism that the love of the Church
and its Head had caused the death of the glorious

martyr. An agenda of his daily notes was also found

upon him. On the last page he had, on that very

day, written in pencil these few words, which are

worthy of a saint :

"
My Saviour, Jesus Christ, give

me greater love for Thee and profound humility, and
teach me what I should do this day for Thy greater

glory and service." If we ask ourselves why God

permitted that the blood of one whom He had
created expressly, as it seemed, for the regeneration
of his country and the triumph of the Church, should

be shed by vile criminals, we can only answer that it

pleases God to glorify in a special manner those who
have the most bravely confessed His truth. The

supreme glory is to seal wTith one's blood the truth

one has defended by word and deed. God gave this

glory to His Son, to the martyrs of the Church

throughout all ages, and to Garcia Moreno. But
did the people, so devoted to him, deserve this

chastisement ? No, but let them take courage. As
the blood of the martyr was the seed of the Church,
so the blood of Garcia Moreno will produce, not only
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in Ecuador but in other nations, true champions of

the people and of the Church of God. A man dies,

but God does not Dios no muere.

CHAPTER XIV.

THE MOURNING.

1875-

No sooner had the death of Garcia Moreno become
known than the whole town went into mourning.
The streets were hung with black, the bells tolled

from all the churches, the cannon sounded hour by
hour, and the grief of the people was so universal

that one might have imagined that each family had

lost its dearest member. Instead of breaking out

in a Revolution, as the Radicals hoped, the whole

capital was filled with sorrow and consternation.

The official journals justly interpreted the public

feeling \vhen they wrote :

" Under the weight of this

terrible and unexpected sorrow all life seems to have

stopped short ; men's lips are dumb and their hearts

fail them. . . . By destroying our chief, a band of

villains flattered themselves that they would at the

same time annihilate our religion and our country.
But the spirit of Garcia Moreno abides with us, and

the martyr in Heaven will plead for his sorrowing

people."
In fact, there was not a semblance of disorder ;

the assassins fled in different directions not to be

themselves torn in pieces by public vengeance. The
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Vice-President, Don Xavier Leon, was declared the

head of the Executive, and placed the Republic in

a state of siege. By a circular addressed to the

Governors of the Provinces he ordered them to use

every means to track the murderers. . . . Appealing
to the army, he said: "Officers and soldiers! Men
whose hands are still red with the blood of your
beloved General-in-Chief, may strive to enlist you
under another banner than that of religion and your

country. But you will not forget his teaching you
will be faithful to his laws. Brave soldiers ! Turn

your eyes towards Heaven, see on the head of him
for whom you are weeping the glorious crown of a

martyr, and swear to defend the institutions for

which he gave his life." From Cuenca, Guayaquil,
and all the other provinces came protestations of

devotion to the country and of the deepest sorrow,
while the whole Diplomatic Corps associated itself

with the grief of the nation. The Qth of August was
the day fixed for the public funeral in the metro-

politan church. On the catafalcffce were engraved
these words as a summary of his life: "To the re-

generator of his country and the invincible defender

of the Catholic faith." During the three days which

elapsed between his death and the funeral the body
was exposed, seated in an arm-chair, dressed in his

presidential uniform and surrounded by his guards.
One would have thought he was only asleep. His
assassins had hacked his body to pieces, but

respected his face, of which the manly and expres-
sive features remained intact. During three days
the sobbing people crowded without intermission

round the bier, not only from Quito, but from all the
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neighbourhood. An interminable procession of men,

women, and children went to pray by the body, and

left it, crying bitterly, and exclaiming :

" We have

lost our father ! He has shed his blood for us !

"

On the day of the funeral a magnificent catafalque
was erected in the Cathedral, on which lay the body
of the President in his General's uniform, the head

still uncovered. Then came the Archbishop and his

clergy, the members of the Government, and all the

civil and military authorities. Only the President's

chair of state remained vacant, and at the sight of

that the people burst out in tears and groans. The
emotion was redoubled when Don Vincent Cuesta r

applied the words of Holy Writ to this new Judas
Machabeus :

" The people of Israel bewailed him
with great lamentations and said : How is the

mighty man fallen that saved the people of Israel?"

(i Machabees ix. 20, 21). After dwelling on the

terrible event he exclaimed :

" O ! God of nations I

How is it Thou hast permitted this sentinel of Thy
House, this defender of Thy Church, the glory and

pride of his people, thus to fall by the hands of the

impious, bathed in his own blood ? O ! my God 1

prostrate before Thine infinite Majesty, we can but

adore Thine inscrutable designs. Thou hast given
him to us and Thou hast taken him away. Blessed

be the name of the Lord ! We will strive to drive

from our hearts all feelings of vengeance, and will

not even ask his assassins : Cains, what have you
done with the blood of this just man ?

"

Sobs stifled the voice of the orator as he described

not only his public acts, but his personal and private
i Dean of the Cathedral of Riobamba and Senator.

U
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virtues, his faith, piety, charity, and zeal, and his

late noble protest against the invasion of the Pon-

tifical States, which had attracted the attention of

the whole world to their nation, and added :

" The
soldier of God has died as a martyr to his zeal and

his faith." Then, apostrophizing the body, he

exclaimed :

" Garcia Moreno ! Your eyes do not see

our tears ! Your ears cannot hear the lamentations

of your people ! Your noble heart no longer beats

in your breast, but your soul understands us ! Ah !

from that happy region to which your heroic virtue

has brought you, look down in pity on your children !

Do not abandon your country to anarchy and ruin !

Ask of God to raise up a man worthy to succeed you,
one who will carry on your great work and will

know how to say, with you, Adveniat regnum tuum."

Towards the end of the ceremony the rumour

spread among the people that an attempt had been

made to murder little Gabriel, the late President's

son, and that some men had disinterred Rayo to

place him in consecrated ground. The body of

Garcia Moreno was, in consequence, secretly and

provisionally placed in an unknown grave, so as to

save it from the risk of sacrilegious profanation.
These infamies so exasperated the people that

they were determined to make an end of the

assassins. Polanco and Campuzano were already
in prison. The former hoped that a Radical

pronunciamento would follow on the President's

assassination, but on seeing the indignation of the

people and the fury of the soldiers, he ran to take

refuge in a shop, and afterwards tried to escape to

a safer retreat. But the soldiers followed and seized
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him. Young Cornejo had hid himself in a hut on

the mountains, and sent a servant to get his things.

But this man found the house deserted. Cornejo's

parents, inconsolable at the crime of their son, had

disappeared, so that all he could do was to go with

a light and try and collect some of the clothes of

the fugitive. One of the neighbours watched and
followed him ; the servant was arrested and con-

demned to be instantly shot unless he would reveal

Cornejo's hiding-place. Cornejo, hearing through
an Indian of the approach of the troops, escaped
to the woods. The soldiers surrounded them, but

finding that he could not be dislodged from the

thickets, the exasperated peasants set fire to the

forest. Seeing the flames coming near him, Cornejo

got into the hollow of a tree, and had nearly baffled

pursuit when he lifted up his head to get some air,

was seen by a soldier and nearly torn to pieces by
the people. Tried by a council of war, Cornejo
made a complete confession, which proved that

Polanco had been the soul of the whole tragedy.

Condemned to death, he expressed true contrition

and wrote a letter to his mother, saying: "I am

glad to die to expiate my crime and to have had the

happiness before my death of being reconciled to

God. If I had escaped I should have been lost for

ever." Just before, Campuzano had paid his debt

to justice. After his condemnation he was offered

life if he would reveal the names of his accomplices.
"

It is useless," exclaimed the poor wretch,
"
my

companions would never forgive me. I had rather

be shot than stabbed."

Polanco, stangely enough, was only condemned
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to ten years' imprisonment. But God was less

patient than the court. He escaped two years later

during a Revolution, and, pouring out blasphemies

against the Sacred Heart, told the soldier to fire on

the banner, when a ball hit him dead on the spot.

Andrade and Moncajo managed to gain the

frontier and remained in exile till the temporary

triumph of Vintimilla in 1877. But although, to

the great scandal of the people, the Radical Govern-

ment allowed them to return, they were obliged to

fly from the menaces and contempt of their country-

men, who would have nothing to say to Garcia

Moreno's murderers.

A few days after the funeral, the Chambers met.

Vice-President Leon informed the senators and

deputies of the measures taken to preserve public

order, and added :

"
It is at the election of a new

President that men of honour must meet. We will

leave revolt and assassination to others. As for me,.

I only wish to return into private life. I should

prefer exile to supreme power when I see what has

been the reward given to the most noble and generous
of men. As the Minister, the friend and companion
of the late President, I have now but one wish, and

that is, to weep, in the midst of my family, for the

purest, best, and most virtuous man I have ever

known."
The Minister of the Interior then presented to

Congress the message which Garcia Moreno had in

his hand at the moment of his assassination. It

was impossible to express the emotion caused in

the House by the sight of this MS., all stained with

his blood, in which this father of his people had
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expressed his supreme wishes, and the reading of

which was listened to in a kind of religious silence.

"A few years ago," wrote Garcia Moreno,
" Ecuador repeated sadly the complaint of Bolivar

when he addressed his last message to the Congress
of 1830 : / blush to own it. We have conquered our

independence, it is true, but at the cost of every other

good.'
" Since the time that, placing all our hope in

God, we have left the current of impiety and

apostacy which seems to carry away the world in

these days of blindness, and that we have reorgan-
ized ourselves (in 1869) as a really Catholic country,
all has gone on improving from day to day for the

welfare and prosperity of our beloved country."
Then he gave a summary of all that had been done

in the different branches of the administration, and

wound up with the touching words :

" In a few days the mandate confided to me in

1869 will have expired. The Republic has enjoyed
six years of peace, and during that time has marched

on steadily in the path of progress under the visible

protection of Divine Providence. The results ob-

tained would have been greater if I had possessed
all the qualities required for good government, or if,

to do good, it were enough ardently to desire it.

"
If I have committed faults, I ask your pardon

for them a thousand times, and beg my countrymen
to believe that my will has never ceased to try and

follow out what seemed to me best for the nation.

If, on the contrary, you think I have succeeded in

anything, attribute the merit first to God and to the

Immaculate dispenser of the treasures of His mercy ;
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and next, to yourselves, to the people, to the army,
and to all those who in the different branches of the

Government have helped me, with so much intelli-

gence and fidelity, to carry out my difficult duties."

The Congress was worthy of such a message.
It answered by a manifesto in honour of Garcia the

Great "
Great, not only in the eyes of the people

of Ecuador, but of America and of the whole world ;

"

and determined to perpetuate his memory by raising
a monument to commemorate the benefits he had
conferred on his country. In the session of the

i6th of September, they issued a decree in which,
after enumerating the many great works he had

successfully undertaken and carried out "
in the

religious, moral, material, and intellectual order,"
1

it adds :

"
Ecuador, by the mouth of its representatives,

accords to the memory of the most excellent Don
Gabriel Garcia Moreno the homage of her eternal

gratitude, and to glorify him according to his

deserts, discerns to him the name of The Regenerator

of his country, and the Martyr of Catholic Civilization.

To preserve his mortal remains, a mausoleum shall

be raised, worthy of this great and noble man, on

a site chosen by the Executive. To recommend his

glorious name to the esteem and respect of pos-

terity, a marble statue shall be raised in his honour,

which shall bear on its pedestal the following

inscription : To Garcia Moreno, the most noble of the

sons of Ecuador, dying for religion and his country, a

grateful Republic.
" In the halls of the Municipal Council and other

official assemblies, the bust of Garcia Moreno shall be
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also placed, with the inscription : To the Regenerator

of his country; to the Martyr of Catholic Civilization.

The great national road and the railroad, which
were the principal material works of the late

President, shall both bear the name of Garcia

Moreno."

We must go far back in history before we shall

find a man grand enough to deserve such praises,
or a people just enough to award them. But all

nations combined to do him honour, not only in

New Granada and Chili, but in Buenos Ayres,

Lima, and in North America, the most eloquent

panegyrics of the hero and martyr appeared in every

paper. The Confraternity of St. Michael at New
York decreed that on the 6th of August a Solemn
Mass should be offered up yearly

" on this glorious

anniversary, at which all the members of the

confraternity should assist, with the intention of

asking God, through the intercession of this great
Christian martyr, that his heroism should fill the

hearts of all Catholics from one end of America to

the other."

In Europe the sensation caused by his death was
almost as great. The papers in Spain, France,

Germany, Italy, Belgium, and England vied with

one another in describing the episodes of his glorious

life, and still more heroic death. In Paris, at

St. Sulpice, solemn obsequies were celebrated in his

honour, while at Notre Dame an eloquent sermon

preached by a well-known Jesuit orator asked his

hearers to recognize in Garcia Moreno "the just

man of our century." Louis Veuillot, in the Univers

of September 27, 1875, wrote a magnificent leader
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in his honour
; and, above all, Pius IX. publicly

honoured this son who was in deed and in truth so

worthy of him. In an address to the pilgrims of

Laval on the 2Oth of September, after speaking of

the iniquities committed by the sects, not only in

Europe but in America, that great Pontiff continued

with tears in his voice :

" In the midst of all this,

the Republic of Ecuador was miraculously dis-

tinguished by the spirit of justice and the unshake-

able faith of its President, who showed himself ever

the submissive son of the Church, full of devotion

for the Holy See, and of zeal to maintain religion

and piety throughout his nation. And now the

impious, in their blind fury, look, as an insult upon
their pretended modern civilization, upon the exist-

ence of a Government, which, while consecrating
itself to the material well-being of the people, strives

at the same time to assure its moral and spiritual

progress. Then, in the councils of darkness

organized by the sects, these villains decreed the

murder of the illustrious President. He fell under

the steel of an assassin, as a victim to his faith

and Christian charity. . . . For Pius IX. also, the

death of Garcia Moreno is the death of a martyr."
The Pope did not limit himself to words. A few

days later he had a magnificent funeral service

celebrated for the soul of Garcia Moreno, as Pontiffs

do when God has taken away one of the most

eminent children of the Church ; and when certain

Italian Catholics determined to erect a statue in his

honour, Pius IX. largely contributed to it, and

placed it in the American College. On the four

sides of this monument is the following inscription ;
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RELIGIONIS INTEGERRIMUS GUSTOS,
AUCTOR STUDIORUM OPTIMORUM,

OBSEQUENTISSIMUS IN CHRISTI SEDEM

JUSTITLE CULTOR, SCELERUM VINDEX.

The marble likewise tells the story of his martyr-

dom, and the profound mourning of the Catholic

world :

GABRIEL GARCIA MORENO
SUMMUS REIPUBLIC^: QUITENSIS

IN AMERICA PRASES IMPIA MANU
PER PRODITIONEM INTEREMPTUS NONIS AUG. A.D. MDCCCLXXV

CUJUS VIRTUTEM ET GLORIOS^E MORTIS CAUSAM
ADMIRATIONE ET LAUDIBUS DIRI CASUS ATROCITATEM

BONI OMNES PROSECUTI SUNT. PIUS IX. PONT. MAX.

PECUNIA SUA ET PLURIM, CATHOL. COLLATIONE EGREGIE

DE ECCLESIA ET REPUBLICA MERITO.

Pius IX. and Garcia Moreno, both crusaders

against the Revolution, one martyred by it, the

other imprisoned, the prisoner praising the martyr
before the world and God, "Who never dies,"

crowning both this is indeed a glorious remem-
brance on which to dwell.





EPILOGUE.

ECUADOR AFTER GARCIA MORENO.

OUR readers will probably ask themselves, with

some anxiety, what became of the Christian Republic
after the crime of the 6th of August ? Did the

Revolution succeed in its odious and bloody re-

action ? or were the people faithful to their great

and heroic chief?

A glance at the history of the Republic during
the last ten or twelve years will show the political

wisdom and foresight, as well as the posthumous
influence, of the martyred hero.





I.

THE PRESIDENT BORRERO.

1875, 1876.

THE day after the assassination, the Vice-President

Leon consented to remain in power until the

election of a fresh President. Ecuador in con-

sequence remained calm and quiet for three months.

But then came the fresh elections, and the Liberal

Borrero was chosen, whose first act was to inveigh

against the Constitution which he had sworn to

defend. The Radicals, enchanted at his proposed
reforms, began to agitate the whole country in his

favour. An old officer unveiled the plot of the

Revolutionists, who wished to substitute Pedro

Carbo for Borrero and bring back Urbina as

General-in-Chief of the army.
"

I pity Borrero,"

exclaimed the veteran.
"
If he yields to the Radical

cry, he will lose himself and the country with him.

His only chance is to adopt the motto of Garcia

Moreno :

'

Liberty for all and for everything, except
for evil and for wrong-doers.'

'

Borrero tried to temporize between the two

parties, but allowed the most shameful abuse of

religion in the papers, and dismissed such of the

Ministers as were unfavourable to his new plans of

reform.
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To his great disgust, however, the people
remained faithful to their late chief, and on the

anniversary of his death, in 1876, made a magni-
ficent demonstration in his honour. The whole city

went into mourning, while at his solemn obsequies
in the Cathedral, every one attended save Borrero

himself and a few of his officials. Don Miguel
Garces pronounced the funeral oration, in which he

declared that
"

if Constantine were considered great

for having given peace to the Church, Theodosius

for having protected it, and Charlemagne for having
saved it from the barbarians, Garcia Moreno, with

still more faith, zeal, and energy, had made himself

the champion of the holiest of causes ;

"
and,

"
that

to eclipse all other heroes, he had only needed a

wider field for his great genius."
But Borrero continued blind to the political

wisdom of his predecessor. To try their strength,

the Radicals organized a Revolution in Guayaquil,
which \vas easily put down, but the leaders of which

were pardoned by Borrero. To find a more effective

tool, they then pitched upon Vintimilla, a man
without faith or principle, ignorant, stupid, a

drunkard and a gambler, whom they insisted on

having as commandant of the troops at Guayaquil.
Even Borrero was startled at this demand, but too

weak to resist, he gave him the appointment.
Vintimilla began by dismissing all the good and

faithful officers to replace them with his accomplices.

Borrero, warned of his treason, wrote to expostulate.

Vintimilla replied "that if he had changed his

subordinates it was only because he suspected their

loyalty, they having served the tyrant (Garcia
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Moreno ! ) for fifteen years. That if the President

disapproved of this act of prudence, he, Vintimilla,

could only resign, as a soldier, like a woman, has

only his honour, which if once doubted, is lost for

ever."

Borrero was foolish enough to believe in him.

Vintimilla next asked for some troops to be sent

to him from Quito, pretending to fear an insurrection

on the approaching feast of the Independence. In

spite of the intreaties of his friends, Borrero fell into

the trap, and sent him the men and arms required.
All means of defence being thus taken away from

the capital, Vintimilla threw aside the mask. On
the 8th of September the Radicals issued a pro-

clamation, declaring that
" Borrero was a traitor to

all Liberal principles, and by his absurd policy, was

perpetuating institutions incompatible with a demo-
cratic Government, so that they refused any longer
to obey him, and proclaimed the great citizen,

Ignacio Vintimilla, President of the Republic."
Borrero was thunderstruck at this treachery, and

instantly made an appeal to arms. The Con-

servatives joined him to repress the revolt ; but

unhappily Borrero always mistrusted them, and

refused to employ the only capable generals. The

troops remained inactive at Guaranda for a month,

during which time Vintimilla's preparations were

completed, and he marched on Guaranda at the

head of an army, while Urbina attacked Riobamba
with a smaller corps. General Saenz, having only
a small force at Guaranda, went to meet Urbina,

who defeated him in the battle of Galte, while

Vintimilla, passing through the feeble troops at
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Guaranda, arrived in triumph at Quito. The

country fell altogether into the hands of the red

Republicans ; Borrero was thrown into prison,,

where he lingered for two months and was finally

exiled to Lima ; and thus the great work of Garcia

Moreno was threatened with entire destruction.

II.

THE DICTATOR VINTIMILLA.

18771883.

UNDER the specious name of regeneration, Vintimilla

brought to his country ruin and death. A decree of

February i, 1877, on the secularization of education,

inaugurated the era of persecution. The Bishops
and clergy protested ; they were threatened with

exile ; then the Archbishop of Quito, Mgr. Checa,
declared that " he would oppose with all his strength
the propagation of error in his diocese." A fortnight

later, this holy and venerable prelate was poisoned
on Good Friday, strychnine having been put into

the wine used for the Holy Sacrifice ! ! Then the

Government ordered a funeral service to be cele-

brated in memory of the soldiers who had fallen in

the revolt of Vintimilla, "victims of their devotion

to liberty and their hatred of tyrants." Needless to

say that the Bishops refused to allow their ministry
to be thus profaned.

Vintimilla vowed to be revenged, and chose for

his next victim, Dr. Ansenio Andrade, Vicar-Capitular
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of Quito. A body of young men, without arms, had
striven to resist the tyrant and been defeated.

Vintimilla ordered the church bells to be rung to

celebrate the victory. Andrade refused : Vintimilla

inflicted a fine on all the clergy of the capital.

Andrade forbade them to pay it ; and then feeling-

sure of arrest, left in the hands of the chapter a

decree of interdict on all the churches, which was to

be carried out twenty-four hours after his seizure.

This was done
;
the churches were all closed, and the

people in sorrow and consternation, met in the public

squares, exasperated against the Government, and

organized public processions of penance to disarm

the wrath of God. Two days later, the great volcano

of Cotopaxi burst into eruption, bridges were

destroyed, clouds of ashes darkened the air, whole

villages disappeared, and for three days the thickest

darkness covered the whole country, so that the

frightened people thought the hour of the Last

Judgment was at hand. But neither the terrors of

God nor of man arrested the action of the

Government. A decree of the 28th of June

suspended the Concordat and re-established the law

of patronage. The Bishops protested as one man.
The Bishop of Riobamba pronounced a sentence of

excommunication against all whether priests or

laymen who should obey the new decree. Andrade

withdrew the interdict from compassion for the

faithful ; and, concealed in the woods of Pichincha,

lived as an anchorite, while administering, as well

as he could, to the needs of the Church at Quito.
Vintimilla then tried to starve the clergy into

submission by declaring that every bishop and priest,
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unless they obeyed his orders, should be deprived of

their ecclesiastical revenues. The venerable Arch-

bishop of Cuenca tried to reason with him upon these

attempts at sacrilege, and exclaimed :

" You incur

one anathema and excommunication after the other.

Have you forgotten, General Vintimilla, that you
have a soul ? Do you think God will not demand of

you an account of your actions ? Have you made a

pact with death ? or do you fancy there is no
Hell ? ... As bishop and as citizen I protest against

this, and all your other attempts against the Church
of God."

Vintimilla remained deaf to all remonstrances,

but the people trembled with indignation. Even
the Liberals remembered with sorrow the prophetic
words of Garcia Moreno :

"
I do not want you, but

you will want me. When I shall be no longer at

hand to protect you, you will become the prey of

the Revolutionists." The patriots of Quito grouped
themselves round General Yepez and fought in the

streets of the capital till their last cartridge was
exhausted. This exasperated the Radical party,

who accused the Bishops of having favoured the

rising. The Bishop of Loja was obliged to escape
across the frontier; the Bishop of Guayaquil was

poisoned ; the Bishop of Riobamba was only saved

from his assassins by hiding in the mountains. All

the notabilities of the Conservative party, magis-

trates, generals or officials were either imprisoned
or sent into exile. Vintimilla hoped thus to induce

the people to submit, but he was mistaken. The

public indignation rose to such a height, and the

odes of " Down with Vintimilla
" became so
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menacing, that the Dictator found himself com-

pelled either to fly or to change his policy. He
made up his mind, at last, to get rid of Urbina and

Montalvo, and to be reconciled with the Bishops and
the Church. He did so by placing himself under
the protection of the Convention, which met again
in 1878.

When Pedro Carbo proposed to suppress the

clause which declared " the Catholic religion to be

that of the State/' Julio Castro, the Vice-President,

opposed the motion on the ground of inexpediency,
and asserted that the Government "was bound to

support the actual state of things, which was,

unity of belief." Then twenty-eight deputies pro-

posed the abrogation of the decree suspending the

Concordat, but the violence of Urbina stopped for a

time, this act of justice. The question of the liberty

of the Press next came under discussion, and

restrictive laws were imposed, to the rage of the

Radicals. But Vintimilla had suddenly become a

Conservative, and decreed that all the priests should

be recalled from exile, and that Dr. Andrada and

others, who had been pursued from political motives,

should enjoy henceforth perfect liberty. Vintimilla,

in fact, only wished to have an opportunity to

indulge his passions and live at his ease.

During the four succeeding years the revenues of

the State were entirely absorbed in pandering to the

vice and luxuries of the President, and to paying off

Urbina and his insatiable friends for the damages

they pretended to have suffered under the reign

of the "
tyrant

"
Garcia Moreno. The dilapidation

of the public finances was such that no Finance
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Minister had the courage to give in his accounts-

All public works were stopped. Even the new roads

were allowed to fall into decay. The university
and colleges closed, the professors dismissed, the

students scattered such, at the commencement of

1882, was the sad spectacle offered by Ecuador.

The Conservatives rejoiced to see the end ap-

proaching of this fatal Presidency. But Vintimilla,

only listening to his ambition, went to Guayaquil
and got himself elected by his friends as a permanent
Dictator; and then hoping to throw dust in the

eyes of the Conservatives, he solemnly received the

Apostolic Nuncio, to whom he declared that his

only anxiety was to preserve and even draw closer

the links which bound the nation to the Holy See.

As a proof of his sincerity he restored the Concordat

and appointed his old enemy, Riobamba, as Arch-

bishop of Quito.
But he had reckoned too long on the patience of

the people. They had tolerated a Constitutional

President ; they could not stand a permanent
Dictator. The whole nation flew to arms. In the

name of Garcia Moreno, of Ascasubi, and of Flores,

they appealed to the army to become once more the

real defenders of their country. On the loth of

January the patriots surrounded and entered Quito,
and after a sanguinary battle, took possession of the

capital. Six months later, Vintimilla was driven

out of Guayaquil, his last refuge, as, twenty-five

years before, Garcia Moreno had driven out Franco,
the last of Urbina's lieutenants : and the reign of

tyranny was at an end.
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III.

THE REPUBLIC OF THE SACRED HEART.

18831886.

THE Republic of Ecuador could then calculate what
the abandonment of the principles of Garcia Moreno
had lost her. In eight months the Liberalism of

Borrero had thrown her into the hands of the

Radicals ; and during the following eight years the

country had been completely ruined. All the public
works of Garcia Moreno had been stopped ; the

Treasury was empty ; the schools and colleges

closed ; and nothing but bloodshed, poisonings, and

plots were heard of on every side. Three things

only had, to a certain degree, arrested the total

destruction of all Garcia Moreno's labours : the

conduct of the clergy, who, in spite of persecutions
and exile had held to their high Catholic standard ; the

strong Catholic feeling of the people, who had clung
to their Bishops and, in many cases, forced the

Radicals to draw back ; and above all, God,
" Who

does not die," become, by the consecration of the

Republic to the Sacred Heart, the official protector
of Ecuador, had at last delivered the country from

the hands of her tyrants. Garcia Moreno had

prophesied :

" After my death, Ecuador will fall

-again into the hands of the Revolutionists, who
will govern her as despots, under the specious name
of Liberalism. But the Sacred Heart of Jesus, to

Whom I have consecrated my country, will save her
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once more, that she may live honoured and free r

under the safeguard of true Catholic principles."

The provisional Government, grateful for their

unexpected victory, echoed the feelings of the people

by decreeing immediately the erection of a national

church, dedicated to the Sacred Heart, to be built

at the cost of the State, though aided by voluntary
contributions. Of course, this proposal met with

violent opposition from the Radical benches in the

Chambers, they, pretending that God did not need!

temples made with hands to show gratitude for

His benefits. But Dr. Matovelle r as champion of the

Catholic cause, showed how the object of this

monumental church was not to increase the number
of churches, but to make a public, solemn, and

national manifestation of the Catholic faith.

"Gentlemen!" the orator exclaimed. "The great
crime of our days is the mean and cowardly

apostacy of all the nations of the earth. All Govern-

ments have ceased to recognize the social rights

of Jesus Christ and of His Church. . . . What we
desire is that the Convention of 1884 should fall

on its knees before the Divine Head of all the

kingdoms of the earth ; that the Republic should

renew her original consecration and raise a durable

monument to attest to all future generations that

Ecuador is the Republic of the Sacred Heart, not of the

imaginary God of the Pantheists, but of the true

God, our Lord Jesus Christ." Moved by these

noble wT

ords, more than three parts of the deputies
voted for the proposal. The work of Garcia Moreno
had thus borne its fruit and proved that his memory
was profoundly anchored in the hearts of his people.
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The Honourable Jose Maria Caamano, one of the

leading men of the Conservative party, had been

elected President a year before the tenth anniversary
of the terrible drama at Quito, and he determined on
a solemn glorification of the Christian hero whom
the miserable tyrants of the preceding years had so

wantonly insulted.

On the 6th of August, the whole city being hung
with black, a magnificent service was held in the

Cathedral in the presence of all the Bishops, the

President, and the civil and military dignitaries.

All eyes turned lovingly to the young Gabriel, then

fifteen years of age, who for the first time publicly
led the mourning for his noble father. Around him
were grouped the widow and relations of Garcia

Moreno, the circle of "
young Catholics," which

he had established, the nobility of Quito, and an

innumerable number of people of all ranks. The

Apostolic Nuncio officiated amidst the tears of the

assistants, and a beautiful funeral oration was

pronounced by F. Proano, S.J., in which he dwelt

on his noble nature, his admirable character, and

the signal benefits he had conferred on his country,

winding up with the words :

" His murderers declared

that August 6, 1875, would open out to the country
a new era of peace and prosperity; that the death

of the Ecuador Colossus would give a fresh start

to civilization and progress. Fools ! how have they

kept their promises ? . . . Et nunc, rcgcs, intelligite !
"

The new President was worthy to listen to these

great lessons : Conservative and Catholic, devoted to

the Church and to the people, he did not understand

a policy which made a pact with Revolution. It is
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said that the day when he was to swear on the

Gospels not to undertake anything against the

Catholic Church, he went to see the widow of

Garcia Moreno and asked her to lend him the

.-scarf of her illustrious and noble husband. "
I

hold," he said, "to people looking upon me as

the humble successor of his glorious and loyal

policy."
"

I will not lend it, but give it to you,'*

replied that noble-minded lady.
" No one is more

worthy to wear it than yourself."

On June 21, 1886, a great Eucharistic Congress
was held in Quito to celebrate the second centenary
of the public worship of the Church to the Sacred

Heart. The Chambers were closed on that day ;
so

that the whole of the deputies, with the President at

their head, should celebrate this national fete. At

sunrise, salvos of artillery woke the whole city. At

seven o'clock the whole of the churches were rilled

with men and women of every rank to receive Holy
Communion. In the Cathedral alone, ten thousand

souls received the Bread of Life. Then followed

.a solemn Act of Faith and Reparation, pronounced

by the Archbishop in presence of all the civil,

military, and ecclesiastical authorities. It ran as

follows :

"
King of kings ! and Lord of lords ! on

Whom alone depend all the empires and nations

of the earth, in gratitude for Thy great mercies, the

public authorities of Church and State, prostrated
at Thy feet, offer to Thy Divine Heart, and conse-

crate to It for ever, the Republic of Ecuador. Deign
to accept this people as Thy heritage, to reign over

them for ever, to deliver them from their enemies,
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and to show to the whole world the happiness

enjoyed by a nation which has chosen Thee for its

Saviour and its God."

Then began, amidst the tears of the assistants,

the Act of Expiation and Reparation for all the

offences committed against the Divine Majesty.
" Lord and God, our Creator and Master, by Whom
alone all kings reign and legislators rule the nations

of the world, to Thee are due solemn acts of praise
and thanksgiving for having defended us from our

enemies and overwhelmed us with Thy gifts. But
alas ! instead of corresponding with Thy good-

ness, we have sinned against Thee, \ve have trodden

under foot Thy Divine Laws, and deserved all

Thy chastisements. Look not upon our iniquities,

O Lord ! but only upon Thy mercy."
Then followed the Litany of Reparation, the

responses being said by the whole people.
" For all our iniquities."
" Pardon us, good Lord."
" For the sins of Thy priests."
" Pardon ! pardon !

"

" For the injustices of our rulers,
" For the faults of our magistrates,
" For the sins of fathers of families,
" For the crimes of unworthy men,
" For their impieties and blasphemies,
" For their perjuries and sacrileges,
" For our Revolutions and fratricidal wars,
" For the attacks against ecclesiastical authority,
44 For the plots against civil authority,
" For the horrible crimes of the 6th of August

and 3Oth of March,
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" For the shameful excesses of the Press,
" For our political crimes,
" For our public scandals,
" In a word, for all our social iniquities,"

"Pardon us, good Lord ! pardon us!" cried the

whole immense multitude as with one voice.

A few days after this act of public expiation, the

feast of the Sacred Heart re-united again all the

ecclesiastical and civil authorities, who, with the Pre-

sident at their head, consecrated themselves, one by
one, ane\v to the Sacred Heart. Their example wras

followed by the whole city, and until the end of that

great day, soldiers, judges, fathers and mothers of

families, young men, and children filled the great

Basilica, renewing one by one their act of consecra-

tion. This scene, worthy of the heroic ages of faith r

proved that the work of Garcia Moreno had not died

with him. But an equally strong proof was given in

1887, when the whole world prepared to celebrate

the Jubilee of our Holy Father, Leo XIII. After a

magnificent speech from President Caamano, the

Congress voted a decree of congratulation to the

Pope, and of protestation of unalterable fidelity ;

while the sum of 50,000 francs was voted as the

offering of the nation, and the 3ist of December was

appointed as a national fete, when the Tc Dcum was
to be sung in all the churches in presence of the

authorities.

The Archbishop of Quito also presented to the

Pope, in the name of the faithful, a massive silver

reliquary containing a relic of the Blessed Marianne
de Jesus, beautifully chased with emblematic devices,

which included a medallion of the President- Martyr.
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Garcia Moreno. The offering was accompanied by
a touching letter from President Caamano, which
rivalled the Christian utterances of our martyred
hero. Among other gifts was a magnificent portrait
of Garcia Moreno, holding in his hand his celebrated

protest against the invasion of the Pontifical States.

But on the day of the audience at the Vatican, the

Envoy Extraordinary from Ecuador, M. Antonio

Flores (son of the illustrious Flores) remitted another

gift to the Pope, in a precious casket of crystal de

roche, ornamented with precious stones a gift which

was more striking and significant than any which

had preceded it, and of which M. Flores gave the

following explanation :

" Most Holy Father, I am extremely touched at

the honour granted to me by your Holiness of being
allowed in person to present my homages, and those

of my countrymen, in addition to the humble offer-

ing which I have submitted to His Eminence, the

Cardinal Secretary of State. In this crystal casket

I have taken it upon myself to place the autograph

message \vhich our beloved and regretted President,

Garcia Moreno, bore in his hands on the da}- of his

cruel immolation, and which is all stained with his

heroic blood. I implore your Holiness to accept
this offering which I have the honour to make in my
own name and in that of a Catholic writer, M. Eloy
Proano y Vega, who picked up this precious docu-

ment on the site of the crime, which was read to the

Chambers after his martyrdom, and which he sent to

me abroad, where I have carefully kept it for the

last nine years."
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Greatly touched at the sight of this relic,

Leo XIII. answered the Ambassador:

"We offer our most ardent wishes for the pros-

perity of Ecuador and its President, to whom we

earnestly recommend the interests of the Catholic

Faith, which will ensure the happiness of the people.
. . . We accept also with joy the precious gift

which your Excellency has presented to us on this

our happy anniversary. This autograph message
which the illustrious Garcia Moreno proposed to

read to Congress before he was struck down by the

hands of assassins, we shall religiously preserve as a

touching remembrance of a man who was the

champion of the Catholic Faith, and to w7hom may
be justly applied the words made use of by the

Church to celebrate the memory of the holy martyrs,
St Thomas of Canterbury and St. Stanislas of

Poland : Pro Ecclcsia gladiis impioruni occubuit"

We will close this biography with these words of

the great Pontiff: and we venture to hope that a

new era of prosperity is opening for Ecuador under

the shadow of the Cross, for the President elected in

1888 is the same Antonio Flores who presented the

bloody message of his martyred predecessor to the

Pope. A man of wisdom and experience, having
had occasion, during his many diplomatic missions,

both in Europe and America, to meditate on the

evils which ruin nations and on the errors which

destroy Governments, he is thoroughly inspired with

the two maxims of Garcia Moreno :

"
Liberty for all

and for everything, except for evil and for wrong-
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doers." And again :
" Seek ye first the Kingdom of

God and His justice, and all other things shall be

added unto you."

May the God "Who never dies" maintain His

sovereignty over this nation of our martyred hero,

and preserve it as the type and model of a truly

Christian State.
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